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Preface

This volume is the result of the Sixth International ICST Conference on Mobile Net-
works and Management (MONAMI), which was held in Würzburg, Germany during
September 22–24, 2014, hosted by the University of Würzburg.

The MONAMI conference series aims at closing the gap between hitherto consid-
ered separated and isolated research areas, namely multi-access and resource man-
agement, mobility and network management, and network virtualization. Although
these have emerged as core aspects in the design, deployment, and operation of current
and future networks, there is still little to no interaction between the experts in these
fields. MONAMI enables cross-pollination between these areas by bringing together
top researchers, academics, and practitioners specializing in the area of mobile network
and service management.

In 2014, after a thorough peer-review process, 20 papers were selected for inclusion
in the main track of the technical program. In addition, MONAMI 2014 hosted a well-
received workshop on Enhanced Living Environments, which featured 10 papers. All
in all, 30 papers were orally presented at the conference. The Technical Program
Committee members made sure that each submitted paper was reviewed by at least
three competent researchers, including at least one TPC member.

The conference opened with one half-day tutorial: “SDN Experimentation Facilities
and Tools,” addressing one of the main leitmotifs of the MONAMI conference,
organized and presented by Dr. Kostas Pentikousis and Dr. Umar Toseef (EICT GmbH,
Germany) and Philip Wette and Martin Dräxler (University of Paderborn, Germany).
Prof. Klaus Moessner, from the Centre for Communication Systems Research at the
University of Surrey, UK, officially opened the conference day with his vision on
“Networks in Times of Virtualisation.” In addition, the conference featured a panel
session on “Cloudification of Mobile Networks - Expectations, Challenges and
Opportunities,” organized by Dr. Andreas Maeder and with the participation of the
following reputable researchers: Dr. Klaus Moessner, Dr. Dirk Kutscher, Dr. Wolfgang
Kellerer, Dr. Wolfgang Kiess, and Prof. Alberto Leon-Garcia. The second day of the
conference started with a keynote by Dr. Dirk Kutscher from NEC Europe Ltd.,
Germany, who gave a speech entitled “From Virtualization to Network and Service
Programmability – A Research Agenda for 5G Networks.” This was followed by a
special session on Software Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualization,
organized by Prof. Wolfgang Kellerer (Technische Universität München, Germany)
and Dr. Marco Hoffmann (Nokia, Germany) featuring the talk “Commodity Hardware
as Common Denominator of SDN and NFV,” given by Dr. Hagen Woesner (BISDN
GmbH, Germany).

The First Workshop on Enhanced Living Environments, organized by the IC1303
AAPELE COST Action, featured a keynote by Prof. Phuoc Tran-Gia (University of
Würzburg, Germany) and a talk from the AAPELE Science Officer, Dr. Guiseppe
Lugano.



It is worth highlighting that the attendance increased in MONAMI 2014 and all
newcomers acknowledged the collegial atmosphere which characterizes the conference,
making it an excellent venue, not only to present novel research work, but also to foster
stimulating discussions between the attendees.

The papers included in this volume are organized thematically into five parts,
starting with LTE Networks in Part I. Virtualization and Software Defined Networking
aspects are discussed in Part II. Part III presents new approaches related to Self-
Organizing Networks, while Part IV addresses Energy Awareness in Wireless Net-
works. Part V includes papers presenting avant-garde Algorithms and Techniques for
Wireless Networks, and Part VI entails papers related to Applications and Context
Awareness. The next three parts of the volume deal with Ambient Assisted Living
systems: Part VII focuses on architectural issues, Part VIII discusses Human Interaction
Technologies and, finally, Part IX closes the volume with three papers on Devices and
Mobile Cloud for AAL.

We close this short preface to the volume by acknowledging the vital role that the
Technical Program Committee members and additional referees played during the
review process. Their efforts ensured that all submitted papers received a proper
evaluation. We thank EAI and ICST for assisting with organization matters, CREATE-
NET and University of Würzburg for hosting MONAMI 2014. The team that put
together this year’s event was large and required the sincere commitment of many
folks. Although too many to recognize by name, their effort should be highlighted. We
particularly thank Petra Jansen for her administrative support on behalf of EAI, and
Prof. Imrich Chlamtac of CREATE-NET for his continuous support of the conference.
Finally, we thank all delegates for attending MONAMI 2014 and making it such a
vibrant conference!

We hope to see you all in Santander, 2015.

December 2014 Phuoc Tran-Gia
Andreas Timm-Giel

Rossitza Goleva
Thomas Zinner
Ramón Agüero

VI Preface
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Scalable and Self-sustained Algorithms
for Femto-Cell Interference Mitigation

Sameera Palipana1, Yasir Zaki2(B), Umar Toseef1, Jay Chen2,
and Carmelita Goerg1

1 Communication Networks (ComNets), University of Bremen, Otto-Hahn-Allee
NW1, 28359 Bremen, Germany

{dmsp,umr,cg}@comnets.uni-bremen.de
2 Computer Science Department, New York University, Abu Dhabi (NYUAD), UAE

yasir.zaki@nyu.edu, jchen@cs.nyu.edu

Abstract. Cellular networks are reaching their physical limits providing
capacity that is almost near the Shannon theory. However, cellular usage
is still increasing exponentially with hungry applications demanding
higher data rates. As a result, designers are facing significant challenge in
meeting the required demands. One promising solutions, being fostered by
the 3GPP, is to increase the spectral efficiency through higher frequency
reuse using smaller and denser network cells such as femto, pico and nano
cells. One of the main challenges behind using smaller cells is managing
interference. In this paper, we propose two novel solutions that alleviate
the interference of femto-cells on macro-cell user equipment (MUEs). The
solutions do not rely on any additional information exchange or signal-
ing, nor do they rely on the backhaul and it’s delay. The first proposal is
Femto-cell Power Control Scheme (FPCS) that utilizes an analytical app-
roach to adapt the femto base station’s transmit power based on Channel
Quality Indicator (CQI) reports from affected MUEs. The second method
is Random Physical Resource Block Selection Scheme (RPSS) that allo-
cates the femto-cell’s resources from a random subset of Physical Resource
Blocks (PRBs) so that the MUEs benefit from a reduced interference level.
Our evaluations have shown that the two proposals do alleviate the femto-
cell interference significantly, increasing the SINR and enhancing the end
performance. To the best of our knowledge, no similar work exist in lit-
erature that addresses the femto-cell’s interference without information
exchange.

Keywords: HetNet · Femto-cells · Interference mitigation

1 Introduction

Femto-cells are small, low power/cost and plug and play cellular base stations
that can be placed inside homes and small business. It can be connected to
the operator’s network through Internet Protocol (IP) by means of a third
party backhaul connection such as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)
or through fiber optics. Femto-cells aim at providing better indoor coverage,
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 3–17, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16292-8 1
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increasing network capacity and also providing new services to users. Accord-
ingly, they provide higher data rates while reducing the macro-cells load.
However, there are several technical challenges that must be addressed before
femto-cells can coexist among other macro- and pico-cells. These challenges
can be categorized into: inter-cell interference, handover in areas with multiple
femto-cells, self configuration, healing and optimization, spectrum accuracy, and
providing quality of service using the shared backhaul connection [1,2].

In a heterogeneous network with femto-cells and macro-cells coexistence, the
downlink inter-cell interference can occur across femto-macro tiers (cross-tier
interference), as well as in femto-femto tiers (co-tier interference). The main
reasons for this downlink inter-cell interference are the deployment of femto-
cells without proper planning, spectrum reuse or co-channel deployment by
femto-cells, Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) access and uncoordinated opera-
tion among femto-cells and macro-cells [3].

Methods available for the downlink data channel protection can be divided
into two areas: power control and radio resource management. Radio resource
management involves methods such as component carrier aggregation, almost
blank subframes and PRB level resource partitioning. To overcome the down-
link cross-tier interference, several power controlling schemes are proposed in
the literature. Claussen et al. [4] provides a transmit power calculation method
considering the distance between the femto-cell and the most interfering macro-
cell which offers a minimum coverage for its serving Home User Equipment
(HUE). Yavuz et al. [5] use a power setting based on the received signal strength
from the macro-cell which is measured by the Home NodeB and adjusts the
transmit power to achieve a minimum quality level for the macro-cell control
channel. However, in these methods there is a high probability that the femto-
cell decreases its power without a MUE in the vicinity, resulting in an unnec-
essary performance degradation. Lalam et al. [6] proposes a dynamic power
control algorithm that uses the CQI reports from HUEs in Frequency Division
Duplex (FDD) High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and the excellent
transmission quality associated to a femto-cell to adjust the downlink power
transmission according to a given targeted CQI. However, the femto-cell is
restricted here to achieve a target Quality of Service (QoS) even without MUE
influence. Morita et al. [7] introduced an adaptive power level setting scheme that
depends on the availability of MUEs. Here, the HeNB measures the variation of
uplink received power from the MUEs and thereby, the transmit power of the
femto-cell can be adjusted intelligently. This scheme requires the femto-cell to
enable the Network Listen Mode (NLM) to sniff the environment as a UE.

Several resource partitioning schemes are proposed in literature trying to
alleviate the downlink cross-tier interference. A dynamic resource partitioning
method that denies Home enhanced NodeBs (HeNBs) to access the downlink
resources that are assigned to macro UEs in their vicinity was introduced by
Bharucha et al. [8]. Here, the interference on most vulnerable MUEs can be effec-
tively controlled at the expense of HeNB’s capacity. Nonetheless, this method
requires an X2 link for backhaul communication which is delay prone. In [9] the
eNodeB schedules the UEs affected by HeNBs to a special part of the spectrum
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such that the HeNBs map the downlink resource blocks from uplink sensing.
However, the problem lies at the uplink to downlink Resource Block mapping
that’s performed by the HeNB which implies that the mapping scheme must
be exchanged among the cells. Mahapatra and Strinati [10] describes a method
which measures the interference of each RB at the HeNB, classifies the RBs
and allocates them to the appropriate users with suitable transmit powers. This
method is computationally intensive and the interference measurement is done
at the HeNB and not the UE. Wang et al. [11] describes a scheme that uses time
domain muting where the MUEs in a coverage hole are protected by scheduling
them only on the muted sub-frames, but it may waste resources by scheduling
macro users only on muted sub-frames.

This paper puts forward two novel interference mitigation schemes: FPCS
and RPSS. FPCS is an adaptive power control scheme that detects affected
MUEs based on their CQI feedback utilizing the Network Listen Mode (NLM)
of the femto-cell. RPSS is an efficient yet simple resource partitioning scheme
which does not rely on extra signaling, measurements and estimations.

2 Interference Mitigation Architecture

2.1 Femto-Cell Power Control Scheme (FPCS)

The main idea of this scheme is to achieve a controlled femto-cell interference
at a MUE depending on the CQI reported by this user. However, the reported
CQI already includes interference from the femto-cell which can be referred as
‘SINR with femto-cell interference’. Thus, depending on this value, the femto-
cell can estimate ‘SINR without femto-cell interference’ at this particular MUE.
Then, the femto-cell can adjust its transmit power so that the SINR seen by the
affected macro-cell user remains at a certain percentage of the estimated ‘SINR
without femto-cell interference’. This percentage is referred here as the SINR
reduction factor, c.

When a femto-cell is started, during the initialization process it gathers
information on its position, potential interferer positions with their transmission
powers, and the wall penetration loss associated with the building it’s serving.
This takes place every time the femto-cell is booted or when it is plugged in.
A femto-cell belongs to a specific cellular operator, and will be sold and licensed
by this operator. Thus, femto-cells will be configured by the operator to exchange
a set of information during the beginning of the femto-cell operations and maybe
during regular intervals at the scale of hours or days.

After the initialization, when the femto-cell receives a CQI report from a
nearby MUE, it estimates the MUE’s SINR without femto-cell’s interference,
γ ′

woi. Then, it adjusts its transmit power depending on γ ′
woi. As a consequence,

during the next transmission time interval (TTI) the femto-cell would still gen-
erate interference to the MUE, however it will be consistent with the pre-set
operational limits of allowed interference. The MUE would report back the new
CQI to its serving macro-cell and the femto-cell would again hear this and adjust
it’s transmit power accordingly. Figure 1a further illustrates this functionality.
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Precise location information at the initialization process of the femto-cell can
be obtained from the operator using the IP address of the femto-cell through the
backhaul link. Here, the operator would know the location of the femto-cell due
to the ADSL or fiber optic subscription of the user. The positions and transmit
powers of potential interferes are sent by the operator to the femto-cell during
this process. Hence the wall penetration loss, L′

ow can be estimated using the
reception power of the strongest interfering macro-cell, Prx,M as follows:

L′
ow[dB] = Ptx,M [dB] − Prx,M [dB] − PLM,F [dB] (1)

where, Ptx,M is the transmit power of the strongest interfering macro-cell, Prx,M

is the received power by the femto-cell from this strongest interferer, PLM,F is
the path loss between this interferer and the femto-cell.

We define the relationship of estimated SINR without femto-cell’s interfer-
ence (γ ′

woi), SINR with femto-cell interference (γwi) and SINR reduction factor
(c) in Eq. 2. This relationship can be utilized to determine γ ′

woi and as a result
an expression for the femto-cell’s transmit power can be derived based on known
and estimated parameters.

γ ′
woi[dB] =

{
1
c × γwi[dB], if γwi[dB] > 0
c × γwi[dB], if γwi[dB] < 0

(2)

Here, γwi can be approximated as:

γwi ≈ P ′
rx,M

IM,noise + P ′
rx,F

(3)

where, (P ′
rx,M ) is the estimated received power from the macro BS at the MUE,

(IM,noise) is the interference from all other BSs + noise and P ′
rx,F is the esti-

mated received power from the femto-cell at the MUE. SINR w/o femto-cell’s
interference at the MUE, estimated by the femto-cell, is defined according to:

γ ′
woi =

P ′
rx,M

IM,noise
(4)

The femto-cell estimates the received power from the macro-cell using the macro
BS’s transmit power (Ptx,M ) and the estimated path loss between the MUE and
the macro-cell (PL′

MUE,M ).

P ′
rx,M [dB] = Ptx,M [dB] − PL′

MUE,M [dB] (5)

The received power from the femto-cell at the MUE is estimated using the
femto BS’s transmit power (Ptx,F ), estimated path loss between the MUE and
the femto-cell (PL′

MUE,F ), and estimated wall penetration loss (L′
ow) as:

P ′
rx,F [dB] = Ptx,F [dB] − PL′

MUE,F [dB] − L′
ow[dB] (6)
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Thus the femto-cell’s transmit power can be expressed as follows:

Ptx,F [dB] = PL′
MUE,F [dB] + Low[dB] + Ptx,M [dB]

−PL′
MUE,M [dB] + f(γwi, c) − γwi[dB], (7)

where

f(γwi, c) =

{
[1 − γ

(1− 1
c )

wi ][dB] if γwi[dB] > 0
[1 − γ

(1−c)
wi ][dB] if γwi[dB] < 0

Next, we are going to describe each of the assumptions taken by the FPCS
and how these assumptions can be justified.

Affected MUE Detection: A femto-cell can listen to CQI signals of macro
UEs in its vicinity through the NLM mode, since users are sending these CQI
reports in the uplink to their connected macro-cell. The femto-cell also belongs
to the same operator, thus it can be configured to listen to the CQIs from these
users. A femto-cell is capable of listening to the uplink transmissions of only
nearby macro users because the signal power tends to decrease as the user goes
further away. Therefore the femto-cell can identify which users are in its vicinity.
Moreover, a femto-cell determines if a MUE is affected by the HeNB interference
when the CQI values reported by this user tend to drop for a certain duration.

MUE Position Estimation: It is necessary to estimate the affected MUE’s
position by the femto-cell for FPCS to function properly. To determine the
transmit power that achieves the estimated SINR at the MUE, it is required to
estimate the path loss of the MUE-macrocell (PL′

MUE,M ) and MUE-femtocell
(PL′

MUE,F ) links according to Eq. 7. The femto-cell estimates the affected UE’s
path loss by behaving as a MUE and performing uplink power control. Accord-
ingly, uplink reception power from the femto-cell and the MUE will be the same
at the macro-cell at this instance. Hence the path loss between the femto-cell and
the MUE can be estimated using the femto-cell uplink transmit power, Ptx,F,UL

and the femto-cell uplink reception power Prx,F,UL as follows:

PL′
MUE,F =

1
2
(Ptx,F,UL − Prx,F,UL) − L′

ow (8)

Figure 2b further illustrates the MUE’s path loss estimation by the femto-cell.
Now, the path loss between macro-cell and the MUE (PL′

MUE,M ) can be esti-
mated as the distance to the macro-cell is known.

However, the influence of fading is not considered for the path loss estima-
tion because the femto-cell is not aware of the amount of fading present at the
MUE. Fading is a property that is inherent to the MUE depending on its signal
propagation, thus the femto-cell is unable to acquire any information on this.

2.2 Random PRB Selection Scheme (RPSS)

Unlike FPCS, this scheme performs interference mitigation exploiting resource
partitioning. In OFDMA, downlink resource allocation is characterized by
scheduling UEs with Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) and each resource block
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Fig. 2. These figures explain the estimation of wall penetration loss and the position
of the macro UE. Femto-cell performs uplink power control and behaves similar to an
MUE during the period when the MUE’s position is estimated

is assigned only to one UE at a time. In assigning PRBs to users, usually the
best PRBs having the highest SINR are allocated to achieve a higher Modulation
and Coding Scheme (MCS), a higher data rate and spectral efficiency. In this
scheme, downlink resource partitioning is performed as follows: The femto-cell
chooses PRBs for a subset, pi in the ith interval such that pi ⊆ S, where S is the
set of all PRBs. PRBs for this subset are chosen randomly. The chosen PRBs
are used for a predetermined time, i.e. a pre-defined number of TTIs (NTTI)
to schedule the HUEs. They are released when the usage duration of the ith

interval (ti), ti ≥ NTTI , to choose the next set of PRBs (pi+1) for the next
interval, i + 1. The optimum size of the subset, p and the optimum usage dura-
tion of these chosen PRBs, NTTI are determined using a sensitivity analysis.
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Essentially, this optimum combination is required to reduce the interference effi-
ciently at the MUEs while satisfying the HUEs’ data rate and Quality of Service
(QoS) demands. Figure 1b further elaborates the RPSS algorithm.

Moreover, this scheme does not guarantee that the chosen subset will not
interfere with other macro users in the vicinity. Since the subsets are chosen
randomly, there is still a probability that it might be the same PRBs that the
MUE in the vicinity is using. Nonetheless, the idea is to have a simple solution
that does not require any prior knowledge, assumptions or any complexity.

Comparison of FPCS and RPSS: As both FPCS and RPSS do not rely
on backhaul communication, they can perform without substantial delays. In
FPCS, the femto-cell has control over interference that it generates at the macro
UE. The assumptions that are made for this scheme are reasonable, following
the 3GPP specifications. Another advantage of this scheme is that interference
mitigation is performed based on the channel condition at the macro user, not
the femto-cell. In contrast, RPSS has the advantage of simplicity, it does not rely
on signaling, measurements, or assumptions. In spite of that, the parameters for
PRB subset and duration must be chosen carefully so that both MUEs and
HUEs benefit from a balanced performance.

3 Channel Model

There are three path loss models used in this work according to [12] which are
used conditional to the type of link that exists between a transmitter and a
receiver. Expression 9 is used as the path loss model for an outdoor link (useful
or interfering) between a macro-cell and a MUE.

PL1[dB] = 15.3 + 37.6log10R (9)

where, R is the distance between the UE and the macro-cell. Equation 10 is used
for a HUE that’s served by a HeNB in the same house.

PL2[dB] = 38.46 + 20log10R (10)

Finally, Eq. 11 is used for a MUE which is situated outside a house but receiving
signals from a HeNB

PL3[dB] = max(15.3 + 37.6log10R, 38.46 + 20log10R) + Low (11)

where, Low is the wall penetration loss.
All links are modeled with shadow fading using Log-Normal distribution

with spatial correlation according to [13]. The fast fading model used in this
work is a Jakes’-like model [14,15]. Hence the fast fading attenuation depends
on both time and frequency as it considers delay spread for frequency selectivity
and Doppler spread for time selectivity. Mobility of the users prompts Doppler
spread. The power delay profile caused by multi-path propagation which is the
reason behind frequency selectivity is modeled using the ITU Pedestrian B chan-
nel specification [16]. This is a commonly used medium delay empirical channel
model for office environments. Unlike path loss and slow fading, fast fading is
different for each PRB of each user since the channel is frequency selective.
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4 Simulation and Results

This section explains the simulation environment of this work e.g. simulator,
user mobility, simulation parameters and evaluates the performance of the two
interference mitigation schemes introduced in the previous sections.

4.1 ComNets LTE-A System Level Simulator

Simulations for this work are carried out using ComNets LTE-A system level
simulator [17–19] in OPNET modeler software. The simulator is designed to
investigate and analyze the overall network and end user performance. Radio,
transport and end-to-end protocols of LTE-A have been designed and imple-
mented according to the 3GPP specifications. Figure 3a illustrates a reference
scenario of the simulator. The figure shows that modelling of the core networks
is represented by Access Gateway (aGW), and the E-UTRAN part is repre-
sented by transport routers, eNodeBs and UEs. The Remote Server represents
an internet server or any other internet device to which the LTE users are com-
municating with. The aGW and eNodeBs are connected through the transport
network which consists of IP routers. These routers are configured with standard
OPNET models and routing protocols. Furthermore, entities such as aGW and
eNodeBs are developed along with the respective user-plane protocols defined by
the 3GPP standards. Global UE List acts as a central database that collects and
updates global information of all UEs and other nodes upon their changes. It
updates the users’ mobility information within each cell along with the channel
condition of each user.

The cells schedule their UEs using Optimized Service Aware Scheduler (OSA)
[20,21] in this simulator. The OSA scheduler differentiates between different QoS
classes mainly by defining several MAC QoS bearer types such as Guaranteed
(GBR) and non-Guaranteed (nonGBR) Bit Rate. At the same time, it gains from
the multi-users-diversity by exploiting the different users’ channel conditions in
order to maximize the cell throughput in a proportional fair manner.

As mentioned in Sect. 3, the shadow fading maps and the fast fading model
for femto- and macro-cell UEs were produced using open source Vienna Simu-
lator [22] and they were deployed in ComNets LTE-A System Level Simulator.
Separate shadow fading maps with sizes of 2400 m× 2080 m and 100 m× 100 m
were generated for both femto- and macro-cells respectively. The shadow fading
parameters used to generate these maps are specified in [12].

4.2 Mobility Model

HUEs and MUEs have two different mobility models. MUEs travel inside the
coverage area of the macro-cell that it is connected to. HUEs on the other hand
travel inside a 15 m × 15 m building. Once the HUE reaches a wall, they choose a
random direction to traverse inside that same building. A femto-cell can accom-
pany several HUEs inside the building. MUEs do not enter the house and they
also do not change their direction once they come across a wall of a house on
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(a) A simulation scenario (b) Mobility Model

Fig. 3. Simulation Environment

their way. This is done to avoid the extreme interference they have to confront
inside houses with femto-cells. This implies that when a MUE from outside
enters a house, it joins the Closed Subscriber Group of that house and hence the
HeNB doesn’t behave as an interference source. Macro-cells do not serve any of
the HUEs placed in their respective coverage areas, and HUEs are only served
through the femto-cells. Figure 3b illustrates the mobility of a femto and a macro
user having the above mentioned behavior. In Fig. 3b the red line marks the
macro-cell coverage boundary, the 100 m× 100 m yellow rectangle represents the
femto-cell interference area and the light blue rectangle represents the femto-cell
coverage area. The difference of the femto-cell coverage area and the interference
area is that femto-cells do not serve any users beyond their coverage although
the MUEs can receive their power as interference.

4.3 Simulation parameters

Table 1a summarizes the simulation assumptions and general parameters used
within the evaluation. There are three users classified according to the type
of application used by them: FTP, VoIP and Video. Table 1b summarizes the
configuration parameters of those applications. Femto-cells in the simulations
are placed inside small indoor apartments and the apartments are modeled with
an area of 15 m× 15 m. The walls of the apartments are modeled to have a 20
dB wall penetration loss. Femto-cells and their apartments are placed only in
the center cell, where four apartments are considered for the evaluation and are
placed within the micro-cell. Inside each apartment there is a femto-cell and a
HUE. Each apartment is 150 m away from the center cell.

Parameter ‘Command Mix’ in Table 1b denotes the percentage of FTP down-
loads to FTP uploads. Hence a Command Mix of 100 % means that the appli-
cation performs only FTP downloads. The Inter-request time denotes the time
taken for the next file request to start once a file download is completed. Request
for the next file download is sent only after the current download is finished. The
simulator consists of eight types of quality of service classes and each class has a
different QoS characteristic and this means that each has different priority over
the air interface. The types of quality of service classes arranged in the order
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of lowest to highest priority are: Best Effort, Background, Standard, Excellent
Effort, Streaming Multimedia, Interactive Multimedia, Interactive Voice and
Reserved. VoIP application’s data rate for the encoder scheme GSM EFR is
12.2 kbps and it belongs to the Adaptive Multi-Rate codecs family which is an
audio data compression scheme optimized for speech coding. The Type of Ser-
vice (TOS) is configured as ‘EF’ which corresponds to Interactive Multimedia
traffic.

Video users are configured with a Frame inter-arrival time of 15 frames/s and
a Frame size of 2133 Bytes contribute to a bit rate of 256 kbps. Type of Service
of Video is ‘AF31’ which corresponds to quality of service class Excellent Effort.
All the femto-cell users are configured as Video users with a bit rate of 18 Mbps
to enable maximum interference to the MUEs.

4.4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the simulation results for our evaluations. The purpose
of these evaluations is to study and compare the effects of the two interference
mitigation schemes proposed in this paper: FPCS and RPSS. The performance of
FPCS is examined using three scenarios having three different SINR reduction
factors: c = 95 %; 90 % and 85 %. These percentages reflect the amount of SINR
reduction that is expected at a macro UE due to the presence of a femto-cell.
Results of the three FPCS scenarios are compared with the results of RPSS.
Additionally, two reference scenarios are used to benchmark the best and worst
performances. ‘No HeNB’ is the ideal scenario, and femto-cells do not interfere
with the macro UEs here. ‘Fixed’ is the worst scenario with maximum interfer-
ence from femto-cells having fixed transmit powers. Hence, altogether six sce-
narios are compared, and they are listed in Table 2 along with the terms used
to represent them in the results. Ten simulations are performed with ten differ-
ent seeds for each scenario. The confidence interval calculations in all the result
graphs are carried out using Student’s t distribution.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Downlink operating frequency 2.0 GHz

Number of cells 7

Inter eNodeB distance 500m

MUEs in the center cell 10

MUEs in each surrounding cell 5

Apartment size 15 × 15 m2

Femto-cells in the center cell 4

HUEs per femto-cell 1

Femto-cell distance to macro-cell 150m

Total number of PRBs 25

eNodeB transmit power per PRB -4 dBm

Femto-cell’s total transmit power 0 dBm
(without power control)

Noise per PRB -120.447 dBm

Noise floor 9 dB

Wall penetration loss 20 dB

UE speed 3 kmph

(a) Simulation parameters

User Parameter Value

Command Mix 100%
(Get/Total)

FTP Inter-request Time 1
(seconds)
Type of Service Best Effort
File Size 1 MB

Encoder Scheme GSM EFR
Voice Frames per Packet 1

VoIP Type of Service AF33
Traffic mix (%) All discrete
Conversation environment Land phone

(Quiet room)

Frame inter-arrival time 15 frames/s
Video Frame size 2133 Bytes

Type of Service EF
Traffic mix All discrete

(b) Traffic model parameters
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Table 2. Types of scenarios used in the simulations and used terms

Scenario Term

FPCS: 95% SINR reduction ‘95 %’

FPCS: 90% SINR reduction ‘90 %’

FPCS: 85% SINR reduction ‘85 %’

RPSS ‘Random’

No interference from femto-cells ‘No HeNB’

Femto-cells with fixed transmit power ‘Fixed’

The types of collected results from the above mentioned six scenarios are as
follows: for FTP users the SINRs and the download response times are com-
pared during the interference periods from HeNBs. For VoIP users, the Mean
Opinion Scores (MOS), end-to-end delays and SINRs are compared. Finally for
Video users the end-to-end delays and SINRs are compared. MOS measures the
subjective quality of a voice call and returns a scalar one digit score to express
the quality of the call [19]. The MOS values range from 1 to 5, with 5 being
the best quality and 1 the worst quality. MOS values in the simulations were
calculated based on the end-to-end delays and jitter of the delay of VoIP users,
and the experience of humans were not considered.

Figure 4a illustrates the SINR of VoIP users, Figs. 4b and c depict the per-
formances of their applications in terms of end-to-end delay and MOS. In the
SINR comparisons of ‘95 %’, ‘90 %’ and ‘85 %’ against the ‘Fixed’ scenario, the
three power control scenarios of FPCS have outperformed ‘Fixed’ with the gain
margin ranging from 30.52 % to 42.75 %. This shows a clear improvement over
the worst case scenario. This demonstrates the ability of FPCS to mitigate the
femto-cell interference. However, RPSS shows the best performance with the
exception being that they achieve much lower data rates for the HUEs.

VoIP is an example for a GBR real time application that is sensitive to delays.
Usually an end-to-end delay of more than 150 ms for a VoIP application results in
bad call quality [19] and deteriorates user satisfaction. The significant fact is that
the two interference mitigation schemes show values less than 150 ms, while the
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Fig. 5. Results comparison of FTP users for ‘No HeNB’, ‘Random’, ‘95 %’, ‘90 %’,‘85 %’
and ‘Fixed’ scenarios

‘Fixed’ scenario shows that MUE is having very bad call quality which is much
higher than 150 ms. This indicates the performance enhancement in the VoIP
application of the macro users due to the interference alleviation. MOS values
depend on the end-to-end delays and the delay jitter of VoIP users. Hence MOS
is also an important metric on the performance of the VoIP application. Any
improvement of SINR at the macro UEs due to mitigation of interference should
finally reflect on the performance of the user’s application. MOS values give an
indication on the performance enhancement of the VoIP application under the
two interference mitigation schemes over ‘Fixed’ scenario.

Figure 5a depicts the mean SINRs of FTP users for the six scenarios. Here
RPSS achieves a gain margin of 38.92 %, whereas FPCS with sensitivities of
‘95 %’, ‘90 %’ and ‘85 %’ achieve 32 %, 23.19 % and 17.94 % respectively com-
pared to ‘Fixed’. This clearly shows that the two interference mitigation schemes
perform better compared to the ‘Fixed’ scenario in terms of SINR for FTP users.
Non-GBR bearers usually carry non real time or best effort type of services; FTP
is an example for such a service. Hence FTP does not have high delay require-
ments in contrast to real time or GBR services. Figure 5b depicts the mean
download response times of FTP users across the six scenarios. As expected, the
download response time of the ‘Fixed’ scenario has the highest delay with 8.31s
FPCS and RPSS scenarios all have better download response times showing a
clear edge over the worst case user application performance.

Figure 6a depicts the Video users’ mean SINRs for the compared six scenar-
ios. FPCS with sensitivities of ‘95 %’, ‘90 %’ and ‘85 %’ achieve gain margins
of 28.34 %, 19.37 % and 13.59 % respectively and RPSS achieves a gain margin
of 43.24 % compared to ‘Fixed’. This shows that the two interference mitigation
schemes perform better compared to ‘Fixed’ in terms of SINR for Video users.
Figure 6b shows the mean end-to-end delays of video users. ‘Fixed’ scheme has
the highest delay of about one second and the confidence interval is also high
suggesting a higher variation of delays. The mean end-to-end delays for all other
scenarios are less than 0.2 s with a much lower delay variation suggesting a clear
improvement over ‘Fixed’. This shows how the worst case scenario’s video per-
formance is affected, emphasizing the importance of the interference mitigation.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of HUEs for ‘95 %’, ‘90 %’,‘85 %’ and ‘Random’ scenarios

However, in all of the above comparisons, FPCS does not perform interference
mitigation optimally. RPSS out performs FPCS in all the scenarios. This can
be attributed to the amount of fading prevalent at the macro UEs which is not
estimated by the femto-cell in the FPCS interference mitigation process.

Figures 7a and b represent respectively the number of used PRBs and the
throughputs of the four HUEs. It can be observed that the number of PRBs and
throughputs of RPSS are much less than the other three in all scenarios. The
other significant fact is the throughputs and the number of used PRBs of FPCS
have similar values in all three. Hence it is evident that the performance of HUEs
are limited in RPSS due to the limited number of PRBs. On the other hand the
FPCS provides a much balanced scheme that mitigates macro UE interference
successfully while being able to provide a better service to femto-cell users.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, two novel interference mitigation schemes are proposed and eval-
uated, mainly: FPCS and RPSS. Results of these two schemes were compared
against an ideal case, ‘No HeNB’, where there is no interference from femto-cells,
and a worst case where there is maximum interference from femto-cells, ‘Fixed’.
The macro users were configured with three types of applications, VoIP, video
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and FTP and their performance was evaluated under the two interference mit-
igation schemes. The results have shown that as the SINR of the macro users
improve, performance of the user applications have also improved compared to
the worst case situation. Our results show that the two interference mitigation
schemes perform efficiently compared to the worst case situation.

Although RPSS performs better than FPCS with regards to MUE SINR and
the users’ applications performance, the femto-cell users suffer because only a
subset of PRBs is allocated to their users. In addition, in real life situations the
cells can become increasingly loaded with MUEs and as a result when choosing
a subset of PRBs, there might still be a high probability that this subset would
interfere with certain MUEs. On the other hand, FPCS gives a balanced per-
formance between the performance of the MUEs and the HUEs, creating a fair
trade off between the two. It efficiently alleviates the femto-cell’s interference
on MUEs while providing a good service to the HeNB users. The main issue
with FPCS is, as it’s not able to estimate the amount of fading at the MUEs,
the efficiency of interference mitigation decreases. This has to be further studied
and a solution on how to estimated these additional effects and deal with these
situations must be devised.

The two schemes have several novel features compared to the current SoA:
simplicity, lower hardware intensiveness and non-reliance on backhaul communi-
cation. Most SoA solutions focus on in/out-band signaling with high information
exchange, but our schemes do not rely on any, which is a major advantage.
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Abstract. The current evolution of the global Internet data traffic shows an
increasing demand of video transmissions, which potentially leads to the satu-
ration of mobile networks. To cope with this issue, this paper describes tech-
niques to handle the video traffic load in the last hop, of the communication
network, i.e., the wireless access. The general idea is to benefit from a cross-
layer architecture for efficient video transport, where multiple wireless access
technologies, represented by Wi-Fi and next generation cellular technologies
(4G and beyond), interact with the upper layers through an abstract interface.
This architecture enables the introduction of enhancements in the LTE-A
wireless access: evolved Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Services (eM-
BMS) extended with dynamic groupcast communications, video relay at the
Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) level and a smart video frame
dropping mechanism to provide mobile users with a satisfactory level of Quality
of Experience (QoE). These video-aware mechanisms leverage the abstract
interface and allow mobile operators to fine-tune their networks while coping
with the upcoming mobile video traffic increase.

Keywords: Wireless access � LTE-advanced � Video transport � Mobile
network operators � Cross-layer optimisation � eMBMS

1 Introduction

Recent market studies [1] and future technology forecast reports [2] show that the share
of video in global Internet traffic is growing at a rapid pace. It already represents the
majority of the Internet traffic and is going to become dominant in the near future. In
parallel, due to the diffusion of smart mobile phones and tablets, users consume videos
via wireless networks, either local or cellular. Mobile network operators face the
growing challenge of providing wireless accesses tailored to the expected level of QoE
at the user side when consuming Mobile TV, Video on Demand or user-generated
content (upstreaming).

Taking this challenge into consideration, the objective of the MEDIEVAL project
[3] was to enhance the existing network architecture to efficiently deliver video
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applications to the mobile users. The designed architecture is composed of four sub-
systems, Video Services Control on top to provision the network services, then
Transport Optimization (TO) to enhance video quality using transport and caching
mechanisms and Mobility Management (MM) to allow video flow continuation when
roaming [4] and finally, Wireless Access to optimise access network functions for
video delivery in the last hop through heterogeneous wireless access technologies.
Hence, novel mechanisms in the Wireless Access sub-system are designed and focus
on enhanced access techniques which exploit cross-layer optimisations through the
interaction with upper layers, e.g., application and transport layers. Contention-based
techniques, such as the IEEE 802.11 standard for Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) [5], and coordination-based, e.g., the Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-
A) of Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) cellular systems are covered.

As a main pillar of its global architecture, a wireless abstract interface guarantees a
transparent interaction between the underlying wireless technologies and the video
traffic-aware upper layers. This interaction is built upon the IEEE 802.21 standard,
pictured in Fig. 1, which proposes three different Media Independent Handover (MIH)
Services [6] and offers to the upper layer management protocols generic triggers,
information acquisition and the tools needed to perform mobility. The Event Service
(MIES) provides the framework needed to manage the classification, filtering and
triggering of network events, and to dynamically report the status of the links. The
Command Service (MICS) allows the upper layer management entities to control the
behaviour of the links. The Information Service (MIIS) is distributes the topology-
related information and policies from a repository located in the network. They result in
a cross-layer architecture where the Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF)
operates as a relay between the media-specific Link layer entities and the media-
agnostic upper layer entities, e.g., MIH-Users. In the mobile terminal, the MIH-User is
usually represented by a Connection Manager (CMGR) whose main role is to decide
which path is best suited to reach the application server or the Correspondent Node
(CN) located across the Internet [7].

Fig. 1. IEEE 802.21 cross-layer model
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Indeed, in the proposed architecture, a cross-layer relationship is established with
upper components, i.e., the MM and TO subsystems, to exchange information about
the capabilities of the components at the lower layers, as well as to configure them [8].
This interface, pictured in Fig. 2, is optimised by a central abstraction layer. This layer
operates at both the Mobile Terminal (MT) and the Point of Attachment (PoA) to the
network, which corresponds to the access point in WLAN and the base station, or
eNodeB, in LTE-A networks. The associated functions are split into two main streams,
as shown in Fig. 2. A Monitoring function dynamically retrieves the information
related to the access networks availability and quality in order to provide it to the upper
layers through the abstract interface. Moreover, it senses the environment searching for
new available access networks; whenever they are found, it analyses their capacity,
bandwidth usage, and available resources. The MM is mostly interested in the wireless
signal events, while the TO considers the traffic measurements allowing a more precise
estimation of the wireless cell load. Secondly, a Dynamic Configuration function takes
into account the requests from the upper layers and the characteristics of the video
flows to setup the network interface or establish radio channels to accommodate an
upcoming data flow. It works by defining a utility function which makes it possible to
allocate resources by providing the optimal set of parameters describing each tech-
nology. Generic Quality of Service (QoS) parameters for link throughput, classes of
service, or error rates, are defined and translated through the interface into technology-
specific parameters. The MM is thus able to activate and deactivate the network
interfaces and resources due to the roaming of the user or some optimization decision
made in the core network entities. The TO is able to command that some video frames,
marked at the Internet Protocol (IP) packet level, become prioritised before leaving the
PoA, avoiding deep packet inspection and thus preserving the user QoE.

As a consequence, the Wireless Access (WA) subsystem of the architecture is split
into three main functional blocks. The abstraction layer component provides the
generic interfaces between video specific functions (i.e., transport and mobility), while
the wireless components include the features and mechanisms designed to further
enhance the video flow transmission over the air. In fact, besides being tightly coupled

Fig. 2. Wireless Access sub-system architecture
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with the monitoring and dynamic configuration functions, the wireless components
have been enriched with technology-specific functionalities benefiting from the cross-
layer architecture. Video applications are characterised by high throughput, i.e. large
bandwidth to ensure good visual quality, and a strong sensitivity to jitter. Novel features
and techniques should address these constraints. The focus of this paper is on the work
performed from a system view on the upper layers of the LTE-A radio interface, con-
tained in the “LTE-A Specific Enhancement” block shown on the right of Fig. 2. The
enhancement applied to the cellular system covers group communications based on the
3GPP evolved Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Services (eMBMS) standard. It
further extends the cell capabilities and coverage thanks to the introduction of a relay at
Layer 3 level between the eNodeB and the User Equipment (UE) and finally, when these
methods are not sufficient, smartly drops part of the video traffic to ensure a target quality
to the users. All three techniques can be used independently or complement one another.

The objective of this paper is to describe the enhancements achieved by the project
for the upper layers of the LTE radio interface and provide directions to help the
network operators better deliver video traffic in their cellular networks. The discussion
is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the optimization of group communications
in the cellular LTE technology, i.e., the improvements proposed for the eMBMS
multicast support. In Sect. 3, relays operating at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol
(PDCP) level, just below networking layer, are introduced. Their impact on the quality
of the video transmitted in the cell is analysed and evaluated. In Sect. 4, we propose a
mechanism to smooth the load in the cell and avoid visual degradation of the video.
Finally, we conclude the paper by assessing these different techniques, highlighting
their benefits and suitability for future mobile networks.

2 Introducing Dynamic Groupcast Communications
in the LTE Cell

The first enhancement applied to the LTE-A system addresses group communications.
Since video content uses a large amount of the available transport capacity, distributing
the same data to several users located in the same area wastes radio resources. Con-
versely, multicasting or broadcasting the service allows saving the resources that would
be used if unicast Data Radio Bearers (DRB) were established for other users and/or
purposes. Multicast communications allow sharing the resources on the wireless hop
when a geographically-close and potentially large group of mobile listeners watches the
same program. In LTE-A, the services broadcast by eMBMS are enhanced to support
dynamic multicast sessions together with user mobility.

In the cellular part of the WA architecture, multicast is optimised by supporting and
extending the eMBMS bearer service specified in the 3GPP standards [9, 10]. Its
objective is to enable point-to-multipoint communications (p-t-m) over the radio
interface (or Access Stratum), allowing resources to be shared in the network. The
MBMS support has been subject to serious revisions within the 3GPP standardization,
with the inclusion of new tools and procedures to improve its performance. Actually,
the handling of multicast flow has disappeared in the transition between the initial and
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evolved versions of this standard, mostly due to business causes, costs and complexity
of deployment. In the LTE and LTE-A systems, only broadcast sessions are proposed.

The Multicast-Broadcast Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) areas, pictured in
Fig. 3, hosting the eMBMS, are configured semi-statically. When the network is built,
some eNodeBs are set-up in order to support point-to-multipoint transmissions, while
others, pertaining to reserved cells in the same area, do not offer that service. The
MBMS configuration is beaconed over the related cells in two different messages (or
System Information Blocks, SIB), independently of the number of listening mobile
users in the cell. To avoid the allocation of broadcast resources (MBMS Radio Bearer
or MRB) when the number of users is low, the eNodeB implements a counting pro-
cedure, where the connected MTs in the cell are invited to signal themselves back to the
base station in uplink. This procedure is used to perform admission control and allo-
cation of the MRB resources. In more recent advances, mobile nodes are able to inform
the network of their interest and have the capability to receive MBMS sessions from a
certain set of frequencies of the MBSFN, allowing the network entities to further
enhance resource allocation in the cell. This information is transferred to the target
eNodeB during the handover preparation phase within a specific MBMS context
associated to the MT.

We extend these features to improve the semi-static broadcast support provided by
the MBSFN. By using a cross-layer operation between the LTE-A component and the
MM sub-system through the dynamic configuration function, the eMBMS can include
the dynamic multicast resource allocation in a manner similar to what earlier planned
by the standard. In our study, we simplify the Multicast session start and stop proce-
dures at the eNodeB and their notification to the mobile. Another important feature is
the counting of listening mobiles in each cell by the eNodeB. This information is used
to trigger the multicast session if needed or move the flow back to a point-to-point
bearer if only one user in the cell is listening. To avoid interference over other types of
traffic (e.g., voice calls) that could take place simultaneously, it is important to establish
a coordinated control of unicast and multicast communications in a cell providing the
MBMS service.

When the connected MT joins a multicast session, an MBMS context is created in
the network entities. Whether it happens while being attached to the LTE cell or during
a handover, the procedures that enable it to receive the session are executed in the

Fig. 3. eMBMS Areas
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wireless access modules, as shown in Fig. 4. A request to activate the multicast
resources is received by the LTE-A Access module in the PoA. If relevant, and based
on internal algorithms taking into account the resources already allocated, it triggers the
MBMS Session Start procedure, establishing a new MRB and informing the MT. The
“MBMS session start” is executed dynamically in the eNodeB, upon the request from
the MM sub-system, which removes the constraint to allocate resources when the
network is built. If it happens during a handover, the MT still connected to its old PoA
receives this information during the preparation phase and is thus able to configure and
receive the MBMS service as soon as it attaches to the target cell.

The MT joins the service only once, as long as the context can be transferred
between PoAs. This is another feature of the MM [11], which avoids the constraint of
the MT self-signalling during the whole data reception period, whether in mobility or
not. This enhancement allows a smooth support of the counting procedure, but with the
eNodeB capable of identifying by itself the attached MTs that own a multicast context
in the cell. It can then adapt the resource allocation to the real bandwidth consumption
and the actual number of mobile listeners in its cell. When it detects that a flow,
identified by a specific flow label and source address, marked as “multicast-enabled” is
received simultaneously by several MTs, it transfers the video data into an MRB, even
if the core network is not multicast-enabled. This improves sharing resource in the
wireless access. Table 1 provides a summary of the mechanism traces recorded at the
eNodeB.

Fig. 4. Enhanced eMBMS Session Start during handover
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Another impact is expected also on the configuration of the radio access when
taking into account the spectrum usage and the resource allocation. Multicast flows
require bandwidth reservation based on the dedicated eMBMS Bearer parameters
received from upper layers and the worst Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) of Multicast
clients measured in the lower layers. This results in a bad spectrum usage because users
with a robust link underutilise the bandwidth resources. Our solution combines H.264/
SVC (Scalable Video Coding) together with cross-layer optimization to dynamically
increase/decrease the video quality perceived by each user according to the different
channel feedback messages, using mechanisms similar to those described in Sect. 4.

This is of particular interest for the Personal Broadcast Service [12] studied by the
project and that is expected to gain momentum in the coming years. Here, user gen-
erated video content is distributed to a group of mobile listeners. When they are located
in the same area, an eMBMS session can be activated. A typical use case is a group of
tourists receiving personalised information from their guide during a visit [13] or the
dissemination of a road hazard event in a cooperative vehicular system.

3 Relaying the Video Traffic at PDCP-Level

The eMBMS can be coupled with another feature introduced in the project. An LTE-A
relay, operating on top of Layer 2, is able to improve the coordination between the
unicast and the multicast transmissions in the cell by offloading the eMBMS sessions
from the regular user traffic. This is made possible thanks to the flexibility provided by
the cross-layer architecture to start the session dynamically in the LTE PoA.

The relaying scheme is introduced at the PDCP level in the LTE access network. It
is worth noticing that in parallel to this work, Layer-3 relays were also being studied
within 3GPP, and included in the LTE-A architecture at stage 2 level (i.e. high level
design) [14]. The work achieved in the standard focuses on a new interface, the Un,
between a dedicated eNodeB (called the Donor eNodeB) and the Relay. Moreover, as
we mainly focus on video transmissions, we decide to assess the impact of the delay
introduced on video streams by the relaying architecture.

Table 1. Traces obtained in eNodeB when applying the dynamic Session Start (time in ms.)

Steps Start End

- Final step of MT arrival in the cell (MT connected) 0.000
- MBMS context for service 97 established for the MT 0.011 0.070
- Successful MBMS context setup in the lower layers 2.673 2.666
- First multicast packet from IP to be sent to the MT 14858.290 14858.297
- eMBMS session start triggered 14858.301 14858.343
- Procedure on-going, packet sent as unicast, which prevents it
from being delayed

14858.344 14858.360

- Notification: successful completion of the procedure 14922.571 14922.586
- IP multicast packet forwarded on the MBMS bearer 15859.957 15859.983
- IP multicast packet forwarded on the MBMS bearer 16857.716 16857.743
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Relaying techniques offer an interesting method for extending and improving
wireless networks capabilities [15]. These techniques have been selected as part of the
enhancements introduced to the LTE-A architecture. Their effectiveness has been
investigated in the literature, showing good results in terms of both network coverage
beyond the eNodeB and overall capacity. Outdoor measurements have shown in [16]
that a time-shared LTE relaying system with 20 MHz bandwidth can both achieve
60 Mbps of data rates and cover the coverage holes in urban macro environments with
a diameter of 300 m. A performance evaluation has been also accomplished in [17] via
simulations showing interesting trade-offs between transmission power of both eNodeB
and Relay Node (RN) and their positions. Two different LTE relay deployments are
proposed in [18] considering the following criteria: early deployment (i.e., compati-
bility with current LTE Evolved Packet Core, or EPC, architecture), system complexity
and traffic performance. The architecture complexity has been reduced considering
packet aggregation of multiple UE flows with the same QoS requirement. Finally,
header compression and stripping under the Un interface are added. Generally, the
approach used in the literature focus on a very tight set of aspects of the LTE archi-
tecture, due to the complexity of the overall system. Here, on the contrary, we study the
problem of LTE relay from an architectural point of view, considering all the aspects
involved in a real deployment, from the IP level to the wireless access.

Relaying mechanisms usually operate on the LTE radio interface and can be per-
formed at several levels: physical layer, link layer or just below the IP protocol stack.
At physical layer level, the relay only repeats the received Radio Frequency (RF)
signal. Such technology has been in operation for some time because it is very cheap
and relatively simple. However, it increases the level of interference in the system, both
propagating the inter-cell interference already present in the RF signal and introducing
an additional contribution from the backbone signal to the relayed signal. Layer 2
relays introduce additionally demodulation, decoding, encoding and modulation, thus
eliminating the noise. The Layer 3 relay operates on top of the PDCP level. It benefits
from all the error correction mechanisms and transmission quality brought by the link
layers, since the IP packet is extracted from the RN radio bearer and forwarded onto
another UE radio bearer. However, this operation may have a cost in terms of QoS,
which we evaluate for video applications. This relaying scheme has also an impact on
the signalling flows and procedures for the attachment, detachment and coordination of
resources management functions, both at the relay and mobile nodes.

Fig. 5. LTE Relay Node in the wireless access
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Figure 5 depicts how the RN plays a role in the wireless access architecture. A radio
configuration similar to 3GPP is adopted. The eNodeB and RN signals at the physical
layer level are assumed to be differentiated either by operating each link on a different
frequency or by time-division multiplexing. The control plane analysis we perform
mostly focuses on the impact on the latency and on the radio interface procedures for
network attachment, session setup and tear down, and detachment of the mobile node
or the LTE relay from the network. We consider here that the LTE relay serves as an
extension of the network to increase its capacity and thus is not moving. The analysis
also involves the wireless abstract interface, which allows the upper control layers to be
agnostic from the specifics of the LTE technology.

At the initialization phase, the LTE module triggers the attachment of the RN to the
LTE eNodeB, signalling that it is actually a RN. When the procedure is over, the RN
starts broadcasting the system information in its cell. When a MT connects to the
network, the RN informs the eNodeB that a new MT has appeared and retrieves its new
cell configuration parameters, differentiating those related to the link with the eNodeB
from those related to the link with the MT. A similar but reversed procedure is trig-
gered when the connection has to be reconfigured because a new video session has
started at the MT. In the data plane, the RN receives the packets from the PDCP layer
on one side and forwards them to the opposite path. It can accommodate eMBMS
sessions in an identical manner, potentially providing a different PoA for those MTs
that are interested in receiving the multicast communications and alleviating the impact
of eMBMS on other types of sessions.

The impact on the control plane turns into additional latency for establishing sig-
nalling and data radio bearers during session setup or when executing a handover.
Execution traces, recorded by one of our partners in an operational network during
the attachment of a MT, show that a radio reconfiguration takes only a very few
milliseconds (less than 4 ms) compared to a total attachment time of 1.33 s. It can thus
be accounted that in the control plane the impact of adding a relay at PDCP level will
be minimal.

The theoretical analysis of the impact of the LTE relay on data traffic can be split
into two parts. Firstly, the impact of the forwarding in the LTE Relay itself and
secondly, the impact of adding a second radio link before the delivery of packets to the
MT. The second radio link doubles the burden of radio transmissions on the traffic
flow. It increases the effect of the Relay-to-eNodeB radio link on the QoS metrics for
the delay or the jitter, but can be compensated by an adaptation of the coding and
modulation techniques and parameters used on each link. Packet loss is compensated
by the fact that the relay operates at PDCP level and that Layer 2 recovery mechanisms
are fully operational.

In order to evaluate the resulting performance of such a scheme, we implemented a
simple scenario within a network simulation performed with the open-source simulator
ns-3 [19]. There, we show the improvement in terms of throughput achieved in a
cellular network when relay nodes are enabled to help the eNodeB deliver the packets
to multiple users. In this scenario, we first place 20 users in the coverage area of an
eNodeB (transmission power of 30 dBm, bandwidth 5 MHz), using the Friis propa-
gation loss model. In a second phase, we place 2 relays at few km from the base station.
The base station sends 500 packets of 1024 bytes every 20 ms to each node. The
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simulation runs do not take into account signalling, which was studied independently
as aforementioned and we assume that the channel between eNodeB and relays is ideal.
This simplification can be justified by the fact that the RN is considered static with an
optimised radio link towards the eNodeB.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of data reception for the different nodes according
to their distance to the eNodeB. The blue points show the reception in the case without
relays, whereas the magenta squares show the simulations with two relays. The figure
confirms that in all cases the situation of the worst nodes, i.e., that suffered from losses
in the standard case, has been improved to a large extent.

This functionality permits to extend the network coverage while still benefiting
from the transmission quality and error recovery present in the link layer protocols.
MTs closer to the RN than to the eNodeB can access the cell while still obtaining a
good communication quality. A larger number of users can be accommodated through
the same eNodeB by distributing their load between several relay nodes, hence
improving the scalability performance of the wireless access. The traffic passing
through the eNodeB can be increased, compared to a standard MT-eNodeB attachment,
since the transmission between the Relay and the eNodeB is expected to be of good
quality and can use modulation and coding schemes with low redundancy. The results
obtained prove that this type of relay has a moderate impact on the general control
plane procedures, while improving drastically the transmission and coverage of the
LTE cell, which benefits network operator and users.

Even though such relays had been under specification in 3GPP since the beginning
of the project, our study has shown how they could positively impact the video traffic
delivery. Beside enlarging the coverage and improving the reception quality in the
related cells, we propose that such relays are used to separate the eMBMS groupcast
listeners from the regular users with unicast traffic, which would put aside current
limitations faced by operators to deploy the eMBMS. One of the major reasons for not
deploying MBMS in previous releases of 3GPP was its radio impact on other types of

Fig. 6. Comparison of coverage with and without relay
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communications when sharing the same cell. Coupling an LTE RN to the eNodeB to
handle specifically the MBMS traffic allows a dedicated node with differentiated
physical and medium access parameters to serve as MBMS PoA for video delivery.
Users listening to MBMS broadcast or multicast sessions can be attached to the LTE
RN while the others remain attached to the eNodeB (or another LTE Relay attached to
it) and are unaffected.

4 Smart Video Frame Dropping

In the previous sections, mechanisms were introduced to extend the capability of the
LTE-A cell. However, there are cases when this is not sufficient and sudden heavy
traffic load conditions have to be handled. The simple, yet very unpopular, solution
consists in denying access to new users or even breaking some existing communica-
tions. Accepting all data traffic means that part of the data packets will not be able to go
through, being dropped in a random fashion at the link layer, which may generate a
temporary degradation or even stalling of the image on the screen [20].

The last mechanism outlined in this paper to improve the transport of video
applications in the LTE-A cells selects instead specific video frames in the eNodeB to
address overload in the last hop. We propose a cross-layer mechanism where we try to
resolve the issue of high occupancy of Radio Link Control (RLC) buffers, by reporting
it through the abstract interface to the TO. The upper layers can mark the priority of the
IP packets according to their video content (e.g., SVC video layer). The lower priority
packets can be dropped based on parameters transferred through another cross-layer
interaction in the eNodeB.

A cross-layer Video Frames Selection function performs this temporary rate
adaptation on the last hop, yet avoiding deep packet inspection. It classifies and filters
the received video frames according to a dedicated mark previously introduced in the
IP packet header. When a congestion is detected in the network, the data packets are
marked for prioritisation by the TO. The lower priority packets can then be dropped
before the video frames are actually handled by the Link layer protocols, according to
the receiver capabilities. This reduces the bandwidth occupation and loosens the level
of traffic load in the last hop. The process initially designed performs the full process
inside the PoA itself: detect the congestion, decide on the filtering and drop the packets.
However, considering that a global SVC layer optimization algorithm exists in the TO,
an alternative solution has been adopted that keeps the decision and marking update of
the IP packets in the TO, based on the results of its algorithms, while the decision is
executed in the LTE-A specific wireless component. This last operation, restricted to
the overloaded cell, is accomplished in the eNodeB, after the packets coming from the
Core Network have been decapsulated from the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
Tunnelling Protocol-User (GTP-U) tunnel and before they get encapsulated in the
PDCP protocol.

Figure 7 indicates with a (*) the components of the implementation involved in this
mechanism. New functions have been introduced in the RRC (Radio Resource Control)
and LTE-A specific wireless components at the eNodeB that retrieve the measurement
of buffer occupancy from the RLC layer and signal an event to the upper layers through
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the abstract interface when this occupancy reaches a certain threshold corresponding to
heavy load conditions. In the case of the initial solution, where the whole process is
performed in the eNodeB, a classifier located at the Non-Access Stratum (NAS) driver
above the PDCP layer is able to drop silently the least significant video frames, based
on the marking of the packets arriving from the IP protocol stack. The classifier
operates by comparing the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field of the IP
packet header with an active mask, thus avoiding deep packet inspection of other
header or even data fields in the classifier, and of the network layer fields in the wireless
access layers. In the alternative solution, on request from the TO, some measurements
of the planned Physical Resource Blocks (PRB) and total data volume from the MAC
layer are reported through the abstract interface, enabling the TO to drop the least
important packets directly in the core network. The implemented process affects the
eNodeB only, and is split between the LTE radio interface protocols (RRC and MAC
layers), and the LTE-A specific component which retrieves and analyses the mea-
surements, then executes the required actions.

Functional results could be obtained with a local testing system. This successful test
has been performed on a small testbed focusing mostly on network measurements and
congestion detection. Another part of the testbed complemented this evaluation, taking
care of the packet dropping as reported in [21]. The test performed here allowed
validating the correct operation of the LTE-A specific module in cooperation with the
radio interface protocol layers and the abstract interface. The traces obtained are
summarised in Table 2. From a functional point of view, the correct execution of the
following features has been verified: detecting the congestion situation in the eNodeB
according to the specified threshold, triggering notification about the high load event to
the TO, returning link traffic parameters on request from the upper layers and finally
stopping the specific measurements when the situation has returned to normal condi-
tion, in order to reduce the mechanism overhead on the control plane.

Fig. 7. Implementation of the video frames selection in the eNodeB
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5 Conclusion

This paper has described several enhancements proposed by the MEDIEVAL project to
mobile network operators in order to help them more efficiently distribute the video
traffic in the wireless cells. Our objective is to reduce the load imposed by this specific
type of applications, which are undertaking a huge growth in the coming future. Under
this objective, we have focused on next generation wireless networks where we aim at
providing video-friendly optimizations. Towards that goal, we have based our archi-
tecture on three main pillars: cross-layer abstraction, access network monitoring and
network interface dynamic configuration. They have served as a basis to the devel-
opment of innovative features that should improve the current design of operator
networks in the last hop. The first concept was based on group communications. We
have enhanced the eMBMS to configure dynamic multicast sessions, with better per-
formance for the session setup procedure, benefiting from the cross-layer design which
allows receiving the eMBMS parameters at the eNodeB ahead of the session start. We
have evaluated the impact of introducing eNodeB relays operating at the PDCP level
on the QoS and cell coverage extension, including for separating eMBMS traffic from
legacy service. Finally, we have implemented a cross-layer mechanism to selectively
drop IP packets containing lower priority video frames in order to handle heavy load
conditions in a specific cell and potentially avoid congestion or access rejection. This
filtering applies in the eNodeB, at the junction between the GTP-U tunnel and the
PDCP protocol. From these enhancements, we have demonstrated that the abstract
interface introduced between the upper layer control entities and the wireless access
modules provides additional capabilities to efficiently manage the network traffic and to
introduce novel network mechanisms in a video-optimised way. Moreover, the com-
bination of enhanced link-specific mechanisms allows the wireless link access to go
beyond a simple wireless transmission of data.

Acknowledgments. The research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7-ICT-2009-5) under grant agree-
ment n. 258053 (MEDIEVAL project).

Table 2. Traces recorded at the eNodeB during a congestion event (time in s.)

Event Time

- LTE-A module receives an event subscription for congestion notification. 0.000
- It polls periodically the lower layers to check the cell correct operation. 35.991
- Congestion detected (RLC buffers for MT0 above threshold); a notification is sent
to the upper layers.

41.296

- Upper layer (TO) requests periodic measurement retrieval 41.297
- Link traffic parameters forwarded through the L2.5 Abstraction Layer. 44.421
- After the problem resolution by the TO, the measures fall back to normal
conditions.

72.975

- Request received from the TO to stop forwarding the measurements 72.976
- Request executed by the LTE-A module 75.579
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Abstract. The LTE (Long Term Evolution) provides mobile users high
throughput and low latency. In order to meet the requirements of future mobile
data traffic, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has introduced
advanced features to the LTE system, including Carrier Aggregation (CA),
enhanced MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output), and coordinated multipoint
(CoMP). The enhanced system is called LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) system. This
paper investigates Component Carrier Selection (CCS) and radio resource
scheduling for uplink in LTE-A. In this work, a CCS algorithm depending on
the pathloss and the slow fading of the radio signals is developed. Based on the
channel conditions and the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the users, a
Channel and QoS Aware (CQA) uplink scheduler is also designed, which is time
and frequency domain decoupled. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed schemes provide a good QoS and throughput performance as com-
pared to other reference schemes.

Keywords: LTE-A � Carrier aggregation � Uplink � Scheduling � QoS

1 Introduction

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has designed the Long Term Evolution
(LTE) standard to support high data rates of up to 100 Mbps in downlink and 50 Mbps
in uplink [1]. The 3GPP Release 8 series specify the LTE standards, with enhance-
ments in Release 9. However, these specifications do not meet the 4G requirements set
by ITU-R (International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector), e.g.
data rate of up to 1 Gbps. To achieve such requirements, the LTE system has been
extended by introducing several new features. The 3GPP Release 10 documents feature
new technologies designed for improving the performance of LTE. The improved
system is termed as LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). The main features of LTE-A include
Carrier Aggregation (CA), enhanced Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), as well
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as coordinated multipoint (CoMP). With these new features the LTE-A can support
transmission over a bandwidth of up to 100 MHz as compared to only 20 MHz of LTE.

The primary focus of this paper is to design a Component Carrier Selection (CCS)
algorithm to perform CA and a radio resource allocation scheme for LTE-A uplink.
The function of CA is to aggregate several bands to achieve a wider bandwidth for data
transmission. However, a wider bandwidth does not necessarily ensure a better per-
formance in uplink. Terminals lacking sufficient power, for example, may not benefit
from it. Therefore, it is essential to determine whether the frequency bands should be
aggregated or not, which is why an efficient CCS scheme is required. The scheme
presented in this work is based on a time variant radio channel model with real-time
channel conditions of the users. The scheme takes into account the pathloss and slow
fading of the users under mobility consideration. The radio resource allocation scheme
presented in this work performs scheduling decisions with awareness of the CCS and
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the mobile terminals.

2 Literature Review

Despite the relative novelty of the topic, a considerable amount of literature is available
for downlink CA. The main difference between uplink and downlink transmission is
the power constraint of a user terminal. The contiguity constraint of frequency resource
allocation to single user is relinquished in LTE-A. The performance gain of CA in
terms of throughput and fairness is investigated in [2] over independently deployed
carriers for downlink with system level simulations. The LTE-A uplink CA is inves-
tigated in [3] with the help of a simple CCS algorithm. The results depict a performance
improvement as compared to LTE users. In [4], an advanced CCS algorithm is pro-
posed to optimize the system performance with CA in uplink. The results show an
improvement in performance over the algorithm in [3]. However, the authors do not
address the user mobility. Chunyan et al. [5] investigates a CCS scheme for diverse
coverage of CA deployment, such that Component Carriers (CCs) of an eNodeB have
antennas with beams in different directions.

Recent work on radio resource scheduling mainly focuses on LTE. For LTE
downlink, [6] proposes a QoS aware scheduler. In [7], the performance of the scheduler
in [6] is compared with other traditional schedulers. For LTE uplink, [8] suggests a
QoS and channel aware scheduler, which takes Power Control (PC) and contiguity
constraint into consideration. For LTE-A downlink, the authors of [9] employ user
grouping based downlink resource allocation algorithm with CA, results show that the
proposed algorithm is fairer to users than the proportional fair algorithm. Various load
balancing methods over multiple CCs are analyzed in [10]. For LTE-A uplink, [11]
proposes a cross-carrier scheduling method along with a per-carrier scheduling method,
enabling scheduling on several carriers. Liu and Liu [12] proposes a subcarrier allo-
cation method which assumes equal power allocation among all subcarriers. The
proposed method achieves better sector throughput and cell-edge user throughput. In
[13], the work in [12] is further elaborated with new results indicating performance
improvement in terms of sector throughput and cell-edge user throughput.
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Our motivation is to design schemes for both CA and radio resource scheduling
functionalities incorporated into LTE-A environment according to CCS scheme under
mobility consideration. The scheduler is designed in such a way that the CA func-
tionality is taken into account while making radio resource allocation decisions.

3 LTE and LTE-A Features

3.1 Air Interface

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is used in LTE downlink,
providing wideband transmission while staying robust to frequency selectivity of radio
channels. The uplink uses Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-
FDMA) as the transmission scheme due to the low Peak-to-Average-Power-Ratio
(PAPR) as compared to the OFDMA signal. However, the SC-FDMA used in LTE has
a constraint which only allows adjacent radio resource allocation in frequency domain.
OFDMA is also used in LTE-A downlink. For LTE-A uplink, due to the several types
of CA, the uplink air interface turns out to be the aggregation of multiple SC-FDMA
bands, which is denoted as Aggregated Discrete Fourier Transform-Spread OFDMA
(N*DFTS-OFDMA). This aggregation results in the air interface being able to support
both contiguous and non-contiguous resource allocation in uplink to user terminals.
Thus, DFTS-OFDMA overcomes the disadvantages of the OFDMA (high PARP) and
the SC-FDMA (contiguity) in LTE.

3.2 Carrier Aggregation

To achieve higher data rate, a wider bandwidth is required. According to the 3GPP
specifications, the LTE-A system is able to aggregate two or more CCs to obtain a
wider transmission bandwidth. The current 3GPP standards allow up to 5 carriers. LTE
terminals can only receive/transmit on a single CC. But LTE-A terminals are able to
receive/transmit data on one or multiple CCs simultaneously (Fig. 1). The CA in
LTE-A can be classified into three types: the intra-band contiguous, the intra-band non-
contiguous and the inter-band non-contiguous (Fig. 2).

In LTE, the User Equipment (UE) has only one Radio Resource Control (RRC)
connection with the eNodeB. However for LTE-A, there are several serving cells due to
CA, with each one corresponding to a CC. Initially, an RRC connection is established with
a single CC, using the same RRC establishment procedure as specified for LTE. This CC
is called Primary Component Carrier (PCC). Additional CCs can then be configured from
the eNodeB, which are called Secondary Component Carriers (SCCs). The SCCs are
added and removed as required, while the PCC is only changed at handover. For UEs
using the same set of CCs, different PCCs are possible. The PCC serves the Primary
Serving Cell (PSC) and the SCC serves the Secondary Serving Cell (SSC) (Fig. 3).

3.3 Component Carrier Selection

A CCS scheme is used to allocate one or multiple CCs to the incoming users according
to certain criteria. In downlink, the allocation of multiple CCs results in a higher
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throughput due to larger transmission bandwidth without power constraint. However,
this might not always work for the uplink, especially for the users who are power
limited at the cell edge. Therefore, an efficient way to select the CCs for the users is
needed.

In this work, only the intra-band contiguous carrier aggregation is considered.
A simple algorithm is that the users having distance to eNodeB larger than a threshold

Fig. 2. Carrier aggregation types

Fig. 1. Carrier aggregation
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distance are assigned to primary CC, otherwise both CCs. This algorithm is easy to
implement and requires simple calculations; however, different threshold distances give
different performances. If the best performance is to be achieved, the determination of
the distance threshold requires a great amount of testing. Moreover, the network
environment changes over the time, while the distance threshold would not adapt
accordingly, once it is set.

An effective pathloss threshold based CC selection algorithm was proposed in [4]
to distinguish between power limited and non-power limited LTE-A users.

Lthreshold ¼ L95% � 10 logK þ Pbackoff

a
ð1Þ

where L95% is the estimated 95 percentile user pathloss, K is the total number of CCs
and a is the pathloss compensation factor used in the PC scheme. Pbackoff is the
estimated power backoff to model the effects of increased PAPR and CM (Cubic
Metric) when a user transmits over multiple CCs simultaneously. If a user is scheduled
for transmission only on one CC, there is no power backoff; otherwise, it is set with a
fixed value, for example, 4 dB or 6 dB. With a higher power backoff, less LTE-A users
will be assigned on multiple CCs due to the limitation of user transmission power. The
users are stationary in the cell. When the pathloss of the LTE-A users is higher than
Lthreshold , they are considered to be power limited and assigned on a single CC;
otherwise they are considered to be non-power limited and can use multiple CCs for
data transmission. Hence, the cell-edge users would not experience performance loss

Inter-band, non-contiguous

Band 1 Band 2

Fig. 3. Primary and secondary cells
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from being scheduled over multiple CCs, while the non-power limited users can benefit
from the advantages of a wider bandwidth.

This scheme is further extended in this work, and provides improvement to achieve
better system performance. Instead of assuming that the users are stationary, a time
variant radio channel model is used to get the real-time channel conditions of the users.
Furthermore, not only the pathloss is considered when determining the threshold and
the number of CCs, the slow fading is also taken into consideration. Therefore, instead
of labeling the users as power limited and non-power limited, the CCS would be based
on the real-time channel conditions of the users. The proposed algorithm can be
illustrated as:

Lthreshold;mob ¼ ðLþ SFÞ95% � 10 logK þ Pbackoff

a
ð2Þ

where SF is the slow fading of the user. At the time, when the sum of the user’s
pathloss and slow fading is higher than the threshold, one CC is assigned; otherwise,
the user can use multiple CCs for data transmission.

4 Channel and QoS Aware Scheduling

Resource allocation and scheduling is conducted by the Medium Access Control
(MAC) packet scheduler at the eNodeB. It dynamically distributes the radio resources
among the active users. It aims to maximally utilize the scarce radio resources, while
meeting the QoS requirements of the bearers. The scheduling is performed in every
Transmission Time Interval (TTI). In this work, we propose an LTE-A uplink Channel
and QoS Aware (CQA) scheduler that guarantees the QoS of different traffic types and
considers their channel conditions. The scheduler is decoupled into two domains, i.e.
Time Domain Packet Scheduling (TDPS) and Frequency Domain Packet Scheduling
(FDPS). Figure 4 illustrates the scheduler implemented in this work. The radio
resources are distributed according the PC scheme.

4.1 Power Control

The downlink transmission power control is usually not a major issue since it comes from
the eNodeB, and the PSD for each UE is kept constant at the eNodeB to reduce inter-cell
interference. For the uplink, the users are usually limited by the transmission power,
therefore, the power control scheme is necessary to adjust the transmission power. It aims
at maximizing the power of the desired signals while limiting the inter-cell interference.
The interference based power control scheme in [14] is utilized in our work.

4.2 Time Domain Packet Scheduling

In TDPS, bearers are classified according to TDPS metric based on QoS requirements
and channel conditions. The QoS parameter used for the bearer classification is the
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Quality Class Identifier (QCI), which is an index associated with predefined values for
the priority, delay budget and packet loss rate. Nine QCI classes are defined by the
3GPP - four for the GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate) bearers and five for the non-GBR
bearers. Network operators are allowed to define additional new classes based on their
specific needs. Since each traffic type has different QoS requirements, each bearer
(associated with a traffic type) is assigned with a single QCI class. In the MAC
scheduler, the bearers are distributed into five MAC QoS classes according to [6]: two
classes - MAC QoS Class 1 and Class 2 (not considered in this work) for the GBR
bearers and three classes - MAC QoS Class 3, 4 and 5 for the non-GBR bearers.
Table 1 shows how MAC QoS classes are mapped onto QCI classes.

The TDPS priority metric value for the bearer k, similar to [8], is expressed as:

kkðtÞ ¼ Rinst;iðtÞ
Ravg;kðtÞWkðtÞ ð3Þ

where Rinst;iðtÞ is the instantaneously achievable throughput at time t of user i to which
bearer k belongs, Ravg;kðtÞ is the average throughput of bearer k at time t obtained by
using the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) time window of 1 s, WkðtÞ is the
dynamic QoS weight of bearer k at time t and explained below. The bearers are placed
in GBR and non-GBR bearer lists and sorted according to TDPS metric.

Fig. 4. Primary and secondary cells

Table 1. QCI and MAC QoS mapping

Bearer type QCI class MAC QoS class Traffic type

GBR QCI-1 MAC-QoS-1 Voice
Non-GBR QCI-7 MAC-QoS-3 Streaming video
Non-GBR QCI-8 MAC-QoS-4 Browsing
Non-GBR QCI-9 MAC-QoS-5 File transfer
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WkðtÞ is the TDPS weight of bearer k and is calculated according to the following
formula, which takes the QoS requirements of bearer k into consideration.

WkðtÞ ¼ Rmin;k

Ravg;kðtÞ
skðtÞ
smax;k

qkðtÞ ð4Þ

where Rmin;k is the bit rate budget, smax;k is the end-to-end delay budget, Ravg;kðtÞ is the
average throughput, and skðtÞ is the packet delay of bearer k, qkðtÞ is a variable with
value set to 10 if skðtÞ is above the threshold value of bearer k at time t, otherwise equal
to 1. The value 10 of qkðtÞ raises the metric value of bearer k by 10 times and ensures
immediate scheduling. This value works well for the traffic load scenarios investigated
in this paper. This variable is to avoid large packet delays of delay-sensitive traffic (e.g.
video). The bit rate budget, packet delay budget and delay threshold values [8] used in
this work for the QoS classes are given in Table 2. Bit rate budget for a QoS class is
defined according to its traffic model in this work. However, the network operators can
modify the behavior of the scheduler by tuning these values.

4.3 Frequency Domain Packet Scheduling

In this work, a frequency domain scheduler based on [6] has been implemented. But in
this work, the CCS is also considered in the scheduling decisions. Due to the strict QoS
requirements of GBR bearers, the GBR list is scheduled first by starting with the top of
the list bearer having highest priority. Power limited users are scheduled only on PCC.
This is followed by the scheduling of non-GBR bearers. The frequency domain
scheduling procedure for non-GBR bearers is summarized as follows:

1. At the beginning of each TTI, once the GBR list is scheduled, N number of bearers
are chosen from the top of the non-GBR candidate list and put into a subset
candidate list. The bearer selection is based on TDPS metric value.

2. The scheduler searches for the best PRB, in terms of Signal-to-Interference-and-
Noise-Ratio (SINR), of the first bearer. This PRB is reserved for the best bearer;
therefore, the bearer’s average SINR of the reserved PRBs is set as the effective
SINR. Power limited users are able to obtain PRBs only from PCC. The Modulation
and Coding Scheme (MCS) corresponding to average SINR is determined to find
out the resulting Transport Block Size (TBS).

3. The achievable TBS is compared against the buffer size of the bearer.

Table 2. Bit rate budget, delay budget and delay threshold

Traffic type Bit rate budget Packet end-to-end
delay budget

Packet delay
threshold (s)

Voice 55 0.1 0.02
Streaming video 132 0.3 0.1
Browsing 120 0.3 –

File transfer 10 0.3 –
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a. If TBS is greater than the buffer size, the bearer can be completely served in this
TTI, the PC constraint of the UE is checked.
(i) If the number of PRBs reserved for the user of this bearer exceeds the PC

limit, do not allocate the reserved PRB, serve the UE with remaining
reserved PRBs if any and discard it from the candidate list for this TTI.

(ii) Otherwise the reserved PRB is allocated to the bearer and scheduled.
b. If the TBS is smaller compared to the buffer size, the bearer waits until the

remaining bearers from the subset candidate list go through the above procedure.
4. Once all the bearers in the candidate list get a PRB reserved or get discarded after

being scheduled, the above process is repeated again for the remaining bearers and
the effective SINR of more than one PRB is calculated using link-to-system map-
ping. This procedure continues until all the PRBs are allocated or all the bearers in
the subset candidate list are served.

5. Once the subset list is completely served, and there are still some bearers to be
served in the non-GBR candidate list, then in case of availability of PRBs, the
N þ 1 th bearer in the candidate list is moved to the subset candidate list and
provided PRBs according to the above procedure. This continues until there are no
more PRBs available or no more bearers to serve in candidate list.

5 Simulation Results

The OPNETModeler is used as the simulation and analysis tool in this work. The LTE-A
model implementation is based on the LTE simulation model designed in [15]. The
simulations are performed under the parameter settings and traffic models given in
Table 3 and are in accordance with [16].

5.1 Component Carrier Selection Results

The proposed pathloss and slow fading based CCS algorithm is analyzed along with
the algorithm proposed in [4]. For comparison, the simple CCS algorithm based on
distance between UEs and eNodeB is also evaluated as a reference scheme. 40 voice,
40 video and 10 file transfer UEs are deployed in the cell in investigated scenarios.

Figure 5 shows the throughput comparison among the three algorithms: pathloss and
slow fading based (PL_SF) proposed in this work, pathloss based (PL) [4] and the third
one based on the distance to the eNodeB, using 100 m and 200 m as the thresholds. The
figure shows that the cell throughput is higher in the system with the proposed scheme
(PL_SF), or the distance to the eNodeB of 200 m as the threshold. Compared with the
system using the pathloss as the threshold, the one considering additional slow fading
gives a better performance, because in practice, both pathloss and slow fading influence
the transmitted signal. Thus the latter one provides more accurate channel conditions.
Therefore, the CCS decision is more accurate than the one with only the pathloss as the
threshold. For the system with the distance to the eNodeB as the threshold, different
distance thresholds give different performances. For example, 200 m gives good per-
formance compared to 100 m in this case. However this method is not adaptive and
requires large effort on deciding the optimum distance threshold.
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Figure 6 shows the average voice delay. Since the voice users are defined as the
GBR users and served with highest priority. Therefore, the voice packet end-to-end
delay does not vary much for different CCS algorithms. The video and the file transfer
users are non-GBR, so their performance varies with different CCS schemes. Figures 7
and 8 present the average video end-to-end delay and average file upload time. The
case with pathloss and slow fading as the threshold gives lower video delay and file
upload time, compared to the one with the pathloss as the threshold. Also, different
distance thresholds result in good results for 200 m and poor for 100 m.

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of cell throughput for CCS schemes

Fig. 6. Comparison of voice packet end-to-end delay for CCS schemes

Fig. 7. Comparison of video packet end-to-end delay for CCS schemes
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5.2 Scheduler Comparison and Results

In order to compare the QoS performance of various schedulers, the video traffic in the
cell is reduced in such a way that the video users are reduced to 10. Figure 9 gives the
cell throughput comparison among the proposed CQA scheduler and the reference
schedulers: Blind Equal Throughput (BET), Maximum Throughput (MaxT) and Pro-
portional Fair (PF) schedulers. The comparison reveals that due to the low load in the
cell, the throughput performance of all the schedulers is quite comparable.

Figure 10 shows the average voice packet end-to-end delay. The performance of the
voice users under different schedulers also does not vary significantly, since they are
served with GBR at the highest priority. The file upload time (Fig. 11) with the CQA
scheduler is the shortest but the difference from other schedulers is not substantial.
However, in Fig. 12, the average video packet end-to-end delay results depict a very
contrasting view. The CQA scheduler is aware of the QoS requirements of video users;
hence the packet-end-to-end delay for video users is quite acceptable. On the other

Table 3. Simulation parameters and traffic models

Parameter Setting

Simulation length 1500 s
Cell layout 7 eNodeBs all with single cell
Cell radius 375 m
User velocity 120 kmph
Max UE power 23 dBm
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Component carriers 2 * 20 MHz contiguous
Noise figure 9 dB
Noise per PRB −120.447 dBm
Pathloss 128.1 + 37.6log10(R), R in km
Slow fading Log-normal shadowing, 8 dB std. deviation, correlation 1
Fast fading Jakes-like method [17]
Mobility Model Random Way Point (RWP)
UE buffer size Infinite
Power Control Interference based [14], a ¼ 0:6; b ¼ 0:4;P0 ¼ �104 dBm
Traffic environment Loaded
Subset candidate list size 20
Voice traffic (40 users)
Silence/talk spurt length Exponential(3) sec
Encoder scheme GSM EFR
Video traffic (40 user)
Frame size 1200 bytes
Frame inter-arrival time 75 ms
File transfer traffic (10 users)
File size 20 Mbytes
File inter-request time Uniform, min 80 s, max 100 s
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hand, the BET scheduler is designed to provide equal throughput to all the users,
therefore the delay requirements of video users are not taken into account. MaxT
scheduler also neglects the requirements of the video bearer, and PF scheduler in also
not considering the video QoS. In summary, the CQA scheduler is QoS-aware and able
to treat traffic types according to their respective requirements.

Fig. 8. Comparison of file upload response time for CCS schemes

Fig. 9. Comparison of cell throughput for various schedulers

Fig. 10. Comparison of voice end-to-end delay for various schedulers
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated several schemes for CCS and MAC scheduling. The CCS
scheme proposed in this work is an improvement of the one proposed in [4]. We also
analysed a reference scheme based on distance from eNodeB. Simulation results
illustrated that the proposed scheme can enhance the user QoS and cell throughput
performance. We also designed a QoS based scheduler (CQA) with channel awareness
We analysed the performance of the TDPS metric algorithm of CQA scheduler having
dynamic QoS weight by comparing its performance with other contemporary TDPS
metric algorithms. The simulation results show a promising performance of the
designed approach. Our future goal would be to extend our model for multiple con-
tiguous and non-contiguous CCs.

Acknowledgments. This work is supported by University of Engineering and Technology,
Peshawar, Pakistan and the International Graduate School for Dynamics in Logistics, University
of Bremen, Germany.

Fig. 11. Comparison of file upload time for various schedulers

Fig. 12. Comparison of video end-to-end delay for various schedulers
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Abstract. Inter-cell interference mitigation in LTE networks is impor-
tant to improve the system throughput. Upcoming Cloud Radio Access
Networks (C-RANs) allow controlling multiple cells at a single location
enabling novel inter-cell coordination algorithms. Coordinated recourse
allocation can be used to achieve optimal spectral efficiency through
reduced inter-cell interference.

In this paper the uplink resource allocation is optimised by deciding
which user terminals served by different base stations should transmit
on the same resources. A central meta-scheduler situated in the cloud
is responsible for the optimisation. The optimisation is performed using
heuristic algorithms to solve the underlying multidimensional assignment
problem. The complexity is further reduced to a feasible size by only coor-
dinating a subset of base stations. This way the problem can be solved
for real world cellular deployments.

The performance for different groupings of cooperatively managed
base stations is investigated. Results show that coordinating resource
assignment of multiple base stations improves the cell spectral efficiency
in general and coordinating three sectors at the same site outperforms
coordinating three base stations of different sites.

Keywords: LTE · Radio resource management · Inter-cell interference
coordination · Base station grouping · Interference mitigation ·
Linear assignment problem · Multidimensional assignment problem ·
IMT-Advanced · C-RAN

1 Introduction

In recent years the demand for higher data rates in mobile networks has sig-
nificantly increased. Therefore higher data rates in mobile communication are a
major goal within the optimisation of mobile networks. The efficiency of such
communication systems can be described by the Cell Spectral Efficiency (CSE)
which is defined as achieved data rate per unit of radio spectrum and cell.

LTE [1] is a mobile communication system applying OFDM with a frequency
reuse factor of one. Therefore, the complete frequency spectrum used by the sys-
tem is available in every cell. This allows high flexibility in resource assignment,
but is causing severe inter-cell interference, especially in neighbouring cells.
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 47–59, 2015.
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Coordinated resource allocation of multiple base stations, e.g. in a cloud
based radio access network [2], can avoid interference, and therefore has the
potential to improve the overall system throughput and thus the CSE. The coor-
dination of all base stations within a large scenario is too complex to solve it
in reasonable time [3]. Therefore we investigate the performance if only certain
base stations, forming a group, are coordinated. The CSE for different amounts
and locations of grouped base stations is evaluated.

1.1 Related Work

Resource assignment in OFDMA systems has been a research topic for several
years. In [4] a comprehensive overview of the state of the art of optimised single
cell resource allocation in OFDMA-based systems is provided. With the pro-
posed frequency reuse factor of one for LTE, inter-cell interference mitigation
has become an important subject.

The authors of [5] and [6] give extensive overviews on current inter-cell inter-
ference coordination techniques. They categorise different approaches and pro-
vide many references. The centralised coordination schemes mentioned in [6]
where developed for Time Division and Code Division Multiple Access Schemes
(TDMA / CDMA). In [7] the authors provide an overview on inter-cell inter-
ference mitigatation and scheduling in LTE. Their focus lies on different soft
and fractional frequency reuse schemes. The optimal power allocation to user
terminals with respect to maximising the downlink throughput using inter-cell
coordination was analysed in [8]. Therein the authors define a “cell of interest”
as well as its “neighbour set” of close by interferers. The described optimisation
problem takes into account the resulting interference power but is only optimal
for the cell of interest, not the overall system.

Optimisation using linear optimisation methods is described in [9–12]. In [9]
the authors describe a dynamic fair scheduling scheme for a two cell scenario.
The Hungarian algorithm is used to optimise the schedule with Max-Min fairness
as objective, which is to maximise the spectral efficiency (CSE) of the UE having
the lowest CSE. In [10] interference avoidance in femtocell networks is described.
Therein the problem is formulated in terms of integer linear programming.

The resource allocation in device-to-device communication underlaying LTE
was investigated in [11]. The problem is formulated as an integer linear program
and it is stated that it is infeasible to solve. Instead heuristic distributed algo-
rithms are presented and evaluated. The authors of [12] investigate the uplink
resource assignment problem of multiple cells using geometric programming.
They present centralised and distributed algorithms for sub-optimal resource
allocation schemes. Power and subcarrier allocation is considered in their work.

In our previous work different optimisation algorithms were analysed ([3,13]).
In [3] a cooperatively managed resource allocation formulated as an assignment
problem is introduced. Therein the resource allocation is optimised in a central
scheduler with information about interference situations of all user terminals.
From there a better resource allocation is derived by deciding which user termi-
nals of different cells should transmit on the same resources. The optimisation
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objective is to increase the overall system throughput. The investigations have
shown, that optimisating the resource allocation using heuristic algorithms leads
to good optimisation results with acceptable computation time. In our previous
work optimisation has only been done with small scenarios resembling an indoor
femto-cell environment. Here we present results for a macro-cell deployment [14].
The scenarios are described in detail in Sect. 2.

Most analysed interference coordination techniques in literature rely on dis-
tributed schemes without a central coordination entity. In LTE-Advanced the
coordination can rely on information exchanged via the X2 interface and then a
distributed optimisation can be performed. Although a central scheduling would
require a high signaling, it can possibly lead to better results as information of
more other cells is known and interference situations can be determined.

We have analysed a scenario where a central scheduling unit can be easily
used, the Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) [2]. In this scenario, remote
radio heads are connected to the cloud. All management and coordinating func-
tions are placed in the cloud making all information for coordinated scheduling
available. This results in normal signaling for Channel Quality Indication (CQI)
feedback to the cloud but no inter-base station signaling.

1.2 The Resource Assignment Problem

As explained above, LTE is intended for use with a frequency reuse factor of one.
Thus, users of adjacent cells can cause high uplink interference to neighbouring
base stations. Cooperatively managing resource allocation of multiple cells can
therefore reduce the impact of interference, leading to increased CSE. In LTE
resources for transmissions are assigned on the basis of physical resource blocks
(PRBs) defined in [15]. A restriction in uplink transmission resulting from the
Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) scheme is that
PRBs assigned to one user terminal (UT) have to be consecutive in frequency
domain. The optimal allocation of PRBs to UTs with respect to an optimal
throughput influenced by the block error rate (BLER) and the effective signal
to interference and noise ratio (SINR) mapping are nonlinear optimisation prob-
lems [12]. To reduce this complexity only the mapping of UTs served by different
base stations to each other is taken into consideration. For the formulation as an
multidimensional assignment problem it is necessary to have only one interferer
per neighbouring cell for a user. This means that for a scenario of five cells a
user has four interfering user terminals from the other cells. To achieve this, each
user gets the same amount of resources. For example for a set up with five users
and 50 PRBs each user gets 10 consecutive PRBs.

Therefore, our aim is to find an optimal assignment which UTs should trans-
mit on the same resource blocks. A basic example of a possible assignment is
given in Fig. 1. In this Figure the users UT1,1 and UT2,1 are transmitting on
the same resources. The SINR calculated for UT1,1 from signal S1,1 and inter-
ference I2,1 leads to an achievable data rate. Summed up with the data rate of
the user terminal UT2,1 the sum data rate r1,1 is calculated. The user terminals
UT1,2 and UT2,2 lead to the sum data rate r2,2. The other possible resource
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assignment in this simple example with user terminals UT1,1 and UT2,2 on the
same resources and UT1,2 and UT2,1 on the same resources will lead to other
sum data rates. Due to a different interference situation the sum data rates r1,2
and r2,1 are calculated. Thus, the different possible resource assignments are
causing different interference situations between the UTs and therefore lead to
a different overall system throughput. The aim is to optimise this overall system
throughput. By doing this, the cell spectral efficiency is optimised.

Fig. 1. Example of a possible resource assignment for two cells and two user terminals
per cell.

The decision on which user terminals of different cells should transmit on
the same resource block is leading to an assignment problem. To optimize the
overall system throughput the sum of all user data rates has to be maximised.
For a two-cell scenario this means that the sum of the user terminal data rates
ri of the first cell and rj of the second cell has to be maximised. Therefore we
first define sum data rates rij . Where rij represents the sum of the data rates
achieved by user terminal i of the first cell and j of the second cell transmitting
on the same PRBs. Next, the sum data rates rij can be written as elements
of a matrix R. From this matrix the best data rates have to be chosen under
the following restriction: As only one user terminal of a cell can transmit on
the same resources as one user terminal of another cell, only one element per
row and column of matrix R can be chosen. This is represented by restrictions
(2)–(4) which define a permutation matrix C with elements cij ∈ {0, 1}. This
means, choosing a sum data rate rij from R sets the element cij of C to one.
Thus for two base stations the linear assignment problem is given by

max
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 cijrij (1)

s.t.
∑N

j=1 cij = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., N, (2)∑N
i=1 cij = 1, for j = 1, 2, ..., N, (3)

cij ∈ {0, 1} (4)
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For scenarios with more than two cells the sum data rates are written in a tensor.
It has as many indices as cells. This is leading to a multidimensional assignment
problem [16] which is defined for three dimensions by [17]:

max
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1

∑N
k=1 cijkrijk (5)

s.t.
∑N

j=1

∑N
k=1 cijk = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., N, (6)∑N

i=1

∑N
k=1 cijk = 1, for j = 1, 2, ..., N, (7)∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 cijk = 1, for k = 1, 2, ..., N, (8)

cijk ∈ {0, 1} (9)

To formulate the problem as a multidimensional assignment problem it is nec-
essary to have an equal amount of user terminals selected for scheduling in each
cell at the time of optimisation.

2 Simulation Scenarios

Different scenarios were taken into account for evaluating the impact of cooper-
ative resource management in groups. First, small scenarios representing simple
indoor femto-cell deployments scenarios with a closed subscriber group were
analysed. The scenario is adapted from the ITU IMT-Advanced indoor scenario
described in [14]. All links are set to have Non-line-of-sight (NLoS) channel con-
ditions. The user terminals are randomly distributed within cell areas of 100 m
radius. As described in the previous section all coordinated cells must serve the
same number of user terminals to formulate the problem as an multidimensional
assignment problem. A simple approach assuring an equal amount of terminals
scheduled in each TTI is chosen: The number of users served by each base station
is equal. This way no time domain scheduling is necessary.

The layout of the scenario set up is shown in Fig. 2. Results have been
obtained for different numbers and locations of cooperatively managed base sta-
tions. The different analysed groupings are depicted in Fig. 3. The assignment
problem in these scenarios has been solved using a brute force algorithm such
that the optimal user assignment for the cooperatively managed base stations is
found.

The more cells are cooperatively managed by the central scheduling entity
in the cloud, the more potential for optimisation exists. Thus the interference
can be reduced and the system throughput increased. So, it is expected that the
cooperative resource management of all base stations will lead to a higher system
throughput than the cooperative management of two cells. Furthermore, the
coordination should at least not give a worse throughput than the uncoordinated
scenario.

In a next step the coordination of different groups has been applied to a
larger scenario. The urban macro-cell scenario has been described by the ITU
in [14]. For this evaluation 21 sectors at 7 base station sites are simulated. The
coordination in groups enables us to analyse different coordination setups of this
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Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the small scenario

(e) Uncoordinated scenario

(a) Neighbouring base 
stations cooperatively 
managed

(d) All base stations
cooperatively managed

(b) Neighbouring base 
stations cooperatively-
managed

(c) Opposing base stations 
cooperatively managed

Fig. 3. Different groupings of base stations for the small scenarios
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scenario. A cooperative coordinated resource allocation of all base stations, even
with heuristic algorithms, was not possible, since even with only ten user termi-
nals per cell a tensor with 1021 elements must be constructed which results in the
number of 10!20 possible assignments. The maximum amount of cooperatively
managed base stations was therefore limited to six. In this scenario the inner
six base stations were coordinated and the outer ones were independent of each
other. Further simulation parameters are depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters of small scenarios

Environment Similar to indoor hotspot (after ITU M.2135 [14])

Channel model Path loss only: PL = 22.1 + 43.3 · log10d
User distribution Random uniform

User mobility None

Base station antenna Omnidirectional

Duplex scheme FDD

System bandwidth 20 MHz

Numbers of users per basestation 5

Inter-site distance 100 m, 200 m

Cell size 100 m

Grouping of base stations see Fig. 3

Assignment problem solver None (random assignment), brute force (optimal)

As described in Sect. 1.2 the same amount of user terminals have to be
scheduled in all cells in each subframe in order to formulate the problem as a mul-
tidimensional assignment problem. Rather than achieving this by time-domain
scheduling the simple approach of deploying the same amount of user terminals
per cell was chosen. In all simulations in every cell ten users are served. For
optimising the resource allocation in the urban macro-cell scenarios, the greedy
algorithm [3] has been used. Therefore, the schedule is not necessarily optimal.
Further simulation parameters are depicted in Table 2.

In the urban macro-cell scenarios four different locations and numbers of
cooperatively managed cells have been investigated. Two different locations
of three cell groupings have been investigated. On the one hand the three cells
managed by the same base station site were jointly managed. Secondly the
cells of different sites were grouped. Furthermore, a grouping of only two base
stations hasbeen analysed. The coordination group set ups are shown in Fig. 4.

In all scenarios only the inner three base stations were taken into account
for evaluating the user performance. Thus, there is an influence on all evaluated
base stations by surrounding base stations and their assigned user terminals. The
simulations have been repeated 150 times for sufficient confidence levels. Each
simulation run is executed with a different random number seed and therefore
different user terminal positions.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters for urban macro-cell scenarios

Environment Urban macro (after ITU M.2135 [14])

Large scale channel model Urban macro

Small scale channel model None

User distribution Random uniform

User mobility None

Base station antenna Sectorised (after ITU M.2135 [14])

Duplex scheme FDD

System bandwidth 10 MHz

Scenarios with same random number seed but different groupings are com-
pared. This way it is assured that different performance is caused by different
groupings and not by more or less favourable user terminal deployments.

(a) Three base stations of
one site cooperatively man-
aged

(b) Three base stations of
different sites cooperatively
managed

(c) Six base stations cooper-
atively managed

(d) Two base stations coop-
eratively managed

Fig. 4. Urban macro-cell scenario groupings. Base stations are indicated at their sites.
Arrows indicate the main radiation directions of sector antennas. Ungrouped cells are
left blank. The centre cells are marked by a blue border.
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3 Results

The results in Fig. 5 show the average cell throughput for the different group-
ings of Fig. 3 and for two different cell centre distances. The provided black lines
in the figure (as in all following as well) indicate the 95 % confidence interval.
The results proof the assumption that it is better to coordinate all base stations
than only few. This holds independently of the distance. It can be seen that
no significant (or even none at all) improvement is achieved for a coordination
of only two base stations, no matter which are coordinated. For a more spe-
cific analysis the ratio for a certain grouping to achieve the best throughput is
analysed.

Fig. 5. Average cell throughput for different groupings as in Fig. 3 for the small
scenarios

The ratio how often a particular grouping lead to the highest overall CSE was
evaluated. This grouping is referred to as the “winner” for the particular user
terminal deployment. In Fig. 6 the results for the winning coordination set up in
achieving the best throughput for the small scenarios are shown. As expected,
coordinating all base stations leads to the highest throughput. Furthermore it
shows that it is important which base stations are coordinated. As coordinating
all base station leads to the highest throughput in most of the cases this group-
ing is taken out off the evaluation in this Figure. Here, in almost 90 % of the
simulation runs the coordination of one of both possible neighbouring groupings
has lead to the best system throughput. On the other hand it can be seen that
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in a few simulation runs the neighbouring groupings are leading to the worst
throughput. So by not coordinating all base stations it is even possible to get a
worse solution than without any coordination. But nevertheless it gives a better
performance for a large majority of simulation runs.

Fig. 6. Ratio of different groupings (see Fig. 3) for the small scenarios for achieving
the best/worst throughput over 100 simulation runs with a cell distance of 200 m using
the brute force algorithm for optimising the user assignment

In Fig. 7 the ratio of achieving the best throughput for the urban macro-cell
scenarios is shown. It is obvious that in most simulation runs the best perfor-
mance was achieved as expected by coordinating six base stations. The grouping
which lead to the best throughput in the fewest simulation runs is the grouping
of only two base stations. The coordination of three cells has been investigated
with different configurations as explained in Sect. 2. If the six cell grouping is
taken out of the evaluation the best throughput is achieved by the grouping
of three cells of one site in most of the runs (see Fig. 8). Here, only in 28 % of
the simulations the three base station grouping of different sites is leading to the
best throughput.

The average CSE gain over an uncoordinated scenario is shown in Fig. 9. The
coordination of six base stations is leading to a gain in CSE of more than 10 %.
This confirms the expectation that the more base stations are coordinated the
higher the gain in CSE is. Furthermore, it shows again that the two different
groupings with three base stations show different performances. The coordina-
tion of cells belonging to one base station site is leading to a better performance
than the coordination of cells served by base stations of different sites. The first
location of base stations is leading to an average improvement in CSE of 6 %
compared to only 2.6 % in the later location. This is beneficial with regard to
the information that must be exchanged in order to enable coordination. The
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Fig. 7. Ratio of different groupings (see Fig. 4) for the urban macro-cell scenario for
achieving the best throughput over 150 simulation.

reason is that the coordinated user terminals for the first grouping often lie in
an area where antenna attenuation of user terminals of the neighbouring sector
is not very high and therefore a high interference power is received. Interference
at other sites experiences a higher attenuation due to the higher path loss. The
maximum antenna attenuation among sectors from the same site is 17 dB [14]
while the attenuation difference resulting from path loss among different sites

Fig. 8. Ratio of different groupings (see Fig. 4) for the urban macro-cell scenario for
achieving the best throughput over 150 simulation without the grouping of six cells.
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can be much higher. Therefore a coordination of sectors of the same site can
avoid very low SINR values due to reduced interference power.

Fig. 9. Average gain in CSE for the different groupings (see Fig. 4) for the urban
macro-cell scenario

4 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper the cooperative management of resource allocation was analysed
as it would be possible in Cloud RANs. With the introduction of coordination
groups for a cooperative resource management of several cells a performance
improvement in a small and urban macro-cell scenario was achieved. It was shown
that it plays an important role how many and which base stations are cooper-
atively managed. Managing the resource allocation of cells belonging to one
base station site shows better performance than for different sites in the urban
macro-cell scenario. An improvement in CSE of 6 % has been achieved when
coordinating cells served by base stations of one site. The more base stations
are cooperatively managed the higher the gain. Jointly managing the resource
assignment of six cells in the urban macro-cell scenario leads to an improvement
of about 10 % in CSE.

In future work the performance gain under the presence of small-scale channel
fading resulting in channel quality estimation errors will be evaluated. Further-
more, the possibility of larger coordination groups has to be investigated and
compared against other interference mitigation methods like interference can-
celation with multiple antennas. As well, the combination of our method with
other existing methods can be analysed to achieve higher gains in CSE.
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Abstract. The introduction of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)
and Software Defined Networking (SDN) to mobile networks enables
operators to control and dimension their network resources with higher
granularity and on a more fine-grained time scale. This dynamic opera-
tion allows operators to cope with the rapid growth of traffic and user
demands, in addition to reducing costs. In this paper, we model and
analyze a realization of the mobile core network as virtualized soft-
ware instances running in datacenters (DC) and SDN transport network
elements (NE), with respect to time-varying traffic demands. It is our
objective to determine the datacenters placement that achieves the min-
imum transport network load considering time-varying traffic and under
a data-plane delay budget. A second objective is to achieve power sav-
ings, considering the variation of traffic over time, by using the available
datacenter resources or by acquiring additional resources.

Keywords: Network Functions Virtualization · Software Defined Net-
working · Datacenters · Mobile core gateways · Time-varying traffic

1 Introduction

Today’s network operators are faced with the steadily increasing network traffic
given the limited flexibility provided by currently deployed architectures. This
lack of flexibility leads to an inefficient use of the available resources, which in
turn leads to decreasing revenues for operators [1], when the changing dynamics
of the user demands cannot be fully considered. This means that network oper-
ators let their network regularly undergo periods of over- and under-utilization.
New concepts, namely Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software
Defined Networking (SDN), emerged over the last few years that may allow net-
work operators to operate their network resources in a more fine granular way [2]
and to apply dynamic network changes over time.

The flexibility in resource allocation for network components is obtained
by NFV, where network components are hosted as virtual components on vir-
tualized commodity hardware and can be migrated between different virtual-
ized environments, hence datacenters. Flexibility in control is provided by SDN,
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 63–76, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16292-8 5
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where the network traffic can be shaped dynamically on run time with a cen-
tralized control. Both concepts allow the operators to exploit more gains from
dimensioning and operating the mobile network considering time-varying traffic
patterns to achieve more efficient load balancing or energy savings.

The adoption of both concepts to increase the flexibility of existing networks
has been discussed in some related work. Google [3] set up an architecture based
on SDN for their WAN interconnecting their datacenters, where SDN allows
them to plan their network operation and resource allocation according to their
applications in advance driving their network utilization to nearly 100%. A sim-
ilar approach is introduced in [4], where the network is dynamically adapted
to the demands of big data application. The consideration of traffic-patterns in
the embedding of virtual networks was shown in [5]. Regarding the application
of SDN and NFV in mobile networks, some studies have discussed the archi-
tecture of virtualized mobile network as in [6] and their different advantages
and use-cases. First steps migration have been presented in [7] which utilize the
virtualized resources hosted in datacenters only to offload the network traffic
within the mobile core. Additionally, conceptual architectures and use-cases of
an SDN-based mobile core have been discussed in [8]. In our previous work, a
qualitative analysis of the benefits of SDN and NFV to the mobile core have been
discussed in [9]. Additionally, we have studied the influence of SDN and NFV on
the gateways and datacenter placement within the mobile core in [10], however
considering only uniform traffic demands. Hence, existing work still lacks quan-
titative evaluation of the impact of virtualization and SDN on mobile networks
and their flexibility gain considering the time-varying property of the traffic.

In this paper, we consider a mobile network architecture with virtual com-
ponents and SDN control, which offers a fine-granular control of the available
resources. Our main attention is drawn to the application of NFV and SDN con-
cepts on the high volume data-plane within the mobile core network. Hence, as
a first investigation, we focus on LTE core network elements which handle both
control-plane and data-plane, namely the Serving Gateway (SGW) and PDN
Gateway (PGW).

Our objective is to find the optimal datacenter(s) location, hosting the virtual
gateway components, which achieves a minimum transport network load while
considering time-varying traffic pattern and under a data-plane delay budget.
We provide further approaches to maximize power savings by adapting the dat-
acenter(s) operation according to the traffic patterns and datacenter resources.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce
the architecture that enables a traffic-pattern aware orchestration of datacenters
and network traffic. In Sect. 3, we give a short overview of measurement papers
that backup our assumption of predictable traffic. In Sect. 4, we introduce our
new models that optimize the datacenter placement and resource allocation for
our proposed architecture. In Sect. 5, we show the results of our analysis, and
we finally conclude our work in Sect. 6.
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2 Architecture

This section describes the architecture that applies virtualization and SDN to
mobile core network gateways in order to achieve dynamic resource allocation
with respect to traffic demands. In particular, we discuss the required compo-
nents and the interaction between them.

2.1 Gateways Virtualization

The considered architecture applies the concept of NFV, where the current
mobile core network gateways are transformed to virtual instances hosted by
a datacenter platform and SDN Network Element (NE) at the transport net-
work as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the operator gets the advantage of deploying
and operating the core gateways in a datacenter environment, where datacen-
ters provide a flexible and dynamic allocation for the intra-datacenter network
as well as computational resources for each virtualized gateway.

Within the transport network, each gateway would be replaced by an SDN
NE, which is responsible for transporting and steering the traffic that comes
from the access network or external data networks and is intended to the vir-
tual gateway instances at the datacenters. These replacement SDN NEs offer the
capability of changing the traffic routes and forward the traffic to different dat-
acenters when needed, which requires that all datacenters should be reachable
from any SDN NE at the transport network.

Fig. 1. Architecture of virtual mobile core gateways and SDN transport NEs
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2.2 Orchestration

It is noted that in the introduced architecture, multiple orchestration and con-
trol elements are needed as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the following, we explain
the Datacenters Orchestrator (DC-O), the SDN Controller (SDN-C), and the
Operator Central Controller (OCC).

Datacenters Orchestrator (DC-O) is required to assign sufficient resources
to the virtual mobile core gateways from the pool of resources at the datacenter
platform, which include both networking and computational resources. It allo-
cates the computational power such as processing cores, memory or storage to
the gateways software instances, which must be sufficient to handle the high
data volume traffic and achieve a comparable performance to the current hard-
ware gateway component. Additionally, it is responsible to setup the connectivity
within the datacenter between different physical hosts and setup the connection
to external networks as well. Finally, it handles the synchronization and migra-
tion of the virtual gateway instances in case a network change is triggered by
the operator.

Transport SDN Controller (SDN-C) is essential to control the transport net-
work, i.e., control the SDN NEs to handle the traffic forwarding to the virtual
core gateways. Having an SDN transport network control provides dynamic traf-
fic handling as the SDN-C has the capability to flexibly adapt and program the
network setup on run-time. The SDN-C configures the network which carries the
high-volume traffic within the mobile core, between the access network and exter-
nal packet data networks. It makes sure that rules are set up at each NE to steer
the traffic to the datacenter hosting the intended appropriate gateway.

Operator Central Controller (OCC) contains the central logic which is
responsible for dimensioning the network and deciding on network changes. Net-
work changes are motivated for several reasons, e.g., adding new sites or network
elements, balancing the network load or saving energy costs by shutting down
parts of the network including datacenters. The OCC also acts as an interface
towards the DC-O and the SDN-C where it delivers the operator requirements
which are translated and enforced by both control components.

3 Traffic Pattern Observations and Generation

We first summarize recent related work showing measurements taken from mobile
and wired networks. Based on observations of these papers, the traffic patterns
used for the evaluation of our architecture are explained subsequently.

3.1 Traffic Measurements from Today’s Networks

Many measurement papers [11–15] show traffic behavior that is correlated in
time and space as well. The measurements are taken from 2G/3G/4G networks,
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for different vantage points, for up to four major U.S. carriers including UMTS
networks, and for mega events.

In [11], an event based analysis of cellular traffic for the Super Bowl is
provided, which shows that there are traffic peaks related to events, e.g., the
Half-time Show or a Power Outage. In [12], the authors investigate the traffic
proportion of companies, e.g. Google, Facebook, Akamai, and Limelight. The
traffic shows a time-dependent behavior, where Google has the highest pro-
portion. Reference [13] analyzed user activity at different locations in order to
investigate users’ mobility. Reference [14] shows that traffic patterns for wired
and wireless network are affecting each other where more users utilize the mobile
network during commuting time. Further, different points in space are showing
a different but timely correlated traffic intensity. In [15], a correlation even for
different applications can be concluded.

3.2 Traffic Pattern Generation

To quantify effectiveness of our approach, traffic patterns for the mobile core
demands have to be created. A demand is defined as the traffic flow between
each sgw and its respective pgw, which is considered to be time-varying, bi-
directional and non-splittable. Hence, traffic demand patterns could integrate a
correlation in time and location of the corresponding gateway sgw ∈ SGW .

First, we explain how the traffic pattern for each city, whose demand is
forwarded to one sgw, is determined. For this, the population and location of
cities C, and the time-dependent behavior of the traffic intensity is taken into
account. The intensity function

i(t) = intensityt (1)

takes the traffic intensity intensityt from a look-up table (as introduced in
Sect. 5, Table 1) according to the current time t. The current time t of a city
corresponds to its current local time. For calculating the traffic based on the
population for the current time t, the following function is used

f(c, t) = i(t) · p(c) (2)

where p(c) provides the population of city c. Using these functions, the traffic
patterns integrate a correlation in time and location for each city.

The traffic at each sgw is the sum of all cities C connected to it. Thus, for
each sgw ∈ SGW the function

TRsgw(t) =
∑
C

f(c, timec,sgw(t)) · bc,sgw (3)

calculates the aggregated traffic at time t, where timec,sgw(t) is the local time of
city c calculated depending on the local time of sgw, and bc,sgw is an indicator
whether city c is connected to sgw or not. Note again that cities and gateways
may belong to different time-zones, thus, the traffic intensity of a city c always
depends on c’s local time that has be calculated depending on the current time,
i.e., the time zone of the sgw.
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4 Datacenter Placement and DC Power Saving Models

As previously discussed in Sect. 3, time-varying traffic patterns could be observed
in today’s mobile networks. Such variation in network traffic could be consid-
ered for dynamic network dimensioning to achieve higher gains for operators in
terms of network utilization or power saving. We split the whole time frame into
multiple time slots, each with varying traffic demands.

We introduce three models, where the first model aims at finding the optimal
datacenter(s) placement that minimizes the total transport network load under
a data-plane delay budget. By exploiting the traffic variation, the second and
third models aim at achieving power savings by allowing fewer datacenters in
operation within the resulted available datacenter resources or using additional
resources.

The network load is considered as a significant objective cost metric for
mobile networks dimensioning as it reflects on traffic delay and cost imposed
on operators. We define the total network load as:∑

t∈T

∑
d∈D

Trd,t ∗ lengthPathd,t (4)

where d is a demand between each SGW and PGW, which are considered to
be time-varying, bi-directional and non-splittable. Trd,t is the traffic volume of
demand d at a time slot t, while lengthPathd,t is the length of the path taken
for a demand d at time slot t. A demand path within the core network is defined
between an SGW NE, a datacenter and a PGW NE. Hence, chosen paths in fact
determine the location of datacenters and assigned demand to each DC. While
data-plane delay is defined as propagation delay on the path for each demand.

Note that datacenters are assumed to be placed in a location where an opera-
tor has already an existing site to reduce the floor space cost, i.e., the datacenter
is placed in a location where an operator has gateways. We also keep the gate-
ways geographical locations unchanged, i.e., replace conventional gateway with
an SDN NE. All models are formulated as path-flow models.

4.1 DC Placement for All Time Slots (DCP-ATS)

The objective of this first model is to find the optimal DC placement with mini-
mum transport network load under a given data-plane delay budget, considering
the traffic demands over all time slots as follows:

min
∑
c∈C

∑
d∈D

∑
t∈T

δc,d,tNc,d,t (5)

where the set C includes all possible locations of the K datacenters. The binary
variable δc,d,t denotes that a datacenter c is chosen for demand d at time slot t.
The parameter Nc,d,t is pre-calculated load resulted from a combination of dat-
acenter location, demand and time slot. The constraints are given by:∑

c∈C

δc = K (6)
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δc,d,t ≤ δc ∀d ∈ D, c ∈ C, t ∈ T (7)∑
c∈C

δc,d,t = 1 ∀d ∈ D, t ∈ T (8)

δc,d,tLc,d,t ≤ Lbudget ∀d ∈ D, c ∈ C, t ∈ T (9)

where (6) ensures that K datacenters are chosen as δc is a binary variable to
indicate a chosen datacenter. Constraint (7) reflects that if a datacenter c is
chosen, demand d at time slot t could be assigned to this datacenter c. In case
of K selected datacenters, only one datacenter can be assigned for each demand,
guaranteed by (8). Finally, (9) ensures that the chosen path satisfies the data-
plane delay budget where parameter Lc,d,t is pre-calculated latency resulted from
a combination of datacenter location, demand and time slot.

4.2 Power Saving at Each Time Slot Within DC
Resources (PS-ETS)

This model acts as a next step after solving DCP-ATS in Sect. 4.1 as it takes the
resulted chosen DCs and their available resources as an input from the solution of
the model 4.1. The objective of such model is again to minimize the total trans-
port network load, while having the degree of freedom of operating a number of
DCs less than K at each time slot, from the set of previously chosen DCs and
within the available DC resources. This implies that among the deployed DCs
and considering the traffic characteristics, operators would be able to minimize
the power consumption of unutilized DCs, resulting in power and cost savings.

In this model, the objective is updated to find the optimal solution for each
time slot as follows:

min
∑
c∈Cs

∑
d∈D

δc,d,tNc,d,t ∀t ∈ T (10)

Additionally, constraint (6) is replaced with constraints 11, which allows for
operating fewer DCs and (12) that ensures that one DC is at least in operation.∑

c∈Cs

δc ≤ K (11)

∑
c∈Cs

δc ≥ 1 (12)

Note that for all expression the set of datacenters C is replaced by Cs

which contains the chosen DCs by model DCP-ATS in Sect. 4.1. Additional con-
straint (13) is needed to ensure that the assigned resources at each DC do not
exceed the available resources Rd,t.∑

d∈D

∑
t∈T

δc,d,tRd,t ≤ Rc ∀c ∈ Cs (13)
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Fig. 2. Presumed core gateways topology based on LTE coverage map in [16]

4.3 Power Saving at Each Time Slot with Additional DC
Resources (PS-ETS-AR)

This models is an extension for the previous PS-ETS model, where it provides
a room of having additional resources at each DC which should not exceed
the available resources multiplied by a factor P . It also considers the set of
DCs as an input from the solution of model DCP-ATS in addition to applying
constraints (11) and (12) as in the previous model. However, constraint (13) is
subsititured by (14) to allow additional resources under the boundary provided
by Rc ∗ P . ∑

d∈D

∑
t∈T

δc,d,tRd,t ≤ Rc ∗ P ∀c ∈ Cs (14)

5 Simulation and Evaluation

For simulation, a java framework has been implemented with GUROBI [17]
used as the optimization solver. We created a US mobile core gateways network
shown in Fig. 2, based on LTE coverage map in [16] which correlates with the
US population distribution as well [18]. The core gateways network consists of 4
PGWs and 18 SGWs, where a traffic demand exists between each SGW and the
corresponding PGW in its cluster, resulting in a total of 18 demands. The core
network is assumed to be fully meshed which implies that any gateway location
could be chosen to deploy a DC with an available link to all other locations.
The network load Nc,d,t and path latency Lc,d,t parameters are pre-calculated
for all combinations of DC locations, demands and time slots. This decreases the
optimization solving complexity and run time as well.

5.1 Traffic Patterns

Based on Eq. (3), a traffic pattern for each gateway is determined. Here, the indi-
cator bc,sgw is set to one if a gateway sgw is the closest to a city c.
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Table 1. Look-up table contains daytime and corresponding traffic intensity.

Daytime 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00

Intensity 0.65 0.55 0.35 0.25 0.2 0.16 0.16 0.2 0.4 0.55 0.65 0.75

Daytime 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00

Intensity 0.79 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.8 0.79 0.76 0.76 0.69 0.6
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Fig. 4. Split in 4 time slots

The population and the geo-location information of all U.S. cities is taken
from [19,20]. Table 1 contains the daytime and the corresponding traffic intensity
according to [14].

Figure 3 shows the traffic patterns of 18 gateways, which consider the pop-
ulation and intensity based on the time during a day. The time zone is set to
EDT (New York’s local time). As SGW 2 is located at the east coast, and, thus
is connected to cities such as New York, it has the highest traffic demand. SGW
16 is located at the west coast and serves cities such as Los Angeles, therefore,
having the second highest demand. Between both gateways, we can also see the
time shift according to the different time zones of the cities both gateways are
serving. As SGW 12 is the most northern gateway that connects only cities with
a small population, it has the lowest demand over time.

The daily time frame was split into 4 time slots according to the traffic
distribution, where hours with minor variation traffic patterns were grouped
into a time slot. The evaluation is done based on the averaged traffic patterns
that are shown in Fig. 4.

5.2 Simulation Parameters and Cases

The transport network data-plane delay budget Lbudget has been set to 15ms.
An underlying optical transport network has been considered which is used to
calculate the data-plane propagation delay for each path. The DC resources are
depicted in traffic demand units. For evaluation, we have conducted a compari-
son between four cases shown in Table 2, in terms of the resulting DC required
resources, DC utilization, transport network load and DC power consumption.
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Table 2. Simulation and Evaluation Cases

Model DCP-ATS PS-ETS PS-ETS-AR DCP-ATS

K DCs 3 3 3 2

First, the problem has been solved for the DCP-ATS model which considers
all 4 time slots in a day, with 3 DCs. The chosen DC locations and their resources
have been taken as an input to solve the DC power saving models, namely PS-
ETS and PS-ETS-AR, which exploit the operation of fewer datacenter than 3
for each time slot, to achieve operational power savings. For the PS-ETS model,
it is solved with the resulting available DC resources from the optimization of
datacenter placement over all 4 time slots (DCP-ATS). While for PS-ETS-AR
model, it allows additional resources for each DC up to factor P , which has been
set to 2 i.e. the additional acquired resources at each DC should not exceed the
value of the existing resources or in other words that the total resources should
not be doubled. The case with K−1 datacenters has been considered to compare
the gains and drawbacks of the two proposed power savings approach.

5.3 Datacenter Location

The DC locations which achieve the minimum transport network load under the
data-plane delay budget of 15ms and with 3 DCs can be seen in Fig. 5. It could
be noted that cluster 4 required its own DC to be able to handle its traffic under
the 15ms data-plane delay budget due to its remoteness from the other three
clusters. However, cluster 1, 2 and 3 which are more adjacent could be handled
by only 2 DCs. Another property to note is that in case a DC is handling only a
single cluster, the DC is placed at the location of the PGW of such cluster as for
example DC1 and DC3, as this achieves the minimum transport network load.
On the other hand, the centrality of the DC is observed in case it handles more
than one cluster as in the case of DC 2.

5.4 Datacenter Resources

Figure 6 shows the required resources at each DC for the 4 evaluation cases.
Models DCP-ATS with 3 DCs and PS-ETS have equal required DC resources
since PS-ETS is achieving power savings within the available DC resources from
DCP-ATS. On the other hand, model PS-ETS-AR which allows for additional
resources results in increasing the acquired resources of DC2 by 40 % compared
to models DCP-ATS with 3 DCs and PS-ETS. Additionally, it can be seen that
in case DCP-ATS with 2 deployed DCs only, DC2 and DC3 are chosen due
to cluster 4 remoteness and centrality of DC2 towards clusters 1,2 and 3. The
resources required by DC2 in this case compared to DCP-ATS with 3 DCs are
100 % more. In this case, it is the operator’s decision whether to get an extra
datacenter or increase the resources of a datacenter, which depends on the costs
induced for deploying the DC compared to adding resources to it.
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5.5 Datacenter Utilization at Each Time Slot

The utilization percentage at each time slot is shown in Fig. 7, respectively. The
figure also shows the active operation periods at each time slot for each DC. It is
shown that model PS-ETS is able to divert the allocated demands from DC1 to
DC2 at time slot 2, which means that the operator would operate two DCs only
at time slot 2 instead of three and hence power saving for one time slot daily. This
can be noted due to the constraint on the already existing resources at DC2. The
dynamic allocation is supported by the cloud orchestration, which synchronizes
the state of DC1 and DC2, while SDN provides the dynamic network steering
of the traffic to DC2 for time slot 2 and back to DC1 for the other time slots.
Again it is not possible to re-allocate the demands of DC3 at any time slot due
to its remoteness and the data-plane delay budget of 15ms.

Moreover, model PS-ETS-AR is able to divert the traffic demands of DC1 to
DC2 for time slots 1, 2 and 3, due to the acquired additional resources at DC2
which leads to more daily power savings. However, note that the utilization %
at DC2 can be observed to be lower compared to the other models for time
slots 2 and 4, due to the increased amount of available resources and the traffic
demands at these time slots.
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5.6 Daily Datacenter Utilization

The datacenters daily utilization considering the active operation periods is
shown for each DC in Fig. 8. It shows the efficiency of the DC resources uti-
lization that is impacted by the dynamic operation by considering the daily
active operation periods. It can be noted that the model PS-ETS improves the
DC utilization and operation efficiency while the model PS-ETS-AR shows the
most efficient utilization of the DC resources.

5.7 Transport Network Load Vs. DC Power Consumption

Figure 9 shows the resulted total transport network load compared to the DC
power consumption for all 4 cases. The power consumption is defined as number
of active DCs multiplied by active time daily. The comparison is shown as daily
overhead %, where the transport load has the reference of DCP-ATS with 3 DCs
as it achieves the minimum transport load while for power consumption has the
reference of DCP-ATS with 2 DCs as it intuitively results in the minimum power
consumption according to the aforementioned definition.

The trade-off between the resulting network load overhead compared to the
power consumption overhead can be noted, as model PS-ETS with 3 DCs results
in 6 % load overhead while it offers power savings of 10 %, compared to DCP-
ATS with 3 DCs, respectively. Regarding model PS-ETS-AR with 3 DCs, it
shows an increase in the transport load of 37 % while it offers in return power
savings of 25 %, compared to DCP-ATS with 3 DCs, respectively. Hence, an
operator would adopt either of the 4 cases depending on the cost resulted from
increasing the transport network load compared to costs endured due to power
consumption.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce an architecture that supports the virtualization of
the mobile core network gateways, where the gateways are realized by software
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instances hosted in datacenters and SDN based network elements at the trans-
port network. We have formulated a model for the time-varying traffic patterns
that can be observed within the mobile network core according to the user pop-
ulation and traffic intensity changing with time.

For the introduced virtualized architecture, a model has been presented to
find the optimal datacenter placement which minimizes the transport network
load given a number of DCs under a data-plane delay budget, namely datacenter
placement over all time slots (DCP-ATS). To exploit the dynamic flexibility
offered by virtualization and SDN and the variation of the traffic over time, the
time frame is split into time slots. Two further models have been formulated
which minimize the transport load however with the possibility of operating
fewer number of DCs at each time slot for power saving purposes, namely power
saving at each time slot (PS-ETS) and power saving at each time slot with
additional DC resources (PS-ETS-AR).

The three models have been solved for an exemplary US core gateways net-
work under a delay budget of 15ms. The DCP-ATS with 3 DCs results in the
minimum transport network load and the highest power consumption. While the
DCP-ATS with 2 DCs shows the least powers consumption but with the max-
imum transport network load. The power saving models with 3 DCs show the
trade-off between transport network load and power consumption which shows
the advantage of considering the time-varying property of the traffic for net-
work dimensioning. Additionally, it shows quantitative gains obtained from the
flexibility of virtualization and SDN in mobile core networks.

For future work, further mobile core network components such as the MME
could be considered in the placement model, with control-plane delay budget
taken into consideration as well.
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Abstract. The existence of the Domain Name Service (DNS) is a vital
service for the Internet, being much more than a simple translation mech-
anism, allowing more high-profiled functionalities such as load-balancing
or enhanced content distribution. With the current trend towards Cloud
Computing, employing DNS as a Service (DNSaaS) in this paradigm
contributes to the decentralisation of this service, improving its robust-
ness and overall flexibility. In order to consider it multiple tenants must
be supported among other advanced features, authentication of opera-
tions and support multiple DNS backends, providing an adequate inter-
face as well (e.g., a RESTfull interface). While such characteristics seem
promising, to the best of our knowledge this is the first paper to assess
the performance of DNSaaS. The performed evaluation comprise a thor-
ough set of experiments, demonstrating how the configuration of several
simultaneous tenants can be supported, performing several operations,
within acceptable response time. Moreover, by assessing the performance
of the used DNS backend, results highlighted that the evaluated DNSaaS
solution was able to support to ≈36500 DNS queries per second.

Keywords: DNSaaS · DNS · OpenStack · Designate · Cloud · Pow-
erDNS

1 Introduction

With the current trend towards Cloud Computing, more and more applications
are moving towards the cloud environment as Services or as Virtualized Network
Functions (VNF). The possibility of having fully elastic services, capable of scal-
ing on-demand, both horizontally and vertically, is very attractive for today’s
Internet services and Domain Name System (DNS) is no exception.

Being an extensible and hierarchically distributed naming system, used for
resources connected to the Internet or to private networks, the employment of
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 77–90, 2015.
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DNS on the cloud would allow a cost and time efficient solution for transla-
tion of well-formed domain names into IP addresses. Indeed such translation is
fundamental in many Internet services.

Nowadays solutions such as OpenStack [1] allow the deployment of differ-
ent services in the cloud. Services such as IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) or
Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) are currently being deployed as services
in the cloud [2], leading to the coining of the term anything or everything as a
Service (XaaS).

DNS is typically used in parallel with other services and has also evolved into
this paradigm. As previously mentioned, employing DNS as a Service (DNSaaS)
in the cloud environment allows a more efficient management of the resources
required to support DNS across different services and data centres, being flexible
enough to scale appropriately, on-demand and according to the current needs of
the service, being more resilient and fault tolerant. However, multi-tenancy sup-
port, as well as a seamless integration with the cloud infrastructure, for instance
with an adequate monitoring system suitable for the cloud, is still a challenge.
Common DNS solutions, widely used in traditional systems, such as BIND [3]
or PowerDNS [4] do not foresee these possibilities and lack support for a cloud
paradigm.

DNSaaS solutions are already in place, such as Designate [5]. Indeed, Desig-
nate is a DNSaaS frontend for integration with OpenStack which, by maintaining
a dedicated database, allows the creation of on-demand DNS servers capable of
being configured appropriately through a well-defined Application Programming
Interface (API). Moreover, Designate resorts to reliable DNS systems, such as
BIND and PowerDNS, as backends for the whole operation.

The contribution of this paper includes an objective evaluation of DNSaaS,
which besides characterising the performance of frontend and backend DNSaaS
components highlights the impact that virtual machines hosting DNSaaS have
in the overall DNS performance.

Despite the ongoing efforts on allowing a cloud-based DNS, its performance
is still unknown and there is a lack of proper knowledge about the actual advan-
tages of operating DNS as a Service in the cloud. Section 2 presents an analysis
of existing assessments of DNS and of the cloud paradigm specifically. Section 3
focuses on the details of the architecture of DNSaaS. A proper methodology and
thorough evaluation of DNSaaS, using a real testbed with different emulated
scenarios is presented in Sect. 4, followed by the discussion of results in Sect. 5
and paper concludes with Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

While the movement towards the cloud is extremely significant, there is not still
a full understanding of all the possible advantages and disadvantages it brings.
Bearing this in mind, several works aim at assessing the benefits of cloud com-
puting and provide comprehensive analysis of existing frameworks and services.

For instance, OpenStack is evaluated in different works. Lasze et al. [6]
introduce a framework to compare different cloud frameworks, which performs
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comparison of different features, such as authentication and software deploy-
ment. Nonetheless, no details are provided to assess specific services of such
frameworks. Xiaoen et al. [7] take a different direction and assess specific char-
acteristics such as fault resilience support of OpenStack. Server crashes and
network partitions are the two common fault types considered. Nonetheless,
once again, no insights are provided regarding the evaluation of services, such as
Database as a Service or others.

Despite this effort in better understanding what the cloud paradigm has to
offer, the escalating adoption of distinct services into the cloud does not allow
a proper analysis of these services. In particular for DNSaaS and to the extent
of our knowledge, in the literature there is still no thorough evaluation that
considers DNS as Service in the cloud environment.

Other works have already studied the performance of DNS in different sce-
narios, analysing the relevant metrics and defining appropriate methodologies.
The evaluation of DNS backends, such as BIND and PowerDNS have been per-
formed in distinct works [8,9]. These evaluations assess mainly the performance
of these backends in terms of determining the maximum number of supported
queries per second, within authoritative or caching servers. While these works
make progresses in the evaluation of DNS services in non-virtualised platforms,
they fail to evaluate the behaviour of this services in a cloud context. Other
kind of evaluation goes beyond the basic evaluation of DNS. For instance, Daniel
Migault et al. [10] assess the cost of incorporating security mechanisms in DNS.
Other important evaluations of DNS [9,11] include their feasibility in supporting
translation services between Internet addresses and telephone numbers (ENUM
service). Nonetheless, none of such evaluation is performed in a cloud context.

The high level of expected dynamism in the cloud environment represents
several challenges for a distributed Cloud-based Naming System [12]. Moreover,
the amount and distinct ways DNS can be employed, for content distribution net-
works or for user mapping [13], also complicates the process of properly assessing
its performance. Previous works take into account the latency between clients
and servers, which typically depend considerably on the users’ proximity to the
DNS servers [14]. However, in a cloud environment this issue may be addressed
by efficiently managing the distributed instances of the DNS service. Metrics
such as the average Query Response Time and Loss Rate have been proved to
allow the correct assessment of the performance of DNS server instances [15]. In
addition to networking-related metrics, health and security concerns may also
be considered to correctly evaluate the performance of such a system [16].

To the best of our knowledge related works do not provide a complete and
concise evaluation of frontend and backend components of DNSaaS. This paper
aims to fill this gap.

3 Domain Name Service as a Service

When considering DNS as a Service in a cloud environment, the main character-
istics that must be present concern not only the basic DNS functionalities but
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also interfacing mechanisms with all the relevant components of the cloud, and
with other services.

For this purpose the presented DNSaaS is inspired in Designate, a DNSaaS
implementation for the OpenStack framework [5]. Its architecture consists of three
main components, the Frontend, the Central Agent and the DNS Backend. Each of
these components is fundamental for the configuration, adaptation and execution
of the service. Figure 1 depicts the main modules comprised in DNSaaS.

DNSaaS

API

Queue

Central Agent

DNSDatabase

Frontend

Central 
Agent

DNS 
Backend

DNS
queries

Applications

Fig. 1. Architecture and components of DNSaaS

3.1 Frontend

The frontend component includes all the interfacing elements for applications
to perform Create, Read, Update or Delete (CRUD) operations related with
DNSaaS (e.g., new DNS records). Through the Application Programming Inter-
face (API) in the frontend, applications are able to configure the operations of
DNSaaS and maintain DNS information (e.g., creation of records). The use of the
different functionalities provided by the API may require validation, to assure
that the information to create or update a certain record is correctly filled. For
instance, when creating an A record, besides providing the name, the respective
IPv4 address must also be provided.

All the valid requests received by the API are sent to the central agent
for further processing. Message queues are used to establish the communica-
tion between the API and central agent. This approach enables the support of
several APIs or different versions, allowing an extensible approach and added
flexibility. Moreover the API relies on Representational state transfer (REST)
technology, due to its associated performance and scalability, which supports
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) to allow data interchange between clients
and DNSaaS API.
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3.2 Central Agent

The central agent is responsible for handling the communication between the
frontend and the backend. For such, all the requests coming from the frontend
API are parsed from the message queue for further validations. In this sense,
the central agent has an interface with Keystone [17], which is the identity
management software in OpenStack, to assure that requests are authenticated,
guaranteeing that a certain user/tenant does not perform operations on data
that it does not hold, or to which it has no access authorization.

The central agent also coordinates the persistent storage (e.g., id of tenants)
and DNS backend information. Besides, the central agent also integrates with
other cloud services, such as monitoring to feed such service with monitored data
(e.g., number of records created by a tenant).

3.3 DNS Backend

The DNS backend includes the traditional DNS servers, such as BIND [3], Pow-
erDNS [4] and Name Server Daemon (NSD) [18]. These DNS servers have their
own specific data storage mechanisms, for instance they can rely on flat files
or on database storage mechanisms. The central agent in its persistent storage
function, assures that DNS data storage are filled according to the chosen DNS
backend server.

PowerDNS server is employed by default as the DNS backend solution, due
to its efficient support in using database storage mechanisms, and performance.
Moreover, PowerDNS supports authoritative server functionality (i.e. controls
name resolution inside a domain) and recursor operation, when there is no knowl-
edge of domains other authoritative servers are used to provide a resolution for
the request performance. For instance, NSD only supports the authoritative
server functionality. BIND natively supports both functionalities, but only the
more recent versions added support for storing and retrieving zone data infor-
mation on database.

4 Evaluation Methodology

This section discusses the methodology employed to evaluate the performance
of frontend and backend components of DNSaaS.

4.1 Scenario

The evaluation scenario is depicted in Fig. 2 and includes multiple clients con-
nected via Gigabit links to the Havana OpenStack cloud platform [1].

The clients are configured in order to have two distinct roles and will be
mentioned as n cli designate and as n dns clients. The first role aims at deter-
mining the impact of having a number of n clients using the Designate API to
Create (C), Get (G), Update (U), and Delete (D) DNS records. The second role
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OpenStack & 
DNS Servers

DNSaaS Clients

Fig. 2. Evaluation scenario of DNSaaS

considers typical clients performing DNS queries directly to DNS backends (e.g.,
PowerDNS). This second approach aims at assessing how DNSaaS performs with
standard DNS-related operations, for instance translating the host name into IP
information. The number of clients is configured according to the findings in [8],
as summarised in Table 1.

CPU and RAM usage metrics are obtained with the collectl tool [19] that
allows to monitor the performance of DNSaaS servers, regarding resources con-
sumption in terms of memory, CPU usage and others such as disk usage, network
interface receive and transmission packet ratios.

A client application has been developed using the Designate client API [20], to
perform requests on the frontend components of DNSaaS. The Designate client
API allows to abstract from all the details of the DNSaaS API. These serve
multiple purposes, where the Update is used to modify the Time To Live (TTL)
field of domains and records, while Get operations retrieve all the information
of domains/records, such as creation and modification dates, TTL values for
domains and records, as well as record data, record type, record names and
record priorities (e.g., only for MX and SRV records).

The implemented client application supports the operations of the CRUD
model. The Create(C) operation introduces information for n domains (creation
of domain and respective A, AAAA, TXT, MX, NS, SRV and PTR records)
according to the number of records n records. The Update (U) operation mod-
ifies information for the n domains with the respective n records. The Get (G)
and Delete (D) operations are also performed with the same logic, to print out
information and to delete all the records associated with a domain previously
introduced, respectively. The number of clients performing the same operation
simultaneously is controlled through the parameter n cli designate. No mixture
of operations between several clients is considered, for instance ones perform-
ing Create(C) and others performing Update(U), to have more control on the
DNSaaS performance assessment. Moreover, each client has associated specific
record names to avoid overlapping information in the DNS backend.

In addition to the assessment of service-related functionalities of DNSaaS,
DNSPerf [21] was employed to evaluate the performance of PowerDNS, and
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therefore determines its feasibility as a backend for DNSaaS. As such, the evalu-
ation with DNSPerf tool determines the query throughput, query loss ratios and
query processing time given a certain number of DNS records n records. More-
over, the number of concurrent clients performing query operations is evaluated
according to n dns clients.

Different experiments were performed according to the values depicted in
Table 1 for the configuration parameters. The values in some parameters were
related to each other. For instance, the 500 k n records require 1000 n domains.

Table 1. Configuration parameters

Parameter Values

n cli designate {1,25,10,50,100,200}
n dns clients {1,50,100,200,500}
n records {500,5 k,50 k}
conf server {normal,enhanced}
n domains {1,5,100,500,1000}

Table 2. Server configurations as per
conf server

Parameter Normal Enhanced

CPU 1 2

Memory 1 GB 6GB

Disk 50 GB 50GB

Interfaces 1 GB 1GB

The characteristics of the servers hosting DNSaaS were also considered, as
summarised in Table 2. In particular, the normal and enhanced server instanti-
ations were employed to determine the impact that different computing power
attributes (i.e., CPU, memory) have on the performance of DNSaaS.

4.2 Performance Metrics

For the performance evaluation of the presented DNSaaS approach, different
performance metrics were taken into consideration as presented next:

– Processing time - Time taken by the frontend of DNSaaS to process a
certain request (in ms).

– Queries Throughput - Number of DNS queries supported by the backend
of DNSaaS (in qps).

– Queries Lost - Number of DNS queries not replied by the backend of DNSaaS
or lost.

– Queries Latency - Time taken by the backend of DNSaaS to process a DNS
query (in ms).

– CPU and RAM usage - How efficiently CPU and RAM resources are used.

These metrics were employed to assess the performance of DNSaaS in the
diverse test cases presented for the evaluation scenario and also rely on the
findings of [8,9].
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5 Results

The presented results are discussed considering a 95 % of confidence interval
achieved from the 10 runs executed for each test case. The Processing Time,
Queries Latency and Queries Throughput metrics are presented in box plot
graphics to depict the variation in performance. Other metrics, such as Queries
Lost, CPU and RAM usage, are presented in ratios with bar-plots and error-
plots. The variation in performance is depicted in error-plots, by considering the
minimum and maximum ratio values achieved in each test, within the confidence
interval.

5.1 Designate Performance

The performance of the DNSaaS operations is depicted in Fig. 3, where the
response time is pictured for the different number of records, and Create (C ),
Get (G), Update (U ), Delete (D) operations, in the different server configura-
tions where the normal server is represented by n X and the enhanced server
configuration as e X.
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Fig. 3. Processing time per operation type and server configuration

The response time with the enhanced server is lower in all the test cases in
comparison to the normal server. For instance, with 500 records the processing
time of Create is ≈90 ms and ≈129 ms in enhanced and normal server configura-
tions, respectively. This is an expected behaviour as the memory and CPU con-
figuration differs between servers. In fact, such difference is more evident when
the number of clients and the overall number of records increases. With 500 k
records the processing time has the worst performance due to the high number
of records and high number of simultaneous clients (i.e., 50). For instance, the
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Fig. 4. CPU usage ratio per operation and server configuration

Update operation achieves times of ≈7142 ms and ≈10465 ms for enhanced and
normal servers, respectively. The Create operation in this case has ≈5083 ms
and ≈7564 ms for enhanced and normal servers, respectively, which is ≈60 times
worst then with 500 records. This fact is justified by the overhead that is intro-
duced due to the high number of clients and record size.

The type of requested operation also impacts the performance of DNSaaS as
depicted in Fig. 3 with the processing time, in Fig. 4 with CPU usage ratio and
Fig. 5 with memory usage. The Update operation is the one that introduces more
overhead in terms of memory, CPU and consequently, has the highest response
time. This operation involves getting the record (locate it in the database) and
a modification of data (in this case refreshing the TTL of the several records).
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The overhead in terms of CPU and memory usage ratios is quite notorious
in the normal server, as Figs. 4 and 5 depict. The update operation can lead
to ≈93% CPU usage ratio and ≈83% for 500 k records. With such number of
records and with more then 50 simultaneous clients the replies in the normal
server exceed the acceptable levels [8], as they were in the order of minutes.

5.2 DNS Backend Performance

The results of the DNS Backend assessment are based on the evaluation of
PowerDNS and include Queries Throughput, Queries Latency and Queries Lost
metrics for the different test cases. Query Throughput, representing the number
of queries per second, is depicted in Fig. 6 for the variable number of records
and simultaneous clients (i.e., 001, 050, 100, 200, 500) in normal (n X ) and
enhanced (e X ) server configurations. Moreover, query throughput is only con-
sidered in clients having a completion rate ≥97.5%, which means that almost
all the requested DNS queries receive a reply. In other words, high query losses
are disregarded as they imply that the server is not able to cope with the corre-
sponding load.
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Fig. 6. Queries throughput per number of clients

As with the DNSaaS response time, the total number of records has an impact
on the DNS server performance. In fact, the number of queries per second (qps)
for 500 k records is the lowest when compared with the 500, 5 k and 50 k cases.
For instance, within a single client the query throughput drops from ≈36500 to
≈3200 qps, in the enhanced server. The configuration of records and simultaneous
clients also impacts negatively query throughput, as less queries per second are
supported and query losses increase. Moreover, the response time of queries also
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Fig. 7. Query latency (in ms) per number of clients

increases according to Fig. 7, as expected. The computation characteristics of
servers justify such behaviour.

There are no significant variations in performance in performance regarding
the response time of the DNS Backend with low number of records (500 and
5 k). Nonetheless, the associated overhead is distinct, as depicted in Figs. 8 and 9
for CPU and RAM usage ratios, respectively. For instance, within 500 clients
the normal server consumes more CPU and memory, which outputs the same
tendency as in designate results (recall Subsect. 5.1), low computation power
characteristics of normal server are not satisfactory to support 500 simultaneous
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Fig. 9. Memory usage ratio

clients. Nonetheless, in the 50 k and 500 k record cases, the query throughput
drops to unacceptable levels of performance, as response time is quite high [8]
and the overhead in both servers is also more evident is terms of used CPU and
memory.

The CPU usage ratios is higher in the normal server due to the existence of a
single processor. Thus, the CPU usage increases linearly in the enhanced server
with the increase in records, in the normal server, the CPU is always “busy”
processing requests, even with low number of records, as depicted in Fig. 8.

Memory usage follows the same trend as CPU usage. The higher number of
clients leads to an higher usage of memory in the backend server, as depicted
in Fig. 9. The difference in the server configurations is also noticeable, as the
normal server requires more memory to process requests, in terms of ratios. For
instance, even for single clients, memory usage achieves ratios of ≈50%, which
reveals that the configurations of normal server are not satisfactory and can lead
to performance gaps.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

DNS as a Service (DNSaaS) contributes to the decentralisation of DNS, improves
its robustness and flexibility in cloud architectures.

The performance characterisation of DNSaaS, in different scenarios, provides
insights that are useful to dynamically configure cloud resources, avoiding a
wasteful usage of resources, while being able to guarantee that the expected
baseline performance of a DNS service is always achieved. It has been demon-
strated that a misplaced configuration, with insufficient computation-power, can
lead to a ineffective support of DNS regarding the desirable number of queries
per second or the total number of supported simultaneous clients. As such, we
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claim that this paper establishes the first steps towards a high performance
DNSaaS deployment by a concrete and objective performance evaluation, that
fully characterises the baseline performance of DNSaaS in the cloud.

Our next steps include the analysis of the impact of distributing the DNSaaS
through several virtual machines and better understanding how automatically
triggered scaling operations can improve the overall performance of DNSaaS,
regarding the number of queries per second and of simultaneous clients that can
be accommodated.
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Abstract. Software-defined networking (SDN) and in particular net-
works based on an OpenFlow control plane are expected to take sig-
nificant share in upcoming deployments. Network programmability has
emerged as a particularly desirable property for such new deployments,
in which logically centralized software will be able to both control and
manage operation. This paper focuses on one aspect of network man-
agement, namely configuration, in light of the ongoing work in the FP7
ALIEN project to augment a variety of devices with an OpenFlow con-
trol plane. In particular, we review management for programmable net-
works and present how software-defined control can be complemented
with software-defined configuration.

Keywords: SDN · OpenFlow · Hardware Abstraction Layer · NET-
CONF

1 Introduction

Packet-switched computer networks are based on network elements which run
distributed control software that is complex to configure. While network oper-
ators ought to maintain a complete view of the actual network state, in prac-
tice, they have only coarse-grained tools at their disposal. For instance, network
device configuration can often require human intervention based on command
line interface (CLI) interaction. CLIs are cumbersome to use, error-prone, and
may vary widely across different vendors, so management complexity increases
even more. Network administration might lead to configuration errors, which
are difficult to detect. But more in the interest of this work is that the current
network configuration paradigm is not really programmable.

The emergence of software-defined networking (SDN) [1] introduced new
opportunities in network research [2]. SDN advocates a logically centralized con-
trol plane with advanced programming capabilities based on a control-data plane
separation. By breaking the tight coupling between the control and data plane
both can evolve independently. Programmability fosters the development of soft-
ware that can dynamically alter network-wide behavior, thus enabling testing of
research ideas in a speedier manner without having to always resort to simula-
tion tools. In particular, a programmable control plane based on OpenFlow [3] is
expected to accelerate network innovation and the rollout of new services. Open-
Flow per se, however, is not well-suited for the management plane. To address this
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 91–104, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16292-8 7
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gap, the Open Networking Foundation (ONF; www.opennetworking.org) intro-
duced the OpenFlow Management and Configuration Protocol (OF-CONFIG)
[4], which uses the Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [5] as the trans-
port protocol.

Originally OpenFlow was designed for Ethernet and ASIC network devices,
leaving behind a large set of other platforms such as wireless and point-to-
multipoint (DOCSIS, optical). To address this problem, the FP7 ALIEN project
(www.fp7-alien.eu) is working on the design and implementation of a Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) which enables network devices that do not support the
OpenFlow protocol and switch model natively, to be included in the OpenFlow
control plane of a network deployment. In particular, ALIEN aims to enable
such devices (called “ALIEN devices” in the remainder of this paper) to be
controlled through OpenFlow thereby extending an OpenFlow control plane to
new classes of devices [6]. Within this framework, we are interested in the design
and implementation of a HAL for ALIEN devices that can be both controlled
and managed in a software-defined manner. As ALIEN devices will be introduced
in the OFELIA OpenFlow experimental facility [7], their management should
be programmatically enabled. In more general terms, this paper contributes to
the ongoing discussion about what does SDN entail [8], and in particular how
operators can employ software to both control and manage not only soon-to-be-
deployed OpenFlow compatible devices but legacy equipment as well.

We start our exploration with an overview of related work (Sect. 2) and con-
tinue with a discussion of the motivation behind, and the salient characteris-
tics of, the programmable networks paradigm in light of the emergence of SDN
(Sect. 3). We consider recent work at the IRTF SDNRG and map accordingly
the HAL design in Sect. 4. Finally, we introduce network configuration based on
NETCONF for the ALIEN HAL (Sect. 5) and present workflows for software-
defined configuration for OpenFlow networks (Sect. 6). We conclude this paper
in Sect. 7 and outline future work.

2 Related Work

OpenFlow deployments require management just like traditional networks. But,
given their edge in programmability, and the fact they would be controlled by
software, management should also follow along, thus enabling programmability
both in the control plane and the management plane. The ONF-standardized
OF-CONFIG protocol takes advantage of NETCONF as a configuration protocol
and YANG [9] for OpenFlow switch data modeling.

Prior to its adoption by ONF, NETCONF was studied and compared against
other popular configuration management protocols. Hedstrom et al. [10] com-
pare the performance of NETCONF with SNMP in a testbed, considering pro-
tocol bandwidth use, number of packets, number of transactions, operations
time, and so on. They conclude that NETCONF is much more efficient for
configuration management than SNMP (e.g., requires much less transactions
over managed objects). Another empirical study [11] compares NETCONF and

www.opennetworking.org
www.fp7-alien.eu
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SNMP indicating that NETCONF is more efficient in handling a large number of
configuration transactions. With respect to implementation, there are several
open-source frameworks for developing NETCONF clients and servers [12,13].
Tran et al. [14] introduce a plan for testing and verifying existing NETCONF
implementations. Based on performance as well as other considerations, NET-
CONF was chosen as a reasonable candidate for configuring OpenFlow networks.

Several projects have sought to incorporate NETCONF as a tool for network
configuration management in their networks. Munz et al. [15] present an XML-
based data model for NETCONF to cover all common configurable parameters
for network monitoring. Xu et al. [16] introduce a NETCONF implementation
using a RESTful web service in the context of Internet of Things (IoT), while
applications of NETCONF in a military context were introduced in [17].

This earlier work does not address the opportunities arising with SDN with
respect to network configuration programmability. According to [8], the SDN
architecture should decouple control and management functionalities. Although
several research projects focus on extending and enhancing network control using
OpenFlow, the research effort towards improving the SDN management plane
remains minimal to the best of our knowledge. For example, HybNET [18] is an
automated network management framework for “hybrid” networks (i.e., SDN
and legacy infrastructures). HybNET uses NETCONF for the management of
legacy network switches. Sonkoly et al. [19], on the other hand, introduce an
OpenFlow virtualization framework which employs NETCONF for managing
native OpenFlow devices. Unlike HybNET which uses NETCONF to manage
legacy switches, or the OpenFlow virtualization framework that uses NET-
CONF to manage native OpenFlow devices, this paper proposes to integrate the
management capability provided by NETCONF into non-native HAL-enabled
OpenFlow devices (Sect. 4). Although OF-CONFIG uses NETCONF for manag-
ing native OpenFlow devices, we employ NETCONF to manage HAL-enhanced
network devices. As such, the contributions of this paper compared to earlier
work include a thorough study of NETCONF in the context of OpenFlow net-
works, the architectural mapping of the ALIEN HAL design and the SDN Layers
work currently under adoption in the SDN RG (www.irtf.org/sdnrg), and the
introduction of a proposal for employing NETCONF for software-defined con-
figuration.

3 The Programmable Networks Paradigm

Arguably, the Internet has become extremely difficult to evolve both in terms of
its physical infrastructure and network protocols. As the Internet was designed
for tasks such as sending and receiving data with best effort guarantees only,
there has been continuous interest to evolve the current IP packet-switched net-
works to address the new challenges including Quality of Service (QoS), multi-
casting, and network security. One of the first steps towards making networks
more programmable was the introduction of Active Networking (AN) [20]. The

www.irtf.org/sdnrg
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main idea behind AN was to enable network devices to perform custom com-
putations on packets. To do so, two different models were introduced [1]. First,
in the “packet capsules model”, network programs were attached to (possibly
each) packet and sent across the network to target devices such as ANTS [21].
Second, in the “programmable network devices model” [22], network devices
were pre-configured with several service-logic modules. When a packet arrives,
its headers are matched and sent to the appropriate module. Largely, the AN
vision did not come to pass, for various reasons [1]. For instance, a clear migra-
tion path was not evident. Further, at that point of time, no operator pressing
need was practically addressed by AN. That said, at the core, AN networks
aimed for having programmability in the data plane. This concept evolved over
the years and took hold in network devices that are known as middleboxes
now. The concept of middlebox programmability has received quite some atten-
tion recently. For example, xOMP [23], an eXtensible Open MiddleBox software
architecture allows for building flexible, programmable, and incrementally scal-
able middleboxes based on commodity servers and operating systems. Similarly,
SIMPLE [24], a programmable policy enforcement layer for middlebox-specific
traffic steering, allows network operators to specify middlebox routing policies
which take into account the physical topology, switch capacities and middlebox
resource constraints.

Another important step that has been taken towards network programma-
bility is the separation of the control and data planes. This decoupling enables
the two planes to evolve separately, and allows new paradigms where logically
centralized control can have a network-wide view making it easier to infer and
direct network behavior. Examples of such separation have been proposed earlier
in Routing Control Point (RCP) [25] and, of course, ForCES [26]. So far, the
OpenFlow approach towards control and data plane separation focused on con-
trol plane rather than data plane programmability as compared to AN. Despite
the intellectual contributions that resulted from such separation, the AN deploy-
ment strategy was not pragmatic, e.g. required network-wide deployment of new
hardware. OpenFlow defines a standard interface between the control and the
data plane that goes hand-in-hand with the concept of Network Operating Sys-
tems (NOS) [27] with the goal of providing an abstraction layer between network
state awareness and control logic.

Haleplidis et al. [8] provide a detailed description of the SDN layers architec-
ture, drawing a clearer picture of the emerging paradigm, which is often cluttered
with marketing terms. By dividing the SDN architecture into distinct planes,
abstraction layers and interfaces, [8] clarifies SDN terminology and establishes
some commonly accepted ground across the SDN community.

As shown in Fig. 1, the Forwarding Plane represents parts of the network
device which are responsible for forwarding traffic. The Operational Plane is the
part of the network device responsible for managing device operation. The Con-
trol Plane instructs the network device(s) forwarding plane on how to forward
traffic. The Management Plane is responsible for configuring and maintaining
one or more network devices. The draft also defines three layers, as follows.
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Fig. 1. High-level view of the SDN architecture

The Device and resource Abstraction Layer (DAL) provides a point of reference
for the device’s forwarding and operational resources. The Control Abstraction
Layer (CAL) provides access to the control plane southbound interface. Finally,
the Management Abstraction Layer (MAL) provides access to the management
plane southbound interface. Figure 1 illustrates all functional components of the
SDN architecture and provides a high-level overview of the SDN architecture
abstractions including control and management plane abstractions. The archi-
tecture visibly decouples management, control and forwarding functions includ-
ing their interfaces. Of course, this is an abstract model. In practice, the entities
providing these functions/planes could be collocated. In this paper, we focus on
the management and control southbound interfaces, as we explain next.

4 Abstraction Layer for ALIEN Devices

As mentioned earlier, the OpenFlow protocol was mainly designed to support
ASIC and campus Ethernet switches with little or no regard for other platforms
such as circuit-switched, wireless and optical. Unfortunately, these platforms are
often closed and changes cannot be made to the device per se in order to make
it natively compatible with an OpenFlow control plane. To overcome this chal-
lenge, the FP7 ALIEN project defines a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)
[6] which aims to enable communication with devices that do not natively sup-
port OpenFlow through a set of hardware abstractions. These HAL-enhanced
devices will be controlled in the same manner as their native OpenFlow counter-
parts. Each hardware device that does not natively support OpenFlow will have
a Hardware Specific Layer (HSL) that translates OpenFlow protocol messages
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coming from the controller to device-specific commands. In addition to having
the ALIEN devices controlled via OpenFlow, HAL provides configuration man-
agement functionalities through protocols such as NETCONF as we discuss later
in this paper (Sect. 5).

Figure 2 illustrates the HAL architecture defined in [6]. Network Control rep-
resents controlling elements such as the OpenFlow controllers. Network Manage-
ment allows network administrators to configure the underlying ALIEN devices
with parameters such as the controller’s IP address. The Cross-Hardware Plat-
form Layer contains hardware-agnostic components such as the OpenFlow-
endpoint that mediates the communication between the ALIEN devices and
the OpenFlow controllers, and the virtualization agent which enables the device
to be controlled by multiple controllers. The HSL contains hardware specific
sub-components to enable translation of OpenFlow messages to device specific
messages [7], or to discover the underlying hardware device components and relay
incoming messages to each of these components (i.e., Orchestration). Finally, the
network devices constitute the data plane in an ALIEN network deployment.
Finally, the Abstract Forwarding API (AFA) is the interface used for relaying,
management and control messages from the Cross-Hardware Platform Layer to
the HSL. Due to space restrictions we cannot delve into details here; interested
readers are referred to [6,7].

Fig. 2. HAL architecture

We map the ALIEN HAL to the SDN layers in Fig. 3. Essentially, DAL in the
SDN architecture is realized by the HAL in ALIEN, which handles the transla-
tion of OpenFlow messages to device-specific messages. Generic network devices
are mapped to ALIEN devices, which do not support OpenFlow natively. The
control plane is realized using OpenFlow controllers and the OpenFlow protocol.
The management plane is implemented using NETCONF. The application plane
is mostly outside the scope of the ALIEN architecture.
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Fig. 3. Mapping of HAL to the SDN Layers Architecture

5 HAL Network Configuration

Using OpenFlow, the control plane can communicate with the data plane to per-
form several functionalities such as adding or removing flow-rules and collecting
per-flow, per-table statistics. However, this assumes that the OpenFlow switches
are already configured with various parameters such as the IP address(es) of the
controller(s). Here it is important to distinguish time-sensitive control functional-
ities for which OpenFlow was designed (e.g., modifying forwarding tables, match-
ing flows) from non-time-sensitive management and configuration management
functionalities which are essential for the operation of the OpenFlow-enabled
device (e.g., controller IP assignment, changing switch ports administrative sta-
tus, configuring datapath-ids, etc.).

In principle, SNMP could be used for such configuration tasks. However, as
per [9], SNMP has several drawbacks, including unreliable transport of manage-
ment data (e.g., UDP); no clear separation between operational and configura-
tion data; no support for roll-backs in case of errors/disaster; lack of support for
concurrency in configuration (i.e., N:1 device configuration); and no distinction
between transaction models (e.g., running, startup, and candidate). To address
such shortcomings, the NETCONF protocol was developed and defined in RFC
6241 [5]. NETCONF provides several key features such as the ability to retrieve
configuration as well as operational data, rich configuration management seman-
tics including validation, rollbacks and transactions, and configuration extensi-
bility based on the capabilities exchange that occurs during initiating the session
initiation. Furthermore, NETCONF’s transactional models constitutes candi-
date, running and startup data-stores.
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The NETCONF protocol stack can be divided into four layers:

– Content: represents data such as configuration and operational data
– Operations: the operations that are be supported by NETCONF (e.g., get-

config, edit-config, delete-config, discard-changes, etc.)
– Messages: wraps the content and operations into an RPC messages
– Transport: defines the protocol for delivering NETCONF messages

The NETCONF protocol provides general guidelines for configuration and
management of “any” underlying network device. OF-CONFIG customizes the
use of NETCONF to OpenFlow switches. In simple terms, the difference between
NETCONF and OF-CONFIG, is that the latter defines XML-models for
OpenFlow-specific instances rather than general network devices. For example,
OF-CONFIG defines the OpenFlow Capable Switch (OCS) which can have one
or more OpenFlow Logical Switches (OFLS), i.e. an entity that manages a sub-
set of resources in the OCS. Listing 7.1 presents an XML model which defines
the configuration of a OFLS with the size of the Virtual Local Area Network
(VLAN) table. In the remainder of this paper we explain high-level NETCONF
commands only, without delving into the OpenFlow-specific message details (i.e.,
OF-CONFIG).

1 <capable−switch xmlns=” u r n : o n f : o f 1 1 1 : c o n f i g : y a n g ”
2 xmlns:ndm=”urn:opennetworking . org:yang:ndm”
3 xmln s : l 2 l 3=”urn:opennetworking . o rg :yang :ndm: l 2 l 3 ”>
4 < l o g i c a l −sw i t che s>
5 <switch>
6 <id>Log ica lSwitch5</ id>
7 <r e s ou r c e s>
8 <ndm:ndm−implementation>
9 < l 2 l 3 : l 2 l 3>

10 <vlan−tab le−s i z e>128<vlan−tab le−s i z e>
11 </ l 2 l 3 : l 2 l 3>
12 </ndm:ndm−implementation>
13 </ r e s ou r c e s>
14 </ switch>
15 </ l o g i c a l −sw i t che s>
16 <id>capable−switch−0</ id>

Listing 7.1. XML-Model for configuring logical switches

As described in Sect. 4, the HAL architecture comprises two layers, one
of which is hardware-specific (i.e., HSL) while the other is hardware-agnostic
(i.e., CHPL). All management and control specific modules (e.g., OpenFlow-
endpoint and NETCONF server) should reside in the CHPL. The network man-
agement block incorporates the NETCONF client. Furthermore, NETCONF can
be abstracted for networks administrators by providing a customized user inter-
face for managing the underlying devices. The integration of the NETCONF
server / client is shown in Fig. 4. The Figure illustrates that the ALIEN man-
agement plane includes also a virtualization gateway (VGW) as discussed in [6].
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Fig. 4. NETCONF implementation and HAL integration

An example of the commands that can be provided to the administrators as
an extra layer of abstraction is shown in Listing 7.2.

1 user@network−management−pc : ˜ $ l i s t −c a p a b i l i t i e s <o f c s i d>
2 user@network−management−pc : ˜ $ l i s t −por t s <o f c s i d>
3 user@network−management−pc : ˜ $ d i sab l e−port <o f c s i d , port no>
4 user@network−management−pc : ˜ $ l i s t −l o g i c a l d a t apa t h s <o f c s i d>

Listing 7.2. XML-Model for configuring logical switches

6 Software-Defined Configuration

We now proceed to illustrate three software-defined configuration workflows for
OpenFlow networks based on a simple but representative topology. The work-
flows showcase the combined use of OpenFlow in the control plane with NET-
CONF in the management plane. We consider interactions with devices such as
middleboxes, ALIEN switches, and native OpenFlow switches. All three work-
flows share the same network topology as illustrated in Fig. 5. The topolgy maps
elements in the network into four planes: management plane, control plane, for-
warding plane, and applications plane as described in Sect. 3.

The topology in Fig. 5 is composed of the following entities: OF Switches
which stand for OpenFlow-enabled switches, some of which are equipped with
sFlow [28] agents for collecting monitoring information; ALIEN Devices which
can be controlled via OpenFlow through HAL; Software-configured Middleboxes
with configurable functions i.e., can act as firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) and so on, based on their real-time configuration; OF Controllers to con-
trol entities in our OpenFlow-based networks; sFlow Collectors for collecting the
monitoring information sent by the sFlow agents running in the OF switches for
further analysis; NETCONF Clients which are devices that run the NETCONF
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Fig. 5. Software Defined Configuration Topology

client; and, finally, Application & Services represented as the logical entities that
make use of the underlying management and control planes as per [8].

First consider the case where a network application employs NETCONF to
configure the sFlow agents monitoring parameters such as sampling rate, sFlow
collector IP, etc. This workflow is shown in Fig. 6. First, the application specifies
the configuration parameters and sends it to the NETCONF client. In turn, the
NETCONF client will form an edit-config message with the specified parameters
and will send it to the NETCONF server running on the target OF switch(es).
Once the NETCONF server receives the message, it will update the switch con-
figuration and will send a reply back to the NETCONF client regarding the
success or failure of the operation. Subsequently, upon the instruction of the
application, the OF controller will interact with the underlying switches using
OpenFlow to control the flow of traffic.

Fig. 6. Monitoring configuration workflow
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Another scenario for software-defined configuration using NETCONF is apply-
ing security through real-time middlebox configuration. Usually the functions
embedded in middleboxes are fixed or static. In this example we examine how
NETCONF can be used to configure the middleboxes to run security modules
based on the traffic monitored in the network. For example, if a Denial of Service
(DoS) attack is suspected, then NETCONF client informs the middlebox to run
the DoS detection module. For simplicity, the steps related to monitoring the
network for suspicious behavior are omitted in this workflow (more details about
these steps can be found in [29]). In the workflow shown in Fig. 7, the application
is already aware of a DoS attack likelihood (with the help of network monitoring).
Accordingly, the NETCONF client is instructed to configure the middleboxes to
run the DoS detection modules. Consequently, the NETCONF client will form
an edit-config message with the specified parameters and send it to the NET-
CONF server running on the middlebox. Once the NETCONF server receives
the message, it will update the device configuration, switch on the corresponding
security modules, and send a reply back to the client to inform it about the suc-
cess or failure of the operation. In addition to configuring the middlebox using
NETCONF, the network switches are instructed by the OpenFlow controller to
redirect suspicious traffic to the middleboxes for further inspection, thus utilizing
the combined functionalities of network configuration, management, and control.
The middlebox functions can be provided through a physical device or using a
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) approach where functions are provided
as a service. Furthermore, NETCONF could be used to configure and attach
virtual function(s) and service(s) together to provide a fully fledged network
function through the assembly of smaller sub-functions.

Fig. 7. Software-configured middlebox workflow

Finally, the NETCONF implementation in HAL (Fig. 4) is used to configure
the underlying ALIEN device. For example, it might be desirable to switch off
a faulty interface on an ALIEN switch. Alternatively, the network admin might
want to list all available interfaces on the ALIEN switch. The workflow for this
scenario is shown in Fig. 8. First, the NETCONF client is instructed by the appli-
cation to list all the available switch ports. Consequently, an edit-config message
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Fig. 8. Configuration of HAL-enhanced Devices Workflow

is formed and sent to the NETCONF server embedded in the HAL implementa-
tion of the ALIEN device. In turn, the NETCONF server will apply the command
and send the reply back to the client. Furthermore, the NETCONF client will
follow the same steps when instructed to disable a switch port. In addition to
configuring the underlying ALIEN devices using NETCONF, OpenFlow will be
used to control the forwarding behavior for the ALIEN devices by installing the
appropriate flow rules according to the logic running on-top of the controller.
In addition to using OpenFlow for network control, NETCONF automates con-
figuration management functions thus making network management tasks much
simpler.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

OpenFlow networks are expected to proliferate in the coming years. Although
up to now SDN R&D has placed more emphasis on control and data plane devel-
opment, we expect that operations and management (OAM) aspects deserve
more attention. In this paper we focused on network configuration in OpenFlow
networks, and in particular on how software-defined configuration can enhance
SDN deployments. After reviewing OF-CONFIG and NETCONF in an Open-
Flow network context we discussed the evolution of the programmable networks
paradigm and drew parallels between the configurable middleboxes line of work
and OpenFlow-based SDN. Given the original focus of OpenFlow switches on
campus and data center environments, the FP7 ALIEN projects aims to extend
devices which do not natively support OpenFlow and introduce them to SDN
experimental facilities such as OFELIA in Europe. For this type of devices,
configuration is necessary and as we have seen NETCONF can serve as the
basis for further development in this domain. In this respect, we overviewed
the ALIEN Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) and mapped it to recent work
in the IRTF SDNRG. This paper also introduced a range of workflows which
illustrate how software-defined configuration can work in practice, enabling net-
work applications and services to dynamically configure and control a virtual
infrastructure which includes native OpenFlow switches, ALIEN devices and
configurable middleboxes. Namely, we discussed software-defined configuration
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of sFlow monitoring agents in OF switches, ALIEN device configuration and
security-related middlebox configuration. We are currently working on the NET-
CONF implementation in the ALIEN HAL. This implementation will be part of
the ALIEN demos and will be introduced in the OFELIA experimental facility
once it is mature for production. Until then, we plan to have several experi-
ments performed, illustrating the feasibility and potential of our approach while
measuring its performance on an OpenFlow testbed. Furthermore, we consider
mapping the architecture defined in this paper to a virtual environment, where
network functions are defined as a server and where NETCONF could be used
to configure the necessary parameters for these virtual network functions.
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Abstract. Network virtualization is an emerging and trending subject and it is
currently defining research ideas in areas such as the future internet and wireless
communication systems. The notion of combining the concept of network vir-
tualization together with network federation which basically involves the
interconnection of independent network domains, possess the potential to pro-
vide a far more enriching environment where network resources like spectrum
will be better harnessed and utilized. This paper focuses on spectrum virtual-
ization implemented on the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) network where virtualized WiMAX networks exist in a federated
arrangement for the purpose of sharing spectrum resources. A novel entity
known as the VS-Hypervisor, which is responsible for virtualizing the WiMAX
spectrum is fully described theoretically and metrics such as time delay, request
rejection probability was used in expressing its basic behaviour.

Keywords: Virtualization � Virtual spectrum � Virtual network federation �
VS-Hypervisor � WiMAX

1 Introduction

The emergence of new generations of wireless and mobile technologies has increased
the demand for advanced telecommunication infrastructure coupled with the need for
radio frequency spectrum that has the capacity to support high-speed transmissions
with extremely huge data content. Radio spectrum is a finite resource and its demand is
constantly increasing, most especially, by mobile network operators and this constitutes
a global challenge [1]. To illustrate the increasing demand for radio spectrum, at
the ITU World Radiocommunication conference 2007 [2], members considered the
expansion of radio spectrum for 4G networks also known as IMT-Advanced. The
expansion was made to cater for the spectra needs of the new emerging 4G technol-
ogies. Further expansions was also made at the 2012 edition of the aforementioned
conference for IMT-Advanced and other telecommunication technologies.

The limited nature of radio spectrum accounts for it being very expensive especially
the licensed portions. Some of the factors that affect the high costs of radio spectrum
includes: (a) Propagation range (b) In-building penetration; and (c) Capacity i.e. the
bandwidth available in the band. In the implementation of mobile technologies, low
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frequencies (below 1 GHz) have a longer propagation range and are more suited to
deployments having few base stations which obviously means lesser cost and this is
more viable for low density areas. As for the higher frequencies (between 2 and 3 GHz
and above) they have shorter propagation ranges, higher capacities (bandwidth) and
very effective for high density regions with closely packed cells and high density of
traffic [3]. Because of the varied uses of these portions of the radio spectrum there is
very high competition amongst mobile network operators to secure them which
accounts for its very expensive nature. The number of base stations in a cellular or
mobile network is a major factor that affects its cost which ultimately affects the capital
expenditure (CAPEX) and operating cost (OPEX) of the network provider. These
underlying issues of radio spectrum have stimulated the need to develop methods and
systems for optimizing radio spectrum and a considerable amount of research in this
area is being conducted.

One of the new and exciting approaches to future network design is network
virtualization. Network virtualization is a networking concept that enables the
deployment of customized services and resource management solutions in isolated
slices (groups or portions) on a shared physical network [4]. The idea of virtualization
is not so new. It was first introduced by International Business Machines (IBM) in the
1970s and the technology provided a way of separating computer physical hardware
and software (operating systems & applications) by emulating hardware using a soft-
ware program. Essentially, it involves installing a software program (known as a
hypervisor) on a physical computer. This software or hypervisor, in-turn then installs
files that define a new virtual computer otherwise known as a Virtual Machine
(VM) [5].

There are several approaches to virtualization currently used on computer systems
and they include: Bare Metal Virtualization, Hosted Virtualization etc. [4, 6]. These
approaches are being closely studied by researchers and attempts are being made to
mirror their application into network virtualization. One major stride in developing an
architecture for network virtualization was done by a European initiative known as the
4WARD Project. The 4WARD Project’s main objective was to develop an architectural
framework for network virtualization in a commercial setting. This project has since
ended in 2010 but ongoing feasibility test is being done on its architecture [7]. To fully
harness the benefits of network virtualization, the inclusion of the concept known as
Network Federation into its overall design and implementation is beginning to capture
the interest of many researchers.

WiMAX which is a leading 4G mobile telecommunication technology has been
chosen as case study in this paper, whereby a novel model for generating virtual
WiMAX radio spectrum is developed for WiMAX network virtualization and
federation.

2 Related Work

Currently, quite a number of research works have gone into developing architectures
for wireless network virtualization with emphasis on WiMAX. Others have also looked
at the possibility of developing more flexible ways of spectrum access through
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spectrum virtualization, while a few have considered spectrum virtualization and
management from a generalized perspective. Federation of virtualized networks has
received minimal attention so far.

2.1 Wireless Network Virtualization

Ravi Kokku et al. [8] designed and implemented a network virtualization substrate
(NVS) for the effective virtualization of wireless resources in WiMAX networks. The
NVS system they designed aimed to strengthen the role of cellular networks in pro-
viding enriched experience for users. The NVS system was also designed to facilitate
the provision of greater differentiation of services among content providers and mobile
virtual network operators (MVNO). MVNOs are wireless network providers that lease
the physical network from the mobile network operators (MNO) to provide wireless
services meeting specific and unique needs of customers.

Their virtualization design centered more on isolating service flows which they
called slices. A service flow in the context of WiMAX is a unidirectional flow of either
uplink or downlink where packets are sent with a particular set of quality of service
(QoS) parameters. In their research, no particular attention was made at looking spe-
cifically at the virtualization of the air-interface (spectrum) of WiMAX; where within a
physical based station multiple virtual networks will exist with each having an allo-
cation of a specific slice of the available spectrum.

Guatam Bhanage et al. [9] proposed a virtual basestation design that will house
multiple MVNOs to on a single physical basestation to share its spectrum resources.
Their work was basically a discussion of how to design the infrastructure for supporting
a virtualized WiMAX framework. They also elaborately discussed the various options
available for building such a substrate and the tradeoffs of each option. They did not go
into details about how this can be done especially with regards to virtualizing the
spectrum as a singular resource.

The Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) [10] is a suite of
research infrastructure sponsored by the National Science Foundation in the United
States. GENI is made of federated virtual laboratory of multiple testbeds used mainly
for research purposes. GENI started a WiMAX project and part of the scope was to
develop an open/virtualized WiMAX basestation with external control and data APIs.
The project has made significant milestones so far, but nothing concrete with regards to
WiMAX spectrum virtualization and network federation [11].

2.2 Spectrum Virtualization

Kun Tan et al. [12] argued that spectrum programmability – which means the ability to
change spectrum properties of a signal to match an arbitrary frequency allocation, is an
independent property that can be separated from the general PHY modulation. They
proposed to add a new spectrum virtualization layer (SVL) which they called layer 0.5.
The propose that layer will support flexible spectrum programmability and enable
flexible spectrum access for general wireless networks. Their research is amongst the
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few that practically described how radio spectrum could be virtualized and dynamically
accessed.

Yasir Zaki et al. [13] implemented their ideas of network virtualization using the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) as their case study. They narrowed their perspective of
network virtualization into two sections: (1) virtualization of the physical nodes of the
network and (2) virtualization of the air-interface (spectrum) with the latter section
being the main focus of their research. The approach they used in the LTE air-interface
virtualization, involved using a hypervisor which they termed and called the LTE
Hypervisor. This LTE Hypervisor is responsible for virtualizing the enhanced Node B
(eNodeB) i.e. the LTE basestation into a number of virtual eNodeBs. The LTE hy-
pervisor is also responsible for scheduling the air-interface resources between the
virtual eNodeBs. They stated that there are already solutions for building virtualized
base stations identifying the VANI MultiRAN solution which supports multiple virtual
base stations all running a single physical infrastructure.

Similar to [13], this research paper centers more on the air-interface virtualization
of WiMAX, especially for WiMAX networks existing in a federated arrangement.

3 Motivation for WiMAX Spectrum Virtualization

Wireless broadband technologies are growing currently at a very high rate, having a
major influence on how people communicate. This has resulted in an inexhaustible
need for radio spectrum and ultimately bandwidth by network operators and WiMAX
is not left out in this struggle. According to recent WiMAX market report analysis, the
global WiMAX equipment market is expected to grow from $1.92 billion in 2011 to
$9.21 billion in 2016, while the service market is expected to grow form $4.65 billion
in 2011 to $33.65 billion in 2016 [14]. Reports like this further stress the need and
importance to efficiently optimize and utilize scare wireless resources such as spectrum
which can be adequately achieved through spectrum virtualization.

Spectrum virtualization for WiMAX will greatly reduce the number of base stations
needed for deployment and overall energy usage. With WiMAX virtual networks
operating in a federated arrangement, it will further enhance the sharing of network
resources and exponentially improve the efficient use of spectrum. This will in the
long-run attract smaller network providers to come into the market to provide better
services, hence creating a richer experience for end-users.

4 Network Federation Concept

The concept of network federation is a new and exciting idea that it is being currently
proposed by many researchers as part of the building blocks for the future internet.
Federation in the network domain is a model for establishing very large scale and
diverse infrastructure for the purpose of interconnecting independent network domains
in order to create a rich environment with increased benefits to users of the independent
domains [15]. This concept can easily be expressed as shown in Fig. 1 where inde-
pendent Network providers (NP) existing in an interconnected framework with each of
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them having their own Network Operators (NO). The NOs are dependent on the NPs
for the use of their network infrastructure and the federated network setting allows for
resource sharing amongst all the various NPs.

5 Overview of WiMAX PHY Layer

WiMAX is defined under the IEEE 802 family as IEEE 802.16. For the IEEE 802.16,
the physical layer was defined for a wide range of frequencies from 2 to 66 GHz. Sub
frequency range of 10–66 GHz is essentially for line-of-sight (LoS) propagation,
whereas for 2–11 GHz bands, communication can be achieved for licensed and un-
licensed bands and they are also used for non-line-of-sight (NLoS) communication.

WiMAX uses a number of legacy technologies amongst which are: Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Time Division Duplexing (TDD) and
Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD). OFDM is a multiplexing technique that sub-
divides the bandwidth of a signal into multiple frequency sub-carriers. These multiple
frequency subcarriers are modulated with data sub-streams and then transmitted.
OFDM modulation is realized with efficient Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) that
generates large number of subcarriers (up to 2048) with minimal complexity.

In an OFDM system, resources (e.g. spectrum) are available in the time domain by
means of OFDM symbols and in the frequency domain by means of subcarriers. These
resources in the time and frequency domain can be rearranged into sub-channels for
allocation to individual users. An offshoot of OFDM is the Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) which is a multiple access/multiplexing scheme
that provides multiplexing operation of data streams from multiple users both on the
downlink and uplink sub-channels. The OFDMA subcarriers are shown in Fig. 2.
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e-2005 otherwise known as mobile WiMAX is based on scalable

Fig. 1. Illustration of Network Federation
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OFDMA (S-OFDMA) which supports a wide range of bandwidths enabling the need
for flexible various spectrum allocations. The scalability is achieved by adjusting the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size and the same time fixing the sub-carrier frequency at
10.94 kHz. S-OFDMA supports bandwidth ranging from 1.25 MHz to 20 MHz [18].

6 WiMAX Spectrum Virtualization

The process of virtualizing the WiMAX radio spectrum or air-interface will require that
the basestation hardware components must also be virtualized. As similarly proposed
by [13] for LTE eNodeB virtualization which follows the principle of node virtual-
ization already done in the field of computer systems we propose a near similar
architecture for the virtualization of WiMAX basestation with emphasis on spectrum
virtualization. As previously discussed, the general approach for computer system
virtualization involves the use of a hypervisor. In similar fashion, our proposed model
for WiMAX basestation visualization is shown in Fig. 3. Considering that our emphasis
is solely on spectrum, the generic hypervisor has been renamed Virtual Spectrum
Hypervisor (VS-Hypervisor).

Fig. 2. WiMAX S-OFDMA Subcarriers [17]

Fig. 3. Approach for WiMAX Basestation Virtualization
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6.1 VS-Hypervisor

The VS-Hypervisor is the entity responsible for virtualizing the air interface and
ensuring proper management of spectrum allocation. Its primary job is the scheduling
of spectrum resources amongst the virtual networks to meet their individual bandwidth
requirements. WiMAX resources in the frequency domain are represented as S-OF-
DMA subcarriers and the numbers of subcarriers are directly proportional to the
bandwidth size. The VS-Hypervisor works by receiving bandwidth estimates from the
individual virtual WiMAX networks done by a bandwidth estimation unit. The esti-
mated bandwidth values are then mapped unto the appropriate number of S-OFDMA
subcarriers or sub-channels (grouped sub-carriers) and a scheduling algorithm sched-
ules these subcarriers/spectrum resources to the appropriate virtual networks. The
amount of spectrum allocated will be based on contracts or strictly on need and request.
Figure 4 depicts the VS-Hypervisor having access to the entire spectrum channel
bandwidth of a physical WiMAX basestation while it schedules the spectrum to the
virtual networks.

In this paper we focus more on the basic description of the VS-Hypervisor and its
functionality. We also look at this functionality in terms of handling requests from
VNOs using metrics such as time delay and request rejection rate.

6.2 VS-Hypervisor Operational Characterization

Considering that the VS-Hypervisor will be constantly receiving spectrum allocation
requests from VNOs, it is very necessary to analyze its operational characteristics one
of which is; how it long it takes (time delay) for a request to be processed. Theoreti-
cally, lets denote the time delay as Ti, assuming that Di(t) is the demand or request for
bandwidth (BW) allocation or spectrum allocation issued by VNOi at time t arriving

Fig. 4. WiMAX Spectrum Virtualization Using VS-hypervisor
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instantaneously at the VS-Hypervisor. Let us apportion Ri for rates (bits/sec) at which
request are issued by VNOi.

The response of the VS-Hypervisor after a demand can be denoted as Yi(t) which
can also be assumed to be instantaneously received by the VNOi; meaning that no
delays occurs between the input and output of the VS-Hypervisor. These are reasonable
assumptions for an ideal situation but in real terms, the travel times of the request/
response signals could be represented in the definition of Yi(t - Ti). Due to the various
system modeling assumptions, the appropriate block diagram describing the VS-Hy-
pervisor functionality in terms of time delay is shown in Fig. 5 below.

The signal definition Di(t) can be represented as seen in Fig. 6

Where tDi is the time stamp at which the request Di is issued, BWD
i is the amount of

bandwidth that is requested or demanded by the VNOi at time ti, PD
i is the current

priority/rank of VNOi in terms of bandwidth allocation and AD
i is the antecedent pri-

ority/rank of VNOi with regards to BW allocation in the previous allocation cycle of the
VS-Hypervisor.

Signal Yi(t) has the following structure is expressed in Fig. 7 below:

Where tAi is the time stamp at which the allocation Yi is issued, BWA
i is amount of

bandwidth that is allocated by the VS-Hypervisor to VNOi, PA
i is the priority/rank of

VNOi in the next cycle of spectrum allocation by the VS-Hypervisor, FA
i is the fre-

quency plan (that is, indexes of frequency channels to be used in the next allocation
cycle to implement BWA

i ), T
A
i is the time plan (that is, indexes of time slots to be used

Fig. 5. VS-Hypervisor Time Delay Block Diagram

Fig. 6. VS-Hypervisor Input Information

Fig. 7. VS-Hypervisor Output Information
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in the next allocation cycle to implement BWA
i ), S

A
i is the start time of the next

allocation cycle of BW (spectrum) addressing the VNOi demand currently processed
and EA

i is the end time of the next allocation cycle of BW addressing the current VNOi

demand. Formally the VS-Hypervisor time flow can be expressed as shown in Fig. 8.

Alternatively it can be expressed as described in Eq. (1) below:

Yi t
D
i � Ti

� � ¼
NILL; if tDi � Ti � 0

Hi½Di tDi
� ��; if tDi � Ti [ 0

(

ð1Þ

Where Hi :½ � is the VS-Hypervisor mapping function corresponding to VNOi which can
be represented as shown in Fig. 9 below:

The specific definition for tAi , BW
A
i , P

A
i ,…, EA

i are part of the VS-Hypervisor design
process to be implemented on the spectrum virtualization. Their definitions will form
part of the future work of this paper.

The available bandwidth BWA
i for the VS-Hypervisor to allocate can be expressed as:

BWA
i ¼ BWD

i � BWpredict t
D
i þ SAi

� � ð2Þ

BWpredict can be defined as the anticipated BW needed at the moment of request i.e.
tDi þ SAi . Fundamentally, the map function Hi½:� will be controlled by a state machine
containing external events D(t), having an internal state evolution subject to system
capability functionality constraints which can be expressed as:

BWD
1 þ BWD

2 þ � � � þ BWD
n �C ð3Þ

Fig. 8. VS-Hypervisor Time Flow Structure

Fig. 9. VS-Hypervisor Input/Output Map
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(That is the sum of BW demanded by the VNOs cannot exceed system capacity C)

TA
1 þ TA

2 þ � � � þ TA
n � T ð4Þ

Where T is the overall duty cycle of the WiMAX system.

6.3 VS-Hypervisor Workload Control

The ability the VS-Hypervisor to control its workload is a very important issue that has
to be considered knowing that not all requests made to the VS-hypervisor will be
processed. There is the possibility that some may be rejected because there is not
enough bandwidth (spectrum) to be allocated. Using classic telephony congestion
probability formula like the Engset loss formula, we can be able to measure the
probability at which a request made to the VS-Hypervisor will be rejected [16].
Consider the Engset Eq. (7) below:

Pl q;M;Nð Þ ¼ M � Nð ÞkPN
PN

i¼0 M � ið ÞkPi
ð5Þ

Where M, N are the input requests and granted requests by the VS-Hypervisor
respectively, q is the ratio between rate of requests (kÞ are made by a VNO to the rate at
which a request granted (l), i.e. q ¼ k=l. The probability is expressed as the ratio of
the lost stream of requests into the VS-Hypervisor and to the requests that where
granted. Where the state i is the state of the VS-Hypervisor when it has the capacity to
allocate spectrum and state N is the VS-Hypervisor reaches it maximum capacity.
Where PN is the probability that a request will be granted and Pi is the probability of the
state at which the VS-Hypervisor can grant requests.

7 Federation of Virtualized WiMAX Network

The establishment of a virtualized and federated mobile network will essentially consist
of the following key participants:

Virtual Network Provider (VNP). The VNP is the owner of the network physical
infrastructure that has the ability to provide the existence of virtualized mobile
networks.

Virtual Network Operator (VNO). The VNO is a mobile operator that operates a
leased virtual network infrastructure and in turn hosts their network services on these
virtual mobile infrastructure provided by a VNP.

Diagrammatically, the federation of a virtualized WiMAX network can be mod-
elled using the Fig. 10. The figure shows three virtual network operators (VNO1, VNO2

& VN03) that are separately hosted by four virtual network providers (VNP1, VNP2,
VNP3 & VNP4). The allocation and management of resources (spectrum) in this fed-
erated setup is coordinated by the VS-Hypervisor.
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The aggregation of all demands of the individual VNOs can be expressed as:

D ¼ D1;D2;D3½ �T ð6Þ

Where the demand D is the transpose of the vectors D1, D2 and D3. The capacity C is
the aggregate capacity in terms of spectrum for all the network providers. It can also be
expressed as:

C ¼ C1;C2;C3;C4
� �T ð7Þ

The total capacity C of the entire federated network is represented as the transpose of
the vectors C1, C2, C3 and C4. The VS-Hypervisor’s cumulative magnitude in terms
of the amount of spectrum requests/demand it can handle can be represented with the
vector Ƶ which is defined as:

(8)

Where Ƶ1, Ƶ2, Ƶ3 and Ƶ4 are the basis vectors which are linearly independent vectors
representing the VS-Hypervisor for the individual VNOs as shown in Fig. 10. The real
numbers a1; a2; a3; and a4 are the coefficients of Ƶ.

0� a1 þ a2 þ a3 þ a4 � 1 ð9Þ

Irrespective of how the federated networks are designed, the total number of demand
made by the VNOs must never be more that the available bandwidth B. This is
represented as a dot product between Ƶ and demand D as show in Eq. 10 below:

(10)

To assess the efficiency of the VS-Hypervisor within the federated network, a math-
ematical expression showing the ratio between the total bandwidth and capacity of the
federated network can be described as show in the Eq. 11 below.

Fig. 10. Virtualized Federated Mobile Network Implemented Using the VS-Hypervisor
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gVSH ¼ B
C
; 2 ½0; 1� ð11Þ

In summary, these equations in general try to express the basic behavior of the VS-
Hypervisor in a federated network setting describing how the VS-Hypervisor should be
able reliably allocate virtual spectrum for VNOs within a VNP and enable spectrum
sharing between VNPs.

8 Discussions and Future Work

In our research so far, we have been able to provide a basic view about the concept of
network virtualization existing within a federated arrangement using WiMAX as our
case study. Our emphasis on WiMAX spectrum virtualization was to develop a system
and framework where WiMAX spectrum can be fully utilized and better harnessed for
current network operators and to encourage the entry of new players into the WiMAX
market. We described the workings of the VS-Hypervisor which is an innovative
system tailored for the virtualization of the WiMAX air-interface.

This work is still at its infancy stage and a lot of issues are yet to be addressed. The
issues waiting to be resolved includes: The bandwidth estimation algorithm needed for
proper fair allocation of the virtual spectrum, developing a scheduling algorithm for the
VS-hypervisor on how spectrum resources will be allocated to the virtual networks
either based on contracts or service level agreements (SLAs) and running tests simu-
lations to evaluate the overall performance of the entire federated virtualized WiMAX
network.
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Abstract. This paper discusses long term architectural evolution options of the
3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC). It is focused to the question which functions
of the existing EPC are addressed or impacted when introducing Software
Defined Networking (SDN). Several aspects are discussed showing the benefits
of a strict separation of mobile specific gateway functions from SDN functions.
In that aspect the suggestions made in this paper differs from existing SDN
based concepts. This paper analyses how the SGW/PGWs of the EPC can be
decomposed in different ways. A reduction of mobile specific network elements
and a separation into network independent administrative domains may help to
reduce the cost for network operation in future.

Keywords: 3GPP � Evolved packet core � Gateway � SDN

1 Introduction

Operators are faced with a continuously increasing demand for mobile data traffic at
moderate cost. Managing the total cost (TCO) is one challenge - the other is to become
more flexible in reacting to future network needs. In this context new technologies have
received attention in the Telecommunication sector: Cloud computing and Software
Defined Networking (SDN), see NSN view on Technology Vision for 2020 [1]. SDN
originated in the data centre networking business. The technology virtualizes the
switching and forwarding resources in the data plane and makes them accessible for
higher layer software through the introduction of a central controller [2]. For tele-
communications networks it promises better utilization of transport resources and
delivery of a higher degree of automation in the management.

The principles introduced by SDN are considered to be useful also in areas beyond
the pure routing and switching in transport networks. It is the “centralization of net-
work control” that allows for a number of benefits: centralized Software can run in
cloud environment on standard computer hardware, it makes the network more flexible
and easily “programmable” and in consequence allows for simplified service intro-
duction, management and increased level of service automation.

An important question is how those SDN principles and technologies will impact
the mobile network architecture, especially the evolved packet core (EPC) defined by
3GPP. Operators are already asking 3GPP to study requirements for virtualization and
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programmability and rethinking the current architecture [3]. This will become even
more relevant for the next generation of mobile networks – 5G. The EU commission
has initiated the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership [4] to drive the devel-
opment of 5G standards.

In this context the paper sketches potential evolution options of the 3GPP archi-
tecture on a high level.

Two approaches are outlined in Sects. 2 and 3 that differ in the kind how SDN
technology is applied. The first approach aims to enhance the current EPC architecture
with SDN and is already subject to particular research and standardization activities.
The second approach presented here introduces bigger changes and might be subject to
further research especially in the 5G context. After an evaluation the second new
approach is investigated in more detail in the following sections.

Starting point is the 3GPP EPC architecture for LTE according to [5], see a sim-
plified depiction in Fig. 1. Mobile devices connect via the air interface with base stations
(eNB). The MME as central Mobility Management Entity authenticates the users,
establishes the connectivity in the network and tracks the mobile devices locations.
SGW and PGW as gateways in the user data plane path that provide more centralised
processing for the user traffic like the provisioning of a mobility anchor point, QoS
authorization and charging functions, this will be further detailed in Sect. 4.1.

Figure 1 also includes the Policy control and Charging Rule Function (PCRF) what
is omitted in the other figures for simplicity. Furthermore a number of domains (Mobile
Access, Access Independent Service Functions and Transport Network) are introduced
for elaborating operation and management aspects later. And the network functions are
allocated to a layered plane structure for control (CP), mobile network user data (UP)
and transport.
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Fig. 1. Evolved Packet System Architecture (simplified)
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2 SDN Based Architecture: Vertical GW Decomposition

Basic principles of SDN concepts are the separation of control and data plan of a
network, an open interface between both layers (often referred to OpenFlow protocol),
the centralization of the network control functions programmable by networking
applications through APIs and a simplification of nodes in the user plane are expected
including its universal applicability in fixed, enterprise and mobile networks.

What has been proposed for the transport network was then also discussed for the
mobile network user plane (UP), mainly for the gateway (GW) functions, which are the
Serving GW SGW and Packet Data Network GW PGW in the EPC. In the Open
Networking Foundation (ONF) white paper [6] OF enabled GWs are suggested.
Recently ONF has chartered a Wireless and Mobile Working Group [8]. It aims for the
development of SDN Enhanced Distributed S/P-GW as discussed in this section.
A prototype implementation is described in [7]. In a wider context relationships
between SDN, network virtualization and cloud computing are shown in [10].

The basic assumption is that considerable control functions of the GWs can be
separated from the UP and centralized. Aspects of this centralization strategy were
studied e.g. in [9].

The remaining 3GPP network specific user plane (UP) functions are then merged with
SDN based network packet forwarding nodes as a “fast path” that potentially allows
hardware optimized wire speed processing. The suggested architecture is depicted in
Fig. 2 below. As the main aspect is the decomposition of 3GPP GWs into CP and UP
vertical to the layers the architecture is termed Vertical GW split architecture (V-GW
split).
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Fig. 2. GW vertical decomposition and SDN design
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The SDN switches in the transport plane representing the forwarding nodes pro-
viding basic switching and routing capability. The suggested merging of GW-UP
functions and SDN switches as preferred deployment is indicated within the above
figure by dotted boxes. It neglects to some extend that the mobile network GW pro-
vides complex UP functions especially related to policy control and charging. As a
consequence the transport nodes are required to provide those functions and the SDN
control must control them.

A comprehensive study of different implementation options for network elements
(called enhanced network elements NE+) and the different function split options
between CP and UP are elaborated in [10]. This includes also an investigation of the
implementation of UP functions related to QoS and charging.

Claimed benefits for the architecture are that both CP and UP functions can scale
independent of each other (CP computing resources adapt based on signaling load, UP
based on traffic throughput). Further Control Plane functions may converge, for
example MME with GW-Control and with SDN control.

Some benefits materialize in case dedicated physical nodes based GWs are dis-
tributed within a certain network topology. (The platform flexibility allows CP and UP
entities to be deployed independently.) The distribution of GWs (UP) is simplified:
only one control interface is needed to be managed and secured at different GW
locations. For current not decomposed GW a number of interfaces (S11, Gx, Rx, Ro)
would need to be maintained for many distributed GWs.

But the vertical GW decomposition also gives some drawbacks: For example it
requires a new interface between the decomposed GW functions which requires
additional resources and increased processing. On top of that - communication via
external interfaces are usually less efficient than communications within integrated
nodes. Also more messages (and delays) are required when looking to call flows
involving a central control unit compared with e.g. direct SGW-PGW communication.
It introduces additional nodes or Virtual Network Function (VNF) types that need to be
managed and orchestrated.

Looking from higher abstraction level further issues of the architecture are iden-
tified that result from the application of the SDN principle (separation of GW CP and
UP) in connection with an SDN based implementation (introducing an SDN controller
with two interfaces, merging GW UP and SDN switching functions):

The vertical GW decomposition introduces several dependencies between the
mobile access and transport network domain. For the control plane this can be seen in
Fig. 2. Here the SDN controller needs enhancements on both interfaces (Northbound
and Southbound) to process mobile GW specific actions.

It mixes also the layered plane concept of UP and Transport plane. E.g. 3GPP
specific bearers need to be handled in the same node as packet forwarding and is
controlled by the same protocol. 3GPP specific bearer handling does not relate to GTP
encapsulation only, it includes policy enforcement and charging functions as well.

From operator point of view it is advantageous to limit the interactions and
dependencies between domains as much as possible (to well defined/standardized
interfaces) to allow an independent vendor selection, deployment and management of
the domains.
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Compared with the cost of introducing this new architecture the new functions itself
require also new investments for products and inter-operability testing effort. This will
not lead to new EPC functionality because it provides a redesign of existing functions
only. This means the costs need to be paid back by better resource utilization only.

3 Introduction of a Horizontal GW Decomposition

The analysis of the vertical GW split given in Sect. 2 highlights some drawbacks of that
architecture. Within this section an architecture is suggested which targets to avoid
some negative impacts, especially the domain dependencies.

The starting point to develop a novel architecture is a local IP access introduced in
3GPP Releases 10 for Femto BS (LIPA, [5]), i.e. the concept of co-locating a local GW
(LGW) with a Femto BS. To extend and generalize this concept the restriction of LIPA
as the lack of support for mobility needs to be overcome. It should be noted that future
developments may simplify the deployment of core network functions even more by
introducing those functions into base stations: the so-called cloud RAN concept pro-
vides base band processing in local data centers (DC) as well, or the other way around a
base station is enhanced by cloud servers which allows localized functions like for
content storage for very low latency applications and for saving backhaul transport for
content delivery networks (CDN).

Figure 3 shows the architecture introduced in this section that enhances the LIPA
solution.

From the LIPA architecture it is inherited that the SGW works as a controller only
and can be placed within the control plane. The LGW can be controlled like the PGW
with a S5 interface, which avoids the need to add mobile network specific functions
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into the SDN controller and OF protocol as outlined for the Vertical-GW-split in
Sect. 2. For a horizontal GW functions distribution - also termed H-GW split - it is
further investigated how functions of the PGW and the UP part of the SGW can be
distributed within the network.

Potential candidates are three allocations or network nodes, marked with the circles
in Fig. 3. (Particular locations in the architecture might be preferred for certain
functions.):

– In a network edge

Parts of the GW functions can be implemented as centralized UP processing and
performed in a mobile access network independent fashion. This may allow to include
functions as legal interception, charging, and services that are currently under inves-
tigation for the so-called “Service Function Chaining” (e.g. NAT, Firewall, Deep
Packet Inspection, Content optimization etc.).

Functions allocated this way benefit from convergence with fixed networks and the
economy of scale. From the operator management point of view this allows own
domains for network and IT services.

– In an SDN controlled transport network

Especially for mobility related functions SDN based switches or forwarding elements
can be used. As described in Sect. 4 they may serve as mobility anchors and trigger
functions for the activation of traffic paths for IDLE users. This can be achieved by
functions available in all transport switches (it should be noted that mobile network
specific enhancements are avoided). Please also take a look to OF related activities later
in this text to allow tunneling which can be applied for a mobile anchor function.

– In the BS of the mobile access network

The local GW (LGW) function performs the missing mobile network specific UP
related functions. This allows QoS functions and allocation of traffic classes to radio
bearers.

Before going into the details of the architecture in the following a short evaluation
of the Horizontal-GW split advantages is provided (especially in relation to the Ver-
tical-GW split) for different aspects:

– Number of mobile network specific nodes

Integrating the mobile network specific UP functions in the BS removes a mobile
network specific node/function from the architecture. This may contribute to TCO
reduction. (The other candidate locations are not used in a mobile network specific
way.)

– High level comparison of number of managed network nodes/functions

Just counting network functions is a quite simple approach to evaluate the management
effort of certain network architecture. Those functions might be implemented by various
products coming from different vendors and each may have its own management envi-
ronment, requiring inter-operation tests etc. For the network function virtualization sce-
nario this might be the number of virtual network functions and type of virtual machines
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an operator needs to provide for life cycle management and other functions. So reducing
the numbers of entities might result in a direct contribution to TCO reduction.

It can be seen that the V-GW split increases the number of functions compared to EPC.
(Please note that this might not only result in increased management effort but also
introduces longer messaging flows when communicating via central controllers com-
pared to direct SGW-PGW communication.)

– Separation of administrative domains

The differences of the V-GW split and H-GW split implementation became already
visible by comparison of Figs. 2 and 3. The H-GW split performs better to keep
different administrative domains as much as possible independent (mobile access,
transport and service/IT functions) and makes use of SDN w/o modifications for mobile
specific handling (e.g. avoid carrying mobile specific information in OF, for policy
enforcement, charging etc.)

– Network Flatness

The V-GW split keeps the number of EPS/EPC nodes in the user plane path high
whereas the H-GW split reduces it resulting in a more flat architecture. This is mainly
achieved by 3GPP Specific GW function running in the BS. SDN switches used for e.g.
mobility anchor functions are assumed to add only little delay as running with wire
speed.

– Network Migration and Roaming support

The GW split into GW control and GW user plane (switch) requires a redesign of the
current 3GPP SGW and PGW. This introduces a barrier for introducing the concept in
real products. The H-GW split starts with existing components that can be evolved step
by step depending on network requirements. E.g. with limited PCC functions only no
enhancements for the S5 i/f are needed. Also the SGW (Control) is nearly unchanged.
For traffic allocation to radio bearers in the LGW it can use the functions introduced for
the PMIP alternative of the EPC (like the interface to the PCRF). On the other hand a
prerequisite is the assumption of deployed SDN technology that can talk over some
GW functions.
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The centralized SGW can also serve home routed traffic for roaming subscribers
operating in the “old mode”. Nevertheless in can be assumed that in future high
bandwidth networks reasons for home routing will disappear and the home operator
can allow local breakout what would allow to use the new proposed architecture. Hence
in future only a small portion of traffic might use the SGW for traffic routing and
interfacing with other networks whats allows to centralize the SGW functions.

The comparison above provides a promising number of advantages for the H-GW
split. For this reason details of the architecture are elaborated in the next section.

4 Horizontal GW Decomposition Based Architecture Details

4.1 Gateway Function Distribution

When analyzing the function split within the components of the suggested architecture
it is necessary to reconsider all functions provided by SGW and PGW in the EPC
today. It becomes quite obvious that there are different options for distributing these
functions.

This applies in particular for the functions within the policy control and charging
(PCC) framework. Above in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 an element called Network Edge Service
Functions is shown which can be deployed as a separate network domain for access
independent functions. Those functions might be part of the PCC framework which is
not further investigated as it does not contribute much novel aspects to the architecture.

The solution for PCC corresponding for EPC as shown in Fig. 1 is that the LGW
would provide the PCC functions of the PGW. The benefit is that there are only minor
changes required to today’s existing functions, but on the other hand there would be a
need to support many control interfaces for charging and policy control at every LGW
and handover procedures are required for interfaces when the end device (UE) moves
to another base station. Hence an additional option is to terminate the protocols (e.g.
Gx) at the SGW controller (marked with option 1 in the table). The SGW would be
evolved to a combined SGW/PGW controller. This way the horizontal function split is
enhanced and complemented by a vertical function split similar as shown in Fig. 2. The
difference to the V-GW split model is that more functions can be hosted by the LGW
compared with an SDN switch. On the other hand it is still possible to avoid the need to
enhance the S5 control interface, e.g. the policy enforcement is using predefined rules
in the LGW that are supported without the need to implement the Gx interface. Another
difference and advantage is that the LGW control is decoupled from SDN control.
LGW control (e.g. by enhanced S5 interface) can evolve independently from switch
control in the transport network.

Enhancements with protocol termination in the SGW-C allow the change of eNB and
LGW during handover without the need to change interfaces towards the charging system
or the PCRF. The vertical centralization of the LGW control may imply the need for future
standardization enhancements towards the S5 interface within mobile networks.

The following tables show the proposed function distribution between the GW
control (SGW-C), the local GW (LGW) and the SDN switch (acting as Mobility
anchor).
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SGW functionality SGW-C LGW Mobility
anchor

Policy enforcement signaling Option 1: trigger and receive
QoS enforcement rules which were sent by PCRF and
provide related responses back to PCRF

X

Policy enforcement signaling Option 2: trigger and receive
QoS enforcement rules which were sent by PCRF and
provide related responses back to PCRF

x

Enforce QoS policy rules according 3GPP TS 23.203 and
3GPP TS 29.212

x

Local Mobility Anchor point for inter-eNodeB handover x
Support of Idle mode: Treatment of packets w/o eNB
context, (in LGW: forward the packet to the CP to
inform the controller for initiating data downlink
notification procedures; in IP edge or mobility anchor:
there is no routing entry for the packet available, i.e.
forward unknown packet to CP)

x x

Support of Idle mode: Initiation of network triggered
service request procedure

x

User packet routing and forwarding x x
Transport level packet marking in UL and DL, e.g. setting
the DiffServ Code Points based on the QCI of the
associated EPS bearer

x

PGW functionality SGW-C LGW Mobility
anchor

Policy enforcement signaling option 1: during session
establishment set up a Gx control session towards a
PCRF to request PCC/enforcement rules

x

Policy enforcement signaling option 2: during session
establishment set up a Gx control session towards a
PCRF to request PCC/enforcement rules

x

Counting for CDR generation x
UL and DL service level charging (e.g. based on SDFs
defined by the PCRF, or based on local policy);

x

Charging signalling Option 1: Interfacing Offline Charging
(OFCS)

x

Charging signalling Option 2: Interfacing Offline Charging
_(OFCS)

x

UL and DL service level gating control e.g. as defined in
TS 23.203 [11];

x

UL and DL service level rate enforcement e.g. as defined
in TS 23.203 (e.g. by rate policing/shaping per SDF);

x

UL and DL rate enforcement based on APN-AMBR x

(Continued)
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(Continued)

PGW functionality SGW-C LGW Mobility
anchor

DL rate enforcement based on the accumulated maximum
bit rate (MBRs) of the aggregate of SDFs with the same
GBR QCI

x

Packet screening, usage threshold enforcement policy
rules

x

UL and DL bearer binding and verification e.g. as in [11] x
IPv4 address assignment signalling via mobility manager
function (e.g. MME) to the UE

x x

IPv4 address allocation, IPv6 prefix allocation for the UE,
and DHCPv4 (server and client) and DHCPv6 (client
and server) functions. Option 1: LGW acts as first hop
router to assign an IP Address,

x

IPv4 address allocation, IPv6 prefix allocation UE, and
DHCPv4 (server and client) and DHCPv6 (client and
server) functions: Option 2: Mobility anchor or network
edge acts as first hop router, especially for tunnel based
mobility solution

x

4.2 SDN Based Functionality

As could be seen from the previous description the main difference to the EPC as
shown in Fig. 1 is that SGW and PGW related functions of traffic routing and
mobility (that are basically implemented by GTP tunneling) are now provided by the
“SDN” or transport domain.

The two basic alternatives of using SDN for mobility support, i.e. tunnel based
switching located in a “Mobility anchor” or routing based by using a programmable
SDN switch routing table – are outlined in [12]. In [13] it is argued for using tightly
integrating tunnel handling via OpenFlow termed as “Vertical Forwarding” as alter-
native to hop by hop “Horizontal Forwarding”.

This allows now for a greater flexibility to use layer 2 or layer 3 (IP) technology,
e.g. to use dynamic established or predefined tunnels (like with MPLS), or without
tunneling by establishing the switching path dynamically. Depending on the abstraction
level of the (northbound) interface of the SDN controller all this can be realized
transparent for the GW control within the mobile access domain. Figure 4 below
provides an example when a handover or a “path update” is requested by the GW
control. In that case it is then up to the SDN domain to configure the path or change the
mobility anchor for the purpose of route optimization (similarly as in the SGW relo-
cation procedure), see Fig. 5 below.

On the mobile access side a handover needs to be enhanced by the context
information transported between Source and Target eNB and will also include LGW
context data. This can be seen as the minimum impact to 3GPP standards when
following this concept.
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Also related to traffic routing is the concept of Access Point Names (APN).
Conventionally, the APN describes the external network which the user wants to reach
and is used to determine the PGW at the edge of the network. The APN might be a
criteria for the Network Edge located Service Function selection.
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One solution is to terminate tunnels and locate mobility anchors at the network
edge. But this may result in the need to establish a lot of (virtual) connections between
that point and all Base Stations. If the mobility anchors are located somewhere dis-
tributed in the network topology as shown in Fig. 5 there would be a need to provide
traffic UL routing to the right network edge. This could be achieved by a per path
establishment for each end user connection.

A solution to reduce such dynamic signaling effort could be the use of predefined
routes: i.e. for uplink routing the LGW may set the header information according to the
APN indicating the external network. The header information fields used may be
DSCP, an IPv6 flow label, or an Ethernet VLAN option. Figure 6 down below shows a
solution which describes the above. There are two external networks, the Internet via IP
router 1 and the IMS via IP router 2. The mobility anchor or a node between mobility
anchor and the edge routes the traffic according to the header information towards IP
router 1 or IP router 2. QoS requirements and markings may be used in addition, e.g.
the IMS traffic might get a dedicated DiffServ Core Point.

The last concept that is described here is the support of UE Idle Mode. If UE Idle
Mode is supported by the network the user plane path to the eNB will be interrupted (in
EPC at the SGW). In case downlink data arrives at the SGW the MME pages the UE
and a new UP path is established (probably towards a new eNB). An implementation
option within a SDN controlled domain could be as following: when a terminal moves
into idle mode the SGW Control and/or SDN control may decide to select a node
within the network to terminate the DL packet routing. For this the SDN control is
informed about the IP address of the terminal. The SDN control calculates based on its
knowledge of the network topology and taking into account the last known position of
the terminal (i.e. eNB address) and target network (APN) for this specific terminal
traffic the node which shall perform the downlink routing of UP packets. This could be
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the IP edge or a Mobility anchor. The SDN control updates the routing table in that
node so that packets have no routing entry. The first arriving packets will then be sent
to the SDN control that initiates the downlink data notification procedure towards the
SGW control and MME in order to start paging the UE.

5 Final Assessment and Conclusions

An evolved mobile network architecture has been outlined. Its characteristic is that
functions of the mobile specific SGW and PGW are allocated to the Base Stations, the
SDN controlled transport network and to Network Edge Service Functions. This
reduces complexity by separating the network into independent domains for access,
transport and services, reducing mobile network specific functions and build on fixed
mobile convergence. All this contributes directly to TCO reduction.

The proposals can be mapped in parts to the vertical GW split architecture and
materialize benefits claimed for that architecture as well: the SGW enhanced with
PGW/LGW control function map to a combined SGW-C and PGW-C controller and
can contribute to a control plane consolidation. SDN switches used in the horizontal
function distribution to provide mobility related functions map to some extend to the
SGW-U of the vertical GW split and can implement efficient traffic routing topologies
needed for latency requirements etc.

The horizontal distribution of GW functions has been chosen as base line with the
intent to keep the different network layers as much as possible independent. This does
not exclude a further vertical shift of LGW/PGW control functions to the control plane
like the described termination of charging and policy control interfaces, but still allows
that mobile network specific functions can be kept fully in the mobile access network
domain.

Related to this is a positional optimization of the LGW control and an obvious area
for further research activities. Since the LGW is co-located with the eNB a single
signaling interface might be sufficient. An enhancement of the S1-C interface could
serve all need for LGW control.

The vertical GW decomposition schema outlined in Sect. 2 targets to redesign the
existing 3GPP functions by using SDN principles. The new proposed horizontal
function distribution introduces a bigger architectural change as it replaces 3GPP bearer
concepts in the core network by SDN based flow handling.

This way a considerable amount of current 3GPP UP functions has been shifted to
the SDN controlled transport plane. Hence the future deployment of the presented
concepts may depend on the adoption of SDN principles in telecommunication net-
works and their capability to scale according to mobile network requirements.

Not all issues of the architecture developed can be discussed and evaluated in the
scope of this paper nor they are already investigated. Under the Horizon 2020 program
the EU commission has called for 5G research projects [4]. Under the topic “Advanced
5G Network Infrastructure for the Future Internet” [14] areas like Radio network
architecture, convergence beyond last mile, network management and network virtu-
alization and software networks are scoped. It can be anticipated that projects when
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established will look deeper into details of the architecture partly outlined here and
proposed for a potential NW evolution.
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Abstract. In a mobile Self-Organizing Network (SON) a SON coordi-
nator is required to prevent the execution of conflicting SON function
instances. Usually, such a coordinator is responsible for conflict preven-
tion and resolution and does not consider the fact that the activity of
SON function instances may induce an undesired network behavior, like a
performance degradation. In this paper, we propose an approach for the
verification of Configuration Management (CM) changes induced by the
activity of function instances. We have developed the SON verification
function which is triggered when CM change requests get acknowledged
by a SON coordinator. It analyses the resulting Performance Manage-
ment (PM) data and in the case it detects an undesired network behavior
it sends a request to the coordinator to revert the changes responsible
for that to happen. Furthermore, our function takes the impact area of
a SON function instance into account to determine the scope of verifica-
tion. It also takes the impact time of function instances that have been
active into consideration as it tries to identify the CM changes that have
possibly caused an undesired network behavior. Simulations have shown
that the tight integration of our function with a SON coordinator pro-
vides a solution for overcoming such problems and improving the overall
network performance.

Keywords: Self-Organizing Networks · Long Term Evolution · SON
verification · SON coordination

1 Introduction

SONs are seen today as a key enabler for automated network management
in next generation mobile communication networks such as Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced. SON areas include self-configuration, self-
optimization and self-healing [1]. The first area typically focuses on the initial
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 135–148, 2015.
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Fig. 1. Overview of a SON

configuration and auto-connectivity of newly deployed Network Element (NEs).
The second one targets the optimal operation of the network. A network enabled
for self-optimization automatically adapts network parameters which should lead
to improved robustness, reliability and throughput. The third area, self-healing,
is responsible for fault detection and resolution caused, for example, by malfunc-
tioning hardware or faulty software.

A SON-enabled network is managed by a set of autonomous functions per-
forming specific Network Management (NM) tasks, as shown in Fig. 1. These
SON functions are often designed as control loops which monitor PM and Fault
Management (FM) data, and based on their objectives perform changes of CM
parameters. Usually, a SON function’s objective is given by the operator through
a function’s configuration [2]. For instance, the objective of the Mobility Robust-
ness Optimization (MRO) function is to keep the rate of Handover (HO) failures
below a given threshold.

Since SON function instances may perform changes to network configura-
tion parameters during their operation, a SON coordinator is required to reject
the requests which would cause or engage in conflicts and allow those which
would guarantee a flawless network operation. Usually, such type of coordina-
tion is referred to as pre-action SON coordination and is based on rules used to
anticipate and avoid known conflicts between SON function instances. Exten-
sive research has led to several coordination approaches which can be performed
either at design-time or at run-time [3–6].

Nevertheless, approved network configuration changes may not necessarily
lead to the performance targeted by the corresponding SON functions or by the
human operator himself. A SON coordinator does not consider the fact that the
actions of a large number of deployed SON functions may cause an undesired
behavior [4]. Usually, a SON coordinator is designed for conflict prevention and
resolution between SON function instances, e.g., taking care that two instances
are not modifying the same CM parameter on the same cell. However, it does not
observe whether approved changes have had a negative impact on the network
performance.

A possible solution is to employ an anomaly detection and diagnosis frame-
work, as defined in [7,8]. The purpose of such a mechanism is to detect an
undesired network behavior, perform root cause analysis and provide the cor-
responding corrective action. Such a system includes an anomaly detector that
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learns the faultless behavior of the network. The gained knowledge is used at
a later point in time as a basis of comparison to identify significant deviations
from the usual behavior. There are several ways of how the required performance
data can be collected. For instance, each NE can monitor its own operation by
measuring several types of performance indicators and upload the result to the
Operations Support System (OSS) database. This stored data can be then fed
into the anomaly detector. In order to provide the corrective action the diagnosis
part may learn the impact of different faults on the performance indicators. For
example, it may employ a scoring system that rewards a given action if it has
had a positive effect on the network.

Inspired by the ideas of anomaly detection and diagnosis we have developed
the SON verification function. The purpose of our function is to assess the impact
of SON-induced CM changes and provide the corrective action in case they have
caused an undesired or unusual network behavior. When action requests get
acknowledged, the SON coordinatordelegates the task of observing the perfor-
mance impact of those changes to our verification function. The coordinator sends
for this purpose a verification request message identifying the cells that have been
reconfigured by a SON function instance. Furthermore, the coordinator informs
our function about the area influenced by that reconfiguration as well as the time
the change has an effect on other running function instances. Based on this infor-
mation, our verification function determines where to look for an anomaly and find
the changes responsible for an undesired behavior to occur. In this document, we
classify the workflow of our function as post-action verification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we give a general
overview of coordination and verification in SON. In Sect. 3 we present our SON
verification function, including all main building blocks. In Sect. 4 we outline
the results from our experimental case study as well as include a description of
the used simulation system. Our paper concludes with the related work and a
summary.

2 Coordination and Verification in SON

In a SON-enabled network, functions are designed to work independently from
each other. Moreover, a very common approach is to split a SON function into
three major parts [3]: (1) a monitoring phase, (2) an algorithm execution phase,
and (3) an action execution phase. During the monitoring phase a SON function
instance observes certain Key Performance Indicator (KPIs) and collects infor-
mation about the network, such as configuration changes and fault occurrences.
After gathering the required amount of information, the algorithm part of a SON
function instance may get triggered. Its purpose is to compute new CM para-
meters which are then applied during the action execution phase. In addition,
there are two important properties of a SON function instance required for coor-
dination: the impact time and impact area. As defined in [3], a SON function
instance has to be considered by a SON coordinator for the whole time period
it has an influence on the network. This includes not only the delay required
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to perform measurements, run the algorithm and compute new configuration
parameters, but also the time required to deploy the new configurations and the
time until they become relevant for subsequently active functions. The impact
area on the other side is the spatial scope within which a SON function instance
modifies configuration parameters or takes measurements. More precisely, it con-
tains the function area (area that is directly configured), the input area (area
where the measurements are taken from), and the effect area (the area that con-
tains the NEs that are affected by a CM change). Furthermore, it may include a
safety margin which is an extension to the impact area. Its purpose is to provide
a higher degree of protection against undesired effects.

The workflow of a post-action verification approach resembles the one of a
SON function. It begins with the analysis of PM data required for the detection
of significant performance changes. This phase can be represented as the moni-
toring phase of a SON function. It continues by identifying the affected NEs and
suggesting the corrective configuration action. This part can be classified as the
algorithm phase. The last phase, namely the action execution, takes place when
the selected CM changes are enforced on the corresponding NEs. It should be
noted, though, that unlike the CM configuration assembled by typical SON func-
tion, the configuration here is constructed by taking past CM settings. In this
paper, we call such an action a CM undo operation.

However, having such a workflow immediately raises the question about
the coordination, more precisely, the selection of the impact area and time.
In general, a SON function instance that is not properly coordinated (e.g., due
to an inappropriate selection of an impact area) may lead to configuration and
measurement conflicts. As stated in [6], this can further cause undesired net-
work behavior like performance drops. For instance, if two functions are trying
to modify the same CM parameters at a given cell at the same time, configu-
rations can get overwritten. The first function instance can simply modify the
setting of the parameter that is considered to be unchanged by the second one. In
fact, even if two function instances are not adjusting the same parameters, they
might still be in a logical, but not direct conflict. If, for example, the Coverage
and Capacity Optimization (CCO) function modifies the antenna tilt, the cell
border changes physically which means that the received signal quality changes
as well. Obviously, this affects the HO performance of neighboring cells which
is monitored by a function like MRO.

An alternative post-action verification approach is to employ SON functions
that track their own CM changes and trigger an undo in case they have caused
an undesired network behavior. However, a SON function following such an app-
roach suffers from one major weakness. In a SON-enabled network where several
SON functions are actively running, a single function has a rather limited view
on the network to determine whether exactly its change is causing an abnor-
mal behavior. The impact of each function’s action on the environment simply
depends upon the actions of other functions. For instance, an inappropriate
change of the physical cell borders induced by CCO may negatively impact the
HO performance and, therefore, the upcoming decisions taken by MRO as well.
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Since SON functions do not exchange context information, there will be always
an uncertainty when a function performs a CM undo on its own. Typically, func-
tions are considered as black-boxes which means that no one except the vendor
is able to perform changes to the function itself (e.g., adding an interface for
such context information exchange).

3 Concept Overview

Our post-action verification approach involves a tight integration with SON coor-
dination. The SON verification function we propose analyzes the network perfor-
mance for acknowledged action requests of SON function instances. In case the
activity of a given instance causes an undesired network behavior, our function
requests a CM undo from the SON coordinator for the affected area. To achieve
its task, though, the SON verification function makes use of four helper func-
tions: (1) an anomaly level, (2) a cell level, (3) an area resolver, and (4) an area
analyzer function. The anomaly level function allows us to differentiate between
normal and abnormal cell KPI values. The cell level function creates an overall
performance metric of individual cells. The area resolver function defines the
spatial scope we are going to observe for anomalies. The area analyzer function
determines whether the cells within that scope are showing abnormal behavior,
identifies the responsible CM changes for that to happen and sends a request
to the SON coordinator to undo these changes. In the following, we are going
to describe each function in detail and provide information of how they interact
with each other.

3.1 Anomaly Level Function

Just monitoring a given cell KPI and observing whether it is above or below
a threshold is not sufficient to determine whether it is showing anomalous val-
ues. Usually, a supervised anomaly detection technique requires the training
and computation of a classifier that allows us to differentiate between a normal
and abnormal state. If we take the KPI terminology used in this paper, such a
method would allow us to compute a reference state from which a given cell
KPI may deviate. In this way, we can analyze whether a given KPI data set is
conform to an expected pattern or not.

The anomaly level function presented in this section is responsible to calculate
this difference. Its output is a KPI anomaly level which depicts the deviation of a
KPI from its expectation. To do so, we standardize a KPI dataset by taking the
z-score of each point. A z-score is a measure of how many standard deviations
a data point is away from the mean of a given KPI data set. Any data point
that has a z-score lower, for example, than −2 or higher than 2 is an outlier,
and likely to be an anomaly. The actual process of computing an anomaly level
consists of two steps.

First, we collect samples X1, . . . , Xt during the verification training phase for
each KPI. Here, we use t to mark a training period. Depending on the granularity
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at which we are able to get PM data from the network, a training period may
correspond to an hour, a day, a week and so on. Second, we compute the z-score
for each KPI sample X1, . . . , Xt,Xt+1. Note that Xt+1 corresponds to the KPI
sample from the current (non-training) sampling period. Let us give an example
of how this may look like when we observe the Handover Success Rate (HOSR)
for a given cell. Suppose that a cell has reported a success rate of 98.1 %, 97.6 %,
and 98.5 % during the training phase. Furthermore, let us assume 95.2 % is the
result from the current sampling period. The normalized result of all four samples
would be 0.46, 0.21, 0.78, and −1.46. The HOSR anomaly level equals to −1.46,
which is the z-score of the current sampling period.

Furthermore, it should be noted that during the verification training phase
our verification function collects KPI data and does not verify any CM changes.
It is of high importance for the verification function to be supplied with faultless
data during this phase, i.e., the network must show an expected behavior.

Research has shown that there are several other ways of designing an anomaly
level function. For instance, we may use a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
to compare the distributions of two sets of KPI samples [8]. Another example is
the approach followed in [9] where an ensemble method is suggested to calculate
KPI degradation levels.

3.2 Cell Level Function

The definition of KPI anomaly levels is not sufficient for depicting the state of any
part of the network. The question that arises here is how we can use the result
provided by the anomaly function so we can compute an overall performance
metric of individual cells. In addition, we may desire to test a given cell for
different anomaly types. For instance, we may wish to take only HO related KPI
anomaly levels into account so we can assess the impact of a CM change induced
by the MRO function.

To be able to provide such a flexibility, our verification approach makes use
of a cell level function, denoted as ϕ. This function is responsible for the aggre-
gation of the KPI anomaly levels of a single cell. In this paper, we call such an
aggregation a cell level. For a given set K of KPIs and an anomaly level func-
tion ρ, we multiply the resulting KPI anomaly levels with a weighting factor α.
The sum of the weighted anomaly levels corresponds to the cell level.

ϕ (K, ρ) =
∑
k∈K

αkρ(k) (1)

3.3 Area Resolver Function

A cell level function is an indicator for abnormal network behavior of a cell.
However, such a function becomes useful only when we know when and where
to apply it. In other words, we need a mechanism that allows us to assess the
impacts of SON-induced CM changes. For this reason, we have defined the area
resolver function that identifies the cell or a set of cells affected by a (set of)
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CM change(s). The output of this function is a target tuple (Σ,Ω). It consists of
a set Σ that includes the cells that have been reconfigured by a SON function
instance and a set of cells Ω that have been possibly influenced by that recon-
figuration process. In this paper, we call Σ the CM change base and Ω the CM
change extension area. Altogether (i.e., Σ ∪ Ω) they compose the verification
area V which is the spatial scope we observe for anomalies.

Our area resolver function performs the computation based on the impact
area of the SON function instance whose activity has triggered the verification
process. As mentioned in [3], the impact area of a SON function instance provides
us information about which cells are affected after its execution. In a similar
manner as described in [10], we compute the CM change base by taking the
function area. We see the cells that have been reconfigured by a SON function
instance as most prone for experiencing anomalies. Furthermore, we compute the
CM change extension area by taking the effect area and the safety margin. The
main reason why we consider the effect area is because it includes all cells that
are supposed to experience side-effects after the execution of a SON function
instance. For instance, the load of a cell may change if the transmission power of
a neighboring cell has been adjusted. However, the effect area can differ from its
original definition. For example, due to an increased network density the effect
area can be much larger than assumed. This is why we take the safety margin
as well.

3.4 Area Analyzer Function

So far, we have described how our verification function assesses anomalous
changes in performance and how it determines the area affected by a particular
CM change. However, we did not mention how an undesired network behavior
is actually detected and how the corrective action is provided. These two tasks
are accomplished by the area analyzer function δ as follows.

First, it evaluates whether a given target tuple is showing an anomalous
behavior. For each cell within the verification area it applies the cell level func-
tion ϕ and observes whether the result falls within the acceptable range defined
by cmin and cmax. A tuple is considered as such when the following condition is
met: ∃v ∈ V : δ(v, ϕ) → (−∞, cmin] ∪ [cmax,∞). Should this be the case, it goes
to the second step: triggering a CM undo for the CM change base. Such an
operation can be triggered when we have only one verification area to observe.
However, being able to instantly verify the action of each SON function instance
is rather ambitious. For example, the SON coordinator and our verification func-
tion may not placed at the same level, e.g., the latter one is located at the
NM level whereas the coordinator is settled at the Domain Management (DM)
level, several verification requests can get aggregated and sent at once. As a
result, we can face the situation where we have overlapping verification areas,
i.e., we have at least one cell that is part of two target tuples. In case this cell
is the one that is experiencing anomalous behavior, i.e., it has triggered the
creation of both target tuples, we cannot simply undo the changes at both CM
change bases. The induced reconfiguration at one of the CM changes bases might
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have had a positive impact, i.e., it is not responsible for the degradation of that
cell. In our concept we call such a situation a verification collision. Our proposal
is to stepwise revert the changes made by the SON function instances. We first
start to undo the CM changes triggered by the instance whose impact time has
been most recently completed. Then, we observe the impact of the undo opera-
tion. Should the result lead to an improvement but still indicate that the target
tuple is showing anomalous behavior, we continue by undoing the changes made
by the next function instance that has been most recently executed. The undo
process terminates as soon as we fall again in the acceptable range, as defined by
cmin and cmax.

4 Evaluation

In this section we present the results of our experimental case study with the
presented SON verification approach. We also give an overview of the simulation
system we use for evaluation.

4.1 SON Simulation System

To evaluate the behavior of the introduced concept, we have developed the
SON Simulation System (S3). The corresponding structure is outlined in Fig. 2.
Our system consists of a state of the art LTE radio network simulator which
allows us to configure 12 Evolved NodeB (eNBs) at run-time. The configuration
itself is done by a set of SON functions as well as our SON verification function.
All functions are running in a SON Function Engine (SFE) and are coordinated
by using a priority-based SON coordinator. In addition, our system includes a
visualization tool that depicts the state of the network.

LTE Network Simulator. The simulator periodically computes and exports
PM data for an LTE macro cell network, consisting of 12 eNBs spread over an
area of 50 km2. The simulation is performed in rounds each corresponding to
approximately 100 min in real time. At the beginning of a round, the simulator
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configures the network according to the CM parameters defined by the selected
scenario. During a round, 1500 uniformly distributed mobile users follow a ran-
dom walk mobility model and use the network. The constant bit rate requirement
of each user is set to 256 kpbs. In addition, the speed of the users is set to 6 km/h.
At the end of a round, the simulator computes the performance statistics for each
cell which are forwarded to the SFE. Furthermore, the simulator makes use of
the path loss radio propagation model. A HO happens immediately when a User
Equipment (UE) crosses the hysteresis threshold of 2.0 dB. A Radio Link Failure
(RLF) happens based on a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio comparison to
a threshold of −6.0 dB.

SON Function Engine. The SFE is a runtime environment for SON functions
which handles their communication and configuration. Every time the LTE net-
work simulator completes a round, i.e., it exports new PM data, the SFE trig-
gers the monitoring phase of all SON functions. Should a CM change request be
generated, it is immediately forwarded to the SON coordinator. Based on the
coordinator’s decision, the SFE deploys the requested CM parameter changes to
the simulator. For all simulation test runs, we employ our verification function
as well as three optimization functions: the MRO, Remote Electrical Tilt (RET),
and Transmission Power (TXP) function. Note that the latter two are a special
CCO type, as defined in [1]. The RET function adapts only the antenna tilt
whereas TXP adjusts solely the transmission power within a cell.

Furthermore, an instance of MRO, RET and TXP is running on each cell in
the network. The function and input area of every function instance is set to a
single cell. The impact time of every instance is set to one simulation round.

SON Coordinator. The used SON coordinator performs pre-action coordina-
tion [4] by employing the batch coordination concept with dynamic priorities,
as defined in [6]. The concept is designed for batch processing of SON function
requests. More precisely, every SON function instance has an assigned bucket
and dynamic priority. The bucket initially contains a number of tokens that
are reduced every time a request by the SON function instance is accepted and
increased otherwise. In case the bucket gets empty, the priority is changed to
minimum. The priority can be increased again if requests start being rejected.
The coordinator collects all requests for a round, determines the conflicts and
sends an Acknowledgment (Ack) for the requests with the highest priority and
a Negative-Acknowledgment (Nack) for the others.

SON Verification Function. In our system a sampling period corresponds to
a simulation round. The total number of training periods equals to 70 rounds.
The KPIs we take into account for computing a cell level are the Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI) and the HOSR. The CQI is computed as the weighted harmonic
mean of the CQI channel efficiency. The efficiency values are defined in [11].
Furthermore, the cell level function weights these two KPIs with a factor of
0.5. A cell is considered to be experiencing anomalous behavior if the cell level
function returns a value that falls in the range of (−∞, −2.0).
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4.2 Simulation Results

Each scenario consist of 5 test runs each of which is lasting 18 simulation rounds.
The 70 training rounds have been recorded beforehand. Each test run starts
with a standard setup, as defined by the network planning phase. Furthermore,
we define the effect area of each function instance to include only the cell on which
the instance is running, i.e., the effect area equals the function area. In addition,
we allow only one CM parameter per cell to be changed at the same time, i.e.,
only one function instance is allowed to adjust the configuration of a cell during
a simulation round. The initial function coordination priority P is set as follows:
PRET > PTXP > PMRO.

Scenario “Function Dependency”. As stated in Sect. 2, a SON function
instance is only able to partially perform verification on its own, i.e., monitoring
whether its CM changes are causing an undesired network behavior. The RET
and TXP functions employed by S3 are fitting perfectly well for recreating and
evaluating such a scenario. Both functions are monitoring the same set of KPIs,
having the same objective, but modifying different CM parameters. In other
words, if TXP changes the transmission power in such a way that it induces
a negative impact on the KPIs monitored by the RET function, the latter one
may try to provide a corrective action which may not necessarily lead to an
improvement. Moreover, since we employ a pre-action coordination mechanism
that dynamically adapts the priority of the running function instances, a high-
prioritized RET function may even prevent a low-prioritized TXP from undoing
its change. The scenario presented in this section investigates the advantages of
employing our SON verification function in such a situation. The used safety
margin does not increase the impact area.

At round 5 of every test run, the TXP instances running on two neighboring
cells decrease the transmission power in such a way that it negatively impacts the
KPIs monitored by the RET function instances running on these cells as well.
Figures 3 and 4 outline the aggregated result of the HOSR and CQI of the two
cells as well as three of their direct neighbors. Up to round 5, the observed set of
five cells is showing a normal and usual behavior which is also confirmed by the
resulting cell level, as shown in Fig. 5. At the time where the two TXP instances
make a wrong decision by decreasing the transmission power of the two cells, all
five cells begin to experience an anomalous behavior. At this point, the advan-
tage of employing our function can be seen. Instead of letting the functions slowly
provide a solution, i.e., let RET and TXP adapt the coverage and the let MRO
adjust the HO parameters, our function triggers a CM undo which returns the set
of cells to the normal state experienced between round 1 and 4. The same obser-
vation can be made for another KPI, namely the RLFs, as shown in Fig. 6. The
experienced level of RLFs before round 5 and after round 6 matches. Furthermore,
another important observation can be made here. The SON system is not able
to completely return the performance state experienced before round 5 if we dis-
able our SON verification function. This is caused by the dynamic coordination
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mechanism. At some point in time, the coordinator starts to reject the requests of
a function instance if it has frequently been executed.

Scenario “Verification Collision”. The purpose of this scenario is to show
the importance of resolving verification collisions. To do so, we configured the
SON coordinatorto send a verification request not immediately after it acknowl-
edges an action request, but collect and send them in batches every odd-
numbered round. To get a verification collision, though, we configure the safety
margin of RET and TXP to include the direct neighbors as well. Furthermore,
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we force RET to change the tilt of one cell (denoted as A) and TXP to adjust
the transmission power of another one (denoted as B). Note that we do the latter
change in a way that it negatively impacts the performance of cell C which is a
common neighbor of cells A and B. The tilt change is done in round 4 on cell A
whereas the transmission power change is triggered in round 5 on cell B.

Figure 7 shows the cell level at cell C, the cell that has triggered the creation
of the two target tuples. If we simply disable the verification collision resolving
capability, i.e., our function does not consider verification collisions, we will undo
all changes made after simulation round 3. This would mean that we will revert
a CM change that has had a positive impact (the tilt adjustment on cell A) and
one that has had a negative influence (the power change on cell B) on cell C.
As a result, cell C returns to the state before the tilt change was triggered which
leads to a much lower cell level compared to the results from the test runs where
we have enabled the verification collision resolver. In the latter case, our function
reverts only the changes made by the TXP function instance running on cell B.

5 Related Work

Within the SOCRATES project [4] ideas have been developed about how
undesired behavior can be detected and resolved in a SON-enabled network.
The authors introduce a so-called Guard function whose purpose is to detect
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unexpected and undesirable network performance. They define two types of
undesirable behavior: oscillations and unexpected absolute performance. Into
the first category usually fall CM parameter oscillations. The second category
includes unexpected KPI combinations such as high Random Access Channel
(RACH) rate and low carried traffic. The Guard function itself follows only
the directive of the operator defined through policies, i.e., it requires knowl-
edge about expected anomalies. In case such a behavior has been detected, the
Guard function calls another function, the Alignment function, to take counter-
measures. The latter one is divided into two sub-functions: an Arbitration and
an Activation function. The first one is responsible for the detection and reso-
lution of conflicting action execution requests. The second one is responsible for
enforcing parameter changes, undoing them in case the Guard function detects
an undesired behavior, and even suggesting SON function parameter changes.

Despite the given ideas, no detailed concepts are provided. Furthermore,
the questions of how we should select the spatial scope that we are going to
observe for anomalies, how we should determine the impact area when we are
triggering a CM undo and how we should handle verification collisions remain
unanswered.

In [12] a concept for operational troubleshooting-enabled SON coordination
is given. If a SON function encounters a problem and has at the same time a
high assigned priority by the SON coordinator, it may block other functions
from being executed. Thus, it can monopolize the network which can result in
an unusable SON that is trapped in a deadlock. In such a case a SON function
might need assistance by another SON function. The approach proposed by the
authors includes new SON troubleshooting function that analyses whether SON
functions are able to achieve their objectives. If a function encounters a problem
that hinders it from achieving its task, the troubleshooting function may trigger
another one that might provide a solution.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an approach for verifying CM changes induced by
the activity of SON function instances. We realized it by defining a new SON
function: the SON verification function. It is requested by a SON coordinator to
observe the impact of acknowledged CM change requests. The SON verification
function determines whether a cell or set of cells is experiencing an undesired
behavior and triggers a so-called CM undo request to the SON coordinator in
case such a state can be confirmed. The purpose of this message is to revert the
changes made by the SON function instance responsible for that to happen.

The results from our experimental case study show that the tight integra-
tion with a SON coordinator is quite advantageous when performing post-action
verification. During the anomaly detection process the usage of the impact area
of SON function instances proves to be a reliable starting point where to search
for an unusual network behavior. Furthermore, the experiments show that if
we stepwise undo CM changes based on another function property, namely the
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impact time, we are able to prevent positive (i.e., such having a positive effect
on the network) CM changes from being undone.

Our future work will be devoted to further evaluation including more KPIs
and more complex fault cases. We also plan to study alternative anomaly detec-
tion and diagnosis techniques. The link between several CM undo operations
and performing the corrective action if they start repeating will be also one of
our future research topics.
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Abstract. A Self-Organizing Network (SON) performs automated net-
work management through the coordinated execution of autonomous
functions, each aiming to achieve a specific objective like the optimization
of a network Key Performance Indicator (KPI) value. However, there are
situations in which a SON function cannot achieve its objective which can
lead to disturbed SON operation and inferior performance. We present a
SON Operational Troubleshooting (SONOT) SON function that is able
to detect such problematic situations and trigger respective countermea-
sures. Thereby, it can exploit regular SON functions as probes in order
to improve problem detection. Simulations show that the tight integra-
tion of the SONOT function with SON coordination provides means to
automatically overcome the problems and improve overall network per-
formance.

Keywords: Self-Organizing Network · SON operation · SON coordina-
tion · Troubleshooting

1 Introduction

The Self-Organizing Network (SON) paradigm is an automated network opera-
tions approach which provides self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-
healing capabilities for next generation mobile communication networks including
Long Term Evolution (LTE) [6]. This is achieved by a collection of autonomous
SON functions, each observing Performance Management (PM), Fault Manage-
ment (FM), and Configuration Management (CM) data and changing network
parameters in order to achieve a specific operator given objective or target [2],
e.g., the reduction of the number of Handover (HO) failures between two network
cells. However, the SON function objectives are connected and, so, the SON func-
tions can interfere with each other at run-time, e.g., by contrary adjustments of
the same network parameters. Such conflicts hamper seamless SON operations
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 149–162, 2015.
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and can lead to inferior performance, hence, they are prevented before or resolved
after they happen by SON coordination [3]. Among the numerous approaches for
SON coordination, run-time action coordination [11] is very common. It requires
all SON functions to request for permission to change some network parameter at
a SON coordination function. This function then determines conflicting requests,
e.g., contrary changes of the same network configuration parameter, computes a
set of non-conflicting SON functions that can be executed at the same time in the
same area, and triggers their execution. Thereby, the conflict resolution may be
based on operator priorities [3].

There can be network conditions and situations in which a SON function
might not be able to achieve its targets [5]. Although, the reasons for this are
often outside of the objective scope of the particular SON function, the problems
that cause the function failure can often be resolved by another SON function.
For instance, on the one hand, an Mobility Robustness Optimization (MRO)
function running in an area with a coverage hole might not be able to reduce
HO failures, however, on the other hand, the coverage problem can be handled
by a Coverage and Capacity Optimization (CCO) function. The main problem
of an ineffective SON function is that it may affect other SON functions due
to the coordinated execution. An example for such an negative effect on other
SON functions is network monopolization: a high priority function is constantly
running because it encountered an unresolvable problem and, thereby, blocks the
execution of other functions leading to a deadlock. In such problem situations, a
SON function might need assistance by another SON function or the operator.
Currently, the operation of SON functions is usually not monitored, thus, leaving
such problems unnoticed and making the affected SON functions valueless.

In order to overcome these problems, we have sketched a preliminary concept
in [5] that is able to detect conditions in which a SON function cannot achieve
its objectives and mitigates this problem. Thereby, a SON function, namely
the SON Operational Troubleshooting (SONOT) function, is proposed that can
analyze the problem using a network-wide view and determine possible remedy
actions, e.g., blocking functions that cannot achieve their objectives as well as
triggering other functions that might resolve the problem.

In this paper, we present an approach for troubleshooting a SON that is based
on the concept presented in [5]. In contrast to the previous work, we discuss the
approach and its design aspects, especially the detection of ineffective functions,
in much more depth including a detailed evaluation of the approach using an
LTE network simulator. Additionally, we have extended the initial concept with
the ability to exploit SON functions as probes, thereby, increasing accuracy and
decreasing delay of problem detection. We present results of simulations which
show the positive impact of the approach on network performance.

2 SON Operational Troubleshooting Approach

The SONOT approach presented in this paper consists of two steps, as depicted
in Fig. 1. First, there is an alarm generation step which detects that a SON
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Fig. 1. The SONOT function and its interaction with other SON functions

function ran into some problematic state which it cannot handle by itself and
raises an alarm. Second, this alarm is evaluated and a corrective action is taken
in the alarm analysis and remedy step.

Alarms may be generated by two different sources: the normal SON functions
and the SONOT function. In the first case, each function is extended with an
alarming component which raises an alarm if it encounters a problem during
execution. In the second case, the SONOT function, more specifically its moni-
toring component, continuously analyses the network and generates an alarm if
it encounters undesired behavior, controlled by the operator through a policy.
The alarms trigger the analysis and remedy of the problem which produces a
corrective action, e.g., a coordination action, a management action, or an esca-
lation action. This process is based on a policy which captures the operational
experience of the operator and the SON vendor. During execution, the SONOT
function can access comprehensive contextual information about the operational
status of the network, e.g., the current date and time, CM data like the network
topology, PM data like Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and FM data like
technical alarms from the Network Elements (NEs).

2.1 Alarm Generation

In this paper, an alarm is an indication that a SON function is not able to achieve
its objective, i.e., an alarm is not supposed to directly indicate hardware or soft-
ware failures of NEs. Before generating an alarm, the system has to detect the
problem that hinders a SON function from fulfilling its objective. There are two
general approaches for this: the state-based approach considers the current net-
work state, whereas the history-based approach additionally considers previous
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network states and allows time series-based analyses of the system behavior.
Hence, the latter can monitor the impact of network parameters changes, ana-
lyze performance trend in the network, and make predictions about the ability
of a SON function to satisfy its objective. For instance, a history-based method
can detect SON functions that are continuously modifying parameters without
performance improvements, i.e., configuration oscillations.

Alarming Component. The primary idea behind the alarm generation within
the SON functions is to reuse their existing sophisticated monitoring and analysis
capabilities, i.e., they are exploited as probes. On the one hand, this avoids the
collection and transfer of PM, FM, and CM data that is used by the SON
function anyway, thus, leading to less management overhead in the network and
less complex processing of the data. On the other hand, SON functions are
usually self-contained entities which are provided without any specification of
the internal algorithms, i.e., like black boxes. Hence, the function itself may be
the only entity which can directly detect a problem during the execution of the
algorithm.

Usually, a SON function is designed for the detection of a specific problem
based on KPIs from the network and the determination and execution of cor-
rective actions in form of changes of network parameters. Nevertheless, it is
often able to also detect problematic situations that it cannot correct by itself.
Thereby, state-based detection approaches should be preferred because they are
less complex. In that way, a SON function might detect a problem from anom-
alous PM data from a NE that is not foreseen by the algorithm so that it runs
into an exception. An example for such an error state is when the MRO function
monitors a lot of too late and too early HOs or when it attempts to set the value
of an HO parameter outside a limit defined by the operator.

However, in some cases history-based detection methods may also be possible
to use. A SON function can learn the effects of network parameter changes on
network performance and, if the reaction differs significantly from the learned
behavior, it raises an alarm. The reason for a significant deviation from the
normal network behavior can be numerous, e.g., a severe hardware fault.

The alarming component extends a SON function by allowing it to inform
the SONOT function about an issue through an alarm. However, if an alarm is
raised, the SON function should try to continue its operation. This is because a
SON function typically has a limited view on the network and, therefore, is not
able to make informed decisions about the remedy of the problem.

SON Operational Troubleshooting. It is not reasonable to assume that all
SON functions in a mobile network will have an alarming component. It is more
likely that there will always be a mixture of alarming-enabled and traditional
SON functions in a real network. Hence, the SONOT function needs to monitor
and analyze the behavior of all SON functions as well.

The monitoring component in the SONOT function has an advantage over
the alarming components in the SON functions: a broad view on the network
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regarding PM, FM, and CM data. SON functions often focus on single NEs and
solely monitor data that is necessary for their task due to time and memory con-
straints. In contrast, the SONOT function can collect and accumulate a broad
range of data that is not accessible to regular SON functions, e.g., the perfor-
mance of a group of NEs in a specific area, system-level KPIs or Minimization
of Drive Test (MDT) [6] data.

The disadvantage of external monitoring is that the SONOT usually has no
information about the algorithm or the internal status of the SON function.
Hence, its analysis must always be based on assumptions about the logic of the
functions. If these are not correct then this can lead to false inferences and,
consequently, false alarms or unnoticed problems. For instance, a continuously
running CCO function might indicate a coverage hole produced by a broken NE.
Conversely, if an Mobility Load Balancing (MLB) function is often executed, this
does not necessarily indicate a problem because MLB is heavily dependent on
user behavior which might change often. Therefore, the monitoring component
needs to be configured for a concrete SON. As depicted in Fig. 1, this configura-
tion is given in form of a policy.

The SONOT function should employ complex, history-based approaches since
the indirect identification of problems requires sophisticated, knowledge-based
inference mechanisms. In this way, the monitoring component can detect oscilla-
tions produced by an ineffective SON function through a statistical, time-series
analysis. However, notice that even complex detection approaches need to be
configured for a specific SON. For example, oscillations can also be caused by a
SON function that attempts to find an optimal value for a network parameter
using some hill climbing algorithm.

2.2 Alarm Analysis and Remedy

The alarm resolver component performs an analysis of the alarms and determines
suitable countermeasures. For example, the analysis of an CCO function alarm
that indicates an unrecoverable coverage hole by the alarm resolver can produce
an equipment failure as the root cause. As a result, the SONOT function blocks
the execution of the CCO and triggers a self-healing Cell Outage Compensa-
tion (COC) function. For a comprehensive analysis and well-informed decision
making, the SONOT function can draw on contextual information about the
current status of the network. Thereby, it is possible to employ simple reason-
ing approaches like production or fuzzy rule systems, or sophisticated Artificial
Intelligence (AI) systems like influence diagrams or planners [10].

Remedy Actions. The actions that the alarm resolver might execute can be
classified into three categories:

– SON coordination actions are directly interfering with the execution of SON
functions. Examples are the blocking or preempting of the execution of a SON
function, or the active requesting of the execution of a SON function. Thereby,
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it is also imaginable to not just request the execution of a single function but
to carry out a complex workflow with several functions.

– SON management actions are changing the configuration of the SON system
itself, e.g., by changing the configuration of the SON functions such that their
objectives change.

– Escalation actions are triggered if the SON troubleshooting function cannot
or should not perform an action. For instance, an alarm can be escalated to a
human operator as a trouble ticket for further inspection. Then, the operator
can decide for a remedy. By utilizing machine learning techniques, it is possible
to extend the expert knowledge of the SON troubleshooting function based
on the operator response.

Interaction with Coordination. If the SONOT function requests the exe-
cution of a SON function, this request needs to be coordinated against other
SON function requests [3]. Consequently, these requests need to by prioritized.
A simple option is to give the SONOT requests maximum priority. However, this
can result in unintended behavior. For instance, consider that the MRO func-
tion detects some coverage hole and sends an alarm to the alarm resolver which
requests the execution of the CCO function. In parallel, a Cell Outage Detection
(COD) function detects a severe outage of an NE and request the execution of
a self-healing function. It is obvious that, in this case, the operator prefers the
execution of the self-healing function.

In the following, an advantageous prioritization scheme proposal is derived.
Therefore, consider an CCO(RET) function instance IRET which performs CCO
by adapting the Remote Electrical Tilt (RET). This instance has a priority
PRET and raises an alarm ARET→TXP. The alarm leads to the execution of
a CCO(TXP) function instance ITXP which performs CCO by adjusting the
Transmission Power (TXP). It has the priority PTXP and requests an adapta-
tion of the TXP RTXP. Since IRET continues to run after raising the alarm (cf.
Sect. 2.1), IRET also requests a new RET value RRET at the SON coordination
function. Furthermore, imagine that an MRO function instance IMRO with pri-
ority PMRO requests an adjustment of the HO parameters RMRO. The priorities
are PRET > PMRO > PTXP, i.e., IRET has the highest and ITXP the lowest pri-
ority. In summary, there are three action request, RRET, RTXP, and RMRO, and
one alarm, ARET→TXP.

A first simple approach is to prioritize the alarm-triggered requests like reg-
ular ones, i.e., RTXP has priority PTXP . This does not require an adaptation
of the SON coordination function. In this case, the coordination function trig-
gers RRET and blocks RTXP since PRET > PTXP, though, it is obvious that it
should be the other way around because IRET is actually in a problematic state.
Therefore, the coordination function additionally needs to block the requests by
alarming functions, i.e., RRET would not be considered for coordination. Con-
sequently, the request RMRO would be triggered since PMRO > PTXP. However,
since the highly important IRET encountered a problem which blocked it from
satisfying its objective, it seems reasonable that the solution to this problem,
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RTXP, should actually be executed. So, it is furthermore required to adapt the
priority of the request by alarm-triggered functions such that their priority is
the maximum of the priority of the alarming and the alarm-triggered function,
i.e., RTXP gets the priority max(PTXP , PRET ). As a result, RTXP would be
triggered since PTXP > PMRO. This finally leads to the desired behavior.

3 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the behavior of the SONOT concept, an extended simulation
environment based on [14] has been developed. It consists of a state-of-the-art
LTE network simulator which simulates an LTE macro cell network with an area
of 50 km2 and 1500 uniformly distributed mobile users moving randomly around
at 6 km/h. The simulation is performed in periodic time-slices, called rounds, of
approximately 100 min in real time.

The following three SON functions are considered:

– MRO function: Its objective is to minimize HO problems, e.g., too late and
too early HOs [6], by altering the HO offset parameter between a pair of cells.

– CCO(RET) function: As a CCO function, it aims to maximize a cell’s coverage
and capacity. It adapts the antenna tilt in order to minimize interference.

– CCO(TXP) function: It is also a CCO function which adapts the transmission
power.

3.1 SON Coordination

The SON coordination function implements an adaptation of the pre-action
batch coordination concept with dynamic priorities [9]. In this concept, the pri-
orities represent the importance of a SON function for the overall system perfor-
mance, i.e., the higher the priority of a function, the more important it is. Every
SON function instance, i.e., a running SON function in a concrete area, has an
assigned bucket and dynamic priority. The bucket initially contains a number of
tokens which are reduced every time a request by the function instance is trig-
gered and increased if a request is rejected. If the bucket gets empty, the priority
is set to minimum. However, the priority can be increased again if a request is
rejected. In sum, the SON coordination function collects all requests by SON
functions with non-empty buckets in a round, and computes and resolves the
conflicts between them by accepting the requests with the highest priority. For
simplicity, the SON coordination function has been configured to consider all
requested actions concerning the same cell as conflicting. In other words, only
one network parameter per cell can be changed in each simulation round.

3.2 SON Operational Troubleshooting Implementation

Alarm Generation. The alarming component of each SON function employs
a network parameter limit check which generates an alarm if the SON function
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1 r u l e ”RETAlarm+TXPAlarm−>Reset ”
when

3 $a larm : RETAlarm ( )
$txp : SonFunc Ins t ( ) from new SonFunc Ins t (TXP( ) , $a larm . t a r g e t C e l l )

5 e va l ( c on t e x t . i sA l a rmInCur r en tRound ( $txp ) )
$ne i ghbo r : C e l l ( ) from con t e x t . g e tNe i g hbo r sO fCe l l ( $a larm . t a r g e t C e l l )

7 $ r e s e t : SonFunc Ins t ( ) from new SonFunc Ins t ( SonFunct ion .RESET( ) , $ne i ghbo r )
then

9 s f e . r eque s tSonFunc t i on ( $ r e s e t ) ;
sonco . addAlarm ( $alarm , $ r e s e t ) ;

11 end

Listing 1. Exemplary rule of the policy for the alarm resolver

algorithm wants to cross it. This state-based problem detection is motivated by
the fact that the function attempts to achieve it objective but is prevented by
its configuration. However, notice that the reason for this might not be a wrong
configuration but an environmental problem. For instance, the CCO(RET) func-
tion is configured with some upper and lower limit on the tilt of the antenna
within which it tries to find an optimal value.

The SONOT function’s monitoring component performs oscillation detection
of a SON function’s behavior. This history-based approach observes whether a
function monopolizes the network by continuously adjusting network parame-
ters. Furthermore, it applies exponential smoothing on the KPI data. With this
history-based problem detection, they can make a prediction about the effective-
ness of their proposed network parameter change: if a SON function does not
manage to improve a KPI within a specific number of rounds, it generates an
alarm.

Alarm Analysis and Remedy. The alarm resolver is controlled by a policy
which is a set of rules mapping an alarm in a specific operational context to
a request for a SON function. Listing 1 shows a complex rule taken from the
Scenario “Sleeping Cells” in Sect. 3.3 encoded in the Drools rule language [7]:
if there are two alarms, one by the CCO(RET) function (Line 3) and one by
the CCO(TXP) function (Line 5), then all neighbors of the cell are determined
(Line 6) and the reset function is triggered for each of them (Line 9). Addi-
tionally, the SON coordination function is informed about the alarm (Line 10)
in order to block the CCO(RET) function and set the priorities of the reset
requests.

The definition of such rules needs to be well thought through. On the one
hand, the system may face a deadlock if the mapping in the policy is circular. On
the other hand, in case a function in a cell is triggered because of an alarm, its
impact area [3] needs to be taken into account. More precisely, all other functions
on neighboring cells which have an impact area overlapping with the impact area
of the triggered function have to be blocked.
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3.3 Simulation Results

The presented results in this section include the evaluation of three simulation
scenarios. For each of them, the SONOT concept is compared with the batch
SON coordination with dynamic priorities (cf. Sect. 3.1). In the former case, the
priority adaptation of the coordination mechanism is disabled, i.e., the request
having the highest initial priority will be always triggered and the SONOT func-
tion has to block the execution of SON functions. In the latter setup, the SONOT
function is disabled and, so, the SON coordination performs coordination with
dynamic priorities.

Scenario “Inability of CCO(RET)”. In the first scenario, it can be observed
that the CCO(RET) function detects a coverage hole, tries to close it and, due
to its inability to achieve its objective, an alarm is generated which triggers the
execution of the CCO(TXP) function. Such unexpected changes in coverage may
occur due to several reasons [6], e.g., the demolition or construction of buildings,
the insertion or deletion of base stations, or the misconfiguration of a cell during
network planning.

In order to reproduce such a scenario, a coverage hole is manually created
before the start of the simulation. Furthermore, the order of the SON functions
regarding their priority P is PRET > PTXP > PMRO, i.e., CCO(RET) is the
most important function and MRO the least important one. Regarding the reso-
lution policy, an CCO(RET) alarm is mapped to a request for CCO(TXP) func-
tion execution and a CCO(TXP) alarm is mapped to a request for MRO function
execution.

Figure 2(a) and (b) depict the changes in the network parameters and the inter-
esting KPIs of a cell that has been affected by the coverage problem for both the
SONOT approach and the coordination with dynamic priorities. In the former
case, the CCO(RET) function first performs several adjustments to
the antenna tilt (up to round 4) which do not lead to a significant improvement
of the Radio Link Failures (RLFs) throughput, though. As soon as the SONOT
functions detects this it sends an alarm that leads to the trigger of the CCO(TXP)
function. As a result, the transmission power is increased twice which improves the
RLFs by a factor of 1.5 and the throughput by a factor of 1.1.

However, in round 7 the CCO(RET) function reaches the antenna tilt limit.
This results in the generation of an alarm by the function itself which results
in triggering CCO(TXP) This final parameter change improves the cell perfor-
mance such that the objectives of both functions are achieved and they stay
inactive until the end of the experiment. Hence, the MRO function gets its turn
to adapt the HO parameters which is not shown.

In contrast to that, the coordination mechanism with dynamic priorities is
not able to improve the performance of the cell in such a manner. This is mainly
caused by the coordination mechanism itself. Each SON function is allowed to try
to improve the performance on its own for 6 rounds until the bucket is empty: first
the CCO(RET), then the CCO(TXP), and finally the MRO function caused by
the priorities. As can be seen, this coordination does not allow blocking a function
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Fig. 2. Comparison between SONOT function and SON coordination with dynamic
priorities for scenario “Inability of CCO(RET)”

if it is not doing any good leading to the case that the function actually decreases
performance. This trend can be also be seen in the performance measurements
from all cells affected by the coverage hole as shown in Fig. 3(a).

Scenario “Inability of MRO”. In the second scenario, the MRO function
spots a coverage problem and sends an alarm so that one of the other two
functions can resolve it. In this scenario, the same coverage problem as before is
induced, but the priority P of the SON functions is set to PMRO > PTXP > PRET.
The resolution policy describes that an MRO alarm is mapped to a request for
CCO(TXP) function execution and a CCO(TXP) alarm is mapped to a request
for CCO(RET) function execution.

Figure 3(b) depicts the performance of the cell around the coverage hole for
of the SONOT-enabled coordination and the SON coordination with dynamic
priorities. In the first three simulation rounds, the RLFs and the throughput stay
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Fig. 3. Overall performance with the SONOT function and SON coordination with
dynamic priorities
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constant and do not improve although the MRO function is always changing the
HO offsets. In the SONOT case, however, the SONOT function detects in round
4 that the performance drop is not related to mobility and generates an alarm.
This triggers the CCO(TXP) function which changes the transmission power
similar to the previous scenario, leading to a significant decrease of the RLFs
and an increase of the throughput. In contrast to that, the coordination with
dynamic priorities behaves very similar to the previous scenario and produces a
non-optimal situation.

Scenario “Sleeping Cells”. The third scenario investigates the case where
both the CCO(RET) function and the CCO(TXP) function are not able to close
a coverage hole caused by a sleeping cell and, therefore, an alarm is generated
which triggers a reset function. Sleeping cells are a serious problem in mobile
networks since they are performing poorly without generating any failure alarms
[11]. Hence, they often remain undetected for hours or even days. Sleeping cells
can be caused by software failures, in which case the remedy can be the reset
of the cell’s software configuration. In this scenario, two sleeping cells, cause
by a software upgrade, produce a coverage hole. Moreover, the SON function
priorities P are set as follows: PRET > PTXP > PMRO. The resolution policy
triggers a reset function, i.e., the restoration of a previous software version, if an
CCO(RET) alarm and a CCO(TXP) alarm occur together (cf. List. 1).

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3(c). In case the SONOT
function is employed, the same positive impact on the performance as shown
in the previous two scenarios can be observed. Since the CCO(RET) and the
CCO(TXP) functions are not able to achieve their objective, an alarm is gener-
ated in round 3 which leads to the execution of the reset function that restores the
sleeping cells. In the coordination with dynamic priorities case, the CCO(RET)
and CCO(TXP) functions are continuously adapting the tilts and transmission
powers of the neighbors of the two sleeping cells which does not lead to the
desired effect.

4 Related Work

Within SON research, troubleshooting is traditionally considered in the self-
healing area, i.e., the automatic detection, diagnosis, and recovery of faults of
NEs [1]. Although self-healing approaches combine alarms from NEs with other
fault indicators like abnormal KPI values in order to diagnose the root cause
of a problem [12], they usually do not analyze the operational state of SON
functions. However, there is some related work which identified the problem of
troubleshooting a SON as a part of SON coordination.

In [9], the authors present a batch coordination approach with dynamic pri-
orities which prevents the monopolization of the network by a SON function,
i.e., that a SON function with a high priority permanently issues requests which
block other functions. However, the reason for this abnormal behavior of the
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function is not particularly analyzed. Furthermore, it does not allow to distin-
guish between different problems one SON function might encounter and it does
not allow triggering another SON function to solve a problem.

The Self-NET project provides a framework for the self-management of cog-
nitive NEs by introducing a hierarchical architecture of cognitive managers [8].
Thereby, a low-level cognitive manager can delegate a problem to a higher-level
manager if it does not match its local resolution rules. The UniverSelf project
aims in a similar direction [13]. Thereby, the SON functions are able to alert
a coordination block about a “situation where they are not able to fulfil the
specified goals” [13]. If the problem cannot be solved by coordination, it is esca-
lated to the human operator. The SOCRATES project developed, among oth-
ers, an extensive SON coordination concept introducing several functions which
together perform coordination [11]. Thereby, the concept describes a Guard func-
tion which detects undesired performance and behavior in the SON and, hence,
compares to the monitoring component of the SONOT function. The authors
particularly mention the detection of oscillations and poor absolute performance
of the network, i.e., not achieved objectives. The Guard function notifies the
Alignment function about detected problems, which determines suitable coun-
termeasures, e.g., undo previous changes of network parameters, blocking of SON
functions, or adapting the configuration of SON functions, by analyzing the cause
of the problem. The three projects consider operational troubleshooting as a side
note and, thus, do not provide further details, e.g., an implementation or case
study.

The SEMAFOUR project aims at a unified self-management system and
extensively works on a SON coordination concept [4]. Its SON coordination
function is able to detect oscillations and frequent requests by functions which
the authors infer to be due to a misconfiguration of the functions. Hence, the
coordination can trigger a management component to adapt the configuration.
However, due to its recent start, there are currently no further details.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented the details of a new operational troubleshooting approach
for a Self-Organizing Network (SON). It allows the detection of situations in
which a SON function is not able to achieve its objectives. This monitoring is
performed by the SON functions themselves as well as the monitoring component
of the SON Operational Troubleshooting (SONOT). This approach allows, on the
one hand, the exploitation of the sophisticated detection methods employed by
the SON functions and, on the other hand, the utilization of complex algorithms
and network-wide data in the SONOT function. Based on the detected problems,
the alarm resolver can determines possible countermeasures like the preemption
and triggering of SON functions. In simulations it has been shown that the
presented approach remarkably improves the network performance in terms of
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) like Radio Link Failure (RLFs) and cell
throughput, and outperforms traditional coordination approaches like a batch-
based coordination scheme with dynamic priorities.
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In the future, further research is necessary for the development of improved
methods for the detection of problematic situations, the diagnosis of problems,
and the determination of countermeasures. Particularly, it seems promising to
make use of machine learning in order to enable a high degree of automation.
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Abstract. The concept known as Self-Organizing Networks (SON) has
been developed for modern radio networks that deliver mobile broadband
capabilities. In such highly complex and dynamic networks, changes to
the configuration management (CM) parameters for network elements
could have unintended effects on network performance and stability. To
minimize unintended effects, the coordination of configuration changes
before they are carried out and the verification of their effects in a
timely manner are crucial. This paper focuses on the verification problem,
proposing a novel framework that uses anomaly detection and diagno-
sis techniques that operate within a specified spatial scope. The aim is
to detect any anomaly, which may indicate actual degradations due to
any external or system-internal condition and also to characterize the
state of the network and thereby determine whether the CM changes
negatively impacted the network state. The results, generated using real
cellular network data, suggest that the proposed verification framework
automatically classifies the state of the network in the presence of CM
changes, indicating the root cause for anomalous conditions.

Keywords: Network automation · Self-organized networks (SON) ·
SON verification · Anomaly detection · Diagnosis

1 Introduction

Modern radio networks for mobile broadband (voice and data) are complex and
dynamic, not only in terms of behavior and mobility of users and their devices,
but also in terms of the many elements that make up the network infrastructure.
Network degradations that cause users to experience reduced or lost service
could have serious short- and long-term impact on the operator’s business, and
must therefore quickly be resolved as part of network management. Effective
management of complex and dynamic networks requires some form of automated
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detection of problems such as performance degradation or network instability,
and also automation support for timely and effective diagnosis and remediation
of the detected problems. There are many factors that could cause degradations
in radio network performance: hardware faults, software faults, environmental
conditions (like weather and changes in the infrastructure), but degradations
can also stem from unintended effects of network configuration changes.

The need for adaptive, self-organizing, heterogeneous networks becomes press-
ing given the explosion of mobile data traffic with increased use of smartphones,
tablets, and netbooks for day-to-day tasks. Expectations for mobile networks
have grown along with their popularity, and include ease of use, high speed, and
responsiveness. Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) can offer these capabilities,
providing virtually “unlimited” capacity and “ubiquitous” coverage. However, a
high level of distribution in the network infrastructure introduces higher com-
plexity, which requires additional mechanisms such as Self-Organizing Networks
(SON) concepts.

In order to prevent network-level degradation, actions that change network-
element configurations must either be coordinated a priori or their effects must
be verified (or both approaches could be used complementarily). Verification
is a hard problem for several reasons: actions can be the result of automated
or human decisions; networks for mobile broadband are very complex; some
parameters such as user behavior cannot be controlled; and no established simple
indicator of “system health” exists.

1.1 SON Verification

Before a system reaches the verification process, it may undergo a pre-action
SON coordination process. Based on rules provided by human experts or auto-
matically determined, SON coordination aims to reduce the risk of processing
actions that lead to conflicts and degraded states [14]. Performance Manage-
ment (PM) data is continuously collected from network cells in the form of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs), which are a set of selected indicators used for
measuring network performance and trends: call-drop statistics, channel-quality-
indicator statistics, handover statistics, throughput, etc. Based on the KPIs col-
lected from all cells in the network or domain, the operation of a SON-enabled
system in a certain network domain should be verified to ensure that the new
actions improved the network performance rather than negatively impacting it.

The SON verification process must occur as quickly as possible in order to
correlate detection results based on PM history with the history of Configuration
Management (CM) changes. If verification indicates that the network entered a
normal state, then the SON coordination process leverages knowledge of accept-
able actions and combinations of actions given the configuration history and the
system’s current state. In addition, it is desirable to determine and learn which
actions and combinations of actions are unacceptable, given the same history
and state, along with enabling action reversal where applicable.
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1.2 Contributions

This paper proposes a novel SON verification framework using anomaly detection
and diagnosis techniques that operate within a spatial scope larger than an indi-
vidual cell (e.g., a small group of cells, a geographical region like a town section, an
existing administrative network domain, etc.). The aim is to detect any anomaly
which may point to degradations and eventually faults caused by an external or
system-internal condition or event. CM changes (which reflect actions, e.g., by
human operators or SON functions or optimization tools), and KPIs (which reflect
the impact of the SON actions on the considered part of the network) are analyzed
together to characterize the state of the network and determine whether it was
negatively impacted by CM changes. Main contributions include:

– automatically identifying different network states using the KPI measure-
ments from all the cells/network in scope,

– using intrinsic knowledge of the system to automatically classify the states as
either normal or abnormal,

– determining the most likely explanation for the performance degradation.

2 Anomaly Detection and Diagnosis for SON Verification

Our approach is comprised of two main steps: (1) detecting anomalies for a
group of entities (i.e., cells) using topic modeling combined with (2) diagnosing
any anomaly using Markov Logic Networks (MLNs), which rely on probabilistic
rules to discern between different causes.

Topic modeling [16] is a type of statistical model that allows efficient topic
training and inference of mixing proportion of topics. It was initially used for
discovering topics in documents, where a topic is defined as a probability distri-
bution over words. The benefit of topic modeling is that each topic is individually
interpretable and characterizes a coherent set of correlated terms.

Markov Logic Networks (MLN) [13] are an approach for probabilistic reason-
ing using first-order predicate logic. As with traditional first-order logic, hypothe-
ses can be described in terms of supporting evidence and conclusions about
network properties. In contrast to first-order logic, MLNs permit rule weighting
and an explicit representation of the probabilities associated with logical state-
ments. As a result, one can think of MLNs as providing the infrastructure of a
probabilistic knowledge base, which can operate using noisy or incomplete data
and can incorporate diverse data sources into a common framework for analysis.

2.1 Overall Framework

Topic modeling is applied to the training KPI data from all the cells in scope,
leading to the construction of topic modeling clusters1 (indicators of the state
of the network), which are further classified by semantic interpretation as either

1 Given that we apply topic modeling to KPI data, for clarity, we will refer to topics
as clusters.
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normal or abnormal. Using the labeled clusters, the KPI data under test (i.e.,
subject to detection) leads to the mixture of weights for the different clusters
indicating the overall state of the network. For real deployment, testing data
can span any time or geographic scope (as a subset of the training geographic
scope), and may or may not overlap with the training data. This component is
well suited for this application domain, as we do not have any a priori notion
of what the different network states could be or how many types of states there
could be. Here, we generalize the concept of topic modeling to identify the states
(topics) of a system (i.e., the radio network). Furthermore, using semantic infor-
mation, states can be interpreted as either normal or abnormal, enabling the
detection of degradation in system’s state (see Sect. 2.3). Moreover, incremental
topic modeling can be used to capture new states over time [8].

In case of abnormal behavior, the diagnosis component is triggered. The
MLN inference is achieved by using CM change history information or any other
external information in form of an event sequence, along with the MLN rules and
their associated weights. The MLN rules are specific to this application domain
and are typically generated based on human expert knowledge. Rule weights can
be estimated or learned during operation, as new cases arise.

Figure 1 presents the detailed verification approach:

– Initially, for a given period of time, the KPI measurements of the group of
cells/network in scope are selected as the training dataset (D1) for generating
the topic modeling.

– The topic modeling clustering (M1) is applied to the training dataset (D1).
– The result of (M1) is a set of clusters representing the different states in which

the network can exist (D2). Each cluster has an associated weight correspond-
ing to the percentage of the network in the state represented by that cluster.

– Given the set of clusters (D2), the semantics of the KPIs are used to further
interpret the semantics of each cluster (M2).

– The result of (M2) is a set of labeled clusters that indicate if the network state
is either normal or abnormal (D3).

– The labeled clusters (D3) and the KPI measurements for test for the group of
cells in scope are used in a testing phase against the clusters (M3) to generate
the weight mixture indicating how normal or abnormal the network is.

– The result of (M3) is the weight mixture (D4) indicating the current state of
the network.

– The diagnosis component is triggered only if the cells in scope are abnormal.
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (M4) is applied to the training dataset
(D1) to generate similar groups of cells. The result of (M4) contains groups of
cells (D5) that behave similarly; MLN inference is applied primarily on these
groups. Cell grouping is used to reduce MLN complexity.

– The groups of cells along with the CM change information (D5), external
events (e.g., weather event feeds) and MLN rules (generated either manually
based on human expert knowledge or automatically from other sources) are
used to generate the diagnosis information based on the MLN inference (M5).

– The result of (M5) is the diagnosis information for the abnormal cells within
the scope (D6).
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Fig. 1. Overall approach of the SON verification method applied to the group of cells
in scope. Data is depicted in blue and methods in pink. The dashed lines indicated
that an event is triggered in the presence of new evidence/data.

2.2 Anomaly Detection for SON Verification

The family of algorithms known as topic modeling [16] is well suited to the
SON verification domain because topic modeling can discover and infer themes
(topics) that constitute a hidden structure in a data set. In the set of KPI data
from multiple cells in a network, we do not have any a priori notion of what the
different network states could be or how many types of states there could be.
From the KPI data, topic models learn clusters of network states, and output the
codebook of the clusters and the mixing proportion of the clusters at each time
stamp. A codebook records a profile for each cluster (the average of the cluster,
called a centroid), and the clustering of an unknown query usually depends on
its similarity to the cluster’s profile.

Each cluster represents a state, characterized by its centroid. The mixing
proportion of clusters at each timestamp can be seen as a type of trigger for the
overall state of cells in scope. For our implementation, we used the Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process (HDP) algorithm [18]. As the name suggests, HDP is a hierar-
chical graphical model which extends the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4],
the most common topic modeling approach. For our context, the LDA model
represents a collection of M timestamps of KPI data from N cells. At each time
stamp, the KPI data is a mixture of K clusters, and the weight of each cluster is
represented by θ. For each cell n at time m, the KPI feature w can be classified
into one of the K clusters, determined by the hidden variable z.

Therefore, the goal of LDA models is to infer p(z|w) = p(w,z)∑

z
p(w,z)′ , which is usu-

ally intractable due to a complicated marginalization of hidden variables. Several
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solutions exist for approximating the inference, including variational inference [4]
and Gibbs sampling [10]. We considered the Gibbs sampling.

The inputs to LDA models are a collection of vectors containing feature values
derived from KPI data of all cells. The outputs of LDA models are a codebook
for K clusters, and a set of cluster mixture weights θ for each timestamp m.

By default, LDA can only be applied to a single KPI feature (i.e., it considers
only one KPI feature value from cells in the network, and does clustering based on
it). However, our framework needs to consider multiple KPIs as a whole to deter-
mine network status. We extend the model to accommodate multiple features by
replacing the single feature w with multiple features wi, and associate each feature
to a codebook βi. We denote this model as multi-variate LDA (m-LDA). Note that
each cluster contains a histogram for every feature (KPI). The histogram repre-
sents the expected histogram of that feature value for the given scope (network
or group of cells) under one cluster. The major difference between LDA and HDP
is that for LDA both the number of topics at each timestamp and the number of
profiles are fixed, while for HDP they are automatically determined. The inputs
and outputs for HDP are the same as for LDA.

2.3 Cluster Interpretation

Using visual inspection, the topic modeling centroids can be characterized as
either normal or abnormal, but an automated interpretation module is necessary.
Consequently, we introduce a simple classifier for the centroids that considers
the characteristics of the KPIs. This classification can be achieved only for KPIs
that are not supposed to increase (e.g., drop call rate) or decrease (e.g., call
success rate) within certain bounds. To characterize each KPI for a given centroid
(represented as a normalized histogram with B bins, where pi is the proportion

allocated to bin i), we calculate its expected value as E[X] =
B∑
i=1

pi ∗ i.

A final score is computed as:

score =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

|1−E[X]|
B−1 , if it should not increase

|B−E[X]|
B−1 , if it should not decrease

(1)

The following qualifiers are generated for the different score values:

label =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

VERY GOOD, if score < τ1

VERY BAD, if score > 1 − τ1

GOOD, if τ1 <= score < τ2

BAD, if 1 − τ2 <= score < 1 − τ1

RELATIVELY BAD, otherwise

(2)

where τ1, τ2 ∈ [0, 1] are the thresholds that determine the classification and are
empirically determined such that the quality of the (VERY) GOOD clusters is
high (i.e., τ1 = 0.05 and τ2 = 0.15). A cluster that has at least one BAD (any
type) histogram is considered an abnormal centroid; otherwise it is normal.
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2.4 Diagnosis for SON Verification

MLNs are well suited for diagnosis in this application domain because they can
be used to compute the most likely explanation for an event given data that is
noisy, incomplete or even contradictory. Probabilistic parameter values (weights)
can be learned through experience and user feedback. We approach the problem
of diagnosis in terms of expressing multiple hypotheses within the MLN rule set,
running the inference engine, then querying for the most likely explanations given
the observed conditions. We use the Probabilistic Consistency Engine (PCE) [1],
a very efficient MLN solver under continuous improvement.

We apply MLNs by reasoning over groups of cells (where groups can be geo-
graphically or behaviorally defined) at different times. PCA is applied to identify
groups of cells that behave similarly over all KPIs. By reasoning over groups,
we can improve the efficiency of the inference process, reducing the number of
entities (from cells to group of cells) on which the inference is performed. The
PCE input language consists of the following elements:

– Definition of types (also called sorts)
– Enumeration of the sets corresponding to each type
– Declarations of the predicates to be used, and the types of each argument
– A set of weighted clauses comprising the probabilistic knowledge base
– Assertions (predicate forms that express information that is known to be true)

Each clause is an expression in first-order logic. MLNs search for the most
likely explanation for the knowledge base in terms of the assignments of variables
to predicate arguments. MLNs accumulate the probabilities that each clause is
true given a particular variable assignment. One can also query the knowledge
base and ask for the probability that a specific predicate is true under a specific
variable assignment or ask how often a predicate is true in general.

Figure 2 presents an example of a PCE input specification, which includes
three types (sorts), called Time t, Group t and Mag t. In particular, the Group t
sort refers to PCA-derived groups of cells. The const declaration defines 486 cell
groups that we can reason over. We also have anomaly conditions derived from
the network-level anomaly detection component described above. In the MLN
excerpt here, we see two out of several hundred anomaly conditions. These two
declare that anomalies were observed in groups G39 and G46 at time interval
T2. Finally, we see three add statements. These are rules that link weather,
anomaly, and configuration information with hypotheses about the reasons for
network degradation. The final statements in the PCE input are ask statements
that query the state of the network for the probabilities of different hypotheses.

When applying MLNs to temporal data, decomposition of the timeline into
intervals or atomic units (individual timestamps or samples) is generally useful.
In some cases, rules might be needed to define temporal order, especially for
attempts to represent causality and delayed response to disruptive events. Time
(or sample number) can be applied as an extra argument in certain predicates.
In general, MLN solution times depend polynomially on the number of observa-
tions in the data, but will grow exponentially with the number of arguments to
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Fig. 2. Example of a PCE input specification

predicates. Therefore, the argument count should be kept low for all predicates
and, if necessary, the problem should be decomposed to maintain a low argument
count for all predicates used by the knowledge base.

When specifying an MLN, we normally start with rules and weight estimates
that represent a subject matter expert’s (SME’s) understanding of causes and
effects that determine network behavior. Moreover, the weights associated with
the MLN rules can be learned over time to provide a more accurate probabilistic
model for the observed situations. Several weight learning schemes exist, most of
which take the form of maximum-likelihood estimation with respect to a training
set. As more relevant training data is available, the MLN weights can be modified
to tune the probabilistic knowledge base to generate the best answers for a given
situation. Realistically, a SME might not be able to account for all possibilities
in advance. As unexpected cases arise, there will be a need to add rules during
the training phase to accommodate these cases. The new rules’ weights will also
need to be trained. Weight adjustment can be an ongoing process, but weight
stability will be the primary indicator that the MLN is working as expected.

3 Performance Evaluation

This section analyzes the performance of our framework applied to a real network
dataset. The experimental corpus consisted of KPI and CM data for approxi-
mately 4,000 cells, collected from 01/2013 to 03/2013. The KPIs have differ-
ent characteristics; some of them are measurements of user traffic utilization
(e.g. downlink or uplink data volume or throughput), while others are measure-
ments of call control parameters (e.g. drop-call rate and successful call-setup
rate).
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Most of the cells in the 
network exhibit 
abnormal CSSR and 
CSSR_Ph1 

Fig. 3. Codebook of cluster #8 generated by the HDP experiment. The cluster is
characterized by profiles of features, and each profile shows how the KPI value is
distributed across the network within this cluster. The red underlines denote the normal
value of each KPI. Under normal condition, most of the cells are supposed to be
concentrated around normal values.

3.1 Cluster Analysis

We experimented with the HDP approach on all cells in the network with valid
KPI data from 01/2013 to 03/2013. We trained the model on all timestamps
from this time range to produce the cluster profiles, and tested on the same
temporal and geographic scope to investigate the cluster semantics over the
whole network. However, for real-time testing, data could span any time and
geographic scope. We did not set the number of clusters, nor any constraints on
how they were constructed, in advance. The final number of clusters automat-
ically learned by our algorithm was 32. Figure 3 shows the codebook of cluster
#8, with 11 KPIs. We use this particular cluster as an example because it shows
one type of anomaly condition, corresponding to an abnormal network condition
in mid-February. The predominant level of cluster #8 along the entire period of
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Fig. 4. The predominant level of cluster #8 as a time series.

time is shown in Fig. 4, which is generated by running the HDP model of Fig. 3
on all cells from the whole time span.

3.2 Cluster Interpretation

Since HDP modeling is an unsupervised learning technique, the generated clus-
ters have no associated semantics (normal or abnormal). We thus implemented
a simple classifier for the centroids, taking into consideration the characteristics
of the KPIs. This classification can be achieved only for KPIs that are not sup-
posed to increase (e.g., drop call rate) or decrease (e.g., call success rate). A clus-
ter that has at least one BAD (any type) histogram is considered an abnormal
centroid; otherwise it is normal. After analyzing all the clusters (where τ1 = 0.05
and τ2 = 0.15), our tool deemed 15 centroids as normal and 17 as abnormal.
Visual inspection confirmed the labels.

Given the outcome of the interpretation module, we further classified the
overall state of the network for February 2013, the month with more interesting
dynamics. Figure 5 presents the portion of the network in an abnormal state
for February 2013. We observe that overall 5–10% of the network exhibits some
abnormalities, and then for some periods of time a larger portion of the network
exhibits abnormalities. The diagnosis component will further identify the causes
for the observed anomalies.

3.3 Diagnosis Results
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Fig. 5. Portion of the network in abnor-
mal state for February 2013.

When we applied PCE to the Febru-
ary 2013 rule set, we asked for
instances of three different hypothet-
ical conditions: (1) normal behavior,
(2) weather-related degradation, and
(3) configuration changes. Our query
results are limited to predicates with
a greater than 70 % probability of
being true. The results are presented
in Fig. 7. The MLN used input regard-
ing changes in the wcel angle (antenna
tilt angle) parameter for approximately
4,000 cells for each day in Febru-
ary, along with weather reports that
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covered the whole area of interest for February 2013. The network found some
anomalies for 10 February 2013. In Fig. 7, we can observe that not all changes
in wcel angle served as anomaly triggers, since only a smaller portion of the cells
were affected. In our investigation, we also noticed a very interesting trend in
the change, which can indicate an automated action (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Deltas between the after and before
wcel angle values for all the cells affected

MLNs are generated in a semi-
automated fashion for each times-
tamp. Figure 8 presents the input
and output of PCE tool for Febru-
ary 10th 2013. We can observe that
MLN receives input from topic mod-
eling regarding the groups of cells that
were deemed anomalous as well as
input from the CM data as wcel angle
changes. Moreover, the MLN can also
accommodate a visibility delay of
up to n hours for which CM changes
can propagate and affect cells (n = 48
in our experiments); hence, the time
window in which cells are labeled as
anomalous in Fig. 7. The output of the
PCE tool consists of groups of cells
affected by CM changes and normal groups of cells (no cell group was affected
by weather events for that day).
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weather events (right). The dotted vertical line indicates when changes in wcel angle
started to occur.
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Fig. 8. Input and output of PCE tool for February 10th 2013

3.4 Computational Performance

We implemented the HDP models using the Gibbs sampling, which is a variant
of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method that is based on previous sam-
pling of hidden variables. Gibbs sampling is an iterative algorithm, which loops
through all timestamps within the valid time range in each iteration. The number
of iterations depends on the convergence of the algorithm, and is related to the
number of available data. With the full dataset from January to March, the algo-
rithm converged in 10 iterations. Let us denote the total number of timestamps
as N , the average number of valid cells at each timestamp as M , the average
number of topics at each timestamp as T , the number of global profiles as K,
the number of KPIs as F , and the number of digitized bins for features as W .
The complexity of topic sampling for each cell data is O(KF ), and the complex-
ity of profile sampling for each topic is O(KFW ). Therefore, the total complexity
for each Gibbs sampling iteration is O(N(MKF + TKFW )).

For the detection phase, the Gibbs sampling for computing the probabili-
ties has the same complexity as training. However, the deployed system usually
collects KPI data for one time point at a time (N = 1) and calls the evaluation
process. For a small set of test data like this, the number of iterations to reach
convergence is less than the training one, and the HDP evaluation process can
respond in real time. On a Linux system with 2.27 GHz CPU, an iteration for the
evaluation takes 2 s with a subset (∼ 1000) of all cells. The evaluation process
converged in 2 iterations.
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An MLN description consists of “direct” predicates that correspond to obser-
vations and “indirect” predicates that are evaluated during the inference pro-
cess. In contrast to conventional logic systems for which predicates can only be
true or false, MLN predicates can be true with some probability. PCE uses an
MCMC approach to inference, relying on sampling to estimate the probabilities
of different indirect predicates in the system. Despite the theoretical worst-case
complexity of MLN inference, the MCMC approach has distinct advantages for
practical application. Our experiments exhibit running times on the order of
1 min for 486 PCA-derived cell groups and three segmented time intervals. In
these experiments, the sampling parameter ranged from 1000 to 10000 runs, a
range which appears appropriate for convergence.

4 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there are significant methods available for CM
and PM analysis; however, none of them fully addresses the SON verification
use case. Some of the existent work is only partially automated [2] with tool
support for regular network reporting and troubleshooting, while others use dis-
joint analysis for PM and CM, requiring an additional linking mechanisms which
is normally done manually. In terms of PM analysis, most work relates to detec-
tion of degradations in cell-service performance. If previous research addressed
the cell-outage detection [11], cell-outage compensation [3] concepts and net-
work stability and performance degradation [5,9] without relying on PM data,
more recently, detection of general anomalies has been addressed based on PM
data [6,7,12,17]. For CM analysis, Song et al. [15] propose formal verification
techniques that can verify the correctness of self-configuration, without address-
ing the need for runtime verification.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposed a framework for SON verification that combines anomaly
detection and diagnosis techniques in a novel way. The design was implemented
and applied to a dataset consisting of KPI data collected from a real operational
cell network. The experimental results indicate that our system can automat-
ically determine the state of the network in the presence of CM changes and
whether the CM changes negatively impacted the performance of the network.
We are currently planning to expend our framework to more SON use cases such
as troubleshooting and we are exploring other types of data that can be used in
the diagnosis process. We envision that additional work is needed to integrate
our framework with human operator input.

Acknowledgment. We thank Lauri Oksanen, Kari Aaltonen, Kenneth Nitz and
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1 Introduction

The recent popularity of smartphones and tablets created a fertile ground of new
application paradigms for mobile wireless communications. This growth has also been
fueled by the numerous applications that run per wireless device, creating the need for a
reliable and high performance mobile computing application environment. All wireless
devices are prone to energy constraints that very often impair the reliability of the
correct execution for the running application on the device. In this context, this paper
proposes a mechanism, which takes into consideration the energy consumption of the
wireless devices, while running an application. This mechanism exploits an offloading
technique, in case where the resources need to be partially or in totally outsourced. This
mechanism is utilized by end-terminals (server rack) and/or run on mobile devices,
where resources are redundant. The offloading methodology is applied as a part of the
application initiation (run start-up), in order to minimize the GPU/CPU efforts and
the energy consumption of the mobile device that is running out of resources.

On the contrary with the utility computing, mobile cloud services should only be
offered in a synchronous mode [1]. To this end, different parameterized metrics of both
wireless devices and availability of offloading by other terminals and/or servers [1]
should be taken into consideration. Traditional cloud computing models are considered
as ‘low offered’ throughput models [2] and [3], more expensive, significantly offering
low Quality of Service (QoS) or Quality of Experience (QoE) to the end-recipients
(i.e. wireless end users). The limited processing power and bounded capacity avail-
ability of wireless devices, aggravate the execution and negatively affect the reliability
offered to the user’s mobile device, by causing capacity-oriented failures and inter-
mittent execution. When there is lack of available resources (processing and/or
memory-oriented), the wireless device may refer to a mobile cloud infrastructure as in
[1] to enable precise execution through the resource/task migration mechanism. Within
this context, a mechanism for ensuring that there is adequate processing power for
executing the application of a wireless device and at the same time allowing the
evaluation of the power consumption through the consideration of an energy-efficient
application offloading, has not yet been extensively examined [4].

In this direction, a dynamic scheduling scheme for offloading resources from a
wireless device to another mobile device is investigated in this work, to enable the
improvement of the response quality and system’s throughput, according to the partial
or in-total execution, as well as the request deadline. The ultimate target of this work is
to prevent long application execution requests, which will result in greater energy
consumption for each wireless device and enable efficient manipulation of local
(device), as well as cloud resources. Within this context, the proposed scheme mini-
mizes the utilization of local (device’s) resources to complete (GPU, CPU, RAM,
battery consumption) and offers at the same time extensibility in the wireless devices
lifetimes. To this end, this work presents an attempt to reduce the computational load of
each wireless device so as to extend the lifetime of the battery. In addition, this study
considers a partitionable parallel processing wireless system, where resources are
partitioned and handled by a subsystem [1] that estimates and handles the resource
offloading process. A certain algorithm is being proposed for the offloading process, in
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order to dynamically define the optimal resource manipulation in an energy-efficient
manner.

The structure flow of this paper is as follows: related work is described in Sect. 2,
by focusing in particular on the existing research approaches and the resource off-
loading/migration scheduling policies. The proposed offloading scheme and the asso-
ciated mechanisms for minimizing the energy consumption and maximizing the
lifetime of each wireless device is presented in Sect. 3. The proposed scheme is based
on the available resources of each mobile device, as well as on temporal device
characteristics and server-based parameters along with communication-oriented
diversities for establishing and maintaining the efficient resource manipulation onto
each mobile device in an energy-efficient manner. In turn, Sect. 4 presents the results
obtained, by conducting simulation experiments for the performance evaluation,
focusing on the behavioral characteristics of the scheme along with the system’s
response and the energy consumption achieved. Finally, Sect. 5 elaborates on the
research findings and discusses the potential future directions.

2 Related Work and Research Motivation

It is undoubtedly true that over the past few decades, several research efforts have been
devoted to device-to-device or Machine-to-Machine communication networks, ranging
from physical layer communications to communication-level networking challenges.
Wireless devices can exchange resources on the move and can become data “Pro-
sumers”, by producing a great amount of content [2], while at the same time as content
providers devices can consume the content. The research efforts for achieving energy
efficiency on-the-move for wireless devices, trades-off the QoS [3] offered, by signif-
icantly reducing the performance with energy-hungry applications such as video,
interactive gaming, etc. While energy-hungry applications are widely utilized by
wireless devices, the explicit lifetime of devices should be extended, towards hosting
and running the application in device’s entire lifetime. In order to achieve resource
management in wireless devices within the context of the cloud paradigm, efficient
allocation of processor power, memory capacity resources and network bandwidth
should be considered. To this end, resource management should allocate resources of
the users and their respected applications, on a cloud-based infrastructure, in order
to migrate some of their resources on the cloud [5]. Wireless devices are expected to
operate under the predefined QoS requirements as set by the users and/or the appli-
cations’ requirements. Resource management at cloud scale requires a rich set of
resource and task management schemes that are capable to efficiently manage the
provision of QoS requirements, whilst maintaining total system efficiency. However,
the energy-efficiency is the greatest challenge for this optimization problem [3], along
with the offered scalability in the context of performance evaluation and measurement.
Different dynamic resource allocation policies targeting the improvement of the
application execution performance and the efficient utilization of resources have been
explored in [6]. Other research approaches related to the performance of dynamic
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resource allocation policies, had led to the development of a computing framework [7],
which considers the countable and measureable parameters that will affect task allo-
cation. Authors in [8] address this problem, by using the CloneCloud approach [9] of a
smart and efficient architecture for the seamless use of ambient computation to augment
mobile device applications, off-loading the right portion of their execution onto device
clones, operating in a computational cloud. Authors in [9] statically partition service
tasks and resources between client and server portions, whereas in a later stage the
service is reassembled on the mobile device. The spine of the proposal in [9] is based
on a cloud-augmented execution, using a cloned VM image as a powerful virtual
device. This approach has many vulnerabilities as it has to take into consideration the
resources of each cloud rack, depending on the expected workload and execution
conditions (CPU speed, network performance). In addition, a computation offloading
scheme is proposed in [10] to be used in cloud computing environments, towards
minimizing the energy consumption of a mobile device, in order to be able to run
certain/specified and under constrains application. Energy consumption has also been
studied in [11], in order to enable computation offloading, by using a combination of
3G and Wi-Fi infrastructures. However, these evaluations do not maximize the benefits
of offloading, as they are considered as high latency offloading processes and require
low amount of information to be offloaded. Cloud computing is currently impaired by
the latency experienced during the data offloading through a Wide Area Network
(WAN). Authors in [1] and [11], elaborate on issues, where the devices carried by
human beings are always considered as delay sensitive. The variability of this delay in
turn impairs the QoS/QoE of the end-users.

Authors in [12] address the resource processing poverty for ‘hungry’ applications
that require processing resources in order to run on a handheld device, while authors in
[13] provide a resource manipulation scheme as a solution based on the failure rates of
cloud servers in a large-scales datacenters. However, these criteria do not include
servers’ communications diversities in the communication process with mobile users’
claims, as well as the available processing resources, the utilization of the device’s
memory, the remaining energy and the available capacity with the communication of
each of the device with the closest –in terms of latency- cloud terminal. Research
approaches in [14] and [15] have proposed different analytical models to address
offloading computation and elaborate on offloading to offer energy conservation.

Within this context, this paper is making progress beyond the current state-of-the-
art, by proposing an offloading resource mechanism, which is used in collaboration
with an energy-efficient model proposed. The scheme uses an offloading methodology
in order to guarantee that no intermittent execution will occur on mobile devices,
whereas the application explicit runtime will meet the required deadlines to fulfil the
QoS requirements. This paper also elaborates on the development of an offloading
scenario, in which the scheduling policy for guaranteeing the efficiency in the execu-
tion of mobile users’ tasks/applications can be achieved in an energy-efficient manner.
The proposed framework is thoroughly evaluated through event driven simulation
experiments in order to define the efficiency of the proposed offloading policy, in
contrast to the energy consumption of the wireless devices, as well as for the reliability
degree offered.
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3 Offloading-Based Energy Conservation Mechanism
for Wireless Devices

3.1 Device ‘Live’ Offloading Mechanism

As explored in [14], the offloading may be beneficial if large amounts of computation
resources are required with the minimization of the communication delays in the end-
to-end relay path. However, there are numerous applications and interactive actions of
the mobile users that are draining the energy resources due to the continuous and full
utilization of all computational resources of mobile devices. This work considers the
scenario of the mobile user case, who uses high processing and computational power
on the mobile application. The proposed scheme allows the computational processes
that cannot be performed (executed/run) on the mobile device, to be offloaded onto
cloud, or onto other neighboring mobile devices with redundancy in availability of
resources (as opportunistically formed cloud). Applications that do not consume sig-
nificant amounts of energy due to high processing power requirements (i.e. voice
recognition, on-device gaming etc.) can be hosted and run on the mobile device of the
end-user.

Authors in [16] performed a detailed analysis in real-time of the energy con-
sumption of a smartphone, based on measurements of a physical device for different
applications. It was shown that there are specific energy consuming components within
the smartphone device that are contributing to the overall “short-run” of the device’s
power, with primary factor the high utilization of the processing power simultaneously
with high transmission powers, exposed by the wireless interfaces of each device.
Having considered the issues above, the proposed scheme allows low-consumption
applications that run on the mobile device to be offloaded, if this may positively affect
the energy consumption, according to the proposed methodology of the scheme and the
algorithm designed that is shown in the next section. Due to the heterogeneity in the
hardware of both mobile devices and the servers on the cloud that the resources will be
potentially (based on the proposed scheme) offloaded, the proposed framework
encompasses the execution environment volatility and considers the cloud servers’
response time, in order to a-priori compare them and select the appropriate server,
according to the best fit-case.
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Fig. 1. Cloud configuration when a mobile device has no remaining resources to run an
application, offloading resources on the cloud to achieve the best effort processing on-device
power.
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More specifically, this work considers the network-oriented parameters for band-
width provisioning to achieve an acceptable resource offloading downtime (e.g.,
d� 1:6 s as the experimental process validates in [1]). To this end, from the network
perspective, the modelled parameters can be expressed, for an offloading process O for
an executable resource task Oaj , as a 5-tuple given by:

OajðMNÞ ¼ \ns; Tns ; Tnd ;BW ; Tt [ where ns is the devices or cloud terminals that
the aj from MN device will be offloaded, Tns is the source location best effort access
time, Tnd is the destination’s device or cloud’s location best effort access time (time to
access the resource) from the source, BW is the required connection bandwidth, Tt is
the connection holding duration for the aj executable resource task. In essence the work
done in [1] considers the resource transfer time, by taking into account the volume of
traffic that should be transferred to the destination node. The total data volume that will
be transferred, if the request meets the BW criteria can be provided by BW × Tt. In this
work, the typical values ranges that were utilized in our experimental processes were
1MB�BW � 15MB and Tt¼ 2 s + tx; s ¼ Tns þ Tnd , where tx is the time to process
x-partitionable parts that are processed during the offloading process. Every executable
resource task may have x-partitions, which in this work are considered as tx partitioning
parts/tasks where 1 ≤ tx ≤ z*P, where z is the number of different devices that the
resource can be offloaded. Therefore, the number of tasks per executable resource task
is limited to the number of terminals in the system. An executable resource can be
shared and partitioned to x1, x2, … xn and can be simultaneously processed with
r sequential partitions, where 0 ≤ r< z*P, if and only if the following relation holds:

r þ
Xn

i¼1

pðxiÞ� z � P ð1Þ

where p(x) represents the number of cloud terminals (mobile and statically located) that
are needed to host the aj, and P is the number of terminals on the cloud that will be
hosting the offloaded resource. The scheduling strategy that was used is based on the
Largest First Served/ Shortest Sequential Resource First Served and the service nota-
tions of [1] with a-priori knowledge of the ½Tn; Tnd � service durations, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Resource partitioning onto mobile device.
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3.2 Energy-Consumption Model Using Temporal Capacity
Measurements

As the consumed power varies with traffic and depends on the variations of the signal
characteristics, as well as on the traffic-aware measurements [17], it is desirable to
minimize the amount of power consumption according to the resources that cannot
‘run’ on the mobile device or devices. To this end, the proposed scheme in this paper
makes a progress beyond the current state-of-the-art, by elaborating on the association
of the measurements of the partitionable tasks for two distinct cases: when resources
can run on the device, but in order to achieve energy conservation they may be
offloaded to a cloud or any other peer-neighboring device (so that the device that needs
to run may potentially conserve energy); and the case that the device or devices cannot
run the resources (as in Fig. 2) as the processing and memory requirements can-
not support this execution. Thus, the measurable energy consumption can be evaluated
according to the:

ErðajÞ ¼ EcðajÞ � CSaj
8C 2 Oaj;Tns\Tt; Tnd\Tt ð2Þ

In Eq. 2, parameter C is the number of instructions that can be processed within Tt,
Saj is the processing time of the terminal that can host the offloaded executable task,
provided that Tns\Tt; Tnd\Tt is satisfied, and EcðajÞ is the relative energy con-
sumption in mW and it is expressed by:

EcðriÞ ¼
CostcðriÞ
ScðriÞ

�Wc; 8C 2 Oaj ð3Þ

where Sc is the server’s processing instruction speed for the computation resources,
Costc the resources’ processing instruction cost for the computation resources, and Wc

energy consumption of the device or server in mW.
Each mobile device examines if all neighboring 2-hops devices (via lookup table)

can provide information about their offloading capabilities without affecting their
energy status (thus without draining their energy to run other devices’ resources). In
addition, the closest cloud rack is considered if the relations exposed in (4) and (5) are
not satisfied. Hence, for the neighboring devices within 2-hops vicinity coverage (based
on the maximum signal strength and data rate model [1]) should stand:

CostcðriÞ
ScðriÞ

�Wcj ri [
CostcðriÞ
ScðriÞ

�Wcj1;2::N ð4Þ

Wri [Wc81; 2; 3; . . .N ð5Þ

The energy consumption of each device should satisfy the Eqs. (4)–(5) for each of
the resources (executable processes) running onto the device MNm�1 hosting the ri,
where m−1 represents the remaining devices from total m devices. Otherwise, the ri
with the maximum energy consumption is running in a partitionable manner to
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minimize the energy consumed by other peer-devices. These actions are shown in the
steps of the proposed algorithm in table I.

The resource allocation will take place, towards responding to the performance
requirements as in [1]. A significant measure in the system is the availability of
memory and the processing power of the mobile-cloud devices, as well as the server-
based terminals. The processing power metric is designed and used to measure the
processing losses for the terminals that the ri will be offloaded, as in Eq. 4, where is an
application and T j

k is the number of terminals in forming the cloud (mobile and static)
rack that are hosting application, and TajðrÞ is the number of mobile terminals hosting
process of the application across all different cloud-terminals (racks).

Caj ¼
T j
kP

k
TajðrÞ

8minðEcðriÞÞ 2 1; 2; ::N ð6Þ

Equation 4 shows that if there is minimal loss in the capacity utilization i.e. Caj ffi 1
then the sequence of racks TajðrÞ are optimally utilized. The latter is shown through the
conducted simulation experiments in the next section. The dynamic resource migration
algorithm is shown in Table 1 with the basic steps for obtaining an efficient execution
for a partitionable resource that cannot be handled by the existing cloud rack and
therefore the migration policy is used to ensure that it will be continuing the execution.
The continuation is based on the migrated policy of the partitionable processes that are
split, in order to be handled by other cloud rack terminals and thus omit any potential
failures. The entire scheme is shown in Table 1, with all the primary steps for off-
loading the resources onto either MNm�1 neighbouring nodes or to server racks (as in
[1] and [15]) based on the delay and resources temporal criteria.

Table 1 Dynamic Resource-based offloading scheme.
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4 Performance Evaluation Analysis, Experimental Results
and Discussion

Performance evaluation results encompass comparisons with other existing schemes for
offered throughput and reliability degree, in contrast to the energy conservation effi-
ciency. The mobility model used in this work is based on the probabilistic Fraction
Brownian Motion (FBM) adopted in [17], where nodes are moving, according to
certain probabilities, location and time. Towards implementing such scenario, a com-
mon look-up application service for resource execution offloading is set onto each one
of the mobile nodes MNm. Topology of a ‘grid’ based network [1] was modeled, where
each node can directly communicate with other nodes, if the area situated is in the same
(3 × 3 center) rectangular area of the node. For the simulation of the proposed scenario,
the varying parameters described in previous section were used, by using a two-
dimensional network, consisting of nodes that vary between 10–180 (i.e. terminal
mobile nodes) located in measured area, as well as five cloud terminals statically
located on a rack. All measurements were performed using WLAN varying with dif-
ferent 802.11X specifications. During simulation the transfer durations are pre-
estimated or estimated, according to the relay path between the source (node to offload
resources) and the destination (node to host the executable resources).

The dynamic offloading scheme and the instant that takes place, is an important
measure to estimate as well as the effectiveness of the proposed framework and
the impact on the system. To this end, the total failed requests among nodes with the
number of requests and with the number of mobile devices participating in the eval-
uated area, are shown in Fig. 3. Towards examining the impact of the different
capacities, several sets of experiments were conducted using the presented resource

Fig. 3. Number of requests with the number of mobile devices participating in the evaluated area
and throughput response with the mean number of executable resources that are partitioned per
mobile device.
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offloading scheme. Large memory resources are executable resources/processes that are
between 500 MB–1 GB, whereas small memory resources are executable processes
that are hosting capacities between the range of 10–400 MB. The throughput response
in contrast to the mean number of executable resources that are partitioned per mobile
device is also shown in Fig. 3. The throughput response offered by the proposed
scenario is greater for large files that are offloaded in partitionable parts onto other
terminals on the cloud. Moreover, when utilizing the proposed framework, the small
memory capacity requirements offer almost greater than 90 % for throughput response
measurements. The packet drop ratio of the proposed scheme for different mobility
variations and without mobility over time is shown in Fig. 4. It is important to
emphasize that the proposed scheme scales well in the presence of FBM and even
better when the FBM with distance broadcasting is applied. In addition, Fig. 4 presents
the average lifetime for both active and idle time with the number of mobile devices.

Assuming that game-playing users are participating through their mobile devices
utilizing game playing actions. These game playing actions require resources in GPU/
CPU-level. These resource-constraints can be used as a measure to evaluate the effi-
ciency offered by the proposed scheme under ‘heavy limitations’ and ‘strict latencies’.
Hence, the lifetime of each of the mobile device is an important metric for the eval-
uation of the overall performance of the scheme and the impact on nodes lifetime.
Measurements in Fig. 5 were extracted for the total number of 180 mobile terminals
that are configured to host interactive gaming applications, using Wi-Fi/WLAN access
technology. The overall energy consumption for each mobile device for three different
schemes in the evaluated area (for the interactive game playing draining resources) is
shown in Fig. 5. The proposed scheme shows that it outperforms the scheme proposed
in [1], as well as the scheme in [8] for the Wi-Fi/WLAN connectivity configuration.

Fig. 4. Packet drop ratio of the proposed scheme for different mobility variations and no-
mobility model over time and average lifetime for both active and idle time with the number of
mobile devices.
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When resources are offloaded, a critical parameter is the execution time, while nodes are
moving from one location to another. In Fig. 5 the execution time during simulation for
mobile nodes with different mobility patterns is also evaluated, for GSM/GPRS, Wi-Fi/
WLAN and for communication within a certain Wi-Fi/WLAN to another Wi-Fi/WLAN
remotely hosted. The latter scenario - from aWi-Fi/WLAN to anotherWi-Fi/WLAN- shows

Fig. 5. Overall energy consumption for each mobile device for three different schemes in the
evaluated area and execution time during simulation for nodes with different mobility patterns for
three different schemes.

Fig. 6. Energy Consumption (EC) with the number of mobile users participating during an
interactive game and Energy Consumption (EC) with the number of mobile users utilizing greater
than 80 % of their resources.
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to exhibit significant reduction in terms of the execution time, whereas it hosts the minimum
execution time through the FBM with distance broadcast mobility pattern.

The Energy Consumption (EC) with the number of mobile users participating
during an interactive game (requirements in GPU/CPU) is shown in Fig. 6. During the
interactive game-playing process, the processing requirements of each device dra-
matically increase. This results to the need for some devices to offload processing
power into cloud terminals. In this regards, Fig. 6 presents the evaluation for the energy
consumed (EC) for three schemes including a non-assisted cloud. Measurements were
extracted for 150 mobile terminals that are configured to host interactive gaming
applications. The proposed scheme outperforms the other compared schemes, with the
associated EC to be kept in relatively low levels. In turn, Fig. 6 shows the EC with
the number of mobile users utilizing greater than 80 % of their memory available
resources for three different schemes. It is important to denote that the proposed scheme
with the Wi-Fi/WLAN configuration enables lower EC than the other evaluated
schemes, including the absence of any assistance through cloud. Devices that are
utilizing greater than the 80 % of their computational resources are the best candidates
to offload. Figure 6 shows that the EC is significantly minimized, by using the proposed
scheme that utilizes the Wi-Fi/WLAN configuration, whereas it behaves almost the
same with small number of mobile nodes, as well as with greater number of mobile
nodes with lack of resources in the described scenario.

5 Conclusions

In this work, a novel task outsourcing mechanism using the Mobile Cloud paradigm is
presented in contrast to the Energy consumption of wireless devices. The proposed
scheme encompasses a cooperative partial process offloading execution scheme, aiming
at offering energy conservation. In order to allow Energy conservation, partitionable
resources can be offloaded using a latency-based scheduling scheme as well as by
utilizing the state characteristics of each device (i.e. allowed execution duration). The
offloading mechanism provides efficient cloud-oriented resources’ exploitation and
reliable task execution offered to the mobile end-recipients. The proposed offloading
scheme is thoroughly evaluated through simulation experiments, in order to validate
the efficiency of the offloading policy in contrast to the energy consumption of wireless
devices, as well as for the reliability degree offered by the scheme. Future streams in
our on-going research include the enhancement of an opportunistically formed feder-
ated mobile cloud, which will allow interactive game playing and exchanging of
resources with strict resource constraints and streaming characteristics (delay-sensitive
resource sharing) in a MP2P manner, on-the-move.
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Eurostars Programme, under the project 8111, DELTA “Network-Aware Delivery Clouds for
User Centric Media Events”.
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Abstract. In the near future, an increase in cellular network density
is expected to be one of the main enablers for the newly introduced
challenging capacity goals. This development will lead to an increase
in the network energy consumption. In this context, we propose an
energy efficient dynamic scheme for HSDPA+ (High Speed Downlink
Packet Access-Advanced) systems aggregating several carriers. In the
proposed scheme the network adapts dynamically to the network traffic.
The scheme evaluates whether node-B deactivation is feasible without
compromising the user flow throughput. Furthermore, instead of pro-
gressive de-activation of carriers and/or node-B switch-off, we evaluate
the approach where feasible combination of inter-site distance and num-
ber of carriers is searched to obtain best savings. The solution exploits
the fact that re-activation of carriers might permit turning off the BSs
earlier at relatively higher load than existing policies, which provides the
highest energy saving. Remote electrical downtilt is also considered as a
means to reduce the utilization of lower modulation and coding schemes
(MCS) in the new extended cells. This approach promises significant
energy savings when compared with existing policies - not only for low
traffic hours but also for medium load scenarios.

Keywords: Multicarrier HSPA+ · Energy saving · Cell switch off ·
Carrier management

1 Introduction

Due to the increase in demand for mobile broadband services, mobile network
vendors are preparing to 1000× mobile data traffic increase between 2010 and
2020 [1]. This is basically nothing new: According to [2] wireless capacity has
already increased more than 106× since 1957. Whereas 5× comes from improve-
ments in modulation and coding schemes (MCS), 1600× increase is due to the
reduction in cell sizes. It is widely accepted that the new 1000× objective comes
hand in hand with a further reduction in distances between transmission points.
Network densification allows higher spatial reuse and so it allows higher area
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 192–206, 2015.
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spectral efficiency [bits/s/Hz/km2]. On the other hand, considering that base sta-
tions (BSs) contribute the most to the energy consumption [3–5], future hyper-
dense network deployments may negatively impact on the operational costs and
carbon emissions.

It has become an important goal for industry and academia to reduce the
energy consumption of mobile networks over coming years. Energy efficiency is
one of the key challenges in the evolution towards beyond fourth generation (4G)
mobile communication systems. Yet, focusing in future systems is not enough
since High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and Long Term Evolution (LTE) will
serve and coexist in the next decade, with probably a more tight integration in
future releases of the standards [6]. In particular, HSPA is currently deployed
in over 500 networks and it is expected to cover 90 % of the world’s population
by 2019 [7]. So it will serve the majority of subscribers during this decade while
LTE continues its expansion in parallel and gain constantly large share of users.

Among the advantages in the latest releases of HSPA (HSPA+), multicarrier
utilization is considered as an important performance booster [8] but it has not
been extensively studied from the energy efficiency perspective so far. Given
this, the focus of our study is in the reduction of energy consumption through
dynamic usage of multiple carriers combined with the BS (node-B) switch-off.

Various BSs turn off strategies have been extensively studied as means for
energy saving. Since cellular networks are dimensioned to correctly serve the traf-
fic at the busy hour, the idea behind these strategies is to manage the activity of
BSs in an energy-efficient manner while simultaneously being able to respond the
traffic needs dynamically. Thus, the focus is on strategies where underutilized
BSs are switched off during low traffic periods [3,9,10]. In order to guarantee
coverage, switch-off is usually combined with a certain power increase in the
remaining cells, but still providing a net gain in the global energy saving. How-
ever, this is not a straight-forward solution from practical perspective: common
control channels also require a power increase and electromagnetic exposure
limits must be fulfilled [11]. Remote electrical downtilt lacks these problems,
it positively impacts the noise rise and received powers, and thus the coverage
for common control channels could be expanded without increasing their power
[12]. More recently, BS cooperation has also been proposed to cover the newly
introduced coverage holes when switch-off is applied [13].

Algorithms that minimize the energy consumption do also have an impact
on the system capacity. The work in [14] studies these conflicting objectives and
investigates cell switching off as a multiobjective optimization problem. This
tradeoff should be carefully addressed, otherwise the applicability of a particu-
lar mechanism would be questionable. Yet, not many works consider the capacity
issue in detail and many of the contributions just introduce a minimum signal-to-
noise plus interference ratio (SINR) threshold, which allows to compute a mini-
mum throughput or outage probability to be guaranteed. Consequently, capacity
does not remain constant before and after the switch off. Indeed [15] strongly
questions the applicability of cell switch off combined with power increases as a
feasible solution for many scenarios.
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Very few works evaluate energy saving gains obtained by advantageous use
of the multi-carrier option. The works [16] and [17] respectively deal with HSPA
and LTE when two carriers are aggregated and evaluate whether the additional
carrier can be de-activated when load decreases and BSs are not powered off.

The current work deals with the reduction of energy consumption in HSPA+
by means of a strategy that combines partial and complete node-B switch off with
antenna downtilt. Utilization of multiple carriers is evaluated as an additional
degree of freedom that allows more energy effective network layouts. The number
of available carriers is dynamically managed in combination with full BS turn
off. This last action provides the highest energy saving. For this reason, instead
of progressive de-activation of carriers until the eventual node-B turn off, we
evaluate the combination (inter-site distance, number of carriers) that gives best
energy saving. The solution exploits the fact that activation of previously shut-
off carriers might permit turning off the BSs earlier at relatively higher load
than existing policies. The new scheme promises significant energy savings when
compared with existing policies - not only for low traffic hours but also for
medium load scenarios.

The paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 discusses about the advan-
tages and possibilities of multicarrier HSPA+. Section 3 describes the system
model. In Sect. 4 we discuss about the BS shut-off scheme and Sect. 5 is devoted
to results and discussion. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Multicarrier HSPA+

Latest releases of HSPA offer numerous upgrade options with features such as
higher order modulation, multi-carrier operation and multiple input multiple
output (MIMO). Evolution from initial releases is smooth since MCS update
and multicarrier are unexpensive features [18]. These advantages have motivated
65 % of HSPA operators to deploy HSPA+, as recorded December 2013 [7].

HSPA has evolved from a single carrier system to up to 8-carrier aggregation
(8C-HSDPA). So, multicarrier operation can be supported in a variety of sce-
narios depending on the release, indicated in Table 1 for the downlink (HSDPA).
Note that the uplink just allows dual cell since release 9. Multicarrier capability
being important advantage that affect the system performance [8,19]:

– It scales the user throughput with the number of carriers reaching a top the-
oretical speed of 672 Mbps on the downlink when combining 8C-HSDPA with
4 × 4 MIMO.

– It also improves spectrum utilization and the system capacity because of the
load balancing between carriers.

– Multicarrier operation improves the user throughput for a given load at any
location in the cell, even at the cell edge, where channel conditions are not
good. Note that other techniques such as high order modulation combined
with high rate coding or the transmission of parallel streams with MIMO
require high SINRs. Furthermore, it is well known that every order of MIMO
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Table 1. Evolution of multicarrier HSDPA

Release Name Aggregation type

R8 Dual Cell HSDPA 2 adjacent downlink carriers

R10 Dual band HSDPA 2 carriers from 2 different bands

4C-HSDPA Up to 4 carriers from one or 2 bands

R11 8C-HSDPA Up to 8 carriers from one or 2 bands

just doubles the rate only for users with good channel strength and no line of
sight, while on cell edge MIMO just provides diversity or beamforming gain.

Regarding the availability of bandwidth, dual-carrier is currently mainstream
solution. 8C-HSDPA is a likely option for scenarios in which bands from second
generation (2G) systems are intensively refarmed or the use of unpaired bands as
supplemental downlink is introduced [20]. On the other hand, scalable bandwidth
for HSPA would also allow a more gradual refarming process and availability of
new bandwidth pieces for aggregation [21]. However, the most interesting option
would be a holistic management of the operator’s spectrum blocks, with concur-
rent operation of GSM, HSPA and LTE that would allow an efficient resource
sharing among technologies [22]. This multiaccess management can consider both
quality of service (QoS) and energy efficiency as described herein.

3 System Model

The BS shut-off scheme presents a well-defined solution for a problem of under-
utilized network elements. However, as previously stated, this action should be
performed without compromising the system performance. This section presents
the model to assess coverage and capacity dimensioning.

3.1 Coverage Model

Let us assume the downlink of an HSPA+ system. At the link level, 30 modula-
tion and coding schemes (MCS) are adaptively assigned by the scheduler based
on the channel quality indicator (CQI) reported by user equipments (UEs). Given
the channel condition and the available power for the high speed physical down-
link shared channel (HS-PDSCH) PHS-PDSCH, the scheduler selects the MCS that
would guarantee a 10% block error rate (BLER) for each user per transmission
time interval (TTI).

The CQI reported on the uplink can be approximated using the SINR (γ) at
the UE for the required BLER as [23]:

CQI =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if γ ≤ −16 dB
� γ
1.02 + 16.62� if −16 dB < γ < 14 dB

30 if 14 dB ≤ γ
(1)
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Throughput of UE i depends on the number of allocated carriers and the
SINR at each carrier f :

γi =
NcodePcode

Ls,i

(1 − α)Ptot−Pcode
Ls,i

+
∑

j �=s(ρ̄j
Ptot
Lj,i

) + PN

16, (2)

where:

– For the sake of clarity, index referring to carrier f has been omitted.
– Lj,i is the net loss in the link budget between cell j and UE i for carrier f .

Note that index s refers to the serving cell.
– Ptot is the carrier transmission power. Without loss of generality, it is assumed

equal in all cells of the scenario.
– Intercell interference is scaled by neighbouring cell load ρ̄ at f (carrier activity

factor).
– PN is the noise power.
– Pcode is the power allocated per HS-PDSCH code. Note that all codes intended

for a certain UE shall be transmitted with equal power [24]. So, considering
an allocation of Ncode codes and a power PCCH for the control channels that
are present in f , then Pcode = Ptot−PCCH

Ncode
.

– The orthogonality factor α models the percentage of interference from other
codes in the same orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) tree. Our
model assumes classic Rake receivers, in case of advanced devices (Type 2
and Type 3/3i) [25], their ability to partially suppress self-interference and
interference from other users would be modelled by properly scaling the inter-
fering power [26].

At the radio planning phase, a cell edge throughput is chosen and the link
budget is adjusted so that the corresponding SINR (CQI) is guaranteed with
a certain target probability pt. Given that both useful and interfering powers
are log-normally distributed, the total interference is computed following the
method in [27] for the summation of log-normal distributions. Coverage can be
computed for any CQI and so, the boundary in which MCS k would be used
with probability pt can be estimated. This allows finding the area Ak in which k
is allocated with probability ≥ pt. Figure 1 shows an example for a tri-sectorial
layout with node-Bs regularly distributed using an inter-site distance (ISD) of
250 m. The shape of the final CQI rings largely depends on the downtilt and
antenna pattern at each carrier. The example considers a multiband commercial
antenna and optimized downtilt to maximize capacity.

Rings distribution will expand or reduce following the load in other cells.
Figure 2 shows the pdf for CQIs 15 to 30 for 2, 4 or 8 carriers and the same
cell load, and so different load per carrier ρ̄(f). Interference is spread among the
different carriers and so the probability of allocating higher CQIs increases with
the number of carriers. This has an impact on cell capacity and so, the next
subsection is devoted to describe its model.
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Fig. 1. Probabilistic CQI ring distribution in tri-sectorial regular layout.
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Fig. 2. CQI pdf for 2, 4 and 8 carriers and same cell load.

3.2 Capacity Model

The capacity model largely follows [28]. We define cell capacity as the maximum
traffic intensity that can be served by the cell without becoming saturated. Note
that the cell load is evenly distributed among all carriers, so for the sake of
clarity and without loss of generality we will proceed the explanation assuming
one single carrier and the index f will be omitted. A round robin scheduler is
assumed, more refined options would just shift absolute throughput values.

Cell Capacity. Let’s assume the traffic to be uniformly distributed in the cell.
Data flows arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λ per area unit. Flow
sizes are independent and identically distributed with average size E(σ). So, the
cell load or fraction of time in which the scheduler must be active is:

ρ̄ = λAcell ×
30∑

k=1

E(σ)
ck

pk ≤ 1, (3)

where Acell is the cell area, ck is the code rate associated to MCS k, and pk is
the probability of using MCS k, pk = Ak/Acell. Since the cell load is bounded to
one, the maximum throughput that can be served (ρ̄ = 1), or cell capacity is:

C̄ =

(
30∑

k=1

pk

ck

)−1

. (4)

At any given load, the observed throughput (served) would be given by ρ̄×C̄.
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Flow Throughput. Actions to provide energy savings should not compromise
the QoS and so the user flow throughput should not been altered. Hence, this
has been used as performance metric. Since the scheduler is shared among the
users in the cell, serving time depends on the cell load and allocated MCS. So
the contribution to the cell load from users at Ak (fraction of time that should
be allocated by the scheduler) is given by

ρ̄k =
λAk × E(σ)

ck
. (5)

It is immediate that ρ̄ =
∑

k ρ̄k. Given that all users in the cell share the
same scheduler, by using Little law’s the mean flow duration tk for a user in Ak

can be computed tk = Nk/λAk where Nk is the average number of users in Ak.
Then the flow throughput τk for users being served with MCS k is:

τk =
E(σ)
tk

=
λAk × E(σ)

Nk
, (6)

Considering the underlaying Markov process [28], it can be found the sta-
tionary distribution of the number of active users in each Ak and its average
value, Nk = ρ̄k

1−ρ̄ , which yields:

τk = ck(1 − ρ̄), (7)

and the average flow throughput at cell level:

τ̄ =
30∑

k=1

pkck(1 − ρ̄). (8)

where ρ̄ captures the own cell load and pk is affected by the load in neighbouring
cells, which modifies SINR values, CQI rings and so Ak values ∀k.

4 Node-B Shut Off Scheme and Energy Model

At medium load levels, it is not possible to just shut off BSs without user through-
put degradation. On the other hand, at this stage some carriers might have
already been de-activated due to underutilization or could even be obtained
from other low loaded systems if radio resources are jointly managed. The tran-
sition of a network configuration (in terms of ISD and active number of carriers)
takes place at a certain load threshold. This load threshold depends upon the
possibility of deactivating or reactivating specific number of carriers, and the
number of BSs that could remain active or could be shutoff respectively, main-
taining the requested average flow throughput. Any shut off is followed by an
update of downtilt angles in remaining cells to maximize capacity under the new
conditions, and so the use of highest possible MCS.

After performing node-B shut off, the higher load of the new expanded cells
is again evenly distributed over the total frequency resources. This high load
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Table 2. Evaluated scenarios.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Targeted τ̄ 5.76 Mbps 21.80 Mbps 60.53 Mbps

includes the user traffic of the switched off node-Bs, which has to be accommo-
dated by the remaining active ones. Considering υ as the ratio ISDnew/ISDinitial

and that cell area Acell is proportional to the cell square radius, from (3), the
relation between the cell load with new ISD ρ̄new and with initial ISD ρ̄initial is
given by,

ρ̄new = υ2 × ρ̄initial. (9)

Although the use of more carriers will account for a certain increase in energy
consumption, the saving for switching off some BSs is much higher.

The metric used for the analysis of energy consumption is energy consumed
per unit area (E/A). Assuming an entire parallel system at the node-B to handle
each carrier, the energy consumed per unit area (kWh/km2) is given as [4,16,29]:

E/A =
Nsite · Nsector · Ncar · [Poper + (ρ̄(f) · Pin)] · T

Atot
, (10)

where, Nsite, Nsector, Ncar are the number of sites, sectors per site and carriers
respectively. Poper is the operational power which is the load independent power
needed to operate the node-B. On the other hand, Pin is the power consumed to
eventually obtain the required power at the antenna connector. Finally, T is the
time duration the particular load remains in the piece of network under study
and Atot is the total evaluated area containing Nsite sites. Any change in Nsite

and/or Ncar implies the corresponding update in ρ̄(f).

5 Results

In order to quantify the gains that can be achieved by an intelligent joint man-
agement of carriers and node-Bs, the system performance is evaluated in terms
of average flow throughput (τ̄). Three cases have been evaluated: 2, 4 and 8 car-
riers are initially used to serve an aggregated cell load of 1. This load is evenly
distributed among the carriers, ρ̄(f) = 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125. Given this, three
scenarios are defined considering the τ̄ value to be respected (Table 2).

The reference network has node-Bs regularly deployed and considering an
ISD = 250 m. Therefore after a first shut off, the new ISD would be 500 m, and a
second implies ISD = 750 m. Other network parameters are provided in Table 3.

Figure 3 represents the power consumption per unit area for decreasing cell
load values and showing the transition points that should be used to guarantee
the target user flow throughput after the network update. In each subplot four
cases are represented:
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Table 3. Network parameters

Parameter Value

Operating bands 2100 MHz, 900 MHz

Inter-Site distances 250 m, 500 m, 750 m

Number of sites, for each ISD 108, 27, 12

Optimum downtilt angles, for each ISD 19.5◦, 12.5◦, 11.5◦

Macro BS transmission power 20 W

Transmission power per user 17 W

Control overhead 15 %

BS antenna gain 18 dB

Body loss 2 dB

Cable and connection loss 4 dB

Noise power -100.13 dBm

Propagation model Okumura-Hata

Shadow fading std. deviation 8 dB

Cell edge coverage probability 0.99

– Initial: Power consumption under the initial network configuration, without
changes. It can be seen that it just depends on the system load and so the
power consumption is just slightly reduced.

– BSO: Base station shut off. Classic model in which node-Bs are successively
shut off whenever the load allows to still keep the target flow throughput.

– CSO: Carrier shut off. Generalization of the DC-HSDPA case in [16], carriers
are progressively shut off with load reduction.

– JM: Joint management. The proposal of the current work. Power off of BSs
and carriers are jointly managed and re-activation of carriers is a valid option
if that justifies earlier full BSs shut off and so a net energy saving.

Each tag in the plot shows the transition points in terms of (ISD, number
of active carriers). Since the load is progressively reduced, the pictures should
be read from right to left. For example, for the BSO case in Scenario 1, the
transition points evolve as (250, 2) → (500, 2) → (750, 2), note how the last case
can only be implemented for cell loads of 10%, meaning a 5% of load per carrier.

The joint management allows earlier BS shut off and transition points fall
below the other options, thus having clearly less power consumption without
performance degradation. It can be seen how JM allows using ISD = 750 m as
soon as the cell load falls below 0.8. For Scenario 2, ISD can be increased from
250 to 500 for high loads, and 750 m can be used once the load falls below
0.5. Scenario 3 is the most restrictive since it starts with the maximum possible
carriers at the current HSPA+ standard. So there is less flexibility with respect to
the other cases and the savings are just slightly better. For illustrative purposes,
it has been included the off-standard case in which up to 10 carriers are used,
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Fig. 3. Power consumption per unit area for decreasing cell load values. Transition
points indicate the pair (ISD, number of carriers) to be used.

it can be seen how energy savings are again important. This way, multiaccess
energy saving mechanisms that manage the pool of resources among several
systems would make the most of each system load variations.
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Fig. 4. Transition of cell configuration from initial network setup (scenario 1) to new
setups at specific load values and maintaining the QoS requirements (5.75 Mbps).
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Fig. 5. HSDPA traffic profile over 24h [16].

It is important to note that the horizontal axis represents the equivalent cell
load that would be obtained if the network remained unchanged. But obviously,
after carrier and/or node-B switch off, the cell load changes. For example, ini-
tially the load is 1 (0.5 per carrier) and it is not until it is reduced to 0.92
that important energy savings are possible, so we transition from (250, 2)@0.92
to (500, 5)@3.7, recall that since the load per carrier is bounded to 1, the final
aggregated cell value can be > 1. Besides, it is clear that the cell load increases
due to its expansion and the new users to be served, but the QoS is respected,
since both (250, 2)@1 and (500, 5)@3.7 provide the same flow throughput.

In order to illustrate how load evolves with every change, Fig. 4 represents
the average flow throughput as a function of the aggregated cell load for each
configuration proposed by JM (solid symbols). Note the logarithmic scale in the
horizontal axis to improve readability. Following Fig. 3a, their evolution is as
follows: (250, 2)@1 → (500, 5)@3.7 → (750, 8)@6.72 → (750, 7)@5.74 and so on.
If no energy savings mechanisms are implemented, in other words if we remain
with the dense node-B deployment, an excess in capacity would be obtained due
to load decrement. These situations are represented by empty symbols.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between energy savings (%) of BSO, CSO and JM.

Given the previous results, in the following we consider a realistic profile of
daily HSDPA traffic (load) [16] (Fig. 5) and evaluate energy consumption and
corresponding savings along time.

Figure 6 represents results for scenarios 1 and 2. In case of Scenario 1, the
total energy saving percentage is 45.4% with JM, whereas it is just 2.8% with
BSO and 1.8% with CSO. For Scenario 2, gains increase up to 55.8% for JM, and
2.9%, 5.9% for BSO and CSO respectively. Scenario 3 had an equal saving of just
3.5% in CSO and JM, with no possible gain with BSO. As previously mentioned
this is because scenario 3 is very restrictive and requires a flow throughput of
60.53 Mbps. In the hypothetical off-standard case with up to 10 available carriers,
energy savings with JM would reach 19.9%. From Fig. 6 it is also noticeable how
small reductions in the load can lead to important savings as it happens with
cell load values around 60 %. So we can conclude that even at mid-high values,
interesting savings are possible when applying the JM approach.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we investigated the potential energy savings by shutting off the
BSs through the dynamic use of multiple carriers in HSDPA. We have proposed
an energy saving scheme in which fewer or additional carriers have been used
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depending upon the network traffic variations. This is combined with remote
electrical downtilts to partially cope with the use of a higher number of lower
MCSs. Instead of just guaranteeing a power threshold at the cell edge, or an
outage probability threshold for data traffic, it is more interesting to ensure that
QoS remains unchanged whenever a node-B and/or carrier is shut-off, for this
reason the study considers user flow throughput as the performance metric to
be respected, which is closely affected by load variations due to cell expansions.
Comparison to schemes that progressively shut off network elements (BSO and
CSO) has been done, showing clear energy savings with the JM approach.

The main challenge to make the adaptation efficient and flexible is that
load fluctuations should be correctly followed. Reiterative traffic patterns can
be assessed along time but abnormal temporal or spatial variations could be
included in the system by means of a pattern recognition system, e.g. a fuzzy
logic based system or a neural network. Further efforts are required in this direc-
tion. Moreover, the time for carrier and BS reactivation has not been taken into
account for this case study. This will be considered in the future work.
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Abstract. Most existing work on electromagnetic exposure reduction
has focused on developing physical layer techniques and solutions to lower
the power received and emitted by the user terminals. In this paper, we
propose a novel cross-layer approach for reducing the electromagnetic
exposure in LTE network by combining techniques belonging to the link
and transport layers, while ensuring an acceptable Quality of Experience
of a video application. We propose to categorize the RLC frames into crit-
ical and non-critical ones and to decrease the number of retransmissions
for non-critical ones. In turn, this will reduce the radiated power, i.e.
exposure. We also propose an enhanced 3GPP compliant architecture
for accommodating our reduced exposure approach.

Keywords: Electromagnetic exposure · Quality of Experience · IP Mul-
timedia Subsystem · LTE · H.264/AVC

1 Introduction

Public concerns about the potential health risk of being exposed to radio com-
munication devices are on the rise given that radio waves produced by radio
telecommunication networks are increasingly ubiquitous in peoples daily envi-
ronment. Even though international standards [1] have established thresholds
and guidelines on exposure limits, the debate over the harmfulness of electro-
magnetic exposure is far from being over; for instance, a recent study in [2]
highlighted that several health risk assessments, which were carried out by vari-
ous scientific groups, came up with divergent conclusion regarding the harmful-
ness level of radio telecommunications waves. To respond to the public concerns
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about the potential health risk due to electromagnetic exposure, the European
Commission launched the LEXNET project [3] whose two main objectives are:
(1) to define a metric for accurately measuring the exposure, as well as; (2) to
study strategies for reducing such exposure without jeopardizing the quality of
experience (QoE) perceived by the end-users.

The electromagnetic exposure can be decomposed into two contributions: the
downlink and uplink exposures. The downlink exposure (far-field) is the exposure
to radio access elements (base stations, access points) and it is linked to the power
density (in W/m2) received by the terminals. The uplink exposure (near-field)
comes from the exposure to the terminal itself, which increases with the emit-
ted power. Consequently, there exist two main types of metrics to evaluate the
exposure of a whole population. The first type is related to near-field exposure
(uplink), which focuses on measuring the exposure induced by telecommunica-
tions devices, like laptops, tablets or smartphones, and is expressed in terms of
the specific absorption rate (SAR). The SAR is defined as the absorbed energy
by the human body (in W/kg) and is calculated either on the whole human body
or on ten grams of tissue. They are usually context-dependent, since they depend
on the power emitted by the terminals, the application that is being used, the
power received from the radio access points, the morphology of the users, and
the position of the terminals relative to the users body. The second group of
metrics considers the exposure induced by far-field sources (downlink), mostly
caused by base stations, and are used to measure the intensity of the electric
field (in V/m).

The exposure index that is being proposed within the LEXNET project con-
siders the correlation between the two aforementioned types of metrics, which
reflect the duality between downlink and uplink. Indeed, there is a clear relation-
ship between the power emitted from personal devices and the power received
by them: the closer a terminal is to its base station, the lower the emitted power
and the higher the received power.

In this paper, our objective is to tackle the second main objective of the
LEXNET project, i.e. reducing the exposure induced by wireless networks while
keeping an acceptable QoE, by proposing a novel IP architecture for multimedia
services over long term evolution (LTE) systems. In Sect. 2, existing works on
the reduction of the electromagnetic exposure in wireless systems are first out-
lined. Section 3 introduces our scenario of interest, i.e. multimedia service (video
transmission) over LTE, whereas, Sect. 4, discusses the issues and opportunities
of modifying the existing IP architecture for reducing uplink electromagnetic
exposure. Then, in Sect. 5 we propose a novel cross-layer solution to reduce the
exposure in LTE networks, by categorizing the RLC frames (critical vs. non-
critical) and decreasing the number of retransmissions for non-critical ones. We
also propose an enhanced 3GPP compliant architecture that can be used to
implement our reduced exposure solution. Section 6 draws the main conclusions
of this work and outlines future works, in particular how the proposed scheme
will be evaluated.
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2 Existing Works on the Reduction of the
Electromagnetic Exposure

As was mentioned earlier, LEXNET proposes a metric to assess the total expo-
sure induced by telecommunication networks [4]. The metric, named Exposure
Index (in J·kg−1

h ), gathers both the average power emitted by the personal
devices and the average power density received by these devices. It can be there-
fore seen as the combination of the exposures induced by the access points and
the personal devices of the telecommunication networks located within the same
geographical area. As previously mentioned, the assessment, done at different
periods of the day, takes into account the characteristics of the applications
used by the users, the particularities of the telecommunication networks, the
morphology of the users and the position of the terminals relative to the users.

As far as exposure reduction is concerned, it has been shown in [5] that using
lower frequency bands in universal mobile telecommunication systems (UMTS)
can reduce the EM radiation density of a BS by about 13 dB. In 2010, Kelif
et al. [6] showed that it is possible to decrease the downlink exposure (power
density) by a factor of two without jeopardizing the Quality of Service of a LTE
network, by increasing the number of base stations in an area. Consequently,
exposure to electromagnetic fields can be reduced by deploying small-cells. More
recently, in 2014, Habib et al. [7] have demonstrated that it is possible to reduce
the Exposure Index in a heterogeneous LTE network, comprising both macro-
and small-cells, by extending the coverage of a number of small-cells located at
the edges of a macro-cell. The rationale of their solution is to off-load the users
located at the edge of the macro-cell towards the small-cells, in order to decrease
their uplink transmissions. Other techniques based on SAR shielding have also
been proposed in the literature [8] for reducing the uplink exposure by using
special material inside communication devices. Up to date, most of the works
on exposure reduction has focused on physical layer techniques and solutions
to lower the power received and emitted by the user terminals. In contrast, we
propose here a scheme for reducing the electromagnetic exposure by combining
techniques belonging to the link and transport layers.

3 Scenario of Interest

We consider (see Fig. 1) the typical architecture of a LTE network. The control
plane relies on the IP Multimedia Subsystem [9], which uses session initiation
protocol (SIP) to control the different multimedia sessions [10]. In the control
plane, the service centralization and continuity application server [11] ensures
the continuity of multimedia sessions at the wireless devices.

In the scope of this work, we will focus on a multimedia service; in this sense,
a wireless device sends a video stream to a remote device. The video is encoded
with H.264/AVC, the recommended codec by the 3GPP. The corresponding
video slices are transported over UDP/IP datagrams.
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The Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) trans-
mits each UDP/IP datagram over one or several Radio Link Control (RLC)
frames, as it can be seen on Fig. 2.

4 Issues and Opportunities for Reducing the Exposure
in LTE

In the scenario depicted in Sect. 3, when one RLC frame belonging to a particular
UDP/IP datagram is lost or erroneous, the eNodeB requests the wireless device
to retransmit it, when it is configured in acknowledged mode [12]. If such frame
is not received after MaxDAT − 1 attempts, where MaxDAT is the maximum
number of (re)-transmission, the eNodeB discards all the RLC frames of the
corresponding UDP/IP datagram, which clearly wastes a considerable amount
of radio resources. If the eNodeB were able to not discard an entire UDP/IP
datagram when just a small part of it was not correctly received, the remote
device could receive the remaining information of the whole datagram. In turn,
this information could be used by the H.264/AVC decoder to interpolate the
missing video slices. As more packets are effectively received by the decoder as
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the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the video application, which is defined by the
International Telecommunication Union in [13], could be improved. Here, instead
of increasing the QoE, our objective is to maintain the QoE at a satisfying level,
while decreasing the number of RLC retransmissions. This would in turn bring
about an exposure reduction. In order to achieve it, the following issues must be
tackled:

– At the RLC layer of the eNodeB, the loss of particular RLC frames belonging
to a UDP/IP datagram could cause the loss of critical information, such as
the IP addresses and UDP ports of the connection. To avoid this situation,
those RLC frames carrying critical pieces of information, for instance those
identifying the connection, shall be protected;

– In its regular operation, the UDP receiving entity would discard a datagram
when its Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is wrong and therefore it would
not send it to the decoder. This, for instance, would be the case for incomplete
UDP datagrams. This behavior would have been overcome if the erroneous
chunks of the incomplete datagram had not been included in the CRC com-
putation, as shown in Fig. 3. In this sense, those bytes not covered by the
checksum (within the UDP datagram) must not be critical for the decoder,
and they might be useful just to enhance the perceived QoE. To establish
whether a frame is critical or not, the properties of the application must be
used (for instance, the I-frames for some streaming services);

– At the architectural level, we need to assess the QoE and ensure that it is
kept at an appropriate level, despite the increase in block error ratio (BLER)
due to fewer RLC frame retransmissions.

5 Design of an Architecture for Reducing the Exposure

As already mentioned, we aim at decreasing the maximum number of RLC frame
retransmissions, while keeping the QoE at an appropriate level; this goal requires
modifications in the architecture design.
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First of all, we propose the following modification to the 3GPP legacy spec-
ifications of the RLC layer acknowledged mode. When the eNodeB (acting as
a receiver) does not receive a RLC frame, it requests the transmitter, i.e. the
user terminal, to retransmit the frame. When the information carried by the
RLC frame payload is critical for the decoder (for example the IP addresses and
UDP ports of the connection), the maximum number of retransmissions is set
to MaxDAT − 1. On the other hand, if the information is not so relevant for
the decoder (we can state that it provides a higher QoE), the maximum num-
ber of retransmissions is reduced to

⌊
MaxDAT−1

N

⌋
, where N can vary between

[1,MaxDAT ]. In this sense, the higher the value of N , the lower the electro-
magnetic exposure. In order to allow for this new functionality, we require some
cross-layer interaction; the RLC layer of the transmitter shall be aware on how
critical/relevant is the information contains within each of the RLC frame pay-
loads, so as to establish the maximum number of retransmissions. We propose to
modify the transport protocol, by adding a new field within the UDP header (see
Fig. 4) to indicate the bytes that are covered by the checksum. When the RLC
layer receives a UDP/IP datagram from the packet data convergence protocol
(PDCP) layer [14], it checks this new field to assess whether or not the payload
contains critical bytes.

Then, at the PDCP layer, the 3GPP specifications can possibly be modified
according to the following rule. When the wireless device receives a PDCP status
report coming from the eNodeB, it reads the payload of this message to know
what are the PDCP frames to be retransmitted. If a PDCP frame does not
carry a critical IP/UDP packet, its number of retransmissions can be decreased,
as long as the QoE requirements are met. For instance, when assuming that each
retransmission utilizes the same amount of power P and that MaxDAT = 4,
if most of the frames can be transmitted by using one less retransmission in
comparison with the traditional approach, while keeping an acceptable QoE,
then a reduction of around 25 % of power/energy can be achieved, i.e. by using
3P transmit power instead of 4P .

Last, but not least, we need to include a new monitoring method to periodi-
cally evaluate the QoE of the video application in order to ensure that it remains
at a satisfactory level. We consider here the use of a method, which was originally
proposed by the ADAMANTIUM project [15]. The mean opinion score (MOS),
a numerical evaluation of the QoE, is estimated by using (1) [16], which is based
on the following parameters: the frame rate (FR) of the H.264/AVC codec, the
sender bit rate (SBR) of the codec, the complexity of the video content (CT ),
the BLER, and the mean burst length (MBL).
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Fig. 5. Decision-making algorithm

MOS = a +
(be)FR + c log(SBR) + CT [d + e log(SBR)]

1 + [f(BLER) + g(BLER)2]h ·MBL
(1)

where the values of a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h are obtained for a non-linear regression
model.

In order to keep the QoE of an ongoing multimedia connection, we introduce
a dynamic algorithm that is able to modify the parameters of such a session.
Its main steps (Fig. 5) are as follows. The MOS is periodically evaluated by
means of (1); if it is higher than a threshold, no further action is needed. On
the other hand, when the MOS value is lower than such threshold, some actions
are taken. A first option would be to decrease the SBR for increasing the MOS,
since decreasing the SBR decreases the number of lost packets. Afterwards, a
new MOS measurement is carried out; if the corresponding value is higher than
the threshold, no further action needs to be taken. On the other hand, a new
action shall be triggered; if selecting another radio network is possible, then
the algorithm initializes the radio network reselection process. If this fails, then
the final QoE value is lowered and stored in a database, which can be used by
network planning tools to carry out off-line strategic analysis (this particular
aspect is beyond the scope of this work).

The implementation of the different algorithm steps requires some enhance-
ments of the 3GPP architecture. They basically consist on defining the mes-
sages that need to be exchanged between the involved entities and the interfaces
between them. The exchanged messages, which are depicted in Fig. 6, are as
follows. Message #1 is sent by the service centralization and continuity applica-
tion server (SCC AS) to the eNodeB to request the BLER and the MBL; these
metrics are needed to evaluate the MOS according to (1). It is worth noting that
the SCC AS manages the SIP sessions, and it is therefore aware of the SBR and
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the Frame Rate (FR) of the codec. Message #2 contains the response sent by
the eNodeB. After having evaluated the MOS, the SCC AS stores the value in a
database (#3). The message flow also shows the information exchange with the
database; in this regard, #4 is sent by the access network discovery and selec-
tion function (ANDSF) [17] to request the MOS values for a particular end user
terminal, while #5 is the response sent by the database. #6 is a SIP message
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containing the value of the SBR of the codec, computed by the SCC AS. #7
triggers the reselection process, when maintaining the QoE level is not possible
and is sent by the SCC AS to the eNodeB, requesting a handover (the eNodeB is
the entity that initiates the reselection processes [18]). #8 is sent by the eNodeB
to the ANDSF, which can provide a list of candidate radio networks based on
criteria such as the MOS experienced by a wireless device when it is connected
to a particular radio network; this list is included in message #9. Finally, #10 is
sent by the eNodeB to the SCC AS to indicate a handover event. Upon reception
of this message, the SCC AS prepares the new SIP session towards the target
radio network.

The messages are exchanged through the two new interfaces that are high-
lighted in Fig. 7. The first interface is included between the eNodeB and the SCC
AS and is used by the SCC AS for retrieving the information that character-
izes the link layer and requesting a handover. The second interface connects the
eNodeB and the ANDSF, and it is in charge of the network reselection process,
which enables the eNodeB to retrieve information about candidate radio net-
works.

6 Conclusion

The paper proposes a novel solution to reduce the exposure in LTE networks,
by decreasing the number of retransmissions of lost RLC frames. Our proposed
cross-layer scheme has been designed for multimedia (video) services. In this
sense, it is only desirable to reduce the number of retransmissions of the frames
carrying non critical information for the delivery of the service. In order to
implement the solution, the degree of relevance of the information is included in
a new field of the transport layer header. The latter must be checked by the RLC
layer (cross-layer interaction) to adapt the number of retransmissions according
to the significance of the information contains in RLC frame payloads. Given that
the BLER could increase as a result of the reduced number of retransmissions,
a QoE measurement is periodically carried out and actions are established if it
falls below a predefined threshold.

The implementation of the proposed solution involves enhancements in the
E-UTRAN as well as some additional signaling, which could be integrated within
the IMS core network, if it was used. In our future work, we will carry out the
performance analysis of the proposed solution. As this heavily depends on the
chosen QoE model, several models will be required to be implemented. Another
aspect to solve is related to the compression of the UDP header at the PDCP
layer. Even if the header is compressed, the information characterizing the impor-
tance shall be made available for the RLC layer.
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Abstract. One of the main operations in directional sensor networks
(DSNs) is the surveillance of a set of events (targets) that occur in a given
area and, at the same time, maximization of the network lifetime; this is
due to limitation in sensing angle and battery power of the directional
sensors. This problem gets more complicated by the possibility that tar-
gets may have different coverage requirements. In the present study, this
problem is referred to as priority-based target coverage (PTC). As sen-
sors are often densely deployed, organizing the sensors into several cover
sets and then activating these cover sets successively is a promising solu-
tion to this problem. In this paper, we propose a learning automata-based
algorithm to organize the directional sensors into several cover sets in
such a way that each cover set could satisfy coverage requirements of
all the targets. Several experiments are conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed algorithm. The results demonstrated that the
algorithms were able to contribute to solving the problem.

Keywords: Directional sensor networks · Target coverage problem ·
Cover set formation · Learning automata

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor nodes are electronic devices that are able to collect, store, and
process environmental information, and they can communicate with other sen-
sor nodes through wireless communications. A wireless sensor network (WSN)
consists of a large number of wireless sensor nodes distributed within a region
of interest. Wireless sensor nodes are conventionally assumed to have a disk-
like sensing range [16]. Nevertheless, in real world, sensor nodes may be limited
in their sensing angle and they can sense only a sector of a disk-like region.
These sensors are known as directional sensors (e.g., ultrasound, infrared, and
video sensors) [1] and the networks composed of them are know as directional
sensor networks (DSNs). Sensor nodes are powered by batteries with limited life-
time, which cannot be recharged or replaced in remote and harsh environments.
For this reason, extending the network lifetime is of a great importance in sensor
networks.
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 219–229, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16292-8 16
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One of the basic problems associated with any sensor network is cover-
age through which different types of data are collected from the environment.
Coverage problem can be classified into two main subcategories: area coverage
and target coverage [8]. In the area coverage, the whole area of interest should
be monitored continuously. Whereas, in the target coverage, only some crucial
points (targets) in the area are needed to be monitored [8]. The target cover-
age problem can be classified into three sub-problems: simple target coverage,
k-coverage, and priority-based target coverage (PTC). In simple coverage, each
target is monitored by at least one sensor node. Simple coverage has a low accu-
racy in its monitoring operation. This drawback shifts the attentions towards
k-coverage wherein each target is monitored by at least k sensor nodes, leading
to an enhancement in the reliability and accuracy of the monitoring operation.
However, in real applications, targets may have different coverage requirements,
which causes k-coverage to be unfit to such situations. This feature of k-coverage
pushes us to take PTC into consideration, in which a target is monitored by
different number of sensor nodes based on its coverage requirement (priority).
The coverage requirement refers to the minimum quality of monitoring that each
target requires. The coverage requirement is denoted by a value that can be set
based on the nature of the problem. Therefore, one of the most important chal-
lenges is to solve the PTC problem and, at the same time, maximize the network
lifetime, which is addressed in the present study.

Due to dense deployment of sensor nodes in most applications, organizing the
sensors into several cover sets and then activating these cover sets successively
is a promising solution to this problem, which is known as scheduling technique.
Many studies have used this technique as solution to the target coverage prob-
lem in DSNs. Ai and Abouzeid [7] have conducted one of the first studies on
the coverage problem in DSNs. They have modeled a Maximum Coverage with
the Minimum Sensors problem to maximize the number of covered targets while
minimizing the number of activated sensors. In [4], the authors have defined the
multiple directional cover sets problem and proved its NP-completeness. They
have proposed several heuristic algorithms to solve the problem of target cover-
age. For solving this problem, Gil and Han [5] have proposed two algorithms: one
based on greedy method and the other one based on genetic algorithm. In [3,13],
Mohamadi et al. have taken the advantage of learning automata in order to find
a near-optimal solution for solving the target coverage problem.

A common assumption in the above-mentioned studies is that the targets
require the same coverage quality. Consequently, the algorithms proposed in
these studies cannot perform well under real scenarios in which the targets are
different in their coverage quality requirements. Wang et al. [2] have introduced
the problem of PTC in the DSNs, which aimed at choosing a minimum subset
of directional sensors that is able to satisfy the prescribed priorities of all the
targets. They have proposed a genetic algorithm for solving this problem and
used a directional sensing model in which more than one direction of a sensor can
work at the same time. Moreover, their algorithm generates only one cover set.
Yang et al. [6] also assumed that the targets require different coverage quality
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requirements according to their roles in the application. In addition, they have
assumed the distance between the target and the sensor affects the coverage
quality. A directional sensing model in which only one direction of a sensor can
work at a time have been used in their study. They have proposed a greedy-based
scheduling algorithm that is able to find a sequence of feasible cover sets in order
to prolong the network lifetime. Although the greedy-based algorithms are able
to solve the problem, the performance of these algorithms is extremely dependent
on the closeness of the initial candidates to the optimal solution. Therefore, the
scheme can result in a local minimum due to its heuristic search [5].

In this paper, we propose a learning automata-based scheduling algorithm in
order to find a near-optimal solution to the problem. The proposed algorithm
consists of a number of stages at each of which a cover set is constructed through
the selection of a subset of sensor directions; the selection is performed by learn-
ing automata (LA). The constructed cover set is rewarded if its cardinality (the
number of active sensor direction in the cover set) is less than that of the best
cover set found so far. As the algorithm goes on, the automata learn how to
choose the best actions (sensor directions) to find an optimal cover set of the
network among all possible cover sets. To evaluate the contribution of the pro-
posed algorithm to extend the network lifetime, several experiments have been
conducted.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces PTC
problem in DSNs. Section 3 introduces the proposed LA-based scheduling algo-
rithm. Section 4 discusses the results obtained from the simulation experiments.
Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Definition

In this study, we investigate the following scenario. Several targets are distributed
within a two-dimensional Euclidean field. A certain coverage quality requirement
is defined for each target, indicating its importance. In this field, a number of
directional sensors are randomly deployed close to the targets to satisfy their cov-
erage quality requirements. All deployed sensors are homogeneous in their initial
energy, sensing range, and the number of directions. Each directional sensor has
several directions; however, at each given time, only one of its directions can
be activated (known as working direction). Each directional sensor can monitor
only one sector of the disk. Consequently, a target is monitored by a directional
sensor only if it is located within both the sensing range and working direction
of the sensor. An important factor that affects considerably the coverage quality
is the distance between the directional sensor and the target. That is, with an
increase in the distance, the coverage quality decreases, and vice versa. Note
that a target may require to be monitored by more than one directional sensor
simultaneously in order that its coverage quality requirement could be fully sat-
isfied. A general assumption is that the coverage quality requirement of a target
that could be satisfied is equal to the sum of coverage provided by the sensor
directions that cover the target. In this paper, we use the following notation [6]:
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– M : the number of targets
– N : the number of sensors
– W : the number of directions per sensor
– Li : the lifetime of sensor si
– tm : the m-th target, 1 ≤ m ≤ M
– si : the i-th sensor, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
– dij : the j-th direction of the i-th sensor, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ W
– D : the set of the directions of all the sensors, D = {dij |i = 1 . . . N, j =

1 . . . W}
– T = the set of targets, t1, t2, . . . , tM
– S = the set of sensors, s1, s2, . . . , sN
– u(x): the coverage quality function; where x signifies the ratio of the distance

between the sensor and target to the sensing range
– g(m): the required coverage quality of target tm

The functions u(x) and g(m) depend on the context of networks and the
application requirements. These functions are defined as follow [6]: u(x) = 1−x2

and the value of g(m) is selected between 0 and 1 randomly and uniformly.

Problem: How to organize the sensor directions into several cover sets in a way
that each cover set could satisfy the different coverage quality requirements of
all the targets and, at the same time, the network lifetime could be maximized.
In this study, organizing the sensors refers to determining the mode of the sensor
directions as either active or passive.

Definition 1: A cover set consists of a subset of sensor directions by which the
coverage quality requirements of all the targets can be satisfied.

Definition 2: The network lifetime can be defined as the amount of time during
which the coverage quality requirements of all the targets can be satisfied.

3 Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we propose a centralized LA-based scheduling algorithm as a solu-
tion to the problem of PTC(See [9,10] for more details about learning automata).
The operation of network in this algorithm is composed of several rounds. At each
round, one cover set is generated, which is able to satisfy the coverage quality
requirement of all the targets. The algorithm consists of two phases: initialization
and sensor direction selection, which are elaborated in the following subsections.

3.1 Initialization

The initialization phase is composed of three steps: generating a network of LA,
defining the action-set of LA, and configuring the action probability vector of LA.
In the first step, in order to generate a network of LA, each target is provided
with a learning automaton. The learning automaton is aimed to select one or
more sensor directions needed for satisfying the coverage quality requirement
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of its corresponding target. The generated network of LA can be modeled by a
duple 〈A,α〉, where A = {Ai|∀ti ∈ T} denotes the set of LA corresponding to
the targets in the network, and α = {αi|∀Ai ∈ A} signifies the set of action-sets
of LA in which αi = {α1

i , α
2
i , ..., α

ri
i } defines the set of actions that learning

automaton Ai is able to select (for each αi ∈ α), and ri is the cardinality
of action-set αi. In this algorithm, we employ LA with a variable number of
actions in order to propose a pruning rule to avoid the selection of redundant
sensor directions and/or more than one sensor direction of each sensor. In this
algorithm, LA can be set to either active or passive state (note that they are
initially set to the passive state).

In the second step, the action-set of LA is formed. For this purpose, each
learning automaton assigns an action to each sensor direction that covers the tar-
get corresponding to that learning automaton. Let αi = {αj

i |di,j cover target ti}.
Action αj

i is corresponding to selection of sensor direction di,j as an active sensor
direction.

In the third step, the action probability vector of each learning automaton is
configured. Let p = {pi|∀αi ∈ α} signify the set of action probability vectors and
pi = {pji |∀αj

i ∈ αi} represent the action probability vector of learning automaton
Ai, where pji is corresponding to the choice probability of action αj

i .
In order to speed up the convergence of the proposed algorithm, the action

probability vector of automaton Ai should be adjusted in such a way that the
sensor directions with high covering power have more chance to be selected.
To this end, the action probability vector of learning automaton Ai is initially
configured as follows:

pji (k) =
CF (di,j)∑
CF (di,j)

∀αj
i ∈ αi and k = 0 (1)

where CF (di,j) signifies the sum of the targets’ coverage quality requirements
satisfied by direction di,j , and

∑
CF (di,j) denotes the sum of the targets’ cov-

erage quality requirements of all the sensor directions that monitor target ti.
From Eq. (1), it is implied that the sensor directions that satisfy more coverage
quality requirements are more likely to be chosen as active sensor direction. Note
that the action probability vector of the LA is updated based on the rewarding
process.

It is noticeable that the action-set and action probability vector of LA change
over the time in two conditions: (i) when a sensor runs out its energy and/or
(ii) when the action-set of a learning automaton is to be pruned. For instance, if
sensor direction (di,j) becomes disabled at stage k +1, the action-set of learning
automaton Ai is updated by eliminating the action corresponding to sensor
direction (di,j). Then, the choice probability of the removed action (αj

i ) is set to
zero, and that of other actions (αj′

i ) is updated as follows.

pj
′

i (k + 1) = pj
′

i (k).[1 +
pji (k)

1 − pji (k)
] j �= j′ (2)
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Up to this part of the paper, three steps regarding the initialization phase,
namely, generating a network of LA, forming the action-set of LA, and config-
uring the action probability vector of LA have been elaborated. The following
subsection explains the sensor direction selection phase of the algorithm.

3.2 Sensor Direction Selection

This phase deals with selecting a subset of appropriate sensor directions in such
a way that a cover set with the minimum number of active sensor directions
(i.e., the minimum cardinality) could be constructed. The pseudo code of the
proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm consists of a number
of stages at each of which a subset of sensor directions is selected by LA as a
cover set. Afterward, the cardinality of the constructed cover set is computed,
based on which the actions selected by the LA are either rewarded or penalized.
This process continues until a cover set with the minimum cardinality is formed.
The k-th stage of the algorithm can be explained as follows.

Set Tcur keeps the list of targets whose coverage quality requirements have
not been satisfied. Set Ccur keeps the list of the sensor directions that have
been already selected to satisfy the coverage quality requirements of the targets.
In order to form a cover set, a critical passive automaton is selected (known
as Ai) and switched to the active state. Then, automaton Ai prunes its action-
set using pruning rule and selects one of its actions. Next, the sensor direction
corresponding to the selected action (i.e., d(i, j)) is added to set Ccur. Then, the
coverage quality requirements of both the critical target (i.e., the target corre-
sponding to automaton Ai) and the other targets covered by direction d(i, j) are
updated. If the coverage quality requirement of the critical target is fully satis-
fied, the above process continues by the selection of the next critical automaton.
Otherwise, the already activated automaton continues its operation by selecting
another action. The process of activating a passive automaton and selecting an
action continues until the coverage quality requirements of all the targets are
satisfied.

Pruning rule: In this algorithm, each activated learning automaton prunes
its action-set by disabling the actions corresponding to (i) the already-selected
directions, (ii) directions that cover the already-satisfied targets, and (iii) the
other directions of those sensors that have a direction in the current cover set.
Using this rule reduces the number of actions and, consequently, speeds up the
convergence of the algorithm.

To improve the performance of the proposed algorithm, the action probabil-
ity vector of the activated LA should be updated using a rewarding process. For
this purpose, the cardinality of the constructed cover set is computed and then
compared to dynamic threshold Tk. If the cardinality of the cover set is smaller
than or equal to the dynamic threshold, the selected actions of the automata
activated for constructing the cover set are rewarded; otherwise, they remains
unchanged. In other words, the constructed cover set is rewarded only if it sat-
isfies the coverage quality requirement of all the targets with a number of active
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directions smaller than or equal to those of the cover sets previously gener-
ated. With such a rewarding process, the convergence of the action probability
vector of the learning automaton to the optimal configuration can be guaran-
teed. It should be noted that the action probability vector of the activated LA
is updated after all disabled actions are re-enabled. Dynamic threshold is ini-
tially set to a large value and, at each stage, it is set to the cardinality of the last
rewarded cover set. Then, the k-th stage of the proposed algorithm will be ended.
As the proposed algorithm continues, the LA learn how to choose active sensor
directions in such a way that a cover set with the minimum cardinality could be
generated. The algorithm is terminated once the number of constructed cover
sets reaches a value higher than a predefined threshold. Finally, the cover set
with the minimum number of active sensor directions is returned as the output
of the algorithm.

Algorithm 1. Sensor direction selection
01.input: Directional sensor network
02.output: An appropriate cover set
03.assumption:
04.Assign an automaton to each target
05.Let αi denote the action-set of automaton Ai

06.begin
07.Let Tk denote the dynamic threshold at stage k
08.Let k denote the stage number initially set to zero
09.repeat
10.Tcur ← T
11.Ccur ← ∅
12. whileTcur �≡ ∅ do
13. Find a critical passive automaton and activate it (call it Ai)
14. while(the coverage requirement of the critical target is not satisfied) do
15. Automaton Ai prunes its action-set and chooses one of its actions (say di,j)
16. Add di,j corresponding to the selected action to Ccur

17. Update the coverage requirements of the targets covered by di,j

18. end while
19. Update the list of unsatisfied targets (i.e., Tcur)
20. end while
21. Configuration of activated automata is updated by re-enabling all disabled actions
22. Compute the cardinality of the constructed cover set (Ck)
23. if Ck ≤ Tk then
24. Reward the chosen actions of the activated automata by Eq. 1
25. Tk ← Ck

26. end if
27. k ← k + 1
28. until (the stage number k exceeds K)
29.end algorithm
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Afterward, an activation time is assigned to the cover set and added to the
total network lifetime. Based on the activation time, the algorithm updates the
residual energy of the sensors that have a direction in the generated cover set
and eliminates the sensors that have no residual energy from the set of available
sensors. It means a round of the algorithm is terminated and another round is
started. The process of constructing a new cover set continues until the coverage
quality requirements of all the targets become satisfied.

4 Simulation Results

In this section, we present several experiments carried out in order to examine
the performance of the proposed algorithm. The parameters considered in these
experiments include (a) the number of sensors, (b) the number of targets, and
(c) the sensing range. In these experiments, a DSN consisting of N sensor nodes
and M targets are modeled in which the sensor nodes and targets are randomly
deployed within a two-dimensional simulation area of size 100m∗100m. In these
experiments, each directional sensor has three directions. Initially, all the sensor
nodes have the same level of energy, which is 1 unit, and all targets have different
coverage quality requirements. The amount of energy that an active sensor con-
sumes in each cover set is also 1 unit, and this amount for a sleep sensor is zero.
Therefore, each cover set adds 1 unit of time to the total network lifetime. Each
simulation experiment is executed 10 times, and the average network lifetime is
then calculated for each scenario. In this study, we have adjusted the proposed
algorithm to take value of 0.1 for the learning rate, and the action probabil-
ity vector of the learning automaton has been updated using the reinforcement
scheme L(R−I).

Experiment 1. This experiment is aimed at studying the impact of the num-
ber of sensors on the network lifetime. To this end, the number of sensors was
ranged between 50 and 90 with incremental step 10. The number of targets and
sensing range were fixed to 15 and 40m, respectively. The results shown in Fig. 1
demonstrate a direct relationship between the number of sensors and the network
lifetime. That is, increasing the number of sensors causes the network lifetime
to be increased. This is because in this condition, more sensors are available to
be scheduled for satisfying the coverage quality requirement of all the targets.

Experiment 2. This experiment is conducted to examine the effect of the num-
ber of targets on the network lifetime. Here, we ranged the number of targets
from 4 to 20 with incremental step 4. The number of sensors and sensing range
were fixed to 100 and 40m, respectively. The obtained results shown in Fig. 2
reveal that by increasing the number of targets, the network lifetime decreases.
The reason is that when the number of targets increases, more active sensors are
needed to satisfy the coverage quality requirement of all the targets. As a result,
the total energy of network will be sooner exhausted.
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Fig. 2. Effect of the number of targets on the network lifetime

Experiment 3. The aim of this experiment is to investigate the impact of the
sensing range on the network lifetime. We set the sensing range from 30m to
50m with incremental step 5m. The number of sensors and targets were fixed
to 100 and 10, respectively. From the results shown in Fig. 3, it can be observed
that the network lifetime increases as the sensing range grows. It is reasonable
because when a sensor has a large sensing range; it can satisfy the coverage
quality requirement of more targets. As a result, fewer sensors are required for
satisfying coverage quality requirement of all the targets.
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Fig. 3. Effect of sensing ranges on the network lifetime

5 Conclusion

This paper investigated the problem of target coverage in a directional sensor
network in which the sensors were limited in their battery power and sensing
angle, and the targets had different coverage requirements (the problem was
known as priority-based target coverage problem). To solve this problem, we
proposed a learning automata-based scheduling algorithm capable of organizing
the directional sensors into several cover sets in such a way that each cover set
could satisfy coverage requirements of all the targets. Several experiments were
conducted to examine the effect of different parameters such as the number of
sensors and targets and the sensing range on the network lifetime. The obtained
results demonstrated the contribution of the proposed algorithm to solving the
problem. In future studies, we intend to develop an appropriate algorithm for
solving the target coverage problem in cases in which sensors have multiple
sensing ranges.
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Abstract. Due to their shared and open-access design, wireless net-
works are very vulnerable to many malicious attacks, ranging from pas-
sive eavesdropping to active interfering. In this paper, using stochastic
game modeling we study anti-jamming strategies and their effective-
ness against two types of interference attacks: (i) a random jammer,
where the malicious user combines jamming modes with sleep modes; and
(ii) a sophisticated jammer, where the malicious user uses the network
for a two-fold purpose: law-obedient communication with other users
and non-obedient jamming against a specific (primary) user. We focus
our research on constructing the optimal maxmin anti-jamming trans-
mission strategy and an optimal strategy against a selfish malicious user.
Further, employing the suggested models we demonstrate that incorpo-
rating silent modes into the anti-jamming transmission protocol, where
the primary user does not transmit signals for the purpose of helping an
intrusion detection system identify the source of a jamming attack, can
improve communication reliability. Further, since the equilibrium strate-
gies are obtained explicitly, we identify several interesting properties that
can guide designing such anti-jamming transmission protocols.

Keywords: Anti-jamming · Jamming strategies · Stochastic games

1 Introduction

Due to the fact that wireless networks are built upon a shared and open medium,
wireless networks are susceptible to malicious attacks, especially those involv-
ing jamming or interference. For this reason wireless security has continued to
receive growing attention by the research community. A reader can find com-
prehensive surveys of such threats in [1,2]. In this paper, we focus specifically
on jamming attacks and anti-jamming strategies to cope with such malicious
interference. In such attacks, an adversary (jammer) tries to degrade the signal
quality at the intended receiver (see, for example, a recent book on jamming
principles and techniques [3], on detecting jamming attacks [4], about employ-
ing artificial noise to improve secret communication [5], about defense against
jamming attacks [6], jamming in multi-channel cognitive radio networks [7], jam-
ming of dynamic traffic [8]). These types of attacks can be accomplished by an
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 230–243, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16292-8 17
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adversary by either bypassing the MAC (Media Access Control) layer proto-
col or by emitting radio frequency signals. Here we mention, as examples, only
three type of jamming (malicious) attacks: (a) Constant jammer continuously
emits radio frequency signals and it transmits random bits of data to channel.
(b) Random jammer alternates between period of continuous jamming and inac-
tivity. After jamming, it stops emitting radio signals and enter into sleep mode.
(c) The adversary can even be more sophisticated, such as when a primary user
emulation attack is carried out by a malicious user emulating a licensed primary
user to obtain the resources of a given channel to jam or ward-off the other users
from using the channels. To deal with such problems where users have conicting
interests, game theory is a proper tool [9]. In [10], one can find a structured
and comprehensive survey of research contributions that analyze and solve secu-
rity and privacy problems in computer and wireless networks via game-theoretic
approaches. Here, as examples of game-theoretic approaches, we mention just a
few such works: for modeling malicious users in collaborative networks [11], for
adaptive packetized wireless communication [12], for attack-type uncertainty on
a network [13], for packet transmission under jamming [14], for fight jamming
with jamming [15], for ad hoc networks [16], and for fair-allocation of resources
by a base station under uncertainty [17], for jamming in fast-fading channels
[18]. The applications of stochastic games for modeling network security can
be found in [19–22] and for secret and reliable communication with active and
passive adversarial modes in [23].

In this paper we study anti-jamming strategies versus two type of jamming
attacks: (i) a random jammer, where the malicious user combines jamming modes
with sleep modes, and (ii) a sophisticated jammer, where the malicious user uses
the network for a two-fold purpose: law-obedient communication with other users
and to conduct a jamming attack against a specific (primary) user. Through
simple stochastic game models, we demonstrate that incorporating silent time
periods in the transmission protocol so as to increase the probability of detecting
the jamming source, can increase the reliability of communication and support
jamming-robust operation.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Sect. 2 and in two its subsec-
tions, we first introduce and solve non-zero sum and zero-sum stochastic games
with a random jammer. In Sect. 3, we formulate and solve a stochastic game
for a sophisticated adversary combining malicious and law-obedient behavior. In
Sect. 4, conclusions are presented. Finally, in Sect. 5, due to restriction on the
paper’s length, to illustrate applied mathematical methods for solving explicitly
the suggested stochastic games, the proof of the theorem about non-zero-sum
stochastic game with random jammer is offered as a supplement.

2 The Interferer Is a Random Jammer

In this section we deal with the situation where the interferer is a random jammer
that can choose between jamming and sleep modes. Thus, there are two users:
the PU (or user 1) and the jammer (or user 2). The game is played in time slots
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0,1,. . . . At each time slot user 2 chooses between two modes: (a) a jamming
mode (J), where user 2 tries jam user 1’s communication applying the optimal
strategy for such mode, and (b) a sleep mode (S), where user 2 does not apply
any power at all – perhaps because user 2 is employing some form of intelligent
strategy, choosing how long and when to jam and to sleep.

Beyond the difference in the payoffs in the jamming and transmission modes,
there is another important aspect to consider in the game, namely, in jamming
mode the jamming source can be detected, and perhaps user 2 can be identified
as malicious and his malicious activity can be stopped. We assume that there is
a probability 1 − γ of detecting user 2 in jamming mode by an IDS (Intrusion
Detection System). Note that there is quite an extended literature on detecting
an intruder’s signal or its source (see, for example, books [24–26], and papers on
the energy detection of unknown signals [27,28] and on game-theoretic model of
the optimal scanning bandwidth algorithm [29,30]). Thus, γ is the probability
of not detecting the source of the malicious activity. Of course, in sleep mode
user 2 cannot be detected since he is not active in that case.

At each time slot user 1 also chooses between two modes: (a) a transmission
mode (TJ ), where he transmits a signal optimal under the jamming threat, and
(b) a silent (or quiet) mode (S), where he does not apply any power at all.
When user 1 chooses silent mode, he is not transmitting signals but is trying
to increase the probability to detect the source of jamming by the IDS. So, in
silent mode detection probability 1 − γS > 1 − γ is greater than in transmission
mode. By using silent mode, user 1 may lose some payoff due to the delay in
transmitting signals. However, user 1 can gain due to the earlier detection of
the jamming event, and, hence, earlier resumption of the more efficient regime
of transmission.

There is a discount factor δ on the signals transmitted and the rewards
obtained for jamming. This δ can be interpreted as the urgency in communication,
δ = 0 corresponds to the highest urgency and means that transmission has to
be performed during the current time slot, not later, while increasing δ means
that losing a transmission time slot can be easily compensated in the following
time slots.

In the next two sections we’ll model this situation using non-zero sum and
zero sum scenarios. The zero-sum scenario allows us to find a maxmin transmis-
sion protocol giving the optimal transmission under the worst conditions. The
non-zero sum scenario allows us to find the transmission protocol versus a slightly
more sophisticated malicious user, who wants to jam transmission without being
detected. Such a jammer is inclined to be less risky.

2.1 Random Jammer: Non-zero-sum Game

In this paper, as a basic example to describe payoffs we consider a wireless
medium with n separate channels (e.g. different subcarriers in an OFDM sys-
tem), which we model as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.
A strategy for user k is a power vector P k = (P k

1 , . . . , P k
n ), where P k

i is a
power transmitted by user k through channel i,

∑n
i=1 P k

i = P̄ k, and P̄ k is the
total power to transmit.
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The payoff to user 1 in transmission mode is his throughput, i.e. the payoff
to user 1, if the users apply powers P 1 and P 2 respectively, is given as follows:
v1
T (P 1,P 2) =

∑n
i=1 ln

(
1 + h1

iP
1
i /(σ2 + h2

iP
2
i )

)
, where h1

i , h
2
i are fading channel

gains, σ2 is a background noise.
In jamming mode the payoff to user 2 is a weighted reduced throughput for

the rival, i.e. the payoff to user 2, if the users apply powers P 1 and P 2, and
is given as follows: v2

J(P 1,P 2) = C2
(
v1
T (P 1,0) − v1

T (P 1,P 2)
)
, where C2 is a

weight per a unit for reduced user 1’s throughput.
Let (P 1

TJ∗,P
2
J∗) be the equilibrium strategies [9], i.e. a pair of strategies

(P 1
TJ∗,P

2
J∗) that for any (P 1,P 2) the following inequalities hold: v1

T (P 1,P 2
J∗) ≤

v1
T (P 1

TJ∗,P
2
J∗) and v2

J(P 1,P 2
J∗) ≤ v2

J(P 1
TJ∗,P

2
J∗).

For example, the equilibrium strategies in jamming mode can be calculated
by using the results in [31] for the general SINR regime or for the low SINR
regime with one jammer [32] and several jammers [33].

User 1 can choose between two modes: transmission TJ (regular mode) and
silent mode S. In transmission mode user 1 applies power P 1

TJ∗. User 2 can
choose between two modes: a sleep S and a jamming J mode. In jamming mode,
user 2 applies a jamming power of P 2

J∗. If the malicious activity of user 2 is
detected, then user 1 switches to employing the optimal signal for transmission
when there are no malicious threats, i.e., P 1

0 = arg maxP v1
T (P ,0). Let v̄1 =

v1
T (P 1

0,0).
If either user 2 is not detected when he jams, or user 2 chooses sleep mode,

the game goes to the next time slot with discount factor δ. This scenario can be
described by a non-zero sum stochastic game denoted by (Γ 1, Γ 2) as follows:

S J

(Γ 1, Γ 2) =
TJ

S

(
(a1

TJS
+ δΓ 1, Γ 2) (a1

TJJ
+ δγΓ 1, a2

TJJ
+ δγΓ 2)

(δΓ 1, Γ 2) (a1
SJ + δγSΓ 1, δγSΓ 2)

)
,

where

a1
TJS = v1

T (P 1
TJ∗,0), a2

TJJ = v2
J(P 1

TJ∗,P
2
J∗)

a1
TJJ = v1

T (P 1
TJ∗,P

2
J∗) + (1 − γ)

∞∑
i=1

δiv̄1 = v1
T (P 1

TJ∗,P
2
J∗) + (1 − γ)δv̄1/(1 − δ),

a1
SJ = (1 − γS)

∞∑
i=1

δiv̄1 = (1 − γS)δv̄1/(1 − δ).

We will look for stationary equilibrium (x1,x2), where x1 = (x1
TJ

, x1
S) is the

stationary mixed strategy of user 1 assigning the probabilities x1
TJ

and x1
S to

using actions TJ and S, so, x1
TJ

+ x1
S = 1, x2 = (x2

S , x2
J) is the stationary mixed

strategy of user 2 assigning the probabilities x2
S and x2

J to using actions S and J ,
so, x2

S + x2
J = 1. Recall that a pair of (mixed) strategies (x1,x2) is a stationary

equilibrium if and only if they are the best response strategies to each other, i.e.
they are solutions of the following equations:

xk = arg max
1T

xk=1,xk≥0

(x1)TA1(u1)x2, k = 1, 2
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such that
uk = (x1)TAk(uk)x2, k = 1, 2,

where

A1(u1) =
(

a1
TJS

+ δu1 a1
TJJ

+ δγu1

δu1 a1
SJ + δγSu1

)
and A2(u2) =

(
δu2 a2

TJJ
+ δγu2

δu2 δγSu2

)
.

Instead of solving these LP problems directly, it is easier to solve them using an
approach that involves examining their dual LP problems:

U1(u1) = arg min
A1(u1)x2≤1T

U1(u1),1T
x2=1,x2≥0

U1(u1), (1)

U2(u2) = arg min
(A2)T (u2)x1≤1T

U2(u2),1T
x1=1,x1≥0

U2(u2) (2)

with the following complementary slackness conditions correspondingly:

(x1)T (1U1(u1) − A1(u1)x2) = 0, (3)

(x2)T (1U2(u2) − (A2)T (u2)x1) = 0, (4)

and, then, to find such u1 and u2 that U1(u1) = u1 and U2(u2) = u2.
Since the considered stochastic game has a discount factor, it has an equilib-

rium [9]. The following theorem gives the equilibrium strategies explicitly and
proves uniqueness.

Theorem 1. The considered non-zero sum stochastic game has an unique sta-
tionary equilibrium.

(a) If
(1 − γSδ)a1

TJJ/(1 − δγ) > a1
SJ (5)

then the unique (pure) equilibrium is (TJ , J) with payoffs

uk = ak
TJJ/(1 − δγ), k = 1, 2. (6)

(b) If
(1 − γSδ)a1

TJJ/(1 − δγ) < a1
SJ (7)

then the unique (mixed) equilibrium (x1,x2) with payoffs (u1, u2) are given as
follows:

x1
TJ

= 0, x2
J =

a1
TJS

a1
SJ + a1

TJS
− a1

TJJ
− δ(γ − γS)u1

,

x1
S = 1, x2

S =
a1
SJ − a1

TJJ
− δ(γ − γS)u1

a1
SJ + a1

TJS
− a1

TJJ
− δ(γ − γS)u1

, (8)

u1 = (−c11 −
√

(c11)2 − 4c12c
1
0)/(2c12) and u2 = 0, (9)

with

c10 = a1
SJa1

TJS , c11 = (a1
TJJ − a1

SJ)(1 − δ) − a1
TJS(1 − δγS),

c12 = (1 − δ)δ(γ − γS). (10)
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Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the impact of the silent mode on the user’s payoffs
and their equilibrium strategies for v1

T (P 1
TJ∗,P

2
J∗) = 0.5, v2

J(P 1
TJ∗,P

2
J∗) = 3,

v1
T (P 1

TJ∗,0) = 2.5, v̄1 = 6 and γ = 0.8. Of course, with increasing discount factor
δ (so, with decreasing urgency in transmission) the user payoffs are increasing
since user 1 intends transmit longer, and so user 2 can longer jam. It is interest-
ing that user 1’s equilibrium strategy has a threshold structure between jamming
and transmission mode and it is the same as if the malicious user is a constant
jammer. The values of user 1’s strategy does not depend explicitly on the detec-
tion probability in silent mode, and only on the domains of applying these values
depends explicitly). The payoff to user 1 depends on this probability continu-
ously. For user 2 this phenomena can be observed in reverse order. The payoff to
user 2 has threshold structure on the probability and its value does not depend
on the probability explicitly, while the equilibrium strategy for user 2 depends
on it continuously. Also, Fig. 1 illustrates the domain, where user 1 gains from
employing silent mode, incorporating in the transmission protocol some form of
ambush mode to help the IDS to detect the jamming source. Of course, user 2
loses in this domain, and this domain essentially depends on the relation between
urgency in transmission and detection probability.

Fig. 1. Payoffs to user 1 and to user 2.

2.2 Random Jammer: Zero-Sum Game

To derive the maxmin anti-jamming transmission strategy we reformulate the
game from previous section as a zero-sum game. In the zero-sum game, the
cost function for user 2 is the payoff function for user 1. Thus, user 1 wants to
minimize the payoff to user 2, and vice-versa. This situation can be described
by the following zero-sum stochastic games Γ :

S J

Γ =
TJ

S

(
a1
TJS

+ δΓ a1
TJJ

+ δγΓ
δΓ a1

SJ + δγSΓ

)
, (11)
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Fig. 2. Equilibrium probabilities to transmit for user 1 and to jam for user 2.

and a solution of the game is given as a solution to the Shapley (-Bellmann)
equation [9]:

u = val(A1(u)) = max
x1

min
x2

(x1)TA1(u)x2, (12)

where val(Γ ) is the value of the game. Since the game is zero-sum, then
maxx1 minx2 coincides with minx2 maxx1 in (12). The following theorem claims
that the game has a unique equilibrium and gives it explicitly.

Theorem 2. The considered zero-sum stochastic game has an unique stationary
equilibrium.

(a) If (1 − γδ)a1
TJS

/(1 − δ) < a1
TJJ

then the unique (pure) equilibrium is
(TJ , S) with value of the game u = a1

TJS
/(1 − δ).

(b) If (1−γδ)a1
TJS

/(1−δ) > a1
TJJ

and (1−γSδ)a1
TJJ

/(1−δγ) > a1
SJ then the

unique (pure) equilibrium is (TJ , J) with value of the game u = a1
TJJ

/(1 − δγ).
(c) If (1 − γδ)a1

TJS
/(1 − δ) > a1

TJJ
and (1 − γSδ)a1

TJJ
/(1 − δγ) < a1

SJ then
the value of the game is u = u1 with u1 given by (9) and the unique (mixed)
equilibrium is (x1,x2) with x2 given by (8), and x1 given as follows:

x1
TJ

=
a1

SJ − δ(1 − γS)u

a1
SJ + a1

TJS − a1
TJJ − δ(γ − γS)u

, x1
S =

a1
TJS − a1

TJJ + δ(1 − γ)u

a1
SJ + a1

TJS − a1
TJJ − δ(γ − γS)u

.

Figure 3 illustrates what has changed in the user 1 transmission strategy
for the zero-sum scenario when compared with the non-zero sum scenario. In
Fig. 3(a), we denote by indices ZS and NZS the corresponding strategies for zero-
sum and non-zero sum games. In the zero-sum game, user 1 applies more cautious
strategy than in the non-zero some. Intuitively it is clear that a sleep mode
cannot be an equilibrium strategy in the non-zero sum game since it contributes
zero as a payoff. So, user 2 either uses jamming mode, or randomly sleep and
jamming modes. In the zero-sum game, the silent mode can be an equilibrium
strategy for user 2, if u = a1

TJ
+ δu ≤ a1

TJJ
+ δγu, which takes place in the case

(a) of Theorem 2.
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Fig. 3. (a) The domains where users apply different equilibrium strategies, and
(b) probability to transmit by user 1.

3 Sophisticated SU Combines Malicious and Law
Obedient Actions

In this section we assume that user 2 has a more sophisticated behaviour, where
he might be a secondary user (SU) in a network and intends to use the net-
work for two purposes: (i) to communicate as a law-obedient user, and (ii) to
jam as a malicious user. Thus, he can choose between two modes: (a) trans-
mission mode T , and (b) a jamming mode J . User 1 can choose between two
modes: (a) transmission mode (TT ), where he transmits by applying the opti-
mal power under assumption that user 2 is law obedient and uses the net-
work the optimal way for transmission; and (b) a silent mode (S) to increase
the probability of detection of the jamming event. The probability of detect-
ing the jamming source is 1 − γ, when user 1 is in transmission mode, and
it is 1 − γS , when user 1 is in silent mode. So, γS < γ. As a basic exam-
ple of the payoff to user 2 in transmission mode we consider throughput, i.e.
v2
T (P 1,P 2) =

∑n
i=1 ln

(
1 + h2

iP
2
i /(σ2 + h1

iP
1
i )

)
. In transmission mode the users

apply strategies composing Nash equilibrium for such a mode [9], i.e. a pair
of strategies (P 1

TT ∗,P
2
T∗) that for any (P 1,P 2) the following inequalities hold:

v1
T (P 1,P 2

T∗) ≤ v1
T (P 1

TT ∗,P
2
T∗) and v2

T (P 1,P 2
T∗) ≤ v2

T (P 1
TT ∗,P

2
T∗).

For example, the equilibrium strategies in transmission mode (P 1
T∗,P

2
T∗) can

be calculated by the results for general models using the Iterative Water Filling
Algorithm (IWFA) [34,35]. For symmetric models the solution can be obtained
explicitly [36,37]. Since user 2 knows that user 1 combines two modes (silent
mode to detect the source of possible malicious activity and the transmission
mode with the optimal power allocation versus law obedient action of the user
2), to gain greater jamming impact, in jamming mode user 2 applies the best
response strategy to P 1

TT ∗, i.e. P 2
J∗ = argP 2 max v2

T (P 1
TT ∗,P

2). This scenario
can be described by the following non-zero sum stochastic game:

T J

(Γ 1, Γ 2) =
TT

S

(
(a1

TT T + δΓ 1, a2
TT T + δΓ 2) (a1

TT J + δγΓ 1, a2
TT J + δγΓ 2)

(δΓ 1, a2
ST + δΓ 2) (a1

SJ + δγSΓ 1, δγSΓ 2)

)
, (13)
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where

ak
TT T = vk

T (P 1
TT ∗,P 2

T∗), k = 1, 2, a2
TT J = v2

J(P 1
TT ∗,P 2

J∗),

a1
TT J = v1

T (P 1
TT ∗,P 2

J∗) + δ(1 − γ)v̄1/(1 − δ),

a1
SJ = δ(1 − γ)v̄1/(1 − δ), a2

ST = v2
T (0,P 2

T∗).

Theorem 3. The considered non-zero sum stochastic game has a unique sta-
tionary equilibrium.

(a) If (1 − γδ)a2
TTT /(1 − δ) > a2

TT J then the unique (pure) equilibrium is
(TT , T ) with payoffs uk = ak

TTT /(1 − δ) with k = 1, 2.
(b) If (1 − γδ)a2

TTT /(1 − δ) < a2
TT J and (1 − γSδ)a1

TT J/(1 − δγ) > a1
SJ then

the unique (pure) equilibrium is (TT , J) with payoffs uk = ak
TT J/(1 − δγ) with

k = 1, 2.
(c) If (1−γδ)a2

TTT /(1−δ) < a2
TT J and (1−γSδ)a1

TT J/(1−δγ) < a1
SJ then the

unique (mixed) equilibrium (x1,x2) = ((x1
TT

, x1
S), (x2

T , x2
J )) with payoffs (u1, u2)

are given as follows:

x1
TT

=
a2

ST + δ(1 − γS)u2

a2
ST + a2

TT J − a2
TT T + δ(γ − γS)u2

, x1
S =

a2
TT J − a2

TT T − δ(1 − γ)u2

a2
ST + a2

TT J − a2
TT T + δ(γ − γS)u2

,

x2
T =

a1
TT J − a1

SJ + δ(γ − γS)u1

a1
TT J − a1

SJ − a1
TT T + δ(γ − γS)u1

, x2
J =

a1
TT T

a1
TT J − a1

SJ − a1
TT T + δ(γ − γS)u1

,

u1 =
(

−c11 −
√

(c11)2 − 4c12c
1
0)/(2c12)

)
, u2 =

(
−c21 +

√
(c21)2 − 4c22c

2
0

)
/(2c22),

where

c12 = c22 = (1 − δ)δ(γ − γS),
c11 = a1

TT J (1 − δ) − a1
SJ(1 − δ) − a1

TTT (1 − δγS), c10 = a1
SJa1

TTT ,

c21 = a2
TT J (1 − δ) + a2

ST (1 − δγS) − a2
TTT (1 − δγS), c20 = −a2

STa2
TT J .

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the impact of the silent mode on user payoffs and their
equilibrium strategies for v1

T (P 1
TT ∗, P 2

T∗) = 1.1, v2
T (P 1

TT ∗, P 2
T∗) = 1.1, v1

T (P 1
TT ∗, P 2

J∗) =

0.1, v2
T (P 1

TT ∗, P 2
J∗) = 1.6, v2

T (0,P 2
T∗) = 3, v̄1 = 4 and γ = 0.8 as functions on dis-

count factor δ and probability of non-detection in silent mode γS . It is interesting
that user 1 never employs silent mode with certainty, he uses either just the trans-
mission mode or chooses randomly between transmission and jamming modes.
Thus, user 1 employs the silent mode versus a sophisticated adversary less often
then versus a random jammer. Employing such a mode allows user 1 to increase
his payoff and to reduce the payoff to user 2. There is one more interesting dif-
ference between the random and sophisticated jammer: payoff to user 1 versus
sophisticated jammer is piece-wise continuous in terms of the discount factor δ
and probability of non-detection in silent mode, while versus the random jam-
mer it is continuous. Finally, note that the zero-sum version of the game (13)
has the same structure as (11) with adaptation of matrix A1 coefficients. Hence,
Theorem 2 also can be applied for the zero-sum version of the game (13).
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Fig. 4. Payoffs to user 1 and to user 2.

Fig. 5. Equilibrium probability to transmit for user 1 and to jam for user 2.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, using stochastic game modeling, we have studied anti-jamming
strategies that may be employed against two types of jamming attacks: (i) a
random jammer, where the malicious user combines a jamming mode with a
sleep mode, and (ii) a sophisticated jammer, where the malicious user uses the
network for two purposes: law-obedient communication with other users and to
perform jamming attacks on the primary user. We have shown that incorporat-
ing silent modes in an anti-jamming transmission protocol, where the primary
user does not transmit signals so as to help an IDS identify the source of jam-
ming attack, can improve communication reliability. We have shown that in the
maxmin anti-jamming transmission protocol, the primary user has to face more
threats compared to the situation where the malicious user is a selfish one try-
ing to gain by jamming the primary user. We have found that the payoff to the
primary user or its equilibrium strategy can be discontinuous in the network
parameters, such as in the detection probability of the IDS. This discontinuity
means that the primary user has to take into account the technical characteristics
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of the network since some threshold values could increase the sensitivity of the
transmissions protocol, while in other situations it produces only a minimal
impact. In our future work, we are going to investigate how different discount
factors, which illustrates differences in the urgency for the users to perform their
action, can impact the optimal strategies. Also, we are going to investigate more
sophisticated jamming and anti-jamming strategies that describe different types
of malicious activity as well as the corresponding responses to them by the pri-
mary user, and to incorporate some learning algorithm in the users behaviour.

5 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

First note that (TJ , J) is an equilibrium if and only if

u1 = a1
TJJ + δγu1 ≥ a1

SJ + δγSu1, (14)

u2 = a2
TJJ + δγu2 ≥ δu2. (15)

Thus, u1 and u2 have to be given by (6). (15) always hold, and (14) holds if and
only if (5) holds.

It is clear that there is no other pure equilibrium. Now look for mixed equi-
librium. Let (7) hold. By (1) and (2), a couple of probability vectors (x1,x2) is
an equilibrium with payoffs (u1, u2) if and only if it is a solution of the equations

u1 = U1(u1) and u2 = U2(u2), (16)

where (U1(u1),x2) and (U2(u2),x1) are solution of the following LP problems:

min U1(u1)
L1
TJ

(u1, x2
S) := (a1

TJS
+ δu1)x2

S +(a1
TJJ

+ δγu1)(1 − x2
S) ≤ U1(u1),

L1
S(u1, x2

S) := δu1x2
S +(a1

SJ + δγSu1)(1 − x2
S) ≤ U1(u1),

(17)

min U2(u2)
L2
S(u2, x1

TJ
) := δu2x1

TJ
+δu2(1 − x1

TJ
) ≤ U2(u2),

L2
J (u2, x1

TJ
) := (a2

TJJ
+ δγu2)x1

TJ
+δγSu2(1 − x1

TJ
) ≤ U2(u2)

(18)

with the complementary slackness conditions (3) and (4).
First, consider LP problem (17). By (7), we have that

a1
SJ ≥ a1

TJJ . (19)

Then, by (19), (see, Fig. 6) for any u1 ∈ [0, ū1], where ū1 = (a1
SJ − a1

TJJ
)/

(δ(γ − γS)), U1(u1) is a solution of the equations

L1
TJ

(u1, x2
S) = U1(u1) and L1

S(u1, x2
S) = U1(u1).

Thus,

U1(u1) =
δ2(γ − γS)(u1)2 + δ(a1

TJJ
− a1

SJ − γSa1
TJS

)u1 − a1
SJa1

TJS

δ(γ − γS)u1 + a1
TJJ

− a1
SJ − a1

TJS

. (20)
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Fig. 6. LP problem (17) for u1 < ū1 (left) and LP problem (17) for u1 = ū1 (right).

It is clear that
U1(0) > 0. (21)

By Fig. 6(b),

U1(ū1) = a1
TJJ + δγ

a1
SJ − a1

TJJ

δ(γ − γS)
< (by(7)) <

a1
SJ − a1

TJJ

δ(γ − γS)
= ū1. (22)

Thus, by (21) and (22), since U1 is continuous, the Eq. (16) has at least one root
in [0, ū1]. By (20), this equation is equivalent to the following quadratic equation

c12(u
1)2 + c11u

1 + c10 = 0 (23)

with c1i , i = 0, 1, 2 given by (10). Since c10 > 0 and c12 > 0, by (21) and (22), the
equation has the unique root in [0, ū1], while the second root of this quadratic
equation is greater than ū1. Thus, (8) and (9) is solution of the LP problem
(17). It is clear that (8) and (9) gives solution of the LP problem (17). Since the
complementary slackness conditions (3) and (4) obviously hold, and the result
follows. �
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Abstract. We witness an explosion in the number of applications being
developed for mobile devices. Many such applications are in need or
generate a lot of Internet traffic, and as such mobile devices are today
equipped with more networking capabilities, from mobile broadband
(3G/4G) to WiFi, Bluetooth, and others. However, when it comes to
mobile broadband Internet access, for economic reasons, today mobile
providers tend to switch from unlimited mobile data plans to tiered
data pricing models, putting pressure on mobile data subscribers to be
more careful how they consume their subscribed traffic. In this paper,
we propose OpenMobs, a mean to reduce the costs associated with
mobile broadband access to Internet, by sharing under-utilized network-
ing resources among co-located users through free wireless connections.
When two or more handsets are in the vicinity of each other, Open-
Mobs forms an ad hoc mesh network to redirect traffic between mobile
data plan subscribers, in the most economic and viable way. We present
studies on the feasibility of such a system to minimize the costs users
pay monthly to their mobile providers, and even financially compensates
users’ willingness to participate in the collaboration.

Keywords: Internet · Mobile broadband · Sharing · Traffic allocation

1 Introduction

Today mobile handsets and devices have come to outnumber traditional PCs
several times, and applications for mobile devices exploded in number. But many
such applications are in need or generate a lot of Internet traffic. For example, to
address problems associated with the limited amount of resources (computation,
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
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storage, power) available within the mobile device, or to provide richer experience
to their clients, many application developers appeal to resource providers (the
‘Cloud’) other than the mobile device. This is why today we do have various
mobile applications connected to either Apple iCloud, Google‘s Gmail for Mobile,
or Google Goggles. Of course, for this to happen, application developers rely on
good networking connections with the Cloud.

The networking capabilities offered by mobile devices have become very
diverse lately. Internet access options range from using free Wi-Fi at a hotspot,
to having a mobile broadband (e.g., 3G) or a mobile hotspot access (the “any-
where, anytime” Internet access offered over cellular networks). Among these,
mobile broadband access is still widely used, since it allows the user to go online
anywhere there is a cellular signal.

For mobile broadband access, a mobile data plan from a cell phone provider
allows a client to access the 3G or 4G data network, to send and receive emails,
surf the Internet, use IM, and so on from his mobile device. Mobile broadband
devices such as mobile hotspots and USB mobile broadband modems also require
a data plan from a wireless provider.

Unlimited data plans for cell phones (including smartphones) have been the
norm most recently (sometimes folded in with other wireless services in a one-
price subscription plan for voice, data, and texting). Still, today most providers,
following the example set by AT&T in 2010 [11], use tiered data pricing, thus
eliminating unlimited data access on cell phones. Tiered data plans charge dif-
ferent rates based on how much data the client uses each month. The benefit
is that such metered plans discourage heavy data usage that could slow down
a cellular network. Thus, it is no wonder today that most mobile broadband
plans for data access on laptops and tablets or via mobile hotspots are typically
tiered [10]. The downside is that users have to be more vigilant about how much
data they are using, and for heavy users, tiered data plans are more expensive.

When it comes to choosing a suitable tiered mobile data plan [4], clients
generally tend to go for oversized mobile data plans. For choosing, clients esti-
mate their peak monthly traffic needs, which is natural considering that mobile
operators charge the extra traffic above the data plan limits. In our work, we
started by analysing this fact, through interviews and questionnaires, and found
out that today most clients do tend to pay for a lot of mobile broadband traffic,
but most of the time they never use their entire payed data plan traffic.

On the other hand, when users (accidentally) exceed their mobile plan rates,
they are generally charged extra by the mobile provider. Also, in roaming, the
extra costs for connectivity can be occasionally quite prohibitive. So, the research
question we are addressing in this article is: Can we come up with a solution that
mediates opportunistic sharing of networking resources, when needed, between
users?. For the sharing of WiFi Access Point traffic, opportunistic networking
today provides an answer [2]. For mobile broadband access, we want to let users
share parts of their unused mobile broadband traffic with others. But users pay
a monthly fee to their mobile providers, so they might be reluctant in ‘giving
away’ traffic to others, for free. Thus, we propose letting the user become a
re-seller of broadband traffic that he gets from his mobile provider. This means
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that a user can sell part of his under-used traffic, and sell it to clients in need,
making a small profit in doing this (such that, at the end of the month, some
of his monthly mobile data plan fee gets payed by others). For a buyer, it is
attractive to have other users let him use their mobile data broadband access, if
he ends up paying less compared to the fees charged by the mobile provider.

In the present work we present OpenMobs, a system designed to support the
sharing of under-utilized resources available on mobile handsets in a distributed
and opportunistic way. When two or more handsets are in wireless proximity,
OpenMobs tries to forward part of one user’s traffic through the mobile data plan
of the other. To incentivize the payments between users, and motive them share
resources in an accountable manner, a digital currency such as BitCoin [9] can
be used as the form of payment for used resources. Here, we present extensive
studies on the feasibility of such a system to minimize the costs users pay to
their mobile providers at the end of the month.

Internet connection sharing has existed as an idea for many years, and every
modern operating system has implemented its fair share of services in order to
address it [12]. For smartphones, the latest venture that comes close to what
the current work is trying to solve is Open Garden [6]. Open Garden leverages
crowdsourcing to create seamless connectivity across 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi and Blue-
tooth. It enables users to create their own ad-hoc mesh networks with other
Open Garden enabled devices (i.e., smartphones, tablets and PCs). Unlike the
centralized idea proposed by Open Garden, OpenMobs allows users to share net-
working resources with minimal interaction with a centralized entity. OpenMobs
tackles the problem of automatic sharing based on context, where the user node
automatically chooses to use the opportunistic shared connection.

Our work can also be compared with the idea of offloading cellular networks
through ad hoc vehicular wireless networks [8]. However, we do not rely only
on the existence of wireless routers (it is even better when such devices exist),
and optimize traffic consumption particularly considering the wireless mobile
broadband charging fees. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
propose such a decentralized traffic sharing approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we first introduce the
theoretical optimization problem linked to the allocation of networking resources,
and propose a heuristic allocation approach for the maximization of compensa-
tion costs. Our approach is further evaluated in extensive simulation experiments
in Sect. 3. Finally, in Sect. 4 we present the conclusions.

2 Traffic Allocation Model

2.1 Research Problem

The problem of sharing traffic can be modelled as follows: Given a set of users,
each having a mobile data plan (defined by a data amount for which the user
pays a monthly fee, and a cost model for computing an extra fee associated
with the traffic consumption exceeding the data plan threshold set by the cell
phone operator), and each consuming a certain amount of traffic each month,
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we want to find an equilibrium price auction model for bidding traffic between
users, such that by re-routing traffic through other mobile phones and paying a
fee for the temporary use of their data plans, users gain profits and/or pay less,
compared to the case when each user acts selfish sticking to only the local data
plan costs negotiated by each with their cell phone operators.

In this problem, any user can become a traffic provider for other users (seller).
The traffic is auctioned, and any user is interested to buy traffic from other users
(buyer) directly located in his wireless communication range (WiFi, Bluetooth
or ZigBee could be employed at no extra costs), if the price is lower than the
cost associated with sending the traffic over the 3G or 4G data network. As men-
tioned, such a situation appears, for example, when a buyer already consumed
its entire monthly data plan traffic, and any extra traffic might be charged by
the mobile operator at considerable higher fees. Or, when a buyer is in roaming,
and the cost of transferring data over the mobile operator can be considerable
higher compared to the costs negotiated with the mobile operator by another
user (i.e., local to the mobile network).

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the example, userB needs to transfer
some data (send and receive emails, surf the Internet, use IM, and so on) from its
mobile device. For this, he can send data over 3G, using the cost associated with
the data plan negotiated with the mobile provider (costB). Luckly, in his wire-
less communication range, userA is offering to transfer this data, over a WiFi
connection existing between these two users, at a cost (bidAB) lower than costB
(so userB actually pays less, the difference being his ‘gain’). For userA, this sit-
uation also brings a small profit (gainA), since the offered cost bidAB is higher
than the actual cost (costA) negotiated by userA with her mobile provider for
transferring this data.

Fig. 1. Example scenario.

When applying equilibrium price auctions
for the allocation of traffic, the two roles, buyer
and seller, face distinct yet linked challenges.
The buyer is interested to transfer traffic at the
minimum cost possible, while the seller wants
to maximize his profit (he will commonly pur-
sue the objective of maximizing profit). Thus,
we need to come up with specific equilibrium
prices each time a user is interested to transfer
some data, such that to avoid situations where
a seller loses money at the end of the month,
by selling traffic too cheap, compared to the
cost he has to pay for his own traffic transfer

needs. In this case, the profit is given by the difference between the revenue from
the served bids, and the costs associated with all transfers over the mobile data
network.

For the rest of this article, we assume that each user has a mobile data plan,
negotiated with a local mobile provider/operator. Also, each user consumes a
certain amount of traffic, each month, for his own personal needs (transfers
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generated from the local mobile phone, for emails, web, and others). We further
assume that each user can participate in any auction, with any other users having
different data plans and traffic needs.

2.2 Formal Notations

As a basis for the optimization approach presented in the following, we introduce
a formal notation. First, we define the basic entities:

• U ⊂ N Set of participating users.
• B ⊂ N Set of buyers (willing to buy traffic from other users, where B ⊆ U).
• S ⊂ N Set of sellers (wanting to sell traffic to other users, where S ⊆ U).

According to the mobile data plan of user u ∈ U , he can monthly transfer
traffic up to a specific amount (DPu), at a constant fee (CFu - generally negotiated
with the mobile provider). If the user exceeds the DPu limit, the extra traffic is
charged separately by the mobile operator, according to a cost algorithmCOu(T ),
that depends on the actual amount of traffic T being transferred.

Generally, the data plans differ between users. Thus, for any 2 users u1 and u2,
it can happen that DPu1 �= DPu2 , CFu1 �= CFu2 and so on (but, it can also
happen that two users can get similar data plans, especially when they are
subscribed to the same mobile operator).

Also, we assume that each user transfers a certain amount of traffic, Tu each
month. Naturally, there is no problem when all users manage to stay within
their mobile data plans (Tu ≤ DPu) - but this is not always the case because
of at least two reasons: (1) even if the user manages to provision a data plan
satisfactory to his need, unscheduled events might actually lead to more traffic
being generated than usual (unforeseen networking needs), and (2) whenever
in roaming, or for different services provided by the mobile operator at ‘extra
costs’, there are supplementary fees for the generated traffic, independently of
the traffic included within the data plan (extra costs). We assume that other
users are willing to sell traffic (actually, accept connections and transfer data for
other users, through their local mobile data plan), because they do not manage
each month to consume all the traffic they generate anyway (which is generally
the case, as users tend to negotiate mobile data plans with mobile operators that
are above their average traffic needs - the old saying ‘better safe than sorrow’
generally applies when we think what kind of mobile data plan is suitable to our
monthly traffic needs).

Whenever two users, a buyer (b ∈ B) and a seller (s ∈ S) are in contact (they
can exchange traffic at no costs over short- or medium- range wireless protocols,
such as WiFi, Bluetooth or ZigBee), they can negotiate a price (CSbs) for trans-
ferring data generated by b, over the wireless link to s, and from there over the
mobile data network, using the seller’s data plan. This price also depends on the
amount of traffic Tbs that is transferred between these two users (otherwise,
the buyers might transfer well above the data plan limits of the seller, which
might reduce the seller’s profit).
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the optimization model, depicting the decision variables,
and most relevant entities.

Finally, we assume users are mobile, such that with a high probability, over
a longer period of time, any two users can meet at least once (such that ∀b ∈ B,
s ∈ S Tbs ≥ 0 stands).

2.3 Optimal Allocation Approach

To compute an optimal solution to the indicated problem, we transfer the prob-
lem definition into a mathematical optimization model. The result is given in
Model 1, and will be explained in detail in the following.

In Eq. 6, x is defined as a binary decision variable. Specifically, xbs indicates
whether the user b is willing to buy traffic from another user s. More specifi-
cally, when two users meet, each one presents his offer (the price he is willing
to accept for the other to transfer traffic through his mobile data plan). Of
course, this auction can be accepted or not by each user (which is interpreted
by this binary decision variable). An overview of the optimization model, which
highlights the relations between the decision variables and the most important
entities, is depicted in Fig. 2.

Equation 1 specifies the objective of the optimization model, namely the min-
imization of the costs implied for transferring cell phone generated data over the
mobile networks operated by different mobile providers (but doing it such that
in the end no user loses money). This is similar to the concept of profit, as
the difference between the fees payed to the mobile operator without using any
optimization, versus the smaller fees payed to the mobile operator when users
collaborate and re-sell traffic in their data plan, is a cost which is shown in their
own pockets. Thus, the two components shown in Eq. 1.

Equation 2 specifies the cost for transferring data for all users, as a sum
between the data plan costs (CF , fix costs payed by all user at the end of
the month; this generally includes the traffic D, corresponding to the data plan
negotiated with the mobile operator), and costs associated with extra traffic (CO
is a cost model specified by the mobile operator; according to this, generally the
user pays proportionally with the amount of traffic transferred over the data
plan limits T

′
). The cost CO can be quite large, and in this case, the T

′
traffic

could be redirected through the unused data plan offered by another user.
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Equation 3 specified exactly this optimization. In this case, some traffic is
transferred through other users (so we have sellers S, and buyers B). In this
case, the cost is a sum between (1) the cost for transferring the local traffic by
the buyer, through his local mobile provider, (2) the cost negotiated for traffic
auctioned between the buyer and seller, and (3) the cost for transferring the
local traffic plus the negotiated traffic, through the local mobile provider of the
seller. In this equation, the cost of transferring data over the mobile operator
depends, again, whether the traffic is included in the monthly data plan traffic,
or exceeds the data plan traffic (which is presented in Eq. 4).

Finally, Eq. 5 links everything together, and presents the conditions needing
to happen in order for a user to maximize his profit by selling data plan traffic
(respectively, optimize the cost by buying traffic from a seller, at a cost lower than
the one offered by the mobile operator). For users to gain from this collaboration
(see Fig. 1), two conditions must simultaneous stand: (1) the buyer must buy at
a cost smaller than the cost of transferring the same amount of data through
the mobile operator (right inequality), and (2) the seller must sell at a cost that
covers at least the cost necessary for him to transfer the sold data over the local
mobile operator (left inequality).

For the seller, the cost could be 0 if he manages to sell traffic included in his
mobile data plan, negotiated with the mobile operator. This condition is also
captured in Eq. 5; in this case, his operating/transferring cost Cs is kept to 0
if the traffic generated by the seller and transferred over the mobile operator
(Ts), plus all traffic that he manages to sell, is still less than the data plan traffic
negotiated with the operator (DPs). Actually, the seller still has to pay at the
end of the month the fee associated with his data plan, but this is independent
of the amount of traffic sold (and is included in Costinitial). In other words, Cs

establishes a hint over the profit the seller manages to accomplish.
In Eq. 5, the selling price needs a predictor on the amount of traffic the seller

expects to deliver through his mobile network for the current month. A fog-of-
war probabilistic model, similar to the one proposed in [8], can be used to deal
with this uncertainty, considering the history of traffic associated with the user
monthly, on a historical base. With this construction, Model 1 still constitutes a
Linear Program (LP), or more specifically, Binary Integer Program (BIP). This
class of optimization problems can be solved using well-known methods from
the field of Operations Research, most notably, the Branch and Bound (B&B)
algorithm [7]. While the B&B algorithm can be very efficient in some cases, it is
still based on the principle of enumeration, i.e., in the worst case, all potential
solutions have to be examined [5]. Specifically, for a BIP, the solution space
grows exponentially with the number of decision variables. As can be observed
from Model 1, the number of decision variables increases quadratically with the
number of traffic auctions (Eq. 6), and linearly with the number of mobile data
plan types. Accordingly, the computational complexity of the optimal allocation
approach is exponential and corresponds to O(2‖U‖2∗‖DP‖), where ‖DP‖ is the
number of different tiered mobile data plans in use.1
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Model 1 Optimal Allocation Model

Maximize Profitx = {Costinitial − Costoptim(x)} ≥ 0 (1)

Costinitial =
∑
u∈U

CFu +
∑
u∈U

COu

(
T

′
u

)
(2)

Costoptim(x) =
∑
b∈B

Cb

(
Tb −

∑
s∈S

xbs ∗ Tbs

)

+
∑

b∈B,s∈S

xbs ∗ CSbs (Tbs) +
∑
s∈S

Cs

(
Ts +

∑
b∈B

xbs ∗ Tbs

) (3)

where,

Cu(T ) =

{
CFu if T < DPu.

CFu + COu (T − DP ) , otherwise.
(4)

∀b ∈ B, s ∈ S, xbs = 1 ⇐⇒ Cs (T ) < CSbs (T ) < COb (T )
with,

Cs(T ) =

{
0, if Ts +

∑
∀u,u �=s xus ∗ Tus + T < DPs.

COs (T ) , otherwise.

(5)

xbs ∈ {0, 1} ∀b ∈ B,S ∈ S (6)

2.4 An Heuristic Allocation Approach

For real-life application scenarios involving thousands of users, the optimal allo-
cation approach may be problematic due to its exponential growth in compu-
tational complexity. Thus, we have developed a heuristic approach that trades
reductions in computation time against potentially sub-optimal solutions. The
idea is to determine an equilibrium price auctioned between any two users.

In our approach, whenever two users, A and B, meet, each presents to the
other a price he is willing to accept for traffic forwarding. This means that A
computes a price, CSAB , he is willing to accept from B (per data unit). If user
B needs to transfer data (for email, or others), he decides whether is cheaper to
transfer it through the mobile network (3G), or send it through A (over WiFi or
other ‘cost-free’ wireless communication protocol). In this case, A gains a small
fee, which is still larger than what it costs him to actually send the data coming
from B, over A’s mobile network. If this is true, than user A becomes the ‘seller’,
and user B the ‘buyer’.
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The CSbs price depends on several parameters (as described in Model 1): the
mobile data plan of the seller (DPs), the traffic already used from this data plan
by the seller from the beginning of the current month1 (Ps), and the amount
of traffic the buyer is interested to transfer (XPb). The idea is to sell cheap
when the user has plenty of traffic left from the mobile data plan (such that to
guarantee that at least someone buys - the seller wants to maximize his profit,
and use the traffic remaining in the data plan that otherwise would be waste),
and sell at a high rate if the seller does not have much traffic left in the mobile
data plan (such that, in the unfortunate event that in the future he will also
want to use his data plan for own traffic needs, the higher fees operated by the
mobile provider for any extra traffic are still covered by the fees he gains from
his traffic buyers - the seller wants to stay ‘in profit’, and not lose money at the
end of the month).

Thus, the heuristic formula we propose for computing the cost is:

CSbs = emin{th,Ps+XPb−DPs
coef } (7)

where th is a high upper-limit threshold (that ensures the negotiated fee does
not grow indefinitely), and coef is a coefficient that reflects the mobility environ-
ment. This means that for coef , we start with a predefined traffic value (the pre-
defined preference of the user to sell traffic). If, at the end of the month, the user
losses money (because his preference in selling made him sell cheaper that the
is charged by the mobile operator), the value of this coefficient doubles. After
several iterations, as the experiments presented next show, the system actually
reaches a state of ecquilibrium, and all coef are stable and individually defined
such that we have a positive profit.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Approach and Methodology

For testing the proposed heuristic allocation approach, we used three publicly-
available mobility traces. UPB [2] is a trace taken in an academic environment
at the University Politehnica of Bucharest, where the participants were students
and teachers at the faculty. It includes Bluetooth and WiFi data collected for a
period of 64 days, by 66 participants. St. Andrew [1] is a real-world mobility
trace taken on the premises of the University of St. Andrews and around the
surrounding town. It lasted for 79 days and involved 27 participants that used
T-mote Invent devices with Bluetooth capabilities. Finally, MIT Reality [3] con-
tains tracing data from 100 users from the University of Helsinki. The collected
information includes call logs and Bluetooth devices in proximity, collected over
the course of an academic year. Thus, each scenario emulates different running
conditions: users meet scarcely, regularly, or frequently.
1 Through the paper, a month is the time period usually charged by the mobile oper-

ator. As such, a month can actually begin with any day of the montly calendar.
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On top of these traces, we simulated the behavior of users wanting to transfer
data, with and without a system serving the proposed optimized heuristics. This
system detects opportunistic wireless connections and tries to optimize the cost
when possible, by transferring some of the traffic exceeding the mobile data plan,
through other proximity-located users.

The main benefit of such a system is that it creates a virtual market of
Internet traffic. Basically, it addresses the problem of rigid mobile subscription
plans by providing opportunistic ad hoc sharing of traffic, below the normal rates.
Those with excess traffic included in their mobile subscription plan can offer it
to others for a much lower price than they would pay the network provider.

There is also a hidden benefit for the mobile network provider: the network
usage can be more predictable since users will tend to use up their mobile sub-
scription plan completely; at lower costs, users will be stimulated to use broad-
band communication more, which will result in profit for the provider.

Another benefit is present when travelling abroad since the rates offered by
the local peers will be much less than the roaming rates offered by the mobile
network provider.

Table 1. Data Service Plan parameters used in simulations.

Price/MB (EUR) Price/MB (EUR) for Amount of traffic Assignment

for traffic for extra traffic outside included in probability

included in plan the data plan data plan

0.02 0.01 90 MB 0.05

0.012 0.01 200 MB 0.05

0.008 0.01 350 MB 0.10

0.007 0.01 450 MB 0.15

0.006 0.01 500 MB 0.30

0.004 0.01 1 GB 0.25

0.0037 0.01 1.5 GB 0.05

0.0032 0.01 2.0 GB 0.05

In these experiments, we were particularly interested whether there are
benefits (profit) for the users, and whether users interact frequently enough in
real-world so that the system is useful. We want to measure the benefits previ-
ously mentioned, and see if the degree of interaction that occurs between peers
increases the benefits provided by the system.

Each of the cases was run several times on each trace, with varying random
seed values, for a confidence level of 95 %.

In order for the simulations to resemble real usage as close as possible, we
have chosen to allocate each mobile device from the trace a specific service
subscription data plan, which has three associated parameters: price/MB when
the user still has traffic in his normal data plan, price/MB when the user has
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exhausted the traffic in his data plan and the amount of included data traffic.
Each data service plan also has an associated probability that is taken into
account when generating the data plan associations for the mobile devices.

After associating a data subscription plan, the next step was to designate a
level of data usage and traffic pattern per device. A traffic pattern has two associ-
ated parameters: the average amount of traffic used per month and a propensity
to use that traffic when in a social context (when the device is in contact with
other devices). The propensity parameter is represented as the probability that
a device will consume traffic when in the presence of another device.

Table 2. Traffic usage pattern parameters used in the simulation.

Average Data Traffic Propensity to use traffic Traffic Pattern

per Month (MB) while in the presence Distribution Probability

of other mobile devices

200 0.5 0.25

400 0.5 0.25

600 0.5 0.25

800 0.5 0.25

The data service plans parameters used in our simulation are presented in
Table 1. These plans and their distribution have been empirically determined
based on the real data plan offered in Romania, by the Orange mobile operator.
The Price/MB for traffic included in the data plan has been determined by
factoring out the included data traffic as representing one fifth of the value of
the mobile subscription plan. The 1/5 factor has been selected such that the
price for traffic included in the plan will be less that the price for extra traffic
for most of the service plans. Also, for each service plan there tends to be up to
5 components included in the offer (data traffic, internal voice traffic, external
voice traffic, SMS, MMS).

The traffic usage pattern parameters used for the simulations are presented
in Table 2. These parameters have been selected based on usual data traffic
consumption patterns.

3.2 Results and Discussion

We used four metrics to evaluate OpenMobs’s ability to support traffic sharing
(all results below are averaged over all simulated months). The first one is greedi-
ness, which is the percent of monthly traffic a user uses, versus the traffic offered
implicitly by his mobile data plan. In simulations, we have (a) users consuming
less traffic than they are offered by the mobile provider, and (b) others consum-
ing up to 10x times the traffic they could otherwise use (which happens because
now users are motivated to use more, at lower offered prices). For the users in
the first category, the gain is triggered by the traffic they sell. For the others, the
gain is computed as the difference between what they would have paid without
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(a) Gain vs. greediness. (b) Gain vs. used connections.

(c) Gain vs. popularity. (d) Gain per node.

Fig. 3. Results for the experiments on UPB.

OpenMobs, and what they actually paid when using OpenMobs. As results in
Figs. 3a, 4a, and 5a show, because costs in OpenMobs are optimized, users sell-
ing traffic gain a profit maintained within such limits that users buying would
not lose money at the end of the month, compared to what they would pay if
buying traffic directly from the mobile operator.

Another metric is the usedConections, which shows the link between the
number of times a user buys or sells traffic, versus the gain OpenMobs brings at
the end of the month. As seen in Figs. 3b, 4b, and 5b, users manage to gain at
the end of the month proportionally to the number of times they are able to sell
or buy traffic - thus, OpenMobs can actually incentivitize users to participate in
the traffic sharing collaboration, just by the fact that the more clients use the
system, the more profit they manage to gain.

The popularity shows the relation between the homophily of an user, and
his monthly gain when using OpenMobs. Two users are considered to have a
connection if they spend enough time in contact and share a number of friends
in common [2]. The results in Figs. 3c and 4c show that a more popular user
has a higher probability of making a certain profit from using OpenMobs – in
the left part, the users with relatively few friends are clustered near the bottom,
while in the right part of the plots, clients with more friends are scattered and
tend to gain more from using OpenMobs.
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(a) Gain vs. greediness. (b) Gain vs. used connections.

(c) Gain vs. popularity. (d) Gain per node.

Fig. 4. Results for the experiments on MITReality.

(a) Gain vs. greediness. (b) Gain vs. used connections.

Fig. 5. Results for the experiments on StAndrews.

Finally, Figs. 3d and 4d show the relation between the average gain for each
node (user), and the actual variance of the gain during the experiments. We
recall that each experiment lasts for several month, and in the beginning users
can actually lose (the lower values for gain). But, because OpenMobs adapts the
strategy and corrects the coefficient used in the auctioned prices for selling traffic,
in the end all users start gaining. This means that, in real life, when OpenMobs
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is used for even more consecutive months, it can actually start bringing more
profit to each user – which we believe can act as another incentive for users to
use and participate in the collaboration.

4 Conclusions

OpenMobs is a system designed to optimize the economical costs in accessing
mobile broadband Internet through mobile handset devices. In this paper, we
presented our approach to share under-utilized networking resources among co-
located users through free wireless access. Whenever two or more users are in the
vicinity of each other, OpenMobs forms an ad hoc mesh network and redirects
traffic in the most economic and viable way. We presented extensive studies
on the feasibility of such a system to minimize the costs users pay to their
mobile providers at the end of the month, and even financially compensates users
willingness to participate in the collaboration. We are currently well-underway
with a real-world implementation of OpenMobs, on Android-operated devices.
Also, ink the future, we aim to address also energy consumption as another
parameter for our cost model.
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Abstract. The attention that the scientific community has paid to the
use of Network Coding techniques over Wireless Mesh Networks has
remarkably increased in the last years. A large group of the existing
proposals are based on the combination of packets belonging to different
flows, so as to reduce the number of real transmissions over the wireless
channels. This would eventually lead to better performances, together
with an energy-aware operation. However, there are certain aspects that
might prevent their use. In this paper we empirically study one of these
deterrents; we propose an algorithm to establish the feasibility of apply-
ing Network Coding over random topologies, by identifying a set of nodes
that might be able to act as coding entities. Besides, we discuss the
appropriateness of such selection, by comparing the lengths of the cor-
responding paths. The results show that the probability of promoting
these techniques is rather low.

Keywords: Inter-flow Network Coding · Wireless Mesh Networks ·
Random multi-hop topologies · TCP

1 Introduction

Network Coding was originally proposed by Ahlswede et al. in their seminal
paper [2] more than a decade ago. Since then, the scientific community has
made outstanding efforts in order to apply such techniques over different types
of networks. It is worth highlighting the tremendous research effort that is being
made towards the applicability of Network Coding over wireless networks, in
general, and over mesh topologies, in particular.

Although there might be other sensible classifications, we can roughly sepa-
rate the various proposals that have been made between those that code packets
belonging to different flows (these are in fact those which were first proposed)
from others that combine different packets (fragments) belonging to the same
data flow (in this case, these solutions show some commonalities with fountain
codes, such as LT or Raptor).

If we focus on the first of the aforementioned groups, there are some aspects
that might deter the applicability of such solutions over real networks. The first
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one is the impact of random errors, which we already studied in our previous
research [5,6], where we assessed the impact of packet erasure channels over
canonical mesh topologies (i.e. the so-called X and Butterfly ones). In this paper
we pay attention to another aspect that could limit the potential gains of these
solutions. In particular, we look at random network topologies and we empirically
evaluate the real possibilities of using Network Coding techniques over them.
Namely, our analysis focus on the optimal choice of a coding element along the
route, seeking the best intermediate node which is crossed by the various data
streams, thus it (or they) could be able to merge the previously received packets
into a single unit of information. We propose an algorithm to establish whether a
particular random topology over might be considered as appropriate to use such
technique. For the sake of simplicity, in this very first approach we only consider
the presence of two data flows within the network; limiting as well the number of
coding entities to one single node. The results show that, in spite of using flows
that are chosen so as to favor the merging process, the probability of finding
a suitable coding node is rather low and, in some cases, it would require using
rather awkward routes, leading to performances that might be even lower than
those seen by the legacy approach (i.e. traditional store-and-forward routing).
Besides, we have included an additional testbed based on the ns-3 simulation
platform [1], quantifying the potential benefit brought about by combining the
information of different flows along the network, thus reducing the number of
transmissions required by legacy store-and-forward schemes. In this case, we
have observed a performance increment of about 1.5% when the length of the
different routes is not altered by the usage of Network Coding (NC) techniques.

The rest of the document has been structured as follows: Sect. 2 outlines the
main contributions found in the literature that address the same topics covered
in this work. Section 3 presents and describes the solution that we have car-
ried out to discover the potential coding opportunities within a random wireless
topology. After that, Sect. 4 describes the empirical assessment used to evaluate
the capability of the use of Inter-flow NC techniques over Wireless Mesh Net-
works (WMNs) to improve the performance exhibited by a traditional routing
scheme. Finally, Sect. 5 properly concludes the documents and hints those issues
that shall be tackled in the future.

2 Related Work

Although the research on routing protocols for multi-hop networks started already
almost twenty years ago, we have seen that the relevance of such topologies has
recently increased. They were originally conceived as communication alternatives
for rather particular scenarios (for instance, natural disasters), thus limiting their
actual potential and applicability. However, during the latest years, the use of
mesh networks is proposed as a means to extend the coverage of more traditional
topologies. Some key examples are the IEEE 802.11s standard or the device-
to-device communication, that is currently under consideration by the 3GPP in
the latest LTE specifications. In addition, we should also reflect the relevance of
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machine-to-machine communications and the key role that multi-hop topologies
have in the corresponding wireless sensor networks. As a consequence, we have
seen a reactivation of the technical activities in the MANET working group of
the IETF, which has recently (as of June 2014) submitted various Request For
Comments.

Regarding Network Coding, we have already mentioned that Ahwslede et al.
introduced in [2] this promising technique, whose main principle questions the
traditional store-and-forward paradigm, which has been dominating the packet
switching-oriented networking realm during decades. This legacy concept was
tailored at the initial steps of the Internet, when the routers suffered from an
extremely limited capacity and their unique task was to redirect the packets
to their next hop along the path, without carrying out any further process-
ing. However, at the time of writing, these intermediate nodes have remarkably
evolved, and they currently incorporate enough resources to perform more com-
plex operations. The authors in [2] fostered the integration of a certain level of
additional intelligence within the networking elements, allowing them to combine
the information belonging to different flows, with the main goal of enhancing the
network performance (i.e. improve throughput, mask losses, save energy, enhance
the security, etc.).

Looming from such initial contribution, another branch, focused on the inter-
play between such techniques with wireless networks has also has also taken
roots [3,9,15]; in this particular case, the inherent broadcast nature of the wire-
less channel is exploited. For instance, Katti et al. introduced COPE [9], a com-
plete NC architecture, being one of the first works in putting into practice the
theoretical concepts previously discussed in [2,10,12,17]. In a nutshell, they sim-
plified all the coding/decoding tasks, proposing the use of simple bitwise XOR
operations, exploiting the information that intermediate nodes had previously
stored. Besides, they tailored their solution to take advantage from the spatial
diversity of this type of communications, since the nodes were able to overhear
the packets transmitted within their coverage area, even though not being the
intended destinations; these packets might be useful to recover the original infor-
mation that travels coded along the network. Another interesting work is the one
carried out by Hunderbøll et al. [8]. They presented the so-called Coding Applied
To Wireless On Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (CATWOMAN) framework, which was
conceived to operate over Better Approach To Mobile Adhoc Networking (BAT-
MAN) [13], integrating a fully-fledged NC solution within this routing protocol,
using its control and management messages to identify coding opportunities by
means of estimating the overhearing capability of the neighboring nodes. How-
ever, the authors did not consider the use of complex topologies, assessing the
performance of their solution over rather simple scenarios, in which the role of
the coding element could be straightforwardly selected.

In our previous works [5,6], we assessed the performance of an Inter-flow
Network Coding implementation over canonical and simple wireless multi-hop
topologies (i.e. X, Butterfly). We focused on the impact that some operational
parameters (i.e. the configuration of the buffer that will temporary store the
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packets at the coding routers waiting for coding opportunities, the synchroniza-
tion between the flows within the scenario, etc.) might have over the low perfor-
mance exhibited by TCP over WMNs, mainly due to the way TCP reacts upon
random losses. Although the results showed a relevant performance enhance-
ment over ideal channels, when the wireless channels started to cause random
errors, the interplay between TCP and NC was not as good as could have been
expected, showing a remarkably lower performance than the one observed by the
legacy TCP.

One of the most important characteristics of a generic WMN lies on its ran-
domness, since the position and mobility of the nodes might be unpredictable. In
such cases, the identification of a suitable node to carry out the coding function-
ality is far from being obvious (as it was, for instance, with the aforementioned
canonical scenarios). In this sense, it is deemed necessary to provide a number of
mechanisms to appropriately identify the most appropriate location of the cod-
ing entity (or entities) in real time, yet minimizing the required overhead that
needs to be transmitted, as routing/coding signaling messages. Some works, such
as [14,16] have already tackled this, posing an optimization problem to carry
out the corresponding analysis. The first paper introduces two suboptimal code
generation techniques: one uses linear programming, offering certain flexibility
to select the objective functions; while the other use an optimization problem
that establishes greater restrictions, posing an integer problem. The authors of
the second paper proposes a distributed optimization problem, exploiting the
information that is provided by neighboring nodes.

This work starts from the basis established by the contributions that are
described hereinafter. On the first hand, Le et al. introduced Distributed Coding-
Aware Routing (DCAR) [11] to overcome the main limitations of COPE [9],
questioning its feasibility over dynamic topologies. Two main conclusions were
derived: first, the choice of coding elements is tightly related to the pre-established
routes (i.e. static conditions); second, the code structure in COPE is limited
within a two-hop region. In order to sort these limitations out, they presented an
on-demand and link-state routing protocol bringing about the discovery of high
throughput paths by means of a novel routing metric (Coding-Aware Routing
Metric - CRM ). The protocol detects the potential network coding opportunities
(i.e. the coding nodes along the network), being able to distinguish between
“coding-feasible” and “coding impossible” paths. Additionally, they proposed a
set of conditions that must be fulfilled by a node to become a coding element.
Afterwards, Guo et al. [7] questioned whether these requirements are enough
when there are various intersecting nodes along a path, and they proposed a
new coding-aware routing metric, Free-Ride-Oriented Routing Metric (FORM),
able to exploit a larger number of coding opportunities, regardless of the number
of flows and intersecting nodes. It is worth mentioning that, contrary to these two
works, we do not focus on the protocol itself (i.e. we do not study its overhead,
discovery messages, etc.), but our main objective is to carry out a thorough
analysis of the corresponding coding conditions. To our best knowledge there
are no other works that have carried out such a study. In order to do so, we
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propose an algorithm and we use it through an extensive simulation analysis
in which we characterize the probability of finding coding opportunities over a
number of different randomly-generated WMN.

3 Implementation

Before describing the algorithm that we have designed to identify the node(s)
acting as coding element(s), we recall again that we have based this proposal
on the conditions identified in [7,11]. We have broadened them and, exploiting
graph theory, we have developed an algorithm that provides with the list of
potential coding nodes (if any) in any wireless random topology.

We list below a set of assumptions that might help the reader to follow the
analysis depicted afterwards.

– For the sake of simplicity, we consider the coding of two different flows.
– By exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, any node within

the coverage area of a transmitter is able to overhear the packets it sends,
even though they are not the real destination.

– As was already mentioned, we assume that there are always two active flows
between two pairs of endpoints (i.e. s1 → d1 and s2 → d2); besides, if the
algorithm found any coding opportunity, it would return a list of the potential
coding nodes cj , where j = [0...N ], being N the total number of them.

– We define N (u) as the set of one-hop neighboring nodes to node u.
– fi denotes the ith flow within the scenario.
– Finally, the notations U(cj , fi) and D(cj , fi) are used to identify the upstream

and downstream nodes, respectively. The former are defined as the nodes
between the two sources (si) and a coding element (cj), while the latter ones
are those nodes between cj and the corresponding destinations (di).

When two flows converge at an articulation vertex, a “raw” coding oppor-
tunity is detected and a new coded packet is built using those that had been
previously stored1. The coding and decoding calculations are based on simple
XOR (⊕) operations. Hence, from a native packet a belonging to an arbitrary
flow fm and another one, b, received from a different stream fn, the coding
node cj will create a new coded packet, whose upper layer information2 is built
by means of combination of both native segment a and b, i.e. a ⊕ b. At the
receiving entity, this coded packet could be decoded if and only if the corre-
sponding receiver had previously stored one of the constituent native packets3

1 Recall that the Inter-flow coding scheme we are studying encodes packets belonging
to different data streams.

2 Since we will use our previously [5,6] implemented NC framework in a further sim-
ulation assessment (belonging to the future work), where we introduced a new layer
between IP and TCP levels, a coding operation would involve both application-layer
payload and TCP header.

3 Typically, these are propagated within the topology, reaching the destination node
thanks to the physical broadcast nature of wireless links.
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(either a or b). In such case, the remaining packet could be straightforwardly
obtained by means of the inverse operation: i.e. a = (a⊕ b)⊕ b or b = (a⊕ b)⊕a.
However, when the receiver had not stored any of the native packets when it
gets the coded one, it leads to a decoding failure event and the corresponding
coded packet would be dropped.

As was hinted earlier, an appropriate selection of the coding node is deemed
essential; it needs to ensure that the final destinations are able to receive both the
coded and native pieces of information; otherwise, the consequences of decoding
failures would have a dramatic impact over the overall system performance (i.e.
the loss of a coded implies a twofold effect, since it holds information belonging
the two different flows). Furthermore, those worthless transmissions might also
cause more contention to access the shared channel, which would eventually
bring about even worse performances.

With these assumptions, we broaden the conditions proposed in [11], leading
to the requirements that need to be fulfilled by the two flows f1 and f2 to find
a potential coding node cj in an articulation point within their corresponding
paths.

Definition 1. Let f1 and f2 be two flows with an articulation point at node c.
The conditions that leverage a coding opportunity are depicted below.

– There exists u1 ∈ D(C, f1) such that u1 ∈ N(v2), v2 ∈ U(C, f2), or u1 ∈
U(c, f2).

– There exists u2 ∈ D(C, f2) such that u2 ∈ N(v1), v1 ∈ U(C, f1), or u2 ∈
U(c, f1).

In other words, we have to ensure that the destination nodes are able to directly
overhear the native packets belonging to the other flow. It is worth highlighting
that there exists a different approach to address the coding/decoding operation,
based on the exchange of periodic reports which contain the essential information
of each node (i.e. current neighbors, stored packets, etc.), as described in [9].
Nonetheless, this alternative would require an additional channel overhead and
contention, thus clashing with the foundations of our NC approach [5,6].

Assuming ideal channel conditions (i.e. no packet losses due to propagation
impairments, hidden terminals, etc.) as well as a perfect MAC scheduling (i.e.
no collisions), the above constraints are necessary and sufficient. However, the
authors in [7] questioned that these statements might not be appropriate if there
exist various articulation points between the endpoints, proposing a number of
modifications to discover the best set of nodes within a generic mesh topology.

In order to align the aforementioned requirements with the NC protocol
operation we presented in [5,6], we have imposed the following constraints to
deploy the corresponding scenarios: (1) we will only consider two data flows:
s1 → d1 and s2 → d2; (2) we will limit the number of coding nodes cj to 1;
(3) only destination nodes can take care of the decoding process. Considering
these limitations, the conditions described in Definition 1 need to be slightly
updated, as can be seen below.
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Definition 2. Let f1 and f2 be two flows with an articulation point at node c.
The simplified conditions that leverage a coding opportunity are enumerated
below.

– There exists u1 ∈ U(c, f1) such that u1 ∈ N(d2) and d2 is the destination node
of f2, or u1 = d2.

– There exists u2 ∈ U(c, f2) such that u2 ∈ N(d1) and d1 is the destination node
of f1, or u2 = d1.

To better illustrate this, Fig. 1 shows a generic multi-hop topology in which
our proposed algorithm is able to find a coding node. We can differentiate the
paths followed by the two flows f1 and f2, following the routes s1 → 1 → c1 → d1
and s2 → c1 → 2 → d2, respectively. Besides, it can easily be inferred that the
particular locations of the nodes fulfill the conditions depicted in Definition 2,
since both destinations di are able to overhear the packets sent from the sources
of the other flows sj , with i, j ∈ [1, 2] and i �= j. Hence, this particular scenario
shows the conditions that would leverage the use of NC.

s1
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d12
d2

a

a b

a
⊕

b a⊕
b

a ⊕ b

a
b

U (c1, f1)
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D (c1, f1)

U (c1, f2)

Overhearing
links

Fig. 1. Generic multi-hop topology

Once we have established all the necessary conditions (as well as the con-
straints imposed by our Inter-flow NC protocol) that any scenario must ful-
fill to leverage a coding scheme within the network, Algorithm 1 shows the
procedure that we have implemented to identify the potential coding nodes
within the corresponding graph. Essentially, the algorithm receives the following
input arguments: the underlying graph G(V,E) of the particular network topol-
ogy/scenario, where V is the set of nodes of the network and E the edges/links
that are established between them. In addition, it also needs the two pairs of
endpoints s1/d1, s2/d2 that establish the corresponding flows. Finally, we intro-
duce a last parameter, Δ, which limits the maximum number of additional hops
that a route might take in order to find a coding router (compared to a tradi-
tional store-and-forward routing scheme). It is worth highlighting the key role
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Data: G(V, E), s1, s2, d1, d2, Δ
Result: List of possible coding nodes
Calculate f1 and f2 with Dijkstra;
for each node i in G �= s1, s2, d1 and d2 do

Calculate UK(i, f1), DK(i, f1), UK(i, f2), DK(i, f2) with Yen’s algorithm;
for j = 1 : K do

LU1 = [ ] ;
for each node, n, in Uj(i, f1) do

LU1 = [LU1 n N(n)] ;
end
LU2 = [ ] ;
for each node, n, in Uj(i, f2) do

LU2 = [LU2 n N(n)] ;
end
if (d1 ∈ LU2) and (d2 ∈ LU1) then

if (Length(f1) + Δ ≤ Length(U(i, f1) + D(i, f1))) and
(Length(f2) + Δ ≤ Length(U(i, f2) + D(i, f2))) then

CodingNodes = [CodingNodes i] ;
end

end

end

end

Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code to check whether there is any potential coding
node within a generic multi-hop topology

that this parameter will play in this approach, since the usage of longer paths
has a tremendous impact over WMNs, as will be discussed below. Hence, it is
deemed essential to limit the maximum number of “additional hops” generated
by the use of our NC solution in order to prevent from insensible outputs. The
algorithm returns the list of potential coding nodes that satisfy the coding con-
ditions gathered in Definition 2, as well as the j routes between si and di (one
route per flow and coding router cj).

In order to find the corresponding paths between the endpoints, we use two
different routing alternatives: Dijkstra’s [4] and Yen’s [18] algorithms. The sec-
ond one, which provides a set of the K shortest paths, is used so as to be able
to identify additional routes that might lead to better performances, since the
former just returns a single path.

The main quality of this type of NC schemes is to combine packets belong-
ing to different flows, thus saving a number of transmissions (up to 25% in
canonical topologies). However, due to the contention-based nature of the IEEE
802.11 medium access control, if these techniques led to longer routes, the corre-
sponding performance enhancement would be mitigated, even leading to worse
behaviors. For that purpose, the last part of our proposed algorithm introduces
a novel constraint that establishes a sensible bound on the number of hops that
has to be used in order to find a suitable coding router, mapped as Δ. As we
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will see later, all the routes provided by the NC approach will be, at least, equal
in length to those ones corresponding to the legacy scheme; for that purpose,
when the Δ constraint is enabled, all those paths which exceed the length of
the legacy Dijkstra’s path plus the aforementioned threshold will be automati-
cally discarded, hence its resulting coding node cj will not be part of the list of
potential coding elements. In other words, even though in these cases the cod-
ing conditions introduced in Definition 2 are accomplished, the resulting routes
might be considered as false positives.

4 Results

In this section we outline the process that we have followed to evaluate the
behavior of our solution (based on Algorithm1). In a nutshell, we have carried
out an empirical assessment that can be structured according to the following
stages: (1) randomly deploy the nodes within the scenario; (2) execute the rout-
ing algorithms whose operation was described in Sect. 3; (3) discuss the results
provided by the proposed procedure, comparing them to those that would have
been obtained by a traditional routing scheme.

After this step, the resulting output (i.e. the scenarios which have, at least,
a potential coding node) will cater a second stage, where the routes generated
by the algorithm will be used as the input of a simulation-driven assessment
(through the ns-3 platform, using the Inter-flow NC implemented that we pre-
sented in [5,6]), where we will evaluate the potential benefit of combining the
use of NC techniques with TCP over random wireless networks.

Before starting with the description of the algorithm assessment, we enumer-
ate the characteristics of the scenarios that have been used for the analysis.

– A total number of 32 nodes is randomly deployed within a 100 × 100 meters
squared area, following a Poisson Point Process.

– We discard any network whose corresponding graph is not connected; that is
to say, we only analyze networks in which there is, at least, one path between
any pair of nodes.

– We do not consider node mobility, and thus all nodes is stay static throughout
the simulation.

– The coverage area of the nodes is modeled by a 20 m disk radius.
– Two pairs of endpoints define the two long-lived flows considered in the sce-

nario (i.e. s1 → d1 and s2 → d2). All these nodes are selected so as to
increase the likelihood of finding a coding entity at any of the articulation
nodes between the two streams. Namely, we take the coordinates (20, 80),
(80, 80), (20, 20) and (80, 20) as reference points, choosing the closest nodes
to these positions as s1, s2, d1 and d2, respectively.

– For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the flows f1 and f2 will be
active throughout the process.

We have generated a total of 1000 scenarios complying with the above char-
acteristics, using them as the input of the routing solutions. The algorithm pro-
posed in this work returns the list of potential coding nodes (if any) as well as
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Fig. 2. Illustrative example of two random topologies

the length of the K paths for each of the two flows. For comparison purposes,
a traditional routing scheme establishes the shortest paths between the endpoints
by means of Dijkstra’s algorithm.

As an illustrative example, Fig. 2 shows two of the random scenarios that were
studied. The topology on the left (Fig. 2a), corresponds to a situation in which
the coding router identified by the algorithm seems to be an appropriate one,
since node C is placed at an articulation point between the two paths, without
increasing their overall number of hops. Besides, the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium would allow the destination nodes d1 and d2 to directly overhear
the transmissions from nodes 27 and 18, respectively. This information will be
later used to decode the coded packets and retrieve the information originally
addressed to them. On the other hand, the topology on the right (Fig. 2b) leads
to a rather worse behavior, since the position of the coding node is far from being
adequate; we can see that the routes that connect C to the flow endpoints require
many unnecessary hops (i.e. 2 for the path s1 → d1 and 5 for the other one), thus
significantly increasing the overall path lengths and likely jeopardizing the global
performance. On the basis of this first analysis, we can conclude that, although
the proposed algorithm is able to find the most appropriate coding router within
a random scenario, the results might require a second analysis, since the resulting
performance would be much lower than the one achieved using more traditional
routing mechanisms. In addition, this second scenario poses two main issues:
on the first hand, it reinforces the usage of a kind of limiter to avoid awkward
routes that would not provide any kind of benefit (tuning the aforementioned
Δ parameter, which will prevent the inclusion on insensible routes); besides, it
would be interesting to enhance the algorithm so that it could be able to detect
these undesired and illogical results, such as detecting i.e. the presence of cycles
along the routes.
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Fig. 3. pdf of the number of hops (Traditional routing vs Network coding)

The first aspect to be studied is the probability density function (pdf) of the
number of hops required by the source nodes (si) to reach their corresponding
destinations (di), as shown in Fig. 3. We can see that the traditional routing
scheme (Dijkstra) is always able to find paths with ≤18 hops, with the presence
of a peak centered at 9–11 hops; on the other hand, the NC scheme yields a
more uniform set of probabilities, yet it is not a good performance at all, since
the use of these techniques leads to longer routes (i.e. we can find cases in which
a packet has to use up to 23 different hops before reaching its destination).
This means that, in some specific scenarios, the coding scheme proposed by our
algorithm would impose the use of a much larger number of hops, bringing about
a performance degradation, rather than increasing it.

Figure 4 compares the number of hops that were obtained by the two app-
roaches for every scenario. As can be seen, the NC scheme route lengths are
bounded by the ones provided by the traditional approach. Although in many
cases the increase of the route lengths might be acceptable, there are cases in
which the paths that are required to foster the coding scheme are not sensible
at all, hence such scheme should be discarded for those particular scenarios.

It is worth highlighting that, for the analysis carried out so far, the results
obtained by the use of Yen’s algorithm were similar, for different K values
(K = 1, 2, 3). Hence, we only represent the results obtained for K = 1, which is
equivalent to the ones achieved by Dijkstra’s.

Figure 5 shows the probability of finding at least one coding router (in this
case we do not consider the appropriateness of the resulting configuration). In the
x axis we represent the difference between the number of hops of the routes
provided by the two proposed routing algorithms. We can see that the use of
Yen’s algorithm with a higher K value could lead to some benefits, since the
probability of finding a coding node increases as long as K gets higher. Anyway,
although Algorithm 1 is able to establish a coding node in ≈47% of the scenarios
(without limiting the difference between the two path lengths), the corresponding
topologies might deter the use of this technique, since the number of hops that
are required for the NC scheme is much larger than the one established by the
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Fig. 5. Probability of finding at least a coding node.

traditional routing approach. Assuming that a difference of up to 2 hops between
both solution could lead to a performance enhancement, since the number of
saved transmissions compensates the use of longer paths to reach the destinations
than the legacy store-and-forward scheme, the ratio of NC “feasible” scenarios
would fall down until a rather poor percentage (≈10%).

In order to quantify the performance achieved by each solution, we have
extended the analysis to a new scenario, based on the simulation of two long-
lived TCP connections over random topologies (through the ns-3 platform),
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where we will empirically obtain a maximum value of Δ that might lead to
a performance enhancement. It is worth recalling again that this stage only
validates those scenarios where the algorithm has found at least a potential
coding entity. Regarding the parameters that set up the scenario, the following
issues have to be taken into account: first, from the output produced by the
random scenario generator, we take the position of the whole set of nodes and
the index of the endpoints (i.e. s1, s2, d1 and d2). Second, from the results
offered by the algorithm, we need the ID of the coding node, c1 (i.e. in this work
we only consider the presence of a single coding node), as well as the routes
between the pairs. Since we aim at comparing the performance achieved by our
Inter-flow scheme with that of a traditional combination of TCP and a legacy
store-and-forward scheme, we generate the following traffic: both sources s1 and
s2 will send a total of 5000 packets to their respective destinations (d1 and d2,
respectively). The length of these ones will be 1500 bytes at the network layer (i.e.
including both TCP and NC headers), assuring a maximum utilization without
leading to a lower layer fragmentation. With this setup, we repeat the analysis
over 1000 different scenarios.

Figure 6 represents the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the through-
put for the different solutions. On the first hand, we appreciate in Fig. 6a the
results of the first set of scenarios in which we have restricted our algorithm
to discard all the potential coding nodes which would lead to longer paths to
perform the NC operation. With these conditions, we observe as the NC solu-
tion offers a slight throughput enhancement throughout the curve (≈1.5%). On
the other hand, when we relax the Δ constraint (i.e. Δ = 1), the behavior is
rather different, as shown in Fig. 6b. In this case, we observe a first zone in which
the throughput achieved by NC is significantly lower than that of TCP. This
performance degradation could be assigned to the additional contention brought
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about by the extra hop that the two flows have to carry out in order to reach
c1, whose downstream coded flows, D (c1, fi), with i ∈ [1, 2], are not able to
compensate. Besides, it is also true that there is a second zone (right side of the
figure) where the NC scheme performs better than TCP, showing a throughput
enhancement of ≈2%.

Last, but not least, a higher value of Δ would lead to even worse behaviors,
leading to situations in which the throughput of the Inter-flow NC scheme is
remarkably lower than TCP’s.

5 Conclusions

The use of NC techniques to enhance the performance over WMNs has drawn the
attention of the scientific community during the last years. The corresponding
research has covered various aspects, ranging from coding/decoding issues to
the proposal of novel protocols able to promote these solutions. Some of the
existing works can be grouped as Inter-Flow techniques, since they are based
on the combination of packets belonging to different data streams. In this sense,
we have used an algorithm to study the feasibility of NC over random wireless
topologies.

In this work, we have started from the set of statements proposed in [7,11]
to detect the potential network coding opportunities over generic scenarios, by
exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless medium (which allows the nodes
to directly overhear transmissions within their coverage area). With the intention
of combining these conditions with a holistic NC framework we have previously
introduced in [5,6], we have tailored a new algorithm, which has to be adapted
to its particular requirements. For instance, decoding tasks could only be tackled
by destination nodes, hence they should be able to overhear the information of,
at least, one of the “‘native” flows (i.e. without coding) to correctly perform the
decoding tasks without leading to decoding failures. Like it predecessors, the
main focus of this algorithm aims at the identification of the potential coding
nodes.

We have seen that, although the scenarios that have been studied were syn-
thetically tailored to increase the probability of finding at least a coding alter-
native, only 47% of the network topologies showed the possibility of using these
techniques. Furthermore, in most of those cases, the resulting topologies would
most likely deter from using NC, since the number of hops required by the corre-
sponding routes are much larger than those obtained by a more legacy approach.
In this sense, the probability of using NC over a reasonable topology would be
around 10%. For that purpose, we have introduced a new constraint, Δ, which
establishes an upper bound to the number of extra hops required by our partic-
ular coding and decoding conditions.

In order to provide a quantitative answer to the question of how much would
be the performance enhancement with this approach, we have carried out an
extensive simulation campaign (through the ns-3 platform), assessing the poten-
tial throughput benefit of combining the packets along the network. From the
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results generated by the aforementioned algorithm, we have recreated two differ-
ent experiments (i.e. Δ = 0 and Δ = 1), studying the impact that longer paths
bring about over our coding mechanisms. As hinted before, the use of alike
routes (in terms of path length) leads to a (slight) throughput enhancement of
≈2%; however, in those topologies in which the introduction of a coding node
implies the apparition of extra hops, the results are not so optimistic. This comes
to demonstrate that there is to be a trade-off between the length of the down-
stream flows (which transport coded packets) and the number of additional hops,
hence the contention reduction performed by the NC scheme could be able to
compensate the contention increase produced by their underlying longer routes.

With respect to the remaining open issues arisen from this work, we have
identified some action lines that shall be addressed in the future. The first and
most straightforward step to be done is, as mentioned before, to enhance our
proposed algorithm in such a way it could prevent yielding awkward routes
(i.e.with the presence of cycles). Another interesting feature to be added con-
sists in adapting our solution to be applied upon more general networks, where
either the number of flows or coding nodes is not bounded, or the traffic present
dynamic conditions. For instance, the use of COPE [9] shows a higher gain when
the nodes code more than two packets together (belonging to different flows).
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Abstract. The creation of applications and services realising massive
immersive participation require the provisioning of current, relevant and
accurate context information. These applications benefit from access to
this highly dynamic information in real time. Existing approaches to
provisioning context information are limited by their interpretation of
context relationships as address book solutions thus limiting the dis-
covering of related entities. We introduce the context proximity query
language (CPQL) for querying context related entities on distributed
across collections of remote endpoints. As a declarative query language
(CPQL) is similar in structure to SQL and describes the relationships
between entities as distance functions between their associated context
information. We simulate CPQL and show that it offers improvements
over existing approaches while scaling well.

Keywords: Context-Awareness · Immersive participation · Context ·
Context models · Internet of Things · Context proximity · Sensor
information · P2P context · Query language

1 Introduction

The increase in massive immersive participation scenarios drives our move to-
wards a society of virtual and augmented reality supported by the massive
deployment of global sensor infrastructures enabled by open solutions such as [1]
and [2]. Such realities include immersive games such as Google Ingress [3]. These
immersed realities serve to fuse a dynamic and multifaceted experience of peo-
ple, places and things. Solutions such as SenseWeb [4], IP MultiMedia Sub-
system (IMS) [5] and SCOPE [6] were developed in response to this need to
provision information supporting such immersive realities. This context infor-
mation enables the creation of interactive experiences that reflect the dynamic
relationships that exist among a users, environments and services.

They are however limited with respect to expressiveness and thus are not
capable of sufficiently answering the question of Who you are, who you are
with and what resources are nearby as required by Schilit and Adams [7]. While
semantic approaches such that described by Liu et al. in [8] offer some support
towards this problem, Adomavicius et al. in [9] suggested that these types of
approaches are limited and should be complemented by metric type approaches
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 277–289, 2015.
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thus realizing the ability to answer the question of nearness as posited by both
Schilit et al. in [7]. This would permit us to sufficiently offer support for the
complementing metric-type similarity models which, according to Hong et al.
in [10], is critical in realizing applications and services that can discover nearby
sensors or points of information.

In achieving this we are firstly required to identify and select candidate enti-
ties and manage the subsequent volume of required context information. Petras
et al. in [5] used centralized presence systems where an entity watches a list
of other entities in its address book. While this reduces the volume of con-
text information required to maintain relationships, the resulting relationships
are not context centric and limits the ability to discover entities of interest with
which to establish common context relationships. With the average address book
estimated to be limited in size to 0.005 ∗ population [5], this solution limits the
number of entities that can be discovered. Subscribing to all users would not
be a feasible solution as the volume of messages per status change would be
approximated as populationxpopulation. This solution would not scale well and
simply pruning the message queue as suggested by Petras et al. in [5] would offer
little guarantee with regards to the quality of the context information.

Zimmermann et al. in [11] posits the notion of proximity as the overarch-
ing factor in establishing context relationships. This subsumes address book
approaches, realizing truly context-centric networks where interactions, discov-
ery and relationships are realised over the degrees of relationships between enti-
ties and their associated context information. In [12] we defined an approach
to establishing context centric relationships between entities on an Internet of
Things. This extended the approach of Zimmermann et. al in [11] to relational
proximity thus subsuming spatial distance as the overarching indicator of con-
text. However Zimmermann et al. in [11] provided no solution for discovering the
candidate entities and establishing relationships in light of the highly dynamic
nature of context information. Schmohl partially addressed this in [13], propos-
ing a multi-dimensional hypersphere of interest in which entities entering are
deemed to be candidates related and are evaluated and selected according to
a proposed proximity measure. Here entities are discovered through the use of
multi-dimensional indexing structures such as R-trees, kd-trees and space par-
titioning grids. These solutions are less optimal for multi-dimensional dynamic
context environments as the cost of indexing increases exponentially with a lin-
ear increase in the number of dimensions. Queries therefore risk being executed
against outdated indexes with no guarantees of information freshness. As a solu-
tion to this problem, Schmohl suggested in [13] that dimensions could be selec-
tively. However applications depending on less popular dimensions would not
stand to realize any benefit from this optimization.

Yoo et. al in [14] and Santa et. al in [15] proposed the use of publish-subscribe
approaches as suitable alternatives with Kanter et. al in [16] showing that such
approaches are scalable and can realize dissemination times on par with UDP
signally used in SIP implementations. Frey and Roman in [17] extended this
approach however this is based on events rather than the raw underpinning
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context information. Supporting the establishing of context-centric relationships
over heterogeneous context information therefore requires new approaches to
maximizing the identification of candidate entities while minimizing the overall
resource costs.

In this paper we introduce an approach to discovering related context enti-
ties through the use of a context proximity query language and an approach for
adaptively provisioning context information in order to minimize the commu-
nication overheads associated with provisioning context information to remote
user endpoints. In Sect. 2 we summarize our approach to multi-criteria relational
context proximity. In Sect. 3 we describe our existing approach to distributed
context awareness. Section 4 describes our approach while in Sect. 6 we present
our evaluation and some early results and Sect. 7 looks at our conclusions and
discussions.

2 Relational Proximity

Relational proximity elevates the problem of entity organization to a multi-
dimensional problem space. Deriving such an affinity or proximity value could, as
suggested [18], be realized as an extension of existing two-dimensional approaches
by using an n − dimensional distance metric permitting us to derive a repre-
sentation of proximity as a metric over multiple dimensions of context satisfying
the requirements of Schmidt et. al in [19]. Such a proximity function f would
consider a subset of available context information over a group of presentities in
order to derive a proximity value P such that: f [(a1, a2, a3)(b1, b2, b3)] → P .

The area of general proximity includes two significant approaches: The The-
ory of Context Spaces and The Contextual Map. The Theory of Context Spaces
[20] involves identifying and grouping related entities according to their gen-
eral context information. A proximity function is then subsequently applied to
derive a metric, representative of the entities’ degrees of affinity. This is given

as the scalar difference: δ|P−Q| =
√∑N

k=1(ak
p − ak

q )2 and is used to determine
the proximity between entities, P and Q over their attributes ai and aj within
some context space. This is a variation of the Euclidean distance function over
the current state with the dimension values normalized to between 0 and 1.

The Contextual Map approach as proposed by Schmohl in [13] is a means
of modelling context spaces occupied by presentities and reasoning about the
affinities between presentities. It considers the approach taken with geograph-
ical maps and applies to it to the dimensions of context, mapping all values
and deriving a separation metric. Proximity is derived over areas of interest,
n-dimensional hyperspaces with the entity at the centre. A threshold on each
range is used to monitor entities that have a similar context on a specific range
which can be grouped together.

Further, the notion of context proximity or affinity is derived using the
Euclidean distance or separation between entities. Considering two entities, A
and B, their proximity, P is calculated as: δ =

√∑n
i=1(Ai − Bi)2. This cements
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the n−dimensional hypershere around the entity with respect to the range and
identifies those entities that closer or further away.

2.1 The MediaSense Approach to Relational Proximity

Relational proximity is derived between the states of entities as observed over
a time window W . For solving this, the Earth Movers Distance as described by
Rubner et al. in [21] is used; setting the distributions as the sets of observable
context states for each window W , the weighted edges being the activity simi-
larity between P and Q and the ground distance dij being the distance between
pairs of states si, sj derivable as:

dij(si, sj) =

(∑n
k=1

[
wa ∗ |FD

a (ai, aj)|r
]
k

) 1
r(∑n

k=1 [wa ∗ |FD
a (ai, aj)max|r]k

) 1
r

where ai ∈ AD
i , aj ∈ AD

j

Here, w is the weighting for each attribute. The value of r can be adjusted to
reflect the perceived distance between P and Q as shown by Shahid et al. in [22].
The distance is normalized with respects to the maximum distance between
states in the encompassing application space. Our measure of proximity therefore
logically subsumes existing Lp − norm approaches.

The EMD algorithm is then applied to derive the largest possible transfor-
mation between P and Q that minimizes the overall context transformation cost,
where:

WORK(P → Q,F ) =
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

subjected to the following constraints:

1. fij ≥ 01 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
2.

∑m
i=1 fij ≤ P1 ≤ i ≤ m

3.
∑n

i=1 fij ≤ Q1 ≤ j ≤ n

4.
∑m

i=1

∑n
j=1 fij = min

(∑m
i=1 P

∑n
j=1 Q

)
The first constraint permits the transformation and hence the proximity from
P → Q and not the opposite. The second and third constraints limit the trans-
formation P → Q to the maximum number of context observations made for P
or Q. The final constraint forces the maximum transformation possible between
both entities. The context proximity, δ(P,Q), is the Earthmover’s distance nor-
malized by the total flow:

δ(P,Q) =

⎛
⎝ m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

fijdif

⎞
⎠ ∗

⎛
⎝ m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

fij

⎞
⎠

−1
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It is important to note, that δ(P,Q) is indifferent to the size of both sets of
observations and permits partial similarity where the behaviour of P is sub-
sumed by the behaviour of Q. This is a distinct advantage of this approach and
excess observations are inherently discarded. However, where partial matching
is desirable and the completeness of containment is important for relations such
that P ∩Q = P ∪Q, we extend the proximity measure to be normalized relative
to the maximum potential transformation of either P or Q, such that:

δ(P,Q) =

⎛
⎝ m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

fijdif

⎞
⎠ ∗

⎛
⎝ m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

fij

⎞
⎠

−1

given that:

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

fij = max

⎛
⎝ m∑

i=1

P,

n∑
j=1

Q

⎞
⎠

3 Distributed Context Awareness

The MediaSense platform consists of a distributed overlay for provisioning
context information to remote endpoints. Constructed over a distributed archi-
tecture, it permits the storage and retrieval of context information in response to
the requirements of higher level applications and services. A fundamental point
of departure from similar approaches is the use of a distribution approach and
algorithms capable of responding to queries within a given range. This permits us
to move depart from existing and previous DHT based approaches and provide
answers to questions about degrees of magnitude of context information while
continuing to exploit the benefits of distribution. The organizing and lookup
algorithms have been shown to have complexity of 0.5logN .

The MediaSense architecture exposes an API supported by a SIP like protocol
for persisting, locating and subscribing to entities of interest and defines a set of
primitives as described in [23]. The underlying range look-up support allows for
the discovery of entities based on ranges of raw context information by querying
within the upper a lower limits of an interest area. This permits us to find entities
based on an area of interest by defining range of context values encompassing
this area of interest. However defining areas of interest meaningful to applications
and services requires more expressive means of expressing context based queries
than the primitive constructs of the associated protocol.

4 The Context Proximity Query Language

Given the approach to establishing context relationships as described in Sect. 2.1
and the distributed context provisioning platforms of the type described in
Sect. 3, we are required to define methods for finding, establishing and maintain-
ing the relationships between any group of entities which satisfy the requirements
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of application-defined proximity measures. Firstly, we create a query language
for defining the proximity; the bounds of the hypercube of interest. The query is
then executed across a distributed heterogeneous data store with the candidate
entities selected for establishing a relationship. The resulting relationships are
maintained by subscribing to the entities of interest and continually evaluating
the relationships with each derived context state ranking each entity by its cur-
rent proximity. New entities are continually added while non-relevant entities
are consequently pruned.

4.1 Language Constructs

The context proximity language is designed as a declarative query language
inspired by SQL and adopting a similar construct and syntax. Table 1 shows an
overview of the language constructs as compared to SQL. The intuition being
that users in remote endpoints should be able to declare what constitutes the
definition of context proximity or degrees of nearness between any two given
entities. The query language is therefore a multi-criteria extension of the interest
based approach introduced by Forsstrom et. al in [24] with the interest area
being defined as a multidimensional distance function over the a subset of the
underlying context information.

Table 1. CPQL - SQL comparison

CPQL SQL

get, sub select

where where

from from

[table] [people], [place], [thing]

order order by

At the core of the query language are two main types of statements: a get
statement or sub statement. Both a CPQL get and a sub are functionally similar
to an sql-select and retrieves the current context entities that possess a state
within the hypersphere of interest defined by the proximity algorithm. The fun-
damental difference however being that a CPQL get does a single retrieve on
the current matching states and the query is then terminated. It’s purpose is to
locate only current entities matching query parameters. A sub, assumes the func-
tionality of a continuous query continually retrieving all entities with a current
state that currently satisfies the defined proximity function.

GET—SUB PRESENTITY
WHERE DISTANCE [DISTNAME] ¡ [VALUE]
[ORDER [ASC—DESC]]
DEFINING [DISTANCENAME]
ASsqrt(pow(Flat(Plat, Qlat), 2) + pow(Flon(Plon, Qlon), 2));
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DEFINING [DISTANCENAME]
ASsqrt(pow(Flat(Plat, Qlat), 2) + pow(Flon(Plon, Qlon), 2));

GET—SUB PRESENTITY
WHERE DISTANCE [DISTNAME] < [VALUE]
[ORDER [ASC—DESC]]

Additional keywords such as order allows an ordered set of entities to be returned
by the query interface.

Our approach is consisted of three main components as shown in Fig. 1;
namely a query interface for defining or declaring a query, an engine to decom-
pose the relational query into its the subsequent queries and a component for
issuing the query to remote end points and retrieving the corresponding results
to be collated and returned via the user interface.

Fig. 1. CPQL architecture

5 The Architecture

5.1 Query API

The interactive API is at the top our solution and accepts user input defini-
tions of complex multi-criteria proximity relationships. Implemented as a Java
extension to the MediaSense platform, this component provides several key func-
tionalities. Firstly, It allows us to define and introduce query comparators into
the distributed architecture. Query comparators are further detailed in Sect. 5.2.
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Each query comparator is assigned a unique id with which it is identifiable over
the collection of comparators and persisted, through this API onto the Medi-
aSense overlay. The user interface further permits the updating, and deletion of
query comparators as well as the ability to determine if a current comparator
exists with a known identifier. Secondly, it permits the declaration of queries
for immediate execution which are forwarded to the query engine at each node.
The user interface further permits us to create queries that can themselves be
persisted locally or shared globally among remote end points. This allows us
to create and share queries that define complex proximity relationships as well
as the discovery and reuse of queries defined by other users. Finally, the user
interface returns the subset of relevant context entities that satisfy the current
query parameters which have been collated and filtered (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Query comparator

5.2 Query Comparators

Query comparators are encapsulated realizations of complex computing speci-
fications for comparing context dimensions. Similar in nature to a comparator
class in Java, each implemented object is defined as accepting a pair of context
values from the corresponding entities P and Q and returning a comparison
value for the dimension specified. Query objects return comparison results as a
real number.

By using query comparators we allow for complex comparisons between con-
text information that would otherwise be difficult to specify in a query language

Table 2. Overview of comparators

Comparator Usage

Hamming Comparator Compare string distances

Great Circle Compare line of sight difference in distance

Urban Commuting Compare the difference between distances in urban
environments

Urban Public Commuting Compare Distances in urban environments with public
transportation

Simple Temperature Compare temperature

Energy Temperature Compare temperature as a function of the monetary
cost of the energy to meet equilibrium
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at runtime. Comparators can therefore be created, tested and verified indepen-
dent of the query and added to the architecture for later usage. We can there-
fore implement comparators that range from simple subtraction for temperature
comparisons to distance comparators that involve driving distances, fuel con-
sumption and traffic times. This elevates the notion of distance between raw
context information from simply arithmetic to more meaningful representations
that reflect the perceived distances that could be observed at a higher more
meaningful level. A list of comparators is shown in Table 2.

5.3 Parser

The parser resides locally on each node on the distributed platform. The parser is
implemented as a Java Compiler parsing engine accepting queries as statements
written in Java. Each query is parsed at the local parser for correctness and
completeness and any subsequent errors returned via the user interface to the
calling application. The resulting output of the parser is a Java based parse
tree representation of the query which can be used for execution and comparing
results sets. The resulting parse tree is routed to the executor.

5.4 Executor

The executor consists of two components, a global executor which resides local
to the executing query and the query executor which is instantiated across all
endpoints in response to a query being distributed on the platform.

Global Executor. The global executor for a given query R resides locally at
the query’s originating node. Each query received from the parser is sent to the
global executor. The global executor decomposes the proximity function into its
constituent dimensional queries. Each query finding a state possessing a context
dimension that satisfies the parameters of the unified relational proximity func-
tion. Each dimension has an upper and lower limit, the range of the query. For
simplicity, the upper and lower bounds of an application space is used, i.e., the
bounds of each dimension that constitutes the n-dimensional hypersphere cir-
cumscribing the proximity function. The constituent queries are therefore range
queries which are then executed on the platform. The queries are then routed
using the platform’s native lookup implementation. The query:

getpresentity

wheredistancecommutingdistance < 0.5
orderbyasc

definingdistancecommutingdistance

ASsqrt(pow(Flat(Plat, Qlat), 2) + pow(Flon(Plon, Qlon), 2));
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would produce the constituent sub-queries:

Flat(Plat, Qlat)
Flon(Plon, Qlon)

Query Executor. The sub-queries arrive at the query executor at each remote
node that is capable of answering the query, i.e., nodes which are storing val-
ues within the range of the sub-query. Firstly, the sub-query executor fetches
the comparator and compares the dimensions. If there are any matching states,
the node routes a response to an intermediate collator. This is done by calling the
route(key) function of the underlying distributed platform, where key is gener-
ated through a triple derived from the ID of the requesting entity, P, the match-
ing entity Q and the executing query R such that key = key(Pid, Qid, Qryid).
The function used to generate the key is specific to the implemented routing
algorithm used by the distributed platform. All states responding to the query
(Pid, Qid, Qryid) would arrive and be collated at the same node. This exploits the
distribution platform for minimizing the volume of information sent to remote
end points originating context proximity queries.

5.5 Collator

The collator consists of two parts: the intermediate collator and the global colla-
tor. The intermediate collator for each (Pid, Qid, Qryid) gets a collection of entity-
dimensions matching the originating query. The intermediate node is responsible
for filtering states that do not match the complete query. Each entity arriving
at an intermediate node is compared and only returned to the global collator if
all states satisfies the context query. This is then returned to the global collator
at the query’s originating node.

6 Evaluation

The CPQL query language provides for an approach to querying context informa-
tion over a heterogeneous architectures. For evaluation we measured the number
of entities returned to an endpoint with CPQL and the address book approach
compared to the expected number of entities matching the context query pro-
vided. We simulated the query algorithm by creating a global population of
context entities of size N where N is between 1000 and 10000 entities. Each
entity is assigned a random number of context dimension constituting its pro-
file. An application was created with three random dimensions (da, db, dc) such
that d ∈ D. Each simulation was run 20 times with a new configuration of
dimensions and entities. The results are shown in Table 3.

The number of entities that satisfy the query requirements are shown. CPQL
queries show a reduction in the number of entities located when compared to
the total network size and are comparable to the number of expected entities
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Table 3. Retrieving proximity entities

N Expected CPQL Addressbook

1000 35 36 5

5000 177 168 25

10000 1485 1535 50

50000 2793 2700 250

1000000 7611 7691 500

to be returned. This is more than the address-book approach therefore adding
an increased overhead, however returning a more comparable result set. This
demonstrates that address book approaches are not sufficient in finding all
related entities in a context network. Additionally, the relatively low numbers of
entities returned compared to the total network size minimize the need to adopt
pruning methods to reduce load in end points.

Figure 3 shows how the CPQL language scales with the number of applica-
tions. It shows that applications are in an environment with few commonly used
dimensions of context information, CPQL does not scale well as the number of
subscriptions increase to account for the diverse set of context information as
the number of applications increase. However where, there few often used dimen-
sions such as in platforms focused on specific problem domains, there is a high
duplicate of dimensions. Here CPQL scales gracefully to account for the dupli-
cation in dimensions, i.e. end points are not required to subscribe to existing
more than once to a source of context information. The CPQL is executed as a
subscription on remote end points, the number of nodes having a subscription
and therefore replying increases relative to the duplication in dimensions across
the application domains. Even in low duplication, the number of nodes scales
fairly well.

Fig. 3. Retrieving proximity entities
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Additionally the number of queries needed to support each query is equal
to the number of dimensions contained in the query. This can be compared
to an address book approach where this is equal to the number of entities in
each address book. The performance of CPQL however is related to the imple-
mentation of the language and the platform used. Overall communication costs
required to execute queries and retrieve values are dependent on the implemen-
tation. However a reduction in the number of entities returned will result in an
overall reduction in communication costs.

7 Conclusion

An Internet of Things supporting a fusion of users, applications and services
demand access to context information that can provide support for realising
immersive experiences with the same richness as the World Wide Web. This
information resides in a distributed collection of endpoints including computers,
sensor networks and mobile phones. The provisioning of this information must
be relevant and liberated from the assumption network services enabling the
brokering of information or presence models that do no scale well.

In response to this we presented the context proximity query language CPQL
and describe its implementation on our distributed context provisioning plat-
form. This allows for the ability to retrieve related entities occupying a state
circumscribed by a context proximity function. Unlike previous address book
approaches entities are discovered firstly as a function of their context relation-
ships defined over their underlying context behaviours. Early results demon-
strate that such approaches are superior to address book approaches being able
to retrieve an entity set more closely matching the expected value. In low dimen-
sionality spaces CPQL scales well with an increasing number of applications.

Future work could extend the language to add more complete subset of SQL
for greater flexibility as well as adding map-reduce support for greater distributed
aggregation of query results.
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1 Introduction

In the current phase of Internet development we are observing significant
coexistence and mutual stimulation of cloud computing and on-line network-
ing. Fundamental solutions elaborated for traditional network management are
probably not adequate for observed new situation. For evolving Future Internet
concept and for contemporary overlay applications, we need novel characteri-
zation approaches, new business models, stakeholders characterization leading
further to design of innovative network and traffic management mechanisms
[12,13].

SmartenIT consortium has defined social awareness, QoE awareness and
energy efficiency as the key targets for the design and optimization of traf-
fic management mechanisms for overlay networks and cloud-based applications.
Such three main targets, although defined in wide meaning, can be used as design
goals for emerging proposals, e.g., to establish content distribution systems min-
imizing energy consumption by using energy awareness of its architecture ele-
ments and using social awareness translated into efficient structure of caches
which minimizes volume of transferred data.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we intro-
duce relevant definitions and terminology used to describe stakeholders in cur-
rent service layer of networks. Section 3 provides descriptions of two different
segments of the value chain of service provisioning, i.e., network-centric and
user-centric cases. Section 4 aims at presenting the optimization potential for
joint consideration of cloud and overlay, illustrated by description of HORST
and DTM solutions. System architecture specified and being under practical
development within SmartenIT consortium is presented in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6
draws conclusions worked out after specification phase of SmartenIT project and
briefly overviews next steps to come.

2 Definition and Terminology

In today’s Internet marketplace, the Internet service layer stakeholders are those
who buy and sell Internet services, namely Connectivity Providers, Data Centres
Operators (DCO), Cloud Service Providers, Information Providers, and End-
users. The Connectivity Providers operating at Layers 3 and below include:
End-User Network Provider, Access, Transit, and Backbone Provider. The Infor-
mation Providers are commonly referred to as Over-The-Top providers (OTTs).
End-users may be classified as residential and business (small, medium, and
large). A Connectivity Provider, commonly referred to as Network Service
Provider (NSP), normally owns its network and is responsible for the provi-
sioning of its functionalities. An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is an NSP also
offering Internet services. DCOs own and manage a set of resources, including
servers, storages, security devices, power management devices and the network
infrastructure responsible for both, internal network traffic and external connec-
tivity to other stakeholders.

The role of data centers (DC) is rapidly growing. Although the Internet is
forecasted to reach the ‘Zettabyte’ era in 2016 [2], data centers have already
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entered it. While the amount of traffic crossing the Internet and IP WAN
networks is projected to reach 1.3 ZBs (i.e., 109 TBs) per year in 2016, the
amount of DC traffic is already 1.8 ZBs per year, and by 2016 will nearly quadru-
ple to reach 6.6 ZBs per year. This represents a 31 % Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR). The higher volume of DC traffic is due to the inclusion of traffic
inside DC (typically, definitions of Internet and WAN stop at the boundary of
DC). Factors contributing to traffic remaining in DC include functional separa-
tion of application servers, storage, and databases, which generates replication,
backup, and read/write traffic traversing DC. In the cloud systems era Cloud
Service Providers are becoming the main direct customers of DCs. The resources
provided on demand by DCs allow those providers to build new innovative ser-
vices addressing requirements, like scalability, mobility, availability and reliabil-
ity. Also, the flexibility of Cloud Service Providers may introduce new business
models which result in cost reduction on the end-user’s side. DCOs have been
convinced that the use of cloud platforms to manage their resources is profitable
for their business. Using systems like OpenStack they can apply the Infrastruc-
ture as a Service (IaaS) model to offer dynamically resources like CPU, memory
and storage. According to the NIST definition [3], the consumer in this cloud
model does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has
control over operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly lim-
ited control of selected networking components which are in fact virtual items.

The SmartenIT approach provides consistent sequence of terms and concepts
starting from most generally defined scenarios, providing more functionality-
oriented use cases, up to detailed solutions [6]. We foresee an environment where
both user-driven and operator-driven actions lead to a mutually accepted solu-
tion. Therefore a proper architecture is required for this. The Internet services
provisioning is enabled by means of commercial business agreements among the
Internet stakeholders, thus creating a multi-provider and user-centric environ-
ment, presented in the next section.

In the remainder of the paper we focus our analysis on the End User Focused
Scenario (EFS), pertaining to the services and interactions visible to the end-
users and the Operator Focused Scenario (OFS) reflecting the wholesale agree-
ments among network and overlay service providers - that though not visible
to the end users, greatly affect the Internet services. These two scenarios are
also important from a technical point of view since they allow different poten-
tial for optimizations and respective traffic mechanisms that operate in different
time scales and over different granularities of Internet traffic under a unified
framework, the SmartenIT architecture.

3 The Multi-provider and User-Centric Environment

There exist two different segments of the value chain of service provisioning. On
the one hand, there is the wholesale market with large time scale agreements
regarding traffic aggregates of providers who interact in order to provision ser-
vices to the users. On the other hand, users exhibit their demand in small time
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scales by means of flows. Consequently, two different scenarios are defined, one
addressing the end-users’ view of the system (EFS) and the other addressing the
operators’ view of the system (OFS).

The EFS is based on the involvement of the end-user and his devices as active
instances in the system, e.g., for prefetching data to be consumed in the near
future. As opposed to that, the OFS is focusing on the interactions among the
different operators acting in SmartenIT framework, namely Cloud Providers,
Service Providers, and Internet Service Providers. One key feature of Cloud
Computing paradigm is the fact that cloud services are offered to the end-user
in a transparent way, e.g. the user is not aware of physical location.

The SmartenIT scope clearly highlights the fact that multiple stakehold-
ers are involved, each of them having its own interests, strategies and business
goals. It must be noted that a SmartenIT solution would inevitably have to
accommodate the possibly conflicting goals and needs of the stakeholders in an
incentive-compatible way. Otherwise, the SmartenIT propositions would have
limited or even no chance of being adopted in practice, resulting in limited or
zero impact on the market.

3.1 End User Focused Scenario

The end user focused scenario has the goal of providing increased QoE and
energy efficiency for end users by distributing and moving content and services
in an energy and social aware way, while taking provider’s interests into account.
The scenario definition adds a number of innovative aspects to former defini-
tions of service and content mobility, which are described in the following. First,
besides mobility of services and content on the same level of aggregation (e.g.,
the migration of virtual machines between DCs or the caching of content in a
CDN), to which we refer as horizontal mobility, we add an additional infrastruc-
ture layer to the existing solutions consisting of user-owned Nano Data Centers
(uNaDas). uNaDas are WiFi routers, which provide extended functionality such
as increased computation and storage capabilities. The devices are located at
end-user’s premises and enable vertical mobility, i.e., a movement of services
and content into the user’s home, thus making him part of the content and
service delivery chain.

Consequently, optimizing placement means optimizing along the two dimen-
sions of vertical and horizontal placement. Finding the right placement is an
optimization problem to be solved in a socially aware and energy efficient man-
ner. For this purpose, social data is either provided by the end user offering
his local view on his social network account or from a direct cooperation with
online social network providers given a suitable business model exists. The inclu-
sion of social data allows predicting the necessity to move content, e.g., content
consumed by friends can be prefetched to a user’s uNaDa, in order to provide
better QoE. Moreover, social data can be used to derive trust relations between
users in a highly distributed and untrusted environment, which is the base for
cooperation among users and their devices. In order to optimize the placement
with respect to energy efficiency, information on energy consumption is needed.
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This data can be derived from energy models providing an energy estimate of
the placement. Energy models which estimate energy consumption from net-
work measurements are existing in literature, e.g., [10]. Moreover, modelling the
energy efficiency of placements allows also for the prediction of future energy
consumptions.

Besides providing a platform for placing content and services, the uNaDa
layer accounts for the increasing importance of mobile devices such as smart
phones and tablets. Therefore, means for offloading from cellular technologies to
the uNaDas, local WiFis are offered. The offloading capabilities are combined
with possibilities to access the content stored on the uNaDa, thus the uNaDa
may act as a wireless cache for relevant content.

The stakeholders in this scenario are Cloud Application Providers offering
the content and services (e.g., YouTube, Vimeo or Amazon EC2), the Internet
Service Provider, and the end user. Cloud Application Providers and end users
have a clear incentive to collaborate in this scenario, as it will increase the QoE
of the end user, which will in turn increase his willingness to pay for services
and content [11]. Moreover, the cloud application can reduce the provisioning
of own resources. On the contrary, the ISP can benefit from the solution, if it
is implemented in an underlay aware way, which will reduce traffic over peered
links and can relieve the cellular infrastructure.

3.2 Operator Focused Scenario

The Operator Focused Scenario (OFS) has the goal of achieving highest operat-
ing efficiency in terms of high Quality of Service, low energy consumption, low
operating cost and highest revenues (where applicable). The scenario focuses on
a certain number of well-known aspects that mixed together lay the foundation
to drive potential SmartenIT innovation. First, the impact of inter-cloud com-
munication on other involved stakeholders, i.e. the ISPs, and the reaction of
those to the decisions of the DCOs which constitute the cloud layer are taken
into account. Second, new coalition schemes between DCOs are considered, i.e.
the so-called Cloud Federation, which enable collaboration so as to achieve both
individual and overall improvement of cost and energy consumption, while simul-
taneously achieve footprint expansion by addressing a geographically larger set
of users. Other key topics (to be intended as triggers of inter-cloud commu-
nication process among DCOs) of the selected scenario are content placement
(to provide QoE enhancements), data replication (to achieve geographical fault-
tolerance) and VM migration (to give support service mobility). Moreover some
social awareness information (even if at a different aggregation level w.r.t EFS)
can be seen as potentially impacting the actual scenario.

Whichever the trigger of inter-cloud communication process a trade-off rises
due to the competing interests of the DCOs which constitute the source and
destination end-points for each transmission flow, as well as the interests of
the ISPs providing inter-connectivity to the DCOs. In particular, the DCO is
interested in performing often data replication/migration in order to provide
high QoS/QoE to its end-users [14], or the Cloud Service Providers that employ
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its (storage, computing) service to offer other services and applications to end-
users. Moreover, data migration/re-location may often be imposed by the need
to reduce overall energy consumption within the federation by consolidating
processes and jobs to few DCs only.

On the other hand, the traffic generated by the data replication or migra-
tion performed by the DCOs significantly burdens the networks of the ISPs,
which implies increase of operating cost for the ISP mainly in terms of tran-
sit inter-connection cost. Consequently, the ISPs would like to employ certain
mechanisms and pricing models that will enable efficient traffic management, as
well as sharing of revenues obtained by cloud services and applications.

Therefore, the OFS scenario defines a series of interesting problems to be
addressed by SmartenIT, specifically:

– the interactions between the members of the Cloud Federation (from technical
and business point of view)

– the interactions of DCOs and ISP in terms of traffic crossing ISP WAN links,
fair optimization of resource allocation and sharing among the federated mem-
bers, and

– energy efficiency for DCOs, either individually or overall for all member of
the federation.

4 Cloud/Overlay Traffic Optimization

4.1 Home Router Sharing Based on Trust (HORST)

Home router sharing based on trust (HORST) [1] is a mechanism which addresses
data offloading, content caching/prefetching, and content delivery. The HORST
mechanism eases data offloading to WiFi by sharing WiFi networks among
trusted friends. Moreover, it places the content near to the end-user such that
users can access it with less delay and higher speed, which generally results in a
higher QoE. The SmartenIT solution consists of a firmware for a home router and
an OSN application. The HORST firmware establishes a private and a shared
WiFi network (with different SSIDs) and manages the local storage of the home
router as a cache.

To participate a user needs a flat rate Internet access at home where he has
to install the HORST firmware to his home router. The owner of the home router
uploads the WiFi access information of the shared WiFi to the OSN application.
Each user can share his WiFi information to other trusted users via the app and
request access to other shared WiFis.

HORST ensures resource contribution by incorporating an incentive mecha-
nism coupling different resource contributions of end-users to the system, namely
the provisioning of storage capacity and offloading capacity, to the receivable
QoE, based on the vINCENT incentive mechanism presented in [4]. In order to
enhance the overall system performance, the incentive includes social networking
data as a base of trust, thus increasing market liquidity.
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The HORST router has a social monitor component to collect social infor-
mation from an OSN about the router’s owner and his trusted friends. If a user
approaches the home router of a trusted friend, he is provided with access data
via the OSN app to connect to the shared WiFi. Every HORST system predicts
the content consumption (i.e., when and where will which content be requested)
of his owner based on history and information from the OSN, such as content
popularity and spreading. If a predicted content, e.g., a video, is not yet avail-
able in the local cache, it will be prefetched (e.g., first chunks of a video as
proposed by the Socially-aware Efficient Content Delivery (SECD) mechanism
[7]). If the user is connected to a friend’s home router, a prefetch command is
sent to the HORST system on the friend’s router. For prefetching as well as for
actual requests which cannot be served locally, HORST chooses the best source
(either another HORST home router or a cloud source) based on overlay infor-
mation, and fetches the desired content. In regular intervals, HORST checks if
the content in his own local cache is still relevant (either for local consumption
or as a source for content delivery) and decides whether to keep or replace it.

Finally, HORST federates all home routers to form an overlay content deliv-
ery network (CDN), which allows for efficient content placement and traffic
management. Thereby, ISP costs can be included in the local decisions at the
home router, e.g., by taking into account the location of contents in terms of
Autonomous Systems (AS). For the communication between the home routers
and the distributed storage of meta-information, RB-Tracker [9] is used due to
its efficiency. Thus, RB-Tracker builds the basis of HORST and hides the com-
plexity of the overlay management.

4.2 Dynamic Traffic Management

The dynamic traffic management (DTM) mechanism [5,7] developed in
SmartenIT is a solution for the OFS case. It aims at minimization of ISP’s
cost of inter-domain traffic by appropriate management of overlay traffic. The
overlay traffic generated between DCs or between DCs and end-user devices
often passes inter-domain links. DTM offers the ISP a capability to select the
network path used for traffic transfer.

ISP aiming at inter-domain traffic cost reduction needs to answer two ques-
tions: when to transfer the traffic, and which inter-domain link to use for data
transfer. If ISPs network is multihomed and the tariffs used on different inter-
domain links differ, appropriate shifting of inter-domain traffic between them
may result in lowering total costs [5]. Such traffic management is possible by cre-
ating tunnels between remote DCs (GRE or MPLS tunnels). Each tunnel should
pass different inter-domain link. Appropriate selection of the tunnel results in
transferring the traffic being sent between DCs via a given inter-domain link.
The decision on link selection is taken by ISP dynamically according to the
current situation and estimated cost of inter-domain traffic.

DTM consists of two main building blocks: (1) an algorithm to find the
optimal solution to be achieved at the end of an accounting period. Using cost
functions and information on the traffic distribution in the previous period, it
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makes a prediction for the next period and finds a better traffic distribution
in which the ISP’s cost is minimized; (2) the compensation procedure which
determines how the traffic distribution should be influenced at a given moment
to achieve the optimal solution at the end of the accounting period, i.e., decides
on selection of inter-domain link. To make it possible to dynamically react to
the situation in the network and predict costs periodical traffic measurements
on links is needed. Finally, to make it possible to dispatch flows to appropriate
tunnels SDN controller may be used.

5 System Architecture

Based on the description of scenarios, the identified properties of the SmartenIT
approach and the high-level description of such solutions, this section provides an
overview of the SmartenIT system architecture [8]. The component diagram in
Fig. 1 shows all the core components of the architecture as well as the necessary
interfaces. The color-coding of the components denotes whether a component
already exists in external systems (white) or if it is SmartenIT-specific (blue).
In the rest of this section, we highlight the most important components and
provide a short overview of their functionality.

Fig. 1. The SmartenIT architecture - component diagram
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The Traffic Manager is the central component of the architecture and
includes all the decision-taking functionality. It encompasses the Cloud Traf-
fic Manager and the Fixed/Mobile Network Traffic Manager components. The
Cloud Traffic Manager makes high-level decisions, e.g., the caching of spe-
cific content to specific places, or the redirection of a user request to another
(nano)data center. These decisions are communicated to the Overlay Manager
which in turn informs the affected DCs. The Fixed/Mobile Network Traffic
Manager takes low-level decisions, such as what QoS class should be assigned to
a specific flow, which MPLS tags to be used, etc. These decisions are later mate-
rialized by the Switching/Forwarding component. The Traffic Manager provides
a number of interfaces so as to interact with the rest of the system components
and gather the required information or communicate the resulting decisions. The
Overlay Manager allows the formation of overlays between remote (nano)data
centers or even small Clouds, with DCs or uNaDas being the peers in these over-
lays. This component is responsible for the communication between peers so as
to advertise offered resources, ask for resources, cache/move data, etc.

A number of Analyzers is included in the architecture, the purpose of which
is to collect multi-dimensional metrics and process them so as to enrich the
decision-taking functionality of the Traffic Manager. The QoS/QoE Analyzer
addresses the QoS/QoE optimization aspects, while the Network Analyzer
captures the network state and topology. The Energy Analyzer offers energy
consumption considerations and the Economics Analyzer interacts with the
Billing/Accounting Systems of ISPs or Cloud Operators, in order to address eco-
nomic optimizations. Finally, the Social Analyzer consider the social aspects
that can provide estimates for content consumption and dissemination patterns.

5.1 Adherence to the Identified Scenarios

In Fig. 2, the topological view of the SmartenIT architecture has been used as a
basis for the mapping of scenarios and the respective mechanisms. The topolog-
ical view includes three domains of entities: (1) Data Center/Cloud Layer:
This layer comprises DCs and their virtual interconnections using the Internet
as a network. (2) Core and Access Network Layer: This layer contains com-
ponents in the ISP network and the private networks of DCOs. (3) End User
Layer: This layer covers the end-users devices as well as the users home gateway
(uNaDa).

Having identified the building blocks of the SmartenIT architecture, we pro-
ceed with the formation of various functionality stacks (by combining different
components) and their placement on the envisioned entities of the SmartenIT
deployment environment. These functionality stacks are depicted as a stack of
blue/orange boxes and are associated to the respective entities in Fig. 2.

In order to bridge the gap between the architecture and the mechanisms,
we provide a mapping of the two scenarios to the (enriched with functionality
stacks) deployment environment, as depicted in Fig. 2. The topological diagram
has been used to get a first overview of the traffic management solutions w.r.t
the SmartenIT architecture, rather than a detailed mapping to components.
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Fig. 2. Topological view of architecture with added scenario overlay [7]

With this in mind, scenarios and functionality can be aligned along a common
axis. This further allows mapping each SmartenIT proposed mechanism to a
set of envisioned functionalities, while at the same time showing the mainly
addressed scenario. A detailed view of this mapping of all mechanisms to the
respective scenarios/functionality is attached to the appendix of [7].

6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, we briefly present the social-aware, QoE-aware and energy-efficient
network management approach and system architecture worked out by EU
SmartenIT project.

Specific solutions, defined by two main and complementary scenarios: ISP-
oriented and end-user-oriented, are defined in details as, respectively, the DTM
and HORST solutions. The relevant mapping of designed mechanism onto
SmartenIT architecture modules is also provided. After succesfully achieving
goals of specification phase, participants of the SmartenIT project are now imple-
menting necessary modules in order to build fully operational system.
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Abstract. Today’s Internet does not offer any quality level beyond
best effort for the majority of applications used by private customers.
If multiple customers with heterogeneous applications share a bottle-
neck link to the Internet, this often leads to quality deterioration for the
customers. This particularly holds for home networks with small band
Internet access and for home networks with resource limitation like a
bad channel quality within a wireless network. For such cases, the best
effort allocation of resources between heterogeneous applications leads
to an unfair distribution of the application quality among the users. To
provide a similar application quality for all users, we propose to imple-
ment an application-oriented resource management on a home gateway.
Therefore, allocation mechanisms need to be implemented such as the
prioritization of network flows. Furthermore, a component monitoring
the application quality and dynamically triggering these mechanisms is
required. We show the feasibility of this concept by the implementation
of an application monitor for YouTube on a standard home gateway. The
gateway estimates the YouTube video buffers and prioritizes the video
clip before the playback buffer depletes.

1 Introduction

The success of tablet computers, game consoles, and Smart TVs reflects the
increased user demand for Internet-based services at home. The users in the
home network can access value-added services offered directly by the network
provider, such as IPTV. Likewise, they also use Over-The-Top (OTT) services
like YouTube, Netflix, or online gaming and browse the web or download files. All
these services have specific requirements with respect to the network resources
which have to be fulfilled to ensure a good Quality-of-Experience (QoE) for the
users. Furthermore, multiple users may concurrently access different services via
the central Internet access point in the home network, the home gateway.

As stated by the Home Gateway Initiative (HGI) [1], the network at home
and the broadband Internet access link may constitute a bottleneck. This may be
due to the insufficient availability of broadband access, i.e., the network provider
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offers only small band Internet access, or due to limitations within the home
network, like the varying channel quality of the wireless networks.

Traffic in today’s network structures is usually transmitted on a best effort
basis. As a result, different services or applications with varying requirements
and capabilities are treated equally on a per flow-basis, resulting in a unfairness
in terms of QoE. Long lasting OS updates on a home computer may thus inter-
fere with video streaming to a Smart TV which leads to video stallings and a
degradation in the QoE of the user. In such a case, it is necessary to explicitly
allocate the network resources unequally to the involved applications on network
level to achieve a similar QoE across multiple applications, as introduced in [2].

This explicit network resource control is known as Application-Aware Net-
working. Scalability issues hinder the implementation of such mechanisms within
aggregation and wide area networks, but the small size of the home network
makes them a promising candidate. Most of the traffic is forwarded in home net-
works via the home gateway, making it possible to control the network resources,
and therewith the application quality, at this entity. The applicability of this
approach was shown in [3], however, performance studies on the potential of the
approach on a home gateway are missing.

In this paper, we evaluate the potential of flexibly allocating network resources
to different applications. We focus on a two-application scenario where YouTube
flows and a file download compete for resources via a shared bottleneck link.
YouTube maintains a playback buffer to overcome resource limitations on a
short time scale. We take advantage of this in order to provide an accurate
reaction against video stallings. We implemented a network-based buffer estima-
tor for YouTube which allows the accurate monitoring of the application video
pre-buffering state. If the local video buffer runs empty, the IP flow is priori-
tized, if the buffer is sufficiently filled, the prioritization is turned off, or other
applications like browsing are prioritized.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
home gateway architecture and its components. In Sect. 3, the implementation
details for the specific scenario are described. Section 4 highlights the evaluation
setup, and Sect. 5 presents the results of our evaluation. The related work is
summarized in Sect. 6, and the paper is concluded in Sect. 7.

2 Application-Aware Resource Control
for a Home Gateway

In this section, we introduce the developed application-aware resource manage-
ment framework running on the home gateway and its components.

The developed architecture consists of four components. These are a net-
work monitoring, a network control component, an application monitor, and a
decision component. The purpose of the architecture is a cross layer approach
that manages the network resources in a more sophisticated way in order to
increase the QoE of all network users. It manages the network resources based
on the application information. Resource management actions are only triggered
if they may improve the average application performance of all network users.
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This means that they are triggered if an indication for, or the QoE degrada-
tion itself, has been detected and a resource management action may improve
the QoE of one application while not degrading the quality of others. In the
following, we describe the four components.

Network Monitoring. The network monitoring and control component firstly
performs network monitoring of relevant QoS parameters and keeps track of
the current network load. It provides a collection of relevant QoS parameters to
the decision component. Thus, it supports the decision component by forcing
appropriate resource management actions.

Network Control. This component implements possible resource control mech-
anisms for an explicit allocation of network resources to single flows or traffic
classes. With respect to the capabilities of the home gateway, these mechanisms
may range from additional entries in the routing table to the prioritization of
application classes or flows, sophisticated resource allocation actions or even an
active manipulation of the application layer content. The network control com-
ponent implements the input from the decision component.

Application Monitor. The application monitor continuously estimates the cur-
rent application quality based on the applications’ network flows. The quality
depends on the current application state which is a collection of application-
specific quality indicators. These quality indicators describe whether the current
resources offered by the network are sufficient for a good quality. The resulting
application quality is forwarded to the decision component.

Decision Component. The decision component sequentially determines how the
available resource control mechanisms shall be forced based on the current net-
work and application monitoring data. It predicts how the resource control may
change the application and network state. A resource control action is triggered if
the confidence in the prediction is high, the degree of the QoE improvement is sig-
nificant, and the effort performing the resource management action is acceptable.

3 Implementation Details and Application Design

This section highlights the implementation details of our approach.

3.1 Monitoring the YouTube Buffer State

Details of our approach to estimate the application quality of YouTube are dis-
cussed in this subsection.

To enable a smooth playback of YouTube videos for the customer with a fluc-
tuating network bandwidth, the YouTube application buffers a certain amount
of the video data. To further achieve an economically efficient service, the pre-
buffered video data have to be kept as small as possible to minimize the waste of
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transport resources if the user aborts the video playback. This task is performed
by different flow control algorithms. Thus far YouTube implements two different
approaches on flow control: the “throttling approach” performed on the server
side by controlling network bandwidth [4] and the “range request approach”
performed by the client by requesting the required parts of the video similar to
the MPEG-DASH approach [5].

YouTube supports multiple media container formats [6]. Each format encap-
sulates the content provided in a different way. The most common formats
are Flash Video (FLV) [7], Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [8]
and MPEG 4 (MP4) [9] where MP4 can be implemented as a continuous or
fragmented format, the last one currently being the default format for newly
uploaded videos to the platform.

MP4 specifies that media and meta data can be separated and stored in
one or several files, as long as the meta data is stored as a whole. The file is
divided in so-called boxes. The standard files contain one “ftyp”, “mdat” and
“moov” box. Where “ftyp” specifies the file type, “mdat” contains the media
data and “moov” the meta data. “moov” has several subboxes that contain the
video header and timescale, information about substreams and the base media
decode time.

Fragmented MP4 provides the ability to transfer the “mdat” box in multiple
fragments instead of one big blop. As shown in Fig. 1 each fragment consists of a
“moof” and a “mdat” box. The “moof” (movie fragment) box contains subboxes
determining the default sample duration, the number of samples in the current
track and a set of independent samples.

Fig. 1. MP4 fragment format
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The fragmented MP4 is currently used for YouTube’s range request algorithm
and is currently the default format for newly uploaded videos. Therefore the
application used for the YouTube buffer prediction focuses on this format.

To detect the requests to the server, the outgoing TCP traffic is monitored
for HTTP GET requests. When a request is detected, video information like the
video id, the format and the signature as well as streaming related information
like the utilized flow control approach, are derived.

As for accumulating the currently downloaded amount of data for a certain
video, the incoming traffic is monitored for the fragment boxes and incoming
fragments are added to the estimation of the video’s download process. The
buffer estimation is then calculated as the difference between the available play-
back time of the already downloaded amount and the time passed since the begin
of playback. We compute the application state for the video and the audio flow.
User interaction like pausing, reverse jumping can not be taken into account.
Forward jumping can be identified using the media data if the user jumps to a
location which has not been downloaded yet.

3.2 Enforcing Resource Control

The most flexible way to control the network resources on a per-flow basis is the
assignment of a dynamic rate limit to the individual flows. This enables a granular
adjustment of each flow, but also results in a lot of state information required to
maintain the single queues for each individual flow. A more simple approach is to
define several priority queues and assign the flows to the different priorities with
respect to the current application state, cf. Fig. 2. Since we evaluate a small home
scenario, we implemented the priority approach by using five different queues with

Fig. 2. Buffered playtime for audio and video
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a queue size of 25 packets for each queue. To dynamically re-assign flows to differ-
ent priorities, we use a Python wrapper script for the Linux Traffic Control [10]
(TC) API via a simple TCP socket interface. With TC a stateful queuing is done
that classifies the incoming packets and sorts them into the priority classes that
are emptied by a scheduler according to the priorities.

3.3 Triggering Resource Control Actions

The network controller is implemented within the application monitor and exe-
cuted periodically. If the YouTube video or audio playback buffer falls below 25 s,
it is moved to a higher priority queue. If they overrun 40 s, the flow is moved to
a lower priority. Thus, a reaction takes place if the application quality is endan-
gered, i.e., the playback buffers threaten to run empty. Best-effort behavior is
used, as long as the application quality for all applications is not endangered.

3.4 Application Design

The described components are implemented in two binaries. One is the resource
enforcement application using priority queues. The other components are imple-
mented as a C++ linux application. The multi-threaded design of the application
together with the compiler optimizations provided by C++ allow low latencies
and a high performance on the used end device. We use the local TCP/IP inter-
face to perform the communication between the applications. The redirection of
the YouTube flow through the user space, however, has a significant impact on
the data plane performance, since the CPU of the home gateway becomes the
bottleneck. This results in a CPU load of 40 % for a link capacity of 3 MBit.

4 Experimental Setup and Measurement Procedure

In the following subsection, the measurement scenario and the measurement
sequence is described in order to evaluate the resource control.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The implemented application is designed to run on a typical home gateway.
Among the available off-the-self gateway hardware, an AVM Fritz!Box 3390 has
been chosen, featuring a MIPS 34Kc CPU running at 300 MHz with 22 MiB of
RAM. To allow the usage of custom software and to provide the default linux
libraries the alternative open source operating system Freetz [11] is used. On
the Fritz!Box the resource control application and the combined decision and
monitoring application are started.

The gateway is connected to the Internet via Ethernet with a theoretical
bandwidth of 100 Mbit/s. In order to emulate a limited connection to the Inter-
net, we restrict the downlink from the Internet to 3 Mbit/s. Two client laptops
(Client A and Client B) are connected to the gateway via Ethernet with a link
speed of 1 Gbit/s.
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4.2 Measurement Procedure

For our investigations, we use the following procedure. The scenario begins with
starting a YouTube video clip on Client A. After 15 s a download is started
on Client B utilizing four parallel connections for the download. Hence, we can
expect the download to get at least four times the bandwidth of the YouTube
stream. As video clip, we always use the same video clip, “VAN CANTO -
Badaboom (Official)”1 in 720p. After 300 s we stop the measurement.

5 Evaluation Results

5.1 YouTube Buffer Level During Video Playback

At first, we have a look at the YouTube buffer level over time without any
resource management. Using fragmented MP4, the audio and the video stream
are transmitted separately resulting in different playback buffer states. If one of
the playback buffers is empty, the video clip stalls until the stalling threshold of
5 s is reached.
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Fig. 3. Buffered playtime for audio and video without application monitoring and
resource management

Figure 3 shows the playback buffer for the audio and video buffers. Both
buffer levels increase until the parallel download is started. After that, the buffer
level for both buffers decreases at about 20 s. In this example, the video buffer
initially is empty at second 40, resulting in a short stalling period although the
audio buffer stays at a sufficient buffer level. Since not enough network capacity is
available to allow a smooth video playback in case of a concurrent file download,
the video playback is interrupted several times. After 60 s, the audio buffer falls
1 Video clip available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aeaz4s7q0Ag&wide=

1&hd=1.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aeaz4s7q0Ag&wide=1&hd=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aeaz4s7q0Ag&wide=1&hd=1
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below the threshold of 5 s while the video buffer still maintains a higher buffer
level. Consequently, the audio flow is also taken into account in the following.
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Fig. 4. Buffered playtime for audio and video with application monitoring and resource
management

Figure 4 shows audio and video playback buffer over time with dynamic pri-
oritization enabled. In contrast to the best-effort case, the buffer levels increase
although the parallel download has started. Both flows are prioritized until the
playback buffers overrun a threshold of 45 s. After that, the resource control
mechanism is turned off, until the buffers fall below 25 s. The TCP flow control
results in additional dynamics and it may take some time until a fair bandwidth
share between the flows is reached. This is reflected by the minimal and maximal
playback buffer levels at 15 s and 63 s. In addition, the re-assignment to different
priorities may lead to packet reordering influencing the TCP control loop and
resulting in a reduction of the TCP sending window, cf. [12].

5.2 Statistical Evaluation of the Investigated Scenario

After investigating the time series for the audio and video streams for the sce-
narios with and without prioritization, we focus on a statistical significant com-
parison between both approaches. For that, we conduct 10 runs and compare the
CDFs for the buffer fillings. The results of this investigation is illustrated in Fig. 5
with a confidence level of 95%. It can be seen that the application-aware app-
roach using dynamic prioritization with respect to the application state clearly
outperforms the approach without prioritization, i.e., the best effort case. This
holds for both flows, the audio and the video flow. Stalling is minimized allowing
a better user-perceived quality for the video streaming user. Further, it can be
seen, that the buffer level for the audio buffer is typically higher as for the video
buffer. Hence, we can conclude that a video stalling is more likely due to a video
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Fig. 5. Buffered playtime for audio and video

buffer under run. Figure 5 also shows that the majority of values are located
between 20 and 50 s, closely related to the values of the control hysteresis.

6 Related Work

In the following, papers on different resource management approaches are sum-
marized. We specifically address QoE cross-layer resource management and
application-aware resource management.

Different common techniques for resource management are used in network-
ing devices and current communication protocols [13–15]. They all make use of
protocol-specific conditions to favor packets or IP flows, or to influence the data
transmission. To identify relevant packets or streams other techniques are nec-
essary. Approaches like deep packet inspection (DPI) or explicit signaling of the
application [16] are used to identify different applications and to map them to QoS
classes. Approaches like [17,18] tag the ToS (type of service), the diffserv (differ-
entiated services) field in the IP packet or use a shim header [16] to prioritize the
corresponding network traffic.

QoE Cross-Layer Resource Management. The goal of QoE resource management
approaches is a resource allocation according to the QoE of the users. QoE
models [19,20] for different applications form the basis as proposed in [21–25]. In
order to incorporate QoE, a cross-layer optimization is typically used [21,22,25].
For example, in case of overload on the network layer, [21,22] prioritize important
packets of MPEG videos, mainly I-frames, in order to still guarantee a high
quality. In [26], a multi-layer video encoding with scalable video codec is used.
The goal is to prioritize the different layers in different QoS classes to specifically
drop video layers with less importance if the network is congested. In [23], QoE-
based scheduling for wireless mesh networks is proposed. According to a MOS
metric that maps QoE to QoS parameters, the video, data, and audio traffic is
forwarded.
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Application-aware resource management. In addition to the work mentioned
above, application-aware resource management is seen as a step towards QoE-
oriented or QoE-aware resource management. It allocates resources based on
dynamic cross-layer information from the application, e.g., the buffered play-
time in case of videos in order to increase QoE [27–29]. This approach can be
seen as a continuation of former work which used a so-called utility function
for network resource management to define a scheduling order with respect to
different application cases [30–34].

In [35], a QoS manager is proposed which centrally passes the requirements
for the whole network to a switch. The problem is addressed how various net-
working entities can work together to prioritize traffic flows in order to allow
a prioritization for the entire network. For residential networks, [36] proposes
to setup a QoS system that uses hints from individual hosts to make decisions
about traffic prioritization. In [37], the concept for traffic prioritization is pre-
sented for small networks. The authors specify a prioritization of applications
for active users and a de-prioritization for applications in the background.

7 Conclusion

Traffic in today’s network structures is typically transmitted on a best effort
basis. As a result, different services or applications with varying requirements
and capabilities are treated equally on a per flow-basis. This may result in unfair-
ness in terms of the user-perceived quality, in particular if the overall resources
are limited. This holds especially for home networks where different users may
compete for limited network resources.

In this paper, we presented an application-aware networking approach to
overcome this problem. We investigated the feasibility of the approach for a
scenario consisting of two users, a download user and a user watching a YouTube
video clip. We implemented an application monitoring component for YouTube,
a prioritization mechanism to control the resources, and a simple decision logic.
The monitoring component is able to estimate the video and audio playback
buffer. The resulting information are used to trigger a prioritization of the video
streaming if the buffer runs empty. Hence, a good QoE for the video streaming
user can be guaranteed. The components were implemented on a typical home
gateway. The evaluation of the scenario indicates the potential of the mechanism
to manage the application quality and therewith the QoE for multiple users in
a multi-application scenario.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present an idea of the platform for
enhanced living environment that will allow flexible and reliable use of cloud
computing and sensor networks for highly customized services and applications.
The architecture is based on sensors using IEEE 802.15.4 and zigbee protocols.
Furthermore, the access to the cloud could be done by any available wired or
wireless technology. We propose an application layer service using peer port for
reliable and scalable data transmission. The presented solution is dynamic,
flexible and conforms to the health and home automation standards.

Keywords: Sensor-to-cloud � Zigbee � IEEE 802.15.4 � Peer port � Cloud
computing � Internet of things � Opportunistic environments � Quality of service

1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to investigate the Quality of Service (QoS) and performance
parameters of the sensor-to-cloud communication. We highlight the QoS parameters
between the Modbus TCP programmable logic controllers (PLC) and the wireless
sensor mesh network of zigbee 802.15.4 devices working at 868.3 MHz and at
2.4 GHz. The traffic parameters considered are throughput, delay, loss, topology dis-
covery, and topology configuration time. The applicability of the solution is proven by
a set of experiments in the lab with up to 20 sensors, few repeaters and one PLC. The
solution could be applied for personal area network (PAN) setup and combined well
with body area network (BAN), home/business automation network, health care net-
work from one side and wide range of cloud applications for data storing and statistical
analyses [1] from the other side. Due to the vitality of the information, the connection
to the cloud is considered to be peer-to-peer (P2P) using a special type of reservation
channel at the application layer called peer port (PP). The peer port application is
simulated and experimented in the lab LAN as well.
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During our experiments, we check the network performance in the case of radio
interference at the same radio frequency, with additional radio frequency noise, dif-
ferent number of devices and Modbus channels, in the sleeping/waking up modes, and
different zigbee profiles.

The paper is organized in two main sections. The first one explains the details of the
experiments in sensor network. The second part concerns trials in the lab of
the application layer protocol and peer port implementation. The tests performed show
the vitality of the solution and its further perspectives. Future research and imple-
mentation plans are discussed at the end of the paper.

2 State of the Art

Zigbee is a wireless technology for sensor networks based on IEEE 802.15.4 at
physical and medium access control (MAC) layers of Open System Interconnection
Reference Model (OSI RM) [2–3]. The technology has been created to work in the
environment with high interference and with rather small capacity. Nevertheless,
recently there are many zigbee applications with real-time video and voice transmis-
sion. The communication channel between zigbee devices and the PLCs is low capacity
and the protocols are usually based on telegrams (questions and answers). Most of the
applications are non-real-time [4]. The same is valid for P2P communication and
especially for the peer port applications where the data and devices are mobile and the
demand for reliability is high.

Zigbee is ideal for connections when there is a high interference and low signal-to-
noise ratio. The range between 10 and 40 m is proper for BAN and PAN [5]. Trans-
mission range of up to 300 m is also appropriate for sensor-to-cloud communications.
One of the main sources of interference is the wireless LAN. When the power of the
signal is high and the signal-to-noise ratio is good the transmission rate could be
significant [6]. Signal modulation is changed at different frequencies and influences the
transmission rate [7].

End-to-end delay is calculated as a difference between time stamp when the data is
sent and time stamp upon data reception. The queuing delay could not be distinguished
from the transmission delay. Furthermore, the time for data processing at both ends is
usually bigger than the transfer delay. In this paper, we aim to estimate this time in two
parts: sensor-PLC and PLC-cloud. When the number of sending sensors is small, QoS
parameters are conformed. This is the reason to simulate very often the network in
extreme environment [8–10].

Modbus is considered as an industrial standard for automation. It is used in the
cases when transmission of real-time or near-real-time communication is necessary via
serial connection. Combination with zigbee technology allows mesh and semi-mesh ad
hoc network implementations. Modbus TCP is a standard for gateway between zigbee
sensors and PLCs in other networks [9].

Physical layer QoS parameters could be directly measured [11]. They show the
connection between power of the signal and signal/noise ratio from one side and the
network performance from other side. The protocol influence on the network is not
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visible at this layer [9]. Most of the QoS parameters estimated in this work are at
network layer. Some of the Quality of Experience (QoE) parameters [5] could be also
calculated [12, 13].

Losses are calculated as a part of the totally sent data. It is not always possible to
distinguish between the data sent successfully during first trial, during the second trial
etc. For example, the enocean sensors repeat the same message three times in case of
lack of acknowledgement (ack). The ratio between numbers of retransmissions over the
total transmissions is calculated according to [14]. The availability of the service in
zigbee and enocean technology is up to 99,99 %. This means only 52 min without
service annually [15]. This reliable solution is thanks to the vitality of the sensors and
their capability to structure and restructure clusters using flexible ad hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) routing.

Sensors work in a sleeping/waking up mode in a ratio 1:100. They are grouped in
ad hoc clusters, form clusters, reshape clusters dynamically. The transmission is per
hop or end-to-end [7, 16, 17]. This feature makes the technology very appropriate for
PAN and BAN. During the experiments series zigbee, input/output zigbee (i/o zigbee),
i/o zigbee controllers are used for home automation [18, 19]. Trials with enocean
sensors are planned for further analyses and comparison. The experiments in the lab are
setup with up to 20 sensors on 20 sq. m with a possibility for radio interference. The
transmission interval is expected to increase exponentially with the amount of infor-
mation to be sent and the sensor density.

The trials also include measurements when there is a direct transmission line
between sensors in a mesh topology and when there is a lack of direct channel and
sensors have to retransmit, i.e. having a semi-mesh topology [9]. Thanks to the
reconfiguration by the ad hoc routing protocol, the clusters usually form mesh topology
[20]. When mesh configuration is not possible, the sensors establish a communication
channel using dynamic relays. This feature allows transmission in real-time or near-
real-time because the time for reconfiguration is less than 30 ms. Additional 15 ms are
necessary for the sensor to wake up and another 15 ms for the channel access. Practical
applications show that these time intervals are up to 10 times bigger [9, 21, 22]. The
channel capacity is usually up to 100 kbps. The protocol could tolerate up to 30 %
losses. That is why the zigbee standards are applicable in Internet of Things (IoT) and
Delay (Disruption) Tolerant Networks (DTN).

Zigbee works at about 1.10-5 Bit Error Rate (BER) and about 0 signal/noise ratio.
Other technologies like WiFi and Bluetooth can reach up to 1.10-1 BER [23]. The
communication channel is point-to-point at 868 MHz with up to 20 kbps rate. The rate
at 2.4 GHz could be up to 250 kbps and there might be up to 26 communication
channels accessed by Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA-CA) protocol. A beacon frame is used for waking up the sensors. Waking
intervals race significantly without the use of a beacon [24–26]. Theoretically, the
topology with clusters could be scalable and very big. Up to 255 clusters with up to 254
nodes could be connected. This allows the technology to be used in applications in
business, hospital/hotel environments in a scalable manner [27–30].
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3 Zigbee Experiment Setup

The protocol Modbus was created for PLC and remote terminals communication using
the master/slave protocol. It is asynchronous and supports point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint connections via RS232, RS485, RS422 interfaces of wired and wireless
modems. In our experiments, we use Modbus RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) and
Modbus TCP. The payload of the data unit is up to 252 bytes. Data units are encap-
sulated into TCP segments.

In addition to IEEE 802.15.4 physical and MAC layers, the zigbee protocol stack
supports network layer routing and packet forwarding using peer-to-peer communi-
cation. Star topology is also supported. The zigbee protocol has an application sublayer
(APS) for cluster, profile, and end-points addressing. At application layer there is a
Zigbee Device Object (ZDO) for device, services, and network management. IEEE
802.15.4 defines Full Function Devices (FFD) and Reduced Function Devices (RFD).
The zigbee router, the part of the end-devices and the coordinator are FFDs. Some of
the end-devices are RFDs. The zigbee coordinator and routers are always awaken. FFD
end-devices could sleep (Fig. 1).

IEEE 802.15.4 PHY supports up to 16 communication channels. The coordinator
chooses a working channel upon network configuration. Both Modbus RTU and
Modbus TCP are analysed.

The application profiles are private and public. For the Enhanced Living Envi-
ronment (ELE) we choose a combination between the zigbee home automation and the
zigbee health networking enriched by peer port support in a cloud.

EnOcean technology supports special type of sensors that obtain power supply
from the alternative (e.g. solar) sources. It could reach a rate of up to 125 kbps.

Inputs
Outputs

Enocean 
modules

Enocean 
Network

Enocean Radio Module

Zigbee
Network

Zigbee 
modules

Inputs
Outputs
Serial Comm.

Memory
Controllers

Internal Comm.
Other electr.

Gateway
Ethernet Command Module

Inputs
Outputs
Serial Comm.

Other

Fig. 1. The experimental zigbee setup topology.
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The protocol repeats the same frames three times using the uniformly distributed
intervals to avoid collisions.

The protocol is optimized for energy consumption. Transmission is limited in time.
Rx and maximal Tx maturity times are accordingly 100 ms and 40 ms. The commu-
nication is near-real-time. The network could also have repeaters that have different
time-slot organization. Repeaters also count how many times the message is repeated.
The difference between repeater of type A and repeater of type B is the retransmission
procedure. Type A repeater retransmits only the messages from the original devices
whereas type B repeaters retransmit only the messages that are already retransmitted
ones or are coming from the original device.

The QoS tests organized in the network are summarized on Table 1. The parameters
estimated during the experiments are throughput, losses, and delay. All analyses of the
topology lead to the wake up and sleep time estimation as well as time for network
reconfiguration, network access, network routing. The detailed tests are made in normal
and extreme working environment.

The data exchanged in the sensor network is discrete or analogue and uses serial
communication for reliability. In the Fig. 1 the PLC can act as a client and a server at
the same time. HMI (Human Machine Interface) and SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) are usually Modbus TCP clients. The data from sensors requires
Modbus TCP client/server mode. In this case, it is possible to transmit critical sensor
information to PLC immediately. Data from sensors can be sent periodically in sleep or

Table 1. List of measurements in zigbee network.

No Description

1. Duplex channel analyses via serial zigbee sensors without radio interference. Up to 3
radio channels for data to Modbus RTU. Different number of sensors per radio
channel

2. Measurements of full mesh topology with interference
3. Analyses of the connection between zigbee i/o and zigbee i/o controllers in mesh and

semi-mesh topologies
4. Analyses of the two parallel channels to Modbus RTU
5. Analyses of the throughput to Modbus RTU with different number of sensors and

sensor density
6. Zigbee-Home Automation QoS analyses
7. Enocean QoS analyses with different sensor density at 868.3 MHz
8. End-to-end QoS parameters’ estimation
9. Analyses of the topology reconfiguration by changing: the size of the cluster; the sensor

density; the cluster division; the cluster unification; the route changing; the routing
via different number of hops

10. Topology reconfiguration analyses with radio interference
11. Zigbee- Home Automation QoS analyses in full mesh and semi full mesh topologies
12. Analyses of the enocean sensors to repeaters connection with and without clusters at

868.3 MHz
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waking up modes. Sensors can transmit only changes in data values for energy safe. It
could be applied in sleep/waking up mode or in only wake up mode with delay critical
data, i.e. alarms. The data could be requested by the gateway. It is useful for traffic
management but needs additional functionality in the gateway. The functionality is
useful when the end-user likes to send a command to the end-device, i.e. switching on
or off. All types of data transfers could be combined depending on the customer request
of specific scenario application. Data could be fragmented. Sleep mode is not useful in
serial data transmission due to the additional delay. EnOcean sensors are STM310 and
STM300 types and work at 868.3 MHz. Radio module has 3 analogue and 4 digital
inputs, software and hardware control on waking up. The power supply could be
conventional or alternative. Repeaters have a port for serial communication using RS-
232 interface (Fig. 2). Retransmissions are limited to two. Transmission mode is pure
broadcasting because the messages are not addressed. This allows formation of a
typical mesh topology for PAN.

Topological schemas like tree or star are not considered in this paper. The MAC
layer also can be adapted to support guaranteed and contention-based time slots,
beacon or non-beacon-enabled networks. The binding table also allows service com-
position and decomposition. The connection to the cloud is done via zigbee gateway.
Regardless of its possible interference to IEEE 802.11b/g, the WLANs and the zigbee
networks can work together. This is feasible because 802.11 can change the frequen-
cies from one side and zigbee can transmit in guard bands from other side. If necessary
zigbee and IEEE 802.11 can use time division multiple access (TDMA) for interop-
erability. The compatibility with Bluetooth is supported by adaptive frequency hopping
(AFH). Due to the retransmission capabilities zigbee technology could coexists with
wireless phones and micro ovens (Fig. 3).

SynthNV and MixNV devices (produced by WindFreak Technologies) are used for
radio interference together with “Dolphin Sniffer”. The module is connected to the PC
and managed by DolphinView software. A Faraday cage is applied for interference
management. Test equipment also includes PLC M340 (Schneider Electric), opera-
tional panel HMI STU 855 (Schneider Electric), wireless switch WRT54G (Linksys,
Cisco Systems), and SCADA IGSS software for test configuration (Fig. 3).

Part of the measurements in zigbee sensor network is shown in Table 2. Only two
types of the experiments are presented in full mesh and semi mesh topologies with up
to 4 sensor-to-sensor retransmissions and additional radio noise at the transmission
channel. The transmission in 5 s corresponds to the case when the channel is one and
there is more than one sensor to transmit or there is a noise at transmission frequency.

Repeater Repeater Output
Sensor

Fig. 2. Enocean sensors and repeaters configuration.
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Loss occurs also in the situation of contention or noise. In all other cases the trans-
mission delays of up to 600 ms are acceptable for sensor data. In all cases the losses are
acceptable because sensors retransmit the data in case of error.

4 Peer Port Application

Mobile cloud computing and Internet of Things environments are interesting area for
QoS and QoE because of its lack of guarantees. End users expect to have the necessary
information and available communication line continuously. The difference between
physical and logical platforms is invisible from user perspective. The traffic is often

Fig. 3. Test setup.

Table 2. List of measurements in zigbee network.

No Description Bytes
to
transmit

Radio
noise

Other
sensors
in the
same
channel

Trans-
mission
time, ms

Losses,
bytes

1. Duplex channel analyses
via serial zigbee.
Transmitted telegrams
in 1 bytes.

1 0 0 182 0
1 0 1 5400 1
1 Yes 1 5700 2
1 Yes 0 180 1

2. Duplex channel analyses
via serial zigbee with
reduced radio coverage
and retransmissions

1 0 0 402 0
60 0 7 400 1
120 0 0 550 0
120 0 7 570 1
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unpredictable because of network overlays, peer-to-peer communication, multicasting,
multihoming and real-time video services. Overlay networks could be created
depending on people, devices, places and peers as well as at different scale. Application
layer technologies for distributed overlay may be heterogeneous, i.e. peer-to-peer (P2P)
or client/server [31]. The sockets are often instable because of the user transparency in
space and time. There are many authors that address traffic congestion mostly in client/
server applications [32, 33]. The self-similar, long-range dependant symmetric or near
symmetric peer-to-peer traffic transmitted in real-time or in near real-time is still not well
predicable [34]. Here we try to highlight an investigation of peer traffic at the application
and the transport layers where the health and enhanced living environment services in
the cloud are fed by the PAN sensor networks. Based on the existing information
availability, proper connectivity and after active and passive information processing we
propose a solution for cloud service development and implementation [35].

Peer-to-peer overlays allow reliable small-scale and large-scale data sharing, con-
tent distribution, and application-level multicast applications. They have specific fea-
tures as selection of nearby peers, redundant storage, efficient search, location of data
items, data permanence or guarantees, hierarchical naming, trust and authentication,
anonymity, and redundancy. P2P networks routing is dynamic, efficient, self-orga-
nizing, and massively scalable in cluster organization. It is also robust in the wide-area,
combining fault tolerance, load balancing and explicit notion of locality [36, 37].

Peers exchange messages of different length and using different protocol [38].
There are specific features of P2P traffic and applications like node naming and
addressing, address resolution, packet sequencing, protocols for guaranteed delivery,
timers and counters. Peers are self-organized and can generate, transmit, store,
retransmit and receive packets at the same time. Routing in the overlay is adaptive in
comparison to the packet layer. A message intended for one peer can be transmitted via
intermediate peers to reach the destination peer. This relay or ad hoc functionality is
combined with temporary replicas for information redundancy and service reliability.
Multicast routing enables a message sent to a single multicast address to be routed to all
members of the multicast group. It reduces network traffic from one-to-many appli-
cations such as video broadcasting or video conferencing. Since multicast routing at IP
layer is not always supported by the Internet routers, application layer multicasting
(ALM) or overlay multicast (OM) was invented [38].

In this paper, we propose a solution of data redundancy using peer port. The role of
the peer port is to keep temporary a replica of the information for redundancy during
the transmission [34, 39]. It works as a mirror port between controllers in Storage Area
Networks (SAN) or like a relay point in LTE, ad hoc or in zigbee communication
channels. Each node in the overlay network may become a peer port of many other
peers and vice versa. Furthermore, there are no limitations how many replicas to store
in the peer port and for how long [40]. The procedure is supported at application layer
and is transparent to the protocol layers below the application layer. In Fig. 4 we
present sending peers, receiving peers and peer ports [39, 41].

The need for peer port application is motivated by large variations in delay and loss
due different platforms and network traffic. Available end-to-end bandwidth fluctuates
during connection [42, 43]. When the socket is released or freezes, the lost packets are
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recovered from the replica in one of the peer ports. Usually, the replica occupies the
resource at peer port until data acknowledgment.

The protocols applied in all peers in the overlay is sliding window [39, 41]. The go
back N and selected repeat sliding window protocols are developed for point-to-point
connections (referred further as standard protocol). Here, we propose a combination
between point-to-point protocols and point-to-multipoint communication [40] at
application layer. The data from sending peer is sent simultaneously to the receiving
peer and to the peer port. The receiving peer sends acknowledgment (acks) or not
acknowledgment (nacks) for a specified packet to the peer port. In case of confirmation,
the peer port removes this packet, thus releases resources, and increases capacity to
store information (Fig. 5). In an active network operation, P2P clients are many, i.e.
there are many receiving peers and peer port must be flexible. In another case, upon
reception of nack from the receiving peer, the peer port prepares the relevant packet to
be sent, and sends it on communication channel.

Fig. 4. Peer port is processing more than one request.

Fig. 5. Alternative communication, permanent data transmission.
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5 P2P Scenario and Experimental Setup

The experiments in the lab are setup for behavior analyses of the peer port. A Java
application and a ns-2 model are used for performance verification. The model contains
one sending, one receiving and one peer port for simplicity. The services used during
the trials are books, video, audio, archives, and text messages transfer. The protocol
implemented is the well-known three-way handshake modified for the peer port (PP) by
added multicasting. In Fig. 6 the scenario for selected repeat is presented. The standard
link between sending (SP) and receiving peers (RP) is interrupted in both models
randomly.

At transport protocol, there are also options to use UDP or TCP over the different
point-to-point connections. The main experiment supposes TCP connections between
the sending peer from one side and receiving peer and peer port from the other side. In
addition, the connection between the peer port and the receiving peer is UDP. Other
combinations of TCP/UDP were also explored. The buffer length is set to 1 MB and a
2 ms delay limit standard transmission between sending and receiving peers is con-
sidered. The packet payload is 60 and 500 bytes and reflects the behavior of the queues.

6 Results from Simulations and Lab Experiments

Simulations and life experiments are performed by Java application in similar condi-
tions for further comparison of the results. All buffers and timers of the three peers are
equal. The go back N and selected repeat protocols are applied on a standard line and
on peer port links.

On Table 3 we present data from simulations when a message is transferred directly
and via peer port. The broken line is slower due to the peer port retransmission.
Standard link is the fastest way to transmit. The time to do the replica at peer port is
almost the same as the transmission time over standard line. The difference between
standard line and replication to peer port is comparable to the additional delay over the

Fig. 6. Sequence diagram of selected repeat protocol.
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broken link. Additional delay added due to the broken link and peer port might be
significant in cases when the transmission is in real-time and the nodes are overloaded.
On Table 4, we present the same results for myfile.wav transfer. Single packet trans-
mission takes about 20–100 ms. The delay when using big file replica is much higher
and not acceptable in real-time communication.

The difference in time for transmission over peer port and direct line of myfile.wav
file is plotted on Fig. 7. The blue line on the figure represents standard line and the red
line shows the transmission over the peer port. The grids on the graph represents the
fluctuations of the length of the sending and receiving buffers due to the go back N
protocol or selective repeat protocols. The plots are cumulative for simplicity. After the
line was broken it was not recovered until the end of file transfer. Additional delay due
to retransmission is far from the acceptable delay bound in real-time applications.
Nevertheless, the technology is fully acceptable in continuous data replication between
storage networks and sensor networks with non time-critical data. All multihoming
solutions also could benefit from the solution.

Table 3. Simulated results for sending/receiving message with and without broken link.

Information Bytes Standard
line time, s

Broken
line
time, s

Peer
port
time, s

Peer port vs.
standard line
deviation, s

Additional
delay, s

Message
‘Hello
world’

40 0,105 0,13 0,10232 0,00268 0,025
80 0,1142 0,1414 0,10264 0,01156 0,02722
120 0,107 −0,107
134 0,11478 0,1524 0,114784 0,037594
174 0,1074 −0,1074 0
214 0,112 −0,112 0
268 0,112 −0,112 0

Table 4. Simulated results for sending/receiving myfile.wav with and without broken link.

Information Bytes Standard line time,
s

Broken line time,
s

Additional delay,
s

Myfile.wav 40 1,2023 1,3589 0,1566
80 1,207 1,4586 0,2516
656 1,2116 1,5953 0,3837
1232 1,2162 1,5999 0,3837
1808 1,2208 1,6007 0,3799
2384 1,2254 1,6501 0,4247
2960 1,23 1,7105 0,4805

1063952 9,718 18,373 8,655
1068560 9,7548 18,41 8,6551
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7 Conclusion

This paper presents an idea for combined sensor-to-cloud platform that is reliable
enough to send PAN information. We set experiments in the lab dividing sensor and
peer port QoS parameters. All experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the
proposed solution and its reliability. Sensor networks and peer port behavior could
influence significantly the near-real-time and non-real-time services in the distributed
overlays. We implement zigbee sensors in real trail as well as sliding window protocols
in ns2 model and in a real-time Java application. We show the additional delay for
telegrams and file transfers over the network. In non-prioritized environments, the
additional delay could be significant. Only messages and continuous packet streams
can conform to the QoS requirements. The future work aims to map the Quality of
Service and the Quality of Experience parameters over cross-layer approach for dis-
tributed quality management [42, 43].
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Abstract. Novel information and communication technologies create possi-
bilities to change the future of health care and support. Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL) is seen as a promising alternative to the current care models so a number
of researchers have developed AAL systems with promising results. The main
goal of AAL solutions is to apply ambient intelligence technologies to enable
people with specific needs to continue to live in their preferred environments. In
this paper, we are presenting a general architecture of system for assisted living
that supports most of the use cases for such system.

Keywords: Assisted living � Wearable sensors � Environmental sensors �
Social networks

1 Introduction

Advances in communication and computer technologies have revolutionized the way
health information is gathered, disseminated, and used by healthcare providers,
patients, citizens, and mass media. This led to the emergence of a new field and new
language captured in the term “e-health”.

The importance of healthcare to individuals and governments and its growing
economy costs have contributed its emergence as an important area of research for
scholars in business and other disciplines. The recent trend in healthcare support
systems is the development of patient-centric pervasive environments in addition to the
hospital-centric ones. Such systems enable healthcare personnel to be able to timely
access, review, and update and send patient information from wherever they are,
whenever they want. In that way, pervasive health care takes steps to design, develop,
and evaluate computer technologies that help citizens participate more closely in their
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own healthcare, on one hand, and on the other to provide flexibility in the life of patient
who lead an active everyday life with work, family and friends.

There are technical requirements (instrument usability, power supply, reliable
wireless communications and secure transfer of information) for the healthcare systems
based on wearable and ambient sensors [1]. However, there are also concerns about the
technology acceptance in the healthcare. Many authors have considered this issue. For
example, Cocosila and Archer [2] are investigating the factors favoring or disfavoring
the adoption of mobile ICT for health promotion interventions.

Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) has the ambitious goal of improving the quality of
life and maintaining independence especially of elderly and people with disabilities
using technology [3]. AAL can improve the quality of life by reducing the need of
caretakers, personal nursing services or the transfer to nursing homes. In this context,
there are two goals: a social advantage (a better quality of life) and an economic
advantage (a cost reduction for society and public health systems) [4, 5].

Most efforts towards building Ambient Assisted Living Systems are based on
developing pervasive devices and use Ambient Intelligence to integrate these devices
together to construct a safety environment [6]. But, technology limitation is that it
cannot fully express the power of human being and the importance of social connec-
tions. In this concept, the usage of advanced information and communication tech-
nology (social networks) could be helpful in connecting people together and organizing
community activities.

It is important for AAL systems to ensure high-quality-of-service. Essential
requirements of AAL systems are usability, reliability, data accuracy, cost, security,
and privacy. According to [7] to achieve this requirements it is important to involve
citizens, caregivers, healthcare IT industry, researchers, and governmental organiza-
tions in the development cycle of AAL systems, so that end-users can benefit more
from the collaborative efforts.

The electronic health record (EHR) is a collection of electronic health information
about individual patients and population, operated by institutions (medical centers) [8].
It is a mechanism for integrating health care information currently collected in both
paper and electronic medical records (EMR) for improving quality of care. A personal
health record (PHR) is a record where health data and information related to the care of
a patient is maintained by the patient [9]. PHR provides a complete and accurate
summary of an individual’s medical history that is accessible online. One of the
advantages of AAL systems is integrating data from AAL systems and smart homes
with data from electronic health or patient records. Although it is still in an early stage,
aggregating data from different medical devices and integrating them with data in
health records enable a comprehensive view on health data [10]. Presenting these
health data can lead to more efficient and competent decisions of physicians, nurses,
patients, and informal caregivers.

AAL systems are based on interoperability and integration of various medical
devices. Nevertheless, the lack of standards and specification is one of the biggest
obstacles for their commercial penetration on the market. In this context, AAL systems
and platforms rely on different standards and specifications by various initiatives and
groups, such as: Health Level 7 (HL7) [11] - supporting clinical practice and the
management, delivery, and evaluation of health services; Continua Health Alliance
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[12] which produces industry standards and security for connected health technologies
such as smart phones, gateways and remote monitoring devices; ETSI [13] which
provides harmonized standards for radio & telecommunications terminal equipment;
AAL Europe [14] which is funding projects that involves small and medium enterprises
(SME), research bodies and user’s organizations (representing the older adults).

One major issue concerning AAL systems is the ethical problem due to the mul-
titude and heterogeneous personal information continuously collected by AAL systems
[15]. There is concern about possible negative consequences [16] such as:

– loneliness or isolation, resulting from the use of certain devices that replace human
caretakers, which may be the user’s only regular social contact;

– privacy issues - surrounding biometrics and “smart home” systems collect personal
information;

– discrimination - wearable biometric monitors or mobility devices are highly visible
and can make a person’s disability very obvious.

These are the reasons why AAL systems need to be seen as tool for help and assistance
rather than controlling device for what are people doing.

AAL is seen as a promising alternative to the current care models and consequently
has attracted lots of attention. Although according to [17] there are three categories of
Ambient Assisted Living interoperability services: (1) notification and alarming ser-
vices, (2) health services, and (3) voice and video communication services, we found
that systems for assisted living need to be more general and to support more services in
order to be helpful not only for elderly and people with disabilities, but for all people
who want to live healthy life in accordance with their everyday obligations.

The System for Assisted Living we present in this paper uses mobile, web and
broadband technologies. Broadband mobile technology provides movements of elec-
tronic care environment easily between locations and internet-based storage of data
allowing moving location of support. The most important benefits of our proposed
system model are increased medical prevention, more immediate time response at
emergency calls for doctors, 24 h monitoring of the patients’ condition, possibility for
patient notification in different scenarios, transmissions of the collected biosignals
(blood pressure, heart rate) automatically to medical personnel, increased flexibility in
collecting medical data. The proposed system model creates an opportunity for
increasing patient health care within their homes by 24 h monitoring on the one hand,
and increasing medical capacity of health care institutions on the other hand. This
results in reducing the overall costs for patients and hospitals and improves the
patient’s quality of life.

2 Related Work

In the last several years Ambient Assisted Living is one of the most popular research
areas among scientists. Thus, many sensors, technologies and systems are developed.

Ruiz-Zafra et al. [18] are presenting the m-health cloud-transparent platform called
Zappa. Zappa is extensible, scalable and customizable cloud platform for the development
of eHealth/mHealth systems. Its main advantage is the ability to operate in the cloud.
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By using cloud computing, open technologies (open-source software, open hardware, etc.)
and additional techniques the platform provides uninterrupted monitoring with the goal of
obtaining some information that can be subsequently analyzed by physicians for diag-
nosing. In order to show the applicability of the platform the authors are introducing twom-
health systems, Zappa App and Cloud Rehab, based on the Zappa platform.

In [4], Takacs et al. present a complex wireless and personalized AAL solution that
includes telemonitoring, health management, mental monitoring, mood assessment as
well as physical and relaxation exercises. Their approach is based on a novel com-
putational and communication platform called Virtual Human Interface (VHI), spe-
cifically designed to bridge the gap between people and computers by using virtual
reality and animation technologies. The main goal of the research is to create an open-
architecture and reconfigurable system which is as independent as possible from
individual manufacturers and wireless standards.

AlarmNet [19] is an assisted living and residential monitoring network for pervasive
adaptive healthcare in assisted living communities with residents or patients with
diverse needs. According to the authors (Wood et al.) the primary reason for developing
AlarmNet was to use environmental, physiological and activity data of assisted living
residents in order to improve their health outcomes. AlarmNet unifies and accommo-
dates heterogeneous devices in a common architecture that spans wearable body net-
works, emplaced wireless sensors, user interfaces and back-end processing elements.
Contributions and novelties of this work include extensible heterogeneous network,
novel context-aware protocols and a query protocol for online streaming-SenQ.

Kleinberger et al. [5] are presenting an approach and several evaluations for
emergency monitoring applications (research projects: EMERGE and BelAmI). The
main goal of EMERGE is to support elderly people with emergency monitoring and
prevention by using ambient, unobtrusive sensors and reasoning about arising emer-
gency situations. Experiments were performed in laboratory settings in order to eval-
uate the accuracy of recognizing Activities of Daily Living (ADL). The interpretation
of the evaluation results have proved that it is possible to measure ADLs accurately
enough for detecting behavior deviations. But, according to the Kleinberger et al., to
reach this objective it is very useful to include all stakeholders very early in the
requirements analysis and development process for the prototypes and especially in the
setup of the experiments.

Lopez de Ipina et al. in [20] present the CareTwitter AAL platform. They propose
the adoption of passive RFID tags as tiny databases where a log of a person can be
stored, so that other users with their NFC devices can access and manipulate the data in
them. The data is encoded in the resident’s RFID tags, and such care logs are then
transferred into a public micro-blogging service Twitter. The CareTwitter platform
stores a log for every new care procedure applied on a resident’s RFID wristband,
following a data-on-tag approach. CareTwitter makes data stay at any time with the
resident and be available in real-time and without relying on wireless links. The
experiments provided in the paper [20] have proven that the storage capacity of either a
1 K (wristband) or a 4 K (watch) Mifare RFID tag is sufficient for storing the care logs
of a whole day. The integration of CareTwitter with Twitter proves the high potential of
using interactions with everyday objects or people to automatically publish data into
Internet, in this case, the log of residents in a care center, so that their relatives and
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friends can be kept up-to-date about them. The tweets published by CareTwitter are
never made publicly available. Only users authorized by the residents or their family
can follow them.

In [21] an Internet of things-based AAL architecture to support blood glucose
management and insulin therapy is presented. This architecture offers a set of services
for monitoring, interconnecting with the Diabetes Information System (glycemic index
database), and ubiquitous access to the information based on the developed personal
device (Movital), AAL environment gateway (Monere), web portal, and the manage-
ment desktop application. The important aspect of presented solution is that most of the
measurements and interactions with the patient are done at home. This enhances the
self-monitoring blood glucose solutions and allows the interaction with the nurses and
physicians through new technologies such as personal health card based on RFID and
the Web diabetes management portal. According to the authors (Jara et al.), Internet of
things allows the defining of solutions closer to the patient, physician and nurses, which
allows an easier integration and acceptance of them. The evaluation of the proposed
architecture has presented that nurses and physicians are very interested and open to
these kinds of solutions, considering it very useful and suitable to be included in
hospitals.

Mileo et al. [22] present a monitoring system, called SINDI, equipped with a
pervasive sensor network and a non-monotonic reasoning engine. Proposed system,
gathers data about the user and his/her environment, through a wireless sensor network.
Combining different data sources, the system interprets the evolution of the patient’s
health state and predicts changes into risky states according to a graph-based com-
putational model of medical knowledge and the clinical profile of the monitored
patient. In this system, the results of context-aware interpretation of gathered data are
used to predict and explain possible evolutions of the patient’s health state in terms of
functional disabilities, dependency in performing daily activities and risk assessment,
as well as to identify correct interaction patterns. The advantage of the system is in
providing various: suggestions (according to the medical practice and the results of the
prediction reasoning task), alerts (when the system identifies behaviors or situations
that are potentially dangerous for patient), alarms (when specific environmental or
clinical conditions are detected), notifications (when the system receives new input or
terminates the inference process) and reminders (according to an agenda).

We should also mention some of the recent developed assisted living technologies
for commercial use.

BeClose [23] is an affordable, easy-to-use home monitoring and care giving
technology for the elderly. This system indicates that everything is okay and provides
independence and peace of mind for the user. The BeClose system consists of a base
station and a variety of small sensors throughout users home. These electronic devices
are designed to work together to make sure the user is up and about each day.
If something is out of the ordinary, the system will alert users’ family members and
caregivers.

Basis has introduced Body IQ [24] in fall 2013. It is a proprietary technology that
recognizes and displays users’ activities automatically, like walking, running and bik-
ing, as well as sleeping. Body IQ ensures users to get credits for their efforts in real-time,
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including caloric burn, with no need to push buttons, switch modes or tag activities. It
also automatically determines when users fall asleep and when they wake up.

Apple is said to be working on a wrist-worn device that would go far beyond telling
time, allowing users to measure and track health and fitness data with a new wearable
device – “iWatch”. Apple’s iWatch [25] is expected be able to operate independently of
an iPhone or iPad. Reports have suggested that iWatch should debut in fall 2014.

According to previous brief review of literature and other works, not mentioned in
this paper, there is need for general architecture of the system for assisted living to be
proposed. The system for assisted living should be of help not only for elderly and
people with disabilities, but for all people who want to lead healthy life.

3 General Architecture of the System for Assisted Living

The body sensor networks (BSN) are type of a wireless sensor networks (WSN)
composed of sensors usually attached on human body or in some cases implanted
inside the human body. The main purpose of BSN is to measure the physiological
signals and to provide information about human behavior. Therefore, the number, the
type and the characteristics of the sensors may vary and they mainly depend on the
application and system infrastructure [26]. Two types of sensors could be applied: one
capable to collect continuous time-varying signals such as accelerometers, pedometers,
gyroscopes, electro-encephalograph (EEG) sensors, electromyography (EMG) sensors,
visual sensors, and auditory sensors and the other to collect discrete time-varying
signals such as glucose sensors, temperature sensors, humidity sensors, blood pressure
sensors. State-of-the art sensors nowadays have high compact factor and thus high
wearability and high biocompatibility. Wireless communication technologies such as
Bluetooth or Zigbee, radio frequency identification devices (RFID), and Ultra Wide-
band (UWB) could be employed to transmit the collected data.

The environmental sensors are reading the value of users’ environmental param-
eters. Moreover, the sensor technology can be applied to collect environmental
information regarding the location of people and objects, information about their
interaction, etc. Additionally, by applying data fusion techniques on the data gathered
both from BSN and environment sensors, reliable assessments of persons’ behavior and
the activities performed could be conducted. From sensor technologies perspectives,
AAL applications are facing various challenges, among which, one of the most
important ones is regarding the quality of collected data, which is the basis for further
behavioral analysis [27].

3.1 Logical Architecture of the System for Assisted Living

In the System for Assisted Living that we are proposing in this paper, the body sensor
networks are reading the value of users’ health parameters. The environmental sensors
are reading the value of users’ environmental parameters. Additionally user can use
applications that can measure (follow) users’ physical activities. All the data is gathered
by users’ personal or mobile device, like a PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone or smart TV,
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and along with data from clinical centers, medical databases and social networks are
sent for further processing by assisted healthcare algorithms. The processed data (by
assisted healthcare algorithms) are sent back to the end users in order to allow wanted
services. The logical architecture of System for Assisted Living is shown on Fig. 1.

In the service layer different processes of different users can be integrated. This
allows non-medical processes, medical processes, care processes and communications
within social networks to be incorporated in the architecture of System for Assisted
Living.

The whole interaction in the proposed system is request/reply based. If there is need
for additional information then new request is raised. We should emphasize that the
information generated from the social networks are reliable information and the
information from personal profiles (age, weight, height, diagnose entered by end user)
are unreliable information. This information should be confirmed by the medical
records from clinical centers and then deployed on data generated by corresponding
algorithms implemented in the social networks. In this way the tips (recommendations)
generated from social networks are reliable or valid.

3.2 Physical Architecture of the System for Assisted Living

On Fig. 2 the physical architecture of System for Assisted Living is shown.
The System for Assisted Living deals with data relevant to following institutions:

– Clinical centers - monitor the health status and physical condition of users and
provide recommendations and suggestions about the therapies and medicaments
that users should take in order to improve their health.

Fig. 1. Logical architecture of the System for Assisted Living
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– Medical databases - collect data from clinical centers and different databases, per-
form tests and experiments. They process and analyze collected data and based on
their research draw conclusions, recommendations and suggestions for diagnosis,
therapy and activities.

– Government organizations - make specific analysis of system data information and
give recommendations for national actions, programs and strategies.

– Policy makers - can get filtered system data information, make specific analysis of it
and give recommendations for non-government organizations, including programs
and strategies.

– Social networks - allow direct communication between users, sharing their results
and exchange of their experience. Social networks can send to the user tips based on
the users’ health condition, prior knowledge derived from users’ health history and
physical activities, and the knowledge derived from the medical histories and
physical activities of users with similar characteristics.

– Services for environmental data - supply data for weather condition (weather
temperature, atmospheric pressure, air humidity, wind speed) in users’ environment.

Fig. 2. Physical architecture of the System for Assisted Living
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Data is collected from body sensor networks; users’ PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone
or smart TV; environmental sensors; clinical centers; medical databases; social
networks.

In the integration level, collected data from different sources is being adjusted
according to the standards and formats of the inputs of the assisted healthcare
algorithms.

Collected data is processed according to the need or demand:

– for generating recommendation for users;
– for clinical centers - for monitoring the user condition or clinical purposes;
– for medical databases analyzes;
– for purposes of governmental organizations and policy makers;
– for generating knowledge for social networks.

Processed information is sent to: users (on their PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone or
smart TV), clinical centers, medical databases, governmental organizations, policy
makers or social networks.

The medical personnel can remotely monitor the users’ medical condition,
reviewing the data arriving from the users’ personal or mobile device. In this way,
medical personnel can quickly respond to the user by suggesting most suitable therapy
as well as when to receive it, focusing on activities that are necessary for his reha-
bilitation and maintenance of his health, sending him/her (on his/her personal or mobile
device) various tips and suggestions for improving his/her health.

The conclusions drawn from research data, while exploring medical databases, can
be routed back to the clinical centers. These data can be used as additional knowledge
for the individual analyzes of the users’ condition. Clinical centers can exchange data
and information with the social networks and thus have access to a larger group of
users that can share research, recommendation and suggestion of the medical
personnel.

Social networks allow direct communication between users and sharing their data.
At the same time, the users’ individual data can be compared with average data
obtained using different collaborative filtering techniques. The social networks can
learn from recommendation made by medical personnel and generate notifications and
recommendation based on the most successful scenarios. These portals also can pro-
vide an interface and use data from a variety of medical databases and environmental
databases (temperature, wind speed, humidity).

The complex structure of data from the social networks along with the data arriving
from different clinical centers can be used by different medical databases for further
analysis and research.

Governmental organizations and policy makers can get the data from social net-
works, clinical centers and medical databases, make specific analysis on it and give
recommendations for national action by governments and non-government organiza-
tions, including programs and strategies.

The key stakeholders of the proposed System for Assisted Living are elderly and
people with disabilities who needs monitoring of health condition, reminders for
everyday obligations, and assistance in everyday routine and social inclusion. Family
of the elderly and people with disabilities who need professionals to take care of their
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family members and want to remotely monitor health status can also use the system.
People who want to lead healthy life can use system. By using the system they can
monitor their own health condition and physical activities. In addition, Clinical centers
can remotely monitor their patients and gather all kind of health data from different
patients for further analyzes. Governmental, non-governmental organizations and
Policy makers can get summarized health information from the proposed system that
can help in generating health programs, strategies and policies. Industry, especially
medical and pharmaceutical industries, can benefit from the proposed system by getting
the health information that can help them in developing new devices, applications and
therapies that are needed.

3.3 Security Issues

The fundamental goals of secure healthcare systems are safely exchanging the users’
information and preventing improper use of illegal devices, such as intercepting
transferred data, eavesdropping communicating data, replaying out-of-date information,
or revealing the users’ medical conditions. Specific security requirements will have a
significant influence on the performance of the system:

– Data Storage and transmission: Local database (in users’ devices) stores data
received by sensors, in case there is always back up of data (they will be saved only
some period). When there are problems in sending data to clinical center or social
network some of data is not going to be send, so all transaction will be rolled back.
When service is available the data will be sent. By this, the quality of service (QoS)
facilities (demand for high reliability, guaranteed bandwidth and short delays) are
provided [28].

– Data Confidentiality: Most patients do not want anyone to know their medical
information, except their family doctor or medical specialist. The solutions are to
use a cryptographic algorithm to encrypt medical information and protect the
necessary data.

– Authentication: Only an authenticated entity can access the corresponding data that
are available for that entity; unauthenticated entities are denied when they try to
visit data information that they do not have the rights to obtain. For example,
asymmetric cryptography (i.e. PKI) is often used, because these private keys are
credentials shared only by the communicating parties.

– Access Control: In traditional network security models, access control determines
whether a subject can access an object based on an access control list (ACL).

– Privacy Concerns: Every user can choose what information can be private or public.
User can choose his records to be public: (a) for medical purposes, (b) to all visitors
of the social network, (c) to users in his category, (d) to none. In order to have
medical support the user has to agree to share personal information with clinical
centers and medical databases, whose data are also protected.

System for Assisted Living has own security and privacy statements that explains
how system protects users privacy and confidentiality and how will be treated users
personal information.
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3.4 Validity of Information

One of the most important issues in the system is information validity and confirma-
tion. We divide system information validity in three categories.

Most reliable information (valid information) is information in the first category.
This information originates from the clinical centers, medical databases, and sensors.

The second category (reliable information) is information generated from the social
networks. This information can be confirmed (transferred in the first category) if
confirmed by the medical records from clinical centers. This confirmation is then
deployed on data generated by corresponding algorithms implemented in the social
networks.

Information from personal profiles (age, weight, height, diagnose entered by end
user) are third category information (unreliable information). Increase of validation of
this information can be done by comparing them with average results using social
network or by confirming them with the medical records coming from healthcare
institutions.

4 Use Case Scenarios

The general use case scenarios for System for Assisted Living are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. General use case scenario
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Scenario A:
The user switches on the application on his phone and starts his physical activities.

Application reads the data (blood pressure, pulse, sugar level and type of activity, length
of path, time interval). If irregularity occurs while reading the data, such as patient’s
blood pressure is quite higher than normal to perform the operation, the application
sends signal and message with those data to the medical center. The application signals
to user that there is some irregularity. Medical personnel review the submitted data and
previous medical records of the patient. Based on the patient’s diagnosis, treatment
received and his activity currently carried out, along with the medical data received from
the application, a recommendation is issued back to the application of the patient, to
temporarily stop his activities and receive appropriate medicine (if by that moment it’s
not already received) or to reduce the pace of the activity itself. The application signals
to the user that a message from the medical center has arrived. The user applies the
recommendation from the medical center.

Scenario B:
Medical personnel review the patient’s data (diagnosis, therapy received, activities

done) and conclude that the patient did not receive his regular therapy and does not
perform the recommended actions or has excessive over-activity. The medical center
sends an urgent message to the patient to do an emergency medical examination.

Scenario C:
The user switches on the application on his phone and connects to the social

network. He enters his personal data and therapy that has received and updates his
Personal Health Record. User can share his PHR with other users of the network.
Additionally, if the user assumes to have certain heart disease diagnosis he can enters
that he has heart troubles. On the base on his PHR and results of performed physical
activities (compared to the average results of the other users with the similar problem)
social network give him a proposition if he has or not such diagnosis and advice him to
talk to his physician.

Scenario D:
Medical database sends a request to the clinical centers to send data from a period

for its users. Clinical Centers sends its data. Medical database sends a request to the
social networks to send data from a period of time for their users. Social networks send
its data. Medical database analyzes compares and investigates the collected data and its
own available data. Medical database draws conclusions, recommendations and sug-
gestions from the analyzed data. Medical database sends data (latest information) to the
Clinical centers, about diagnostics, recommended therapies and activities for patients
with certain diagnosis as well as suggestions for patients appropriately diagnosed.

Scenario E:
Policy maker sends a request to the social networks to send data from a period of

time for its users that have heart disease diagnose. Social networks use collaborative
filter to extract those data. Social networks send its data. Policy maker analyze data and
give recommendation, make program and strategy for prevention of heart disease.
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5 Conclusions

This paper presents a general model of assisted living system architecture. Generally,
the main objectives of the proposed System for Assisted Living are:

(1) Help its users to actively participate in their health care and prevention, thereby
providing: monitoring of users’ health parameters and their physical activities
(condition); 24-h medical monitoring; recommendation with tips on how to
improve their health; opportunity for health care within users’ homes; increased
capacity of health institutions, resulting with reduction of overall costs for con-
sumers and healthcare institutions.

(2) Alignment of the solution to the current state of technology.
(3) Collecting different types of data and combining them into complex structures of

health data. The survey, analysis and research of such structures allows to
understand the impact and the influence of applied therapy, physical activity, time
parameters and other factors on the development of the health condition of the
user. Such analysis can be further used by all stakeholders for diagnosis, treat-
ment, therapy and prevention.

The presented architecture gathers all common features of assisted living system
features and determines possibilities for various assisted living system deployments by
presenting use cases scenarios derived from proposed architecture.
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Abstract. Ambient assisted living technologies and services make it
possible to help elderly and impaired people and increase their personal
autonomy. Specifically, vision-based approaches enable the recognition of
human behaviour, which in turn allows to build valuable services upon.
However, a main constraint is that these have to be able to work online
and in real time. In this work, a human action recognition method based
on a bag-of-key-poses model and sequence alignment is extended to sup-
port continuous human action recognition. The detection of action zones
is proposed to locate the most discriminative segments of an action.
For the recognition, a method based on a sliding and growing window
approach is presented. Furthermore, an evaluation scheme particularly
designed for ambient assisted living scenarios is introduced. Experimen-
tal results on two publicly available datasets are provided. These show
that the proposed action zones lead to a significant improvement and
allow real-time processing.

Keywords: Ambient assisted living · Human action recognition · Con-
tinuous recognition · Action zones · Real time

1 Introduction

Currently, ambient assisted living (AAL) is attracting great interest in public
and administration. This is due to the dual challenge our society is facing with
an increasing need of assistance for elderly and impaired people and the simul-
taneous difficulties in containing the budget deficit. AAL can play a key role
in this matter, since it enables diverse care and safety services and can extend
the independent living at home of the people. Specifically, vision-based technol-
ogy is of special interest because it allows to provide valuable services from the
detection of home accidents to telecare services [1]. To this extent, vision-based
human behaviour analysis can be extremely useful in order to detect actions and
activities of daily living which are valuable for health-status monitoring.
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In human action recognition (HAR), actions like falling, walking, sitting and
bending are recognised. Great advances have been made in order to improve
the recognition rate, support multiple views and view-invariant recognition [2,3]
as well as real-time performance [4,5]. However, it can be observed that HAR
has been addressed by classifying short video sequences that contain single
actions. Therefore, two strong assumptions have been made: (1) segmented video
sequences which only contain a single action each are provided, and (2) all the
video sequences necessarily match with one of the learnt action classes. Whereas
these assumptions are commonly made in the state of the art and most of the
datasets provide such data, these do not hold true in practical situations as in
AAL scenarios, but also regarding human-computer interaction, gaming or video
surveillance. In people’s homes, cameras will provide a continuous video stream
which can contain actions at any moment. This leads to continuous human action
recognition (CHAR). In other words, an unsegmented video stream has to be
analysed in order to detect actions at any point. Another restriction, which comes
along with dealing with the raw video stream of the cameras, is that actually
these may not record the expected actions. The person could be performing an
unknown action, or nothing at all. Therefore, the proposed system needs to be
robust enough in order to discard unknown actions that otherwise would result
in misclassifications.

In this paper, continuous human action recognition (CHAR) is addressed in
order to overcome the aforementioned assumptions. The concept of action zones
is introduced and a novel method is proposed to detect the most discriminative
segments of action sequences. For continuous recognition, a method based on
a sliding and growing window technique is presented. Finally, to perform con-
tinuous evaluation considering specific constraints of AAL scenarios, a suitable
evaluation scheme based on segment analysis and F1 score is proposed. Experi-
mental results on two publicly available datasets are provided.

2 Related Work

Determining the relevant segments of a continuous video stream may be triv-
ial for a human, but it certainly involves a great difficulty for an automated
computer vision system. This explains why few works deal with the related
additional constraints. Some works try to find the boundaries of the actions in
order to apply temporal segmentation. These boundaries can be detected based
on discontinuities or extremes in acceleration, velocity or curvature [6]. Once the
resulting video segments are obtained, sequence-based action recognition can be
applied. Such a temporal segmentation is performed in [7], where atomic move-
ments are localised in the video stream based on so-called ‘ballistic movements’.
These are defined as impulsive movements, which involve a sudden propulsion of
the limbs, and rely on the acceleration and deceleration of start and end of the
ballistic segments. A trajectory-based motion feature (i.e. the popular motion-
history images from [8]) is employed along velocity magnitude features based on
silhouette transformation, frame differences and optical flow. Two approaches
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are tested for the temporal segmentation. The first proposal handles alignment
of the optical flow direction by means of dynamic programming. Whereas in
the second, assuming that boundaries are characterised by zero velocity, move-
ment begin-end detection is performed with a boosting based classifier. The first
option performed better, since it does not classify specific temporal moments,
but aligns a globally optimal segmentation taking into account movement direc-
tion. In [9], start and end key frames of actions are identified. Segmentation
is performed based on the posterior probability of model matching considering
recognition rounds. Depending on the accumulated probability, rounds are ended
if a threshold is reached. Adjacent rounds classified as the same action classes
are connected into a single segment. Lu et al. deal with temporal segmenta-
tion of successive actions in [10]. During the learning, only a few characteristic
frames are selected based on change, which leads to an outstanding temporal
performance of the recognition. Likelihood of action segments is computed con-
sidering pair-wise representations of characteristic frames. Although good results
are obtained, no further instructions are provided on how an actual continuous
video stream would be handled.

A very popular technique in video and audio processing is the sliding win-
dow approach. Sliding windows allow to analyse different overlapping segments of
the stream in order to isolate a region of interest and then perform classification
comparing the window to a set of training templates. If a variable size is also con-
sidered, both window position and size dynamically change so that all necessary
locations and scales are taken into account. Some works have applied the sliding
window technique to CHAR [8,11,12]. In [13], a sliding window is employed to
accumulate and smooth the frame-wise predictions of a frame-based low-latency
recognition. Low-latency CHAR is also considered in [14], where so-called action
points are proposed as natural temporal anchors. These are especially useful for
gaming. Two approaches are proposed. The first relies on a continuous observa-
tion hidden Markov model (HMM) with firing states that detect action points.
And the second employs a direct classification based on random forests classi-
fiers and sliding window. In conclusion, by means of sliding window techniques,
the temporal segmentation is simplified, since no specific boundaries have to
be detected. However, due to its computational cost it may only be used if the
applied segment analysis can be performed very efficiently.

3 Human Action Recognition Method

As it has been previously mentioned, this work builds upon prior contributions
in which HAR has been successfully performed for action sequences that have
been segmented beforehand. Since in this work these contributions are extended
to support continuous recognition, this section provides a brief summary of the
related previous publications.

For pose representation a silhouette-based approach has been chosen due to
its rich spatial information and low computational requirements. More specifi-
cally, a feature representation based on the distance between the contour points
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and the centroid of the human silhouette is employed. Furthermore, spatial
alignment and a significant dimensionality reduction are performed to obtain
a low-dimensional and noise-reduced feature (see [15] for greater detail).

Based on the method published in [16], the most representative feature rep-
resentations involved in each action class (the so-called key poses) are obtained
based on a clustering algorithm, and a bag-of-key-poses model is generated.
In order to complement this spatial information related to the human pos-
ture, temporal cues are considered by means of modelling the evolution of the
human silhouettes along the action sequences. To extract this kind of informa-
tion, sequences of key poses are learned. These, in turn, are employed for action
recognition, where temporal alignment of sequences is performed for matching
using dynamic time warping (DTW). Also multi-view recognition is taken into
account [5]. Concretely, intelligent feature fusion of single-view feature repre-
sentations is performed with a feature concatenation operator in addition to a
weighted feature fusion scheme that is based on a priori knowledge about the
usefulness of each camera.

4 Learning of Action Zones

It can be observed that the method presented in Sect. 3 is clearly based on
segmented recognition since it performs spatio-temporal matching of action
sequences. Nevertheless, its accurate recognition and outstanding temporal per-
formance led us to extend it for continuous scenarios. The first issue that has to
be addressed is the existence of misclassifications. Action sequences may contain
irrelevant segments which are common among actions and therefore ambiguous
for classification. For this reason, we propose to extract action zones.

Definition 4.1. Action zones correspond to the most discriminative segments
with respect to the other action classes in the course of an action.

Based on Definition 4.1, for instance, the fall action contains an action zone
corresponding to the segment from where the body is partially bent, until it is
completely collapsed. In other words, the part where the person is standing still
is ignored as well as the part where the person is lying on the floor, since these are
not discriminative with respect to other actions. In this way, the most relevant
segments can be identified in order to ease the differentiation between actions.
Furthermore, action zones are shorter than the original sequences. For this rea-
son, the matching time will be significantly reduced. Since the underlying HAR
method also presents a very low computational cost, a sliding window approach
may be employed without prohibitively reducing the temporal performance.

Initially, the same learning is performed as detailed in Sect. 3. Since seg-
mented sequences are still needed for the learning process, these can easily be
obtained relying on the frame-wise ground truth and discarding the segments
where no action is performed. Action zones may be located at different parts of
the actions depending on the type of action and how the action ground truth has
been labelled. However, based on the provided definition, action zones can be
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detected automatically by analysing the transition of key poses. For this purpose,
we first compute the discrimination value of each key pose wkp. All available pose
representations are matched with their nearest neighbour among the bag of key
poses and the ratio of within-class matches is obtained (wkp = matcheskp

assignmentskp
).

Therefore, this value indicates how valuable a key pose is for distinguishing action
classes. In this way, based on the transition of key poses and their discriminative
value, our action zones, i.e. the most discriminative segments, can be detected.

Specifically, for each training sequence of action class a and a specific tem-
poral instant t, the following steps are taken for the corresponding frame:

1. The feature representation V̄ (t) of the current frame is matched with the
key poses of the bag-of-key-poses model. For each action class a, the nearest
neighbour key pose kpa(t) is obtained.

2. For the A action classes, the raw class evidence values Hraw1(t),Hraw2(t), ...,
HrawA

(t) are computed based on the ratio between the discrimination value
wkpa(t)

and the distance distkpa(t)
, where distkpa(t)

denotes the Euclidean
distance between the pose representation and the matched key pose kpa(t).
Hence, the discrimination value will be taken into account depending on how
well the key pose defines the current pose.

Hrawa(t) =
wkpa(t)

distkpa(t)

, ∀a ∈ [1...A]. (1)

3. Normalisation is applied with respect to he highest value observed:

Hnorma(t) =
Hrawa(t)

Hrawmax(t)
, ∀a ∈ [1...A]. (2)

4. Gaussian smoothing is performed centred in the current frame, considering
only the frames from a temporal instant u ≤ t. In this way, we do not take
into account future frames, as this would require to delay the recognition for a
constant time interval. Convolution is applied to the history Hnorm(u) values
with a Gaussian filter kernel in order to generate Hsmooth(t). Discrete kernel
values are processed based on approximating the continuous values (see [17]):

G(u) =
1

σ
√
2π

e
−(u−μ)2

2σ2 , / u ≤ t. (3)

5. Attenuating the resulting value, the final class evidence H(t) is obtained:

Ha(t) = e10Hsmootha (t), ∀a ∈ [1...A]. (4)

Figure 1 shows the H(t) evidence values that have been obtained over the
course of a bend action. In comparison to the raw values, here outliers have
been filtered and the differences between classes have become more pronounced.
As it can be seen, the evidence of the bend class is significantly higher than
the others in the central part of the sequence. This is due to the fact that
the person is initially standing still. He or she then bends down and, finally,
returns to the initial position. The segment that corresponds to the poses in
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(a) Raw values

(b) Processed values

Fig. 1. Evidence values of each action class before and after processing are shown for
a bend sequence of the Weizmann dataset.

which the person is bent down is the most discriminative one. The poses of this
segment match with the most discriminative key poses of the bend action class,
whereas the ratio between discrimination value and distance is lower for the other
classes. For this reason, action zones can be detected by defining the thresholds
HT1(t),HT2(t), ...,HTA(t) that have to be reached by the class evidence values
of these segments. Specifically, an action zone will be collected from the frame
on where:

Haction(t) > Hmedian(t) + HTaction , (5)
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where action corresponds to the action class of the current sequence and
Hmedian(t) indicates the median value out of H1(t),H2(t), ...,HA(t). An action
zone will end if this condition ceases to be met. The median value is employed
because the expected peak of Haction(t) would influence the average. Moreover,
this approach also works if action segments present a high evidence value for
more than one action class, which may happen for very similar actions. A second
example is shown in Fig. 2, where the class evidence values that have been
obtained for the cyclic jumping jack action are detailed. Several short action
zones could be found choosing the appropriate threshold HTa. It can also be
seen that the peaks correspond to the discriminative segments in which the
limbs are outstretched.

(a) Evidence values

55 6050
Frames

(b) Corresponding silhouettes

Fig. 2. Evidence values H(t) of each action class and the corresponding silhouettes of
one of the peaks of evidence are shown for a jumping jack sequence of the Weizmann
dataset.
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5 Continuous Recognition

In this proposal, continuous human action recognition is performed by detect-
ing and classifying action zones. For the continuous recognition of the incoming
multi-view data, a sliding window technique is employed. More specifically, a
sliding and growing window is used to process the continuous stream at different
overlapping locations and scales. At this point, a null class has to be considered
in order to discard unknown actions and avoid false positives. This class corre-
sponds to all the behaviours that may be observed and have not been modelled
during the learning.

Algorithm 1 details the process: The sliding and growing window grows δ
frames in each iteration and slides γ frames if the window has reached its maximal
length lengthmax. If at least lengthmin frames have been collected, the segment
of the video stream (or video streams if available) S that corresponds to the
window is compared to the known action zones. The best match is obtained
by matching the segments of key poses using DTW. Then, a threshold value
DTa is taken into account in order to trigger the recognition. This value DTa

indicates the highest allowed distance in a per-frame basis. In this way, only
segments which match well enough with an action zone are classified. Eventually,
the unrecognised frames will be discarded and considered to belong to the null
class.

6 Experimentation

6.1 Parametrisation

Special consideration has been given to the parameters HT1,HT2, ...,HTA and
DT1,DT2, ...,DTA. The first ones define the threshold that has to be surpassed
by the class evidence Haction(t) in comparison to the Hmedian(t) value. Differ-
ent values are admitted for each action class, since the class evidence behaves
differently for each type of action. In the case of the second set of parameters,
each action class is considered to require a specific similarity between sequence
segments and action zones in order to confirm the match as a recognition and
avoid false positives for ‘poor matches’. This leads us to two sets of A parameters
that are difficult to establish empirically, as exhausting tests are unaffordable.

Among the possible search heuristics, evolutionary algorithms stand out since
they are proficient for scenarios where the shape of the solution space is unknown
and this hinders the election of optimal algorithms. They can also deal with
a large number of parameters in a moderate run time. Moreover, relying on a
coevolutionary-based approach the intrinsic relationship between our two param-
eter sets can be considered. For this reason, a technique based on the cooperative
coevolutionary algorithm from [18] has been employed for parameter selection.
By means of this method, the best performing combination of HT and DT values
can be found.
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Algorithm 1. Continuous recognition: sliding and growing window

Let δ denote the number of frames the window grows in each step.
Let γ denote the number of frames the windows moves when slid.
Let S denote the video stream.

start = 0
length = 0

repeat
—————— Sliding and growing window ——————-
length = length + δ

if length > lengthmax then
Discard γ frames considered to belong to the null class
start = start + γ
length = length − γ

end if
—————— Compare to action zones ————————
if length ≥ lengthmin then

distmin = max value
for all action class ∈ training set do

for all action zone ∈ action class do
dist = dDTW (action zone, S[start : start
+length])
if dist < distmin then

distmin = dist
a = action class

end if
end for

end for
——————— Recognise or continue ———————
if distmin ≤ length × DTa then

Recognise segment S[start : start + length]
as action class a
start = start + length
length = 0

end if
end if

until end of stream or forever

6.2 Continuous Evaluation

For action recognition based on segmented sequences, the evaluation scheme is
straightforward. Since the ground truth label of each sequence is known, the
ratio of correctly classified sequences in the test is commonly used as accuracy
score. Nevertheless, for continuous evaluation, several new constraints appear.
Depending on the application scenario, one might be interested in the number of
repetitions of each action. This happens in gaming (e.g. three punches), whereas
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in video surveillance the fact that the action happened is more relevant (e.g.
punching). In AAL, it is especially important not to miss any actions, because
this could result in safety issues (e.g. falling down). A delay of a few seconds
may be acceptable if this improves the recognition avoiding false negatives. As
a result, the applied evaluation scheme varies between authors.

A common option is to apply frame-by-frame evaluation as in [10], but the
reliability of this approach is arguable. This is due to the lack of correlation
between frames and actions. It could happen that only a few last frames of an
action are not recognised correctly. This would result in a high frame-by-frame
recognition rate (e.g. 90 %), although only one correct class label and one or
more incorrect predictions have been returned by the system. This means that
50 % or more of the returned labels were erroneous. For this reason, other levels
of evaluation have been proposed, such as event analysis, where only the activity
occurrence and order is considered, or the hybrid segment analysis [19]. In this
last approach, a segment is defined as “an interval of maximal duration in which
both the ground truth and the predicted activities are constant”. In this way,
despite the fact that segments may have different durations, alignment is given
since each ground truth or prediction change leads to a new unit of evaluation.

Fig. 3. This finite-state machine details the logic behaviour of the applied segment
analysis.

This last level of analysis has been employed in this work, as it provides
a clear way to align the recognitions with the ground truth and avoids the
disadvantages of the frame-based analysis. Figure 3 shows how the null class has
been considered in the segment analysis. As it can be seen, only new recognitions
(i.e. different from the last predicted action class) are taken into account for
evaluation. The thresholded recognitions are retained and their segments are
considered to belong to the null class. In addition, recognitions are accepted for
a delay of τ frames after the ground truth indicated the end of the action. Note
that this is only allowed if no prediction was given until that moment, i.e. the null
class state was active since the action started and until the delayed recognition
has occurred. Otherwise, the action would have already been classified (correctly
or wrongly).

In view of the multi-class classification that is performed and that now a null
class has to be contemplated, results are measured in terms of true positives
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(TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). These
values are accumulated along a cross validation test. A leave-one-actor-out cross
validation (LOAO) is proposed in which each sequence includes several contin-
uously performed actions of an actor. In order to consider both precision and
recall rates, the F1-measure is used as follows:

F1 = 2 × precision × recall

precision + recall
(6)

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(7)

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(8)

6.3 Results

Our approach has been validated on the multi-view INRIA XMAS (IXMAS) [20]
dataset and the single-view Weizmann [21] dataset. The former provides contin-
uous multi-view sequences of different actions performed by the same actor,
whereas the latter provides segmented single-view sequences. In order to sup-
port continuous recognition, the sequences of the same actor are concatenated
into a single continuous sequence. Consequently, unnatural transitions are cre-
ated due to the gaps of information. Nevertheless, tests have been performed on
this dataset for illustrative purposes so that a comparison with other approaches
can be made.

With regard to the introduced parameters, the following values have been
used during the experimentation (these have been chosen based on experimen-
tation):

1. The threshold parameters have been established by the coevolutionary param-
eter selection algorithm as follows: HT ∈ [0.05, 1.5] and DT ∈ [0.002, 0.02]. In
Fig. 4, the class evidence values of a sample sequence can be seen, where the
action zone that has been obtained using these HT class evidence thresholds
is highlighted.

2. The Gaussian smoothing applied to the H(t) class evidence considers σ =
10.486 frames. Since approximate discrete values are applied for the convo-
lution, a total of 22 history frames are taken into account and the rest is
considered zero.

3. Regarding the sliding and growing window, in each iteration the window
grows 5 frames (δ = 5), and when the maximal length lengthmax is reached,
the window slides 10 frames (γ = 10).

4. A delayed recognition is accepted within a period of 60 frames, correspond-
ing to approximately 2 s (τ = 60). This time interval has been considered
acceptable for this AAL application.
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Fig. 4. Evidence values H(t) of each action class and the detected action zone are
shown for a scratch head sequence of the IXMAS dataset.

Table 1. Obtained results applying CHAR and segment analysis evaluation over a
LOAO cross validation test. Results are detailed using the proposed approaches based
on action zones (1) or segmented sequences (2).

Dataset Approach lengthmin lengthmax F1

IXMAS 1 3 30 0.705

IXMAS 2 10 120 0.504

Weizmann 1 3 20 0.928

Weizmann 2 10 120 0.693

Table 1 shows the scores that have been achieved by our approach over the
ideal value F1-measure of 1.0. The IXMAS dataset presents several known diffi-
culties as view invariance and noise which explain the score difference. Further-
more, the segments labelled as null class in which ‘other actions’ are performed
can easily lead to an increase of false positives. In order to show the benefit
gained from the action zones approach (approach 1), tests have also been per-
formed using the entire segmented sequences instead (approach 2). In this way,
larger segments are considered by the sliding and growing window and these are
compared to the original action sequences provided by the ground truth. It can
be seen that the proposed continuous recognition based on action zones provides
a substantial performance increase and leads to higher scores in general.

Comparison with other state-of-the-art works is difficult in CHAR, due to
different evaluation schemes. In [10], frame analysis is employed and 81.0 % accu-
racy is reported on the IXMAS dataset. In the case of the Weizmann dataset,
for example in [9], CHAR is performed and a score of 97.8 % is reached. Seg-
ment analysis is employed in this case, although the rate of correctly classified
segments is computed based on a 60 % overlap with the ground truth.
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The temporal performance has also been evaluated for this continuous
approach. While the sliding and growing window technique is computationally
demanding, this is offset by the proposed action zones. The short lengths of
both action zones and temporal windows make the comparisons between them
very efficient. Using a PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 3.0 GHz and
Windows x64, a rate of 196 frames per second (FPS) has been measured on
the Weizmann dataset including all necessary processing stages.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, a method for segmented human action recognition has been
extended to support continuous human action recognition. Improvements have
been made at the learning and recognition stages. The concept of action zones
has been introduced to define and automatically learn the most discriminative
segments of action performances. Relying on these action zones, recognition can
be carried out by finding the equivalent segments that clearly define the action
that is being performed. For this purpose, a sliding and growing window app-
roach has been employed. Finally, segment analysis is used introducing special
considerations for the specific AAL application of our work. Tests have been per-
formed relying on the whole segmented sequences or only on the action zones,
and significant differences can be seen. By means of action zones, higher accu-
racy scores are obtained. Real-time suitability of this continuous approach has
also been verified. This is indispensable for most of the possible applications,
and a necessary premise for online recognition.

In future works, further evaluation should be applied to ease the comparison
to other approaches. It could be useful to implement other state-of-the-art tech-
niques and test them in the same conditions as our proposal. Furthermore, a con-
sensus should be reached about the appropriate evaluation schemes. It has also
been observed that regarding CHAR, there is a lack of suitable benchmarks
including foreground segmentations or depth data. Therefore, new datasets
should be created along the corresponding evaluation schemes.
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Abstract. This paper describes a cloud based architecture for processing data
and providing services for smart living environments and support for assistive
technologies. Based on scalable cloud technologies and optimized software
architectures, it provides infrastructure for an extendible set of various func-
tionalities. The paper describes the core processing module along with several
related proof-of-concept services. Several use case scenarios are presented
including a mobile app voice navigation tool for the blind, text to hand sign
speech video sequencing tool for the deaf, image processing tool for a smart
home, etc. Details are presented about the software development tools used and
their integration in a functional multiplatform application. Guides for future
works and extension of the system are discussed.

Keywords: Assistive technologies � Smart living environments � Cloud
processing � Voice navigation � Text to sign language speech

1 Introduction

The advantages of the cloud based architectures delivering high computing yet scalable
environment and resource sharing, provides a powerful resource for expansion of
services and platforms for smart living environments and assistive technologies. Sys-
tems using the main principles of cloud computing, provide infrastructure for an
extendible set of various functionalities and services. This paper describes a cloud
based system for assistive technologies and smart living services. Descriptions are
given of the core processing module along with several related proof-of-concept
assisted living services, concerning security in the cloud, interoperability and inter-
connectivity between various devices and their interaction with the end-users.
The presented core module relies on the principles and standards of cloud computing
delivering better characteristics and platforms compared to similar solutions based on
traditional principles. Several use case scenarios are presented in details regarding the
software development tools used and their integration in a functional multiplatform
application. The described architecture is not limited to the concept subsystems
described. Various smart living room functionalities are planned and can be developed
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on top of the backbone core module described. Broadening assistive living systems to
encompass smart living-room features increases their viability and sustainability. The
border between such systems is thin and a universal approach brings efficiency and
quality. Guidelines for future work and extensions are discussed.

This article is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work. Section 3
describes the architecture of the Core Cloud based system and interaction between
components. Also security issues are discussed. In Sect. 4 several composite modules
are presented and their interaction with the Core system. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The digital revolution has dramatically increased the usage and function of consumer
smart devices, simultaneously reducing their cost. The interoperability among IT-based
services as well as wireless smart devices are an indispensable tool for assisted living as
well. Numerous IT companies contributed in support and deployment of new smart
environments, smart cloud-based services and wireless devices, improving user con-
venience and better living.

2.1 Assistive Technology Frameworks

Assistive technology systems have often been developed strictly targeting a specific
domain and set of functions. It is only recently that generic frameworks capable of
providing a variety of assistive services are emerging. The Assistive Technology Rapid
Integration and Construction Set system, also known as AsTeRICS [1] is an Open
Source platform which provides creation of flexible solutions for people with dis-
abilities. The AsTeRICS platform implements interfaces and protocols for connectivity
and interaction between various input and output components.

One aspect of assistive systems - telehealth is on the forefronts of development, due
to economic reasons. The term telehealth describes Integrated Information Systems
built for delivery of health care services at a distance, using ICT technologies. Tele-
health combines variety of distance health care services and applications for home care,
long-term care, health promotion, prevention, self-care and integration of social and
health care services [2, 3]. Notable examples of such Telehealth systems include the
EIP-AHA, initiative of the European Union in at least 30 European regions [4], and the
3 Million Lives project in the UK [5].

The NavChair Assistive Wheelchair Navigation System presented in [6], provides
assisted mobility to the wheelchair operator regarding door passage, obstacle avoidance
and maintenance of a straight path. Another similar assistive system for people with
motor disabilities is proposed in [7], based on the VHAM prototype for mobile robots
in healthcare, to provide “smart” wheelchair.

Various assistive technologies and systems are developed for navigation of visually
impaired people. The interaction between multiple input sensors (accelerometers,
gyroscopes, proximity) and ICT technologies (GPS, “Voice search”) provides possi-
bilities for implementations of systems for indoor and outdoor navigation [8].
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Notable examples include the Electronic Cane [9] and the Navigation Tool for Blind
People based on a microcontroller with two vibrators and two ultrasonic sensors [10].

2.2 Cloud Platforms

Cloud computing is a concept of sharing computing resources, providing high pro-
cessing power and scalability [11]. The Cloud computing model delivers applications
or infrastructures as network services, making them accessible from everywhere on the
network, anytime of the day. The resources required by the deployed services, such as
CPU power, internal memory and network load are allocated dynamically on demand,
providing autonomous and highly dynamic scalable environment [12, 13]. Many
companies are launching different platforms diverse in features and pricing, fighting to
attract users. Amongst others, Amazon was one of the first and so far one of the biggest
providers of Cloud computing services [14].

Windows Azure Cloud Service [15] is an internet-scale computing and services
platform managed by Microsoft. It includes many separate features, such as: Web
hosting services; Mobile hosting services; Media files hosting; Development envi-
ronment with advanced testability; Big data hosting; Extensive computing power;

Google Cloud Platform [16] is another powerful cloud computing platform, build
on the same infrastructure as the Google Search Engine and the Youtube streaming
services. The platform provides easy integration with familiar development tools,
managed scalability, computing, storage allocation and management.

3 System Architecture

The proposed cloud based system provides an integrated environment for development
of composite, user-driven Assistive and Home Enhancement Technology services. The
system defines a protocol for interaction and communication between interconnected
components, provides enhanced security, authentication and accounting protocols,
allowing managed Plug&Play functionality of various components and services.

The Core module shown on Fig. 1 is fully developed on top of the Windows Azure
platform [15]. The interconnectivity is based on the Pure HTTP protocol [17], pro-
viding two way communication. In addition, the system defines REST-full HTTP
endpoints independent of consumer platforms, due to the simple nature of the HTTP
protocol and JSON data format [18]. The components supported by the system are
divided in three main categories, based on their functionality: sensors, processors and
triggers. Due to the cloud oriented architecture of the system, the client platforms pose
no limitation in interconnectivity and interoperability. Therefore, we have so far
developed components/clients based on Android, Windows and Linux operating sys-
tems that interact with the cloud system correctly.

The system provides a Graphical Design Tool (GDT), implemented as a Web
Application, for design and modeling Assistive and Home Enhancement services and
workflows. The GDT tool is a simple, yet functional user interface, where the user can
develop a model using drag&drop techniques, intuitively describing the rules (wires)
for interaction between the components. In addition, multiple components are
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supported for integration in terms of sensors, processors and triggers including smart
phones, tablets, personal computers, laptops, game consoles. Each component used in a
model has a unique identifier (UID) and must be defined as one of the three possible
types: sensor, processor or trigger.

3.1 Core Cloud Modules

The core system is composed of five modules, each with different functionalities. The
Message Handler module processes HTTP request messages on their way in (DE
serializing JSON data), and HTTP response messages on their way out (serializing data
into JSON objects). In addition, the Message Handler module synchronizes the com-
munication between the Core and components.

The AAA module provides security protocols. The authentication is based on
OAuth 2.0 protocol with Bearer tokens [19]. After the data flow is authenticated and
authorized, the AAA module loads the authorized account profile from the database.

The Model Loader module activates the model created with the GDT tool. In
addition, the ML module processes defined components (sensors, processors and
triggers) and rules for interaction between them, from the model. Furthermore, the ML
registers the components and rules into the TR module.

The TR module resolves the type of each registered component, and deploys a
protocol for interaction between the components, based on the data provided by the ML
module. Furthermore, the TR module controls the data flow rules for communication

Fig. 1. Core system architecture.
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between the components. Due to the Flow Control nature of the TR module, the data is
send to either the Output or Processor module, depending on the type of the
component.

The Processor module consists of three sub modules: Internal, Local and External.
When the data flow reaches the Processor module, the module delegates the data to the
proprietary sub module, based on the type of component used as processor within the
parsed model. In addition, if the component in the active model is defined as an
external processor, such as Google Text to Speech API or Google Translate API, the
data is routed through the External sub module. Furthermore, if the processor is the
Core system, the data is processed from the Local sub module. Likewise, if the pro-
cessor is a connected component, the data is routed through the Internal sub module.
In addition, every sub module provides the Core system with processed data.

The Message Lifecycle in the Core system is shown on Fig. 2. Each HTTP request
is handled by the Message Handler (MH) module. When the message is properly de-
serialized from the JSON object, the request is authenticated and authorized by the
AAA module. After successfully authentication and authorization against the system,
the AAA module loads the corresponding profile from the Database. Then the ML
module loads the deployed model and parses the components, their types and rules for
interaction. The TR module detects the component type originating the request. If the
request is made from a sensor or a trigger type component, the TR composes the
response and sends it to the MH module. However, if the component type is of a
processor type, the request is processed to the Processor module. The Processor module
resolves the type of the processor component and routes the request to the appropriate
sub module. When the corresponding module finishes processing, it sends a response to
the MH module. The MH module then sends back the response to the component.

Fig. 2. Core system architecture.
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3.2 Core Cloud Module Security Considerations

Cloud Computing might suffer from a number of security issues and concerns mainly
divided in two broad categories: security issues by providers and security issues by
customers. A risk management protocol must be defined to balance the issues and
security risks between these two categories and the benefits of cloud computing ser-
vices. Based on the Windows Azure Security policy, the vendor provides its own
strategies and solutions for securing the services which are provided to the end users.
Microsoft Azure delivers a secure environment and managed cloud infrastructure
through implementation of different security policies: live monitoring and logging of
services, patching deployment environments, built-in antivirus/antimalware protection
and intrusion detection and DDoS prevention.

Aside of the security from the provider, the core system implements its own
standards and protocols for Cloud-based security for the services that the core system
provides. The security is managed through three different layers, securing the client, the
server applications and communication channels (Fig. 3).

The authentication and authorization is based on OAuth protocol, with imple-
mentation of an OAuth Authentication Server in the Cloud. Every client application
must obtain a Bearer token from the authentication server to be authorized to use the
core services. The Core server checks the client token on every request, consolidating
the Authentication server for the validity of the token. This way, every request must be
authenticated.

The communication channel provides data encryption trough the HTTPS protocol.
In addition, the Core service and client applications have their own implementation for
encryption of the communication between them.

Fig. 3. Authentication and authorization
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Every client application deploys SHA1 certificates which are obtained from the
Core service. The Core service verifies that each request originates from a client
application that matches one of the certificate fingerprints, to ensure integrity of clients
and to prevent code injection.

4 Services Related to the Cloud Module

4.1 Voice Navigation Tool

The system is used for building a tool for navigation of visually impaired persons
(VNT). The VNT tool is an android application, using data inputs from the GPS and
other sensors [20] usually implemented in android devices, such as: gyroscope,
accelerometers, magnetometer and a gravity sensor. The Core Cloud Module processes
the data inputs from the VNT and forwards voice message to the VNT tool.

The route definition function which is part of the VNT tool, (from A to B), is based
on a Google Maps plugin. Based on the techniques proposed in [5] for filtering signals
and data acquisition from sensors, the Core Cloud Module provides a sensor fusion
environment, where each movement is calculated and mapped within the route coor-
dinates, as in the Google Maps plugin.

A Data flow diagram is described in Fig. 4. The user defines the desired route for
navigation into the Google Maps plugin, provided by the VNT tool. The VNT then
exposes the values provided from the Accelerometer, Magnetometer and Gyroscope
sensors, also and wireless and bluetooth modules to the Core system. The Core system
calculates the movement based on the provided input data from the VNT tool and maps
the coordinates against the defined route for navigation. The calculations of the
movements are based on techniques for sensor fusion presented in [21]. The Core
system then transforms the calculated direction into voice with the Google Text to

Fig. 4. Data flow diagram
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Speech API. In addition, the end-user is provided with voice direction messages for
navigation through a defined route.

4.2 Video Processing Home Behavior Detection

Image and video processing is becoming an increasing part of many intelligent sys-
tems. The increasing age of the human population increases the burden on healthcare
funds everywhere in the world. The limited movement ability with the increased risk of
falling and the increased cost of rehabilitation of elderly people demands a way to
optimize and improve the care for this growing portion of the population.

With the introduction of surveillance behavior understanding [22], the costs for
observation of elderly hospitalized and home cared patients could potentially be
reduced. It would reduce the staff expenses needed for patient observation and would
give patients an improved health-care quality. There are already some approaches
available in the literature that detect sudden falling of patients [23]. The introduction of
the cheap and readily available 3D sensors like Kinect [24] could further improve the
use of such systems by providing the hardware needed to get better scene observation
and detect the human behavior through video surveillance even better.

The processing of the increased data available through the camera and 3D sensors,
on the other hand, demands increased processing power. Moving the profiling and
processing of the sensor data to the cloud would yield the needed increased processing
power. There are already available commercial cloud solutions for Video surveillance
like the one presented in [25] and many others. However, these solutions are mostly
concerned with the security aspects of video surveillance and the ability of the user to
monitor their own premises at any time. The lack of video surveillance solutions that
allow some sort of automation in the anomaly detection is present and needs to be
addressed by the community.

An example module in our system introduces a cloud based approach to behavior
anomaly detection in patients. The Kinect sensor gathers data from the patient behavior
throughout the day. This data is uploaded to the cloud module where a profile for each
patient is created and updated in real time.

The system runs in two modes: Profiling and Detecting. During the Profiling the
system generates the behavior model of the users. The behavior consists of time labeled
frame sequences. These frame sequences are the relative joint coordinates obtained by
the Kinect sensor. Each sample contains a time window of T seconds obtaining N
frames per second. Each frame contains the tracked position of each joint of the human
body. A clustering is performed on the data during the Profiling period for 4 h segments
of the day: morning, noon, afternoon, evening, early night and late night. Each period
of the day is given K clusters with centroids and based on the profiling data a threshold
for normal behavior is given to each centroid.

After the profiling period, the system is switched to the Detecting mode. The
execution subsystem compares the input to the generated clusters of the user and labels
the behavior as either anomaly or normal based on the distance to the centroids of the
nearest cluster. If the behavior is labeled as anomaly, the system notifies the responsible
nurse or doctor by sounding the alarm. The nurse and the doctor receive the video feed
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and choose to react if the alarm is valid and the patient is in danger, or label the feed as
false alarm. If the signal is labeled as a false alarm, the system gathers the behavior data
for the patient of the period of day when the alarm was sounded and adds the data to the
model, thus updating the behavior model. The system gathers all the behavior data
online and updates the model for each 24-h period. If a period had a real alarm, then the
data of that period is ignored.

This subsystem is intended to assist both patients and doctors. The patients receive
a better health service and assistance, while medical personnel get help in the obser-
vation of patients and can care for more patients in the same time. The subsystem is still
in the prototyping phase of development and is being tested on non-patient behavior.

4.3 Text to Sign Language and Voice to Text

As part of improving the home automation specifically created for deaf and hard of
hearing, several modules are introduced that ease the communication and narrow the
language barrier for people.

The voice-to-text subsystem enables parsing of an input sound file and is respon-
sible for conversion of the sound patterns into textual data. The subsystem expects an
input sound file and accompanying metadata in a compressed file format. The voice
data is uncompressed and sent for further processing. Currently the system utilizes
public voice-to-text converters like the Web Speech API from Google, but local
modules can also be developed. The recognized text can then be utilized for different
purposes.

We are using small inexpensive computers like RaspberryPI and accompanying
microphones, recording speech samples that occur in the homes and sending them to
the cloud for processing. There is a node.js application based add-on for the Kodi
Entertainment System (formerly XBMC), that listens for prolonged sound sequences,
records, compresses and send the data to our cloud service.

The text-to-sign language module is closely correlated to the voice to text module.
The text-to-sign module is able to convert textual data to transformation parameters in a
given sign language.

There are also WebGL and OpenGL ES client environments that renders predefined
3D virtual male, female and child avatar, capable of excessive range of motion and
facial gestures. For controlling the avatar, the application utilizes the support of skeletal
animation that is widespread in the CGI industry. A bone system is created for every
avatar and is connected to the mesh using the smooth skin weights method (Fig. 5).
Facial expression is important and there is a complex system of morph targets and
bones for mimicking expressions of the human face. Each sign gesture for a particular
language is encoded as a set of transformations that are applied to specific joints or
vertices, using rotation parameters and morph-target key frames. The input text is
processed for the terms and rules. The module is creating a sequence of animation data
parameters in a JSON file format that is sent to the client.

Similar project have been developed in the past, implementing similar articulate
gesturing approaches [26].
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5 Conclusion

This paper describes a work in progress system platform and architecture with several
proof-of-concept modules that offer a glimpse of what modern mobile devices utilizing
the scalable and omnipresent cloud systems can offer. The core processing system
along with several satellite modules are described. Text to sign language animated
avatar is available for the hard of hearing people as a lightweight browser web
application. Anomaly behavior of stay-at-home elderly or patients is developed using
readily available MS Kinect. Voice navigation tool for the blind, not limited to GPS
signals is also presented.

The initial results obtained from the modules in their early stages show promise.
Combining the processing power, low price, scalability and reliability of the cloud
platforms along with the evermore capable sensor available in smartphones and home
environments is a combination we expect to bring forward assisted and enhanced
living. The cloud environment enables easy upgrade of versions and algorithms that
become instantly available to the user of the system. Transferring the burdening pro-
cessing of raw sensor data to the cloud enables advanced algorithms to be used while
saving battery power in the sensors and demanding insignificant processing capabilities
in smartphones and other client devices. All these advantages are expected to promote
this architecture and similar ones into the forefront of ambient assisted living systems.
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Fig. 5. The model and skeletal system of the male avatar
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Abstract. This paper discusses different and multimodal user-system
interfaces proposed in the framework of a smart home designed to sup-
port the independent living of elderly and frail users. It is shown how
different technologies and solutions may be complemented and integrated
to provide effective interaction both for routine activities of daily living
and anomalous situations.

Keywords: Multimodal interaction · Smart TV · Near Field Commu-
nication · Touchscreen · Depth sensor

1 Introduction

Population aging is more and more a global fact, that results from public health
and medical progresses against diseases and injures, but also represents one of
the most challenging phenomena that families, states and communities have to
face. The need of sustaining the relevant part of population represented by older
adults, from a social and an economical point of view, asks for new approaches: a
market segment including people aged 50 and older emerges, the so-called “gray
market” or “silver market”, challenging companies and societies [1] with new
requests and needs. Within this market, an important role is expected to be
played by assistive technologies to help older people to maintain their ability
in performing the activities of daily living (ADLs) and, therefore, their inde-
pendence. Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) and Ambient Intelligence (AI) will
support new generations of older adults, for longer and improved quality living.
Several public institutions, at a national and wider level, are carrying on specific
initiatives to promote the flourishing of new actors in the silver market, to create
sustainable economic systems able to offer products, services and solutions to
face the emerging needs.

In this scenario, this paper presents the approach to multimodal user-system
interaction adopted in the framework of an AAL architecture designed for a
elderly-friendly smart home. Such an architecture, named TRASPARENTE1

1 The acronym TRASPARENTE means transparent and stands for “assistive network
technologies for residential autonomy in the silver age”.
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covers several aspects of the home living, such as independent living, home
security, health monitoring and environmental control. It is one of the ongoing
projects supported through an action co-funded by the Italian Marche Region
administration, for the development and implementation of AAL integrated plat-
forms, to monitor ADLs and detect any abnormal behavior that may represent
a danger, or some kind of symptoms of an incipient disease.

Fig. 1. Domains in the TRASPARENTE architecture.

The TRASPARENTE architecture is composed by several sub-systems
related to different domains, as shown in Fig. 1: home automation, behavior
detection, telemedicine, human-system interfaces. Each subsystem has its own
devices generating specific data, all managed by centralized server applications
that provide a unique integrated platform for data processing. Each element
needs to collect proper data from a wide range of heterogeneous sensors, differ-
ing for type, transmission and network technologies (Controller Area Network -
CAN - bus, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Wireless SubGHz), processing capabilities, and
storage. The processing operations are performed by the local server, according
to the functionalities implemented. This approach builds upon previous research
experiences [2], and is shared by the industrial partners involved within the
project. In the TRASPARENTE architecture, several interfaces are provided to
support both user driven and event driven interaction, and to meet the needs of
different users and conditions. Smart TVs, portable touchscreen devices, Near
Field Communication (NFC) devices, and depth sensors are used to enable user
interaction with the system, to send commands, to acquire data, to request infor-
mation. The data flow is bidirectional and involves mostly the local Wi-Fi and
Ethernet networks. Data are formatted as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
elements by higher-level applications; the local server replies with JSON objects
to any client application request, regardless of the original data format.
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The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the technological solutions
adopted for supporting user-driven interaction within the reference architecture,
whereas Sect. 3 discusses how event-based interaction is managed within the
system. Preliminary evaluations of the selected solutions are provided in Sect. 4;
finally, Sect. 5 draws the main conclusion of the paper.

2 User Driven Interaction

This section presents the technological solutions designed and implemented to
support user driven interaction, i.e. all those actions explicitly requested and
performed by the user, towards any of the architecture domains and sub-systems.

2.1 Smart TV Interface

Among the several devices supporting user driven interaction, the choice of the
smart TV is motivated by the usually limited familiarity of elderly with personal
computers or portable devices, the need for simplified and intuitive controllers,
and for technology that overcomes visual and hearing impairments. The TV is
one of the most common and familiar home appliances, so it is expected that the
learning process can be taken up positively. The commercial spreading of smart
TV is increasing, and other projects may be found that employ this platform to
design applications for elderly, such as social TV applications [3,4].

In TRASPARENTE, the smart TV application enables functions for con-
trol and monitoring, and for issuing requests for information, by addressing a
specific service exposed by the local server. The smart TV and the local server
are connected to the same home network, via Ethernet or Wi-Fi, and commu-
nication is performed according to the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
When launched for the first time, the application needs to download the system
configuration file from the server, which is saved in a common memory area of
the smart TV, to be used later for all the functionalities. Once the system con-
figuration is available, the application may issue proper command instructions
to the server, that processes the request and forwards it to the correct device
(via CAN bus or any other technology), to execute the corresponding action.

Fig. 2. Server-centric communication model in the proposed architecture.
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The smart TV application can be also used to show information about the
power consumption of the appliances, being these data acquired periodically by
meter nodes, and stored in specific databases. Any request towards databases is
not issued directly, but through the server application, as shown in Fig. 2. The
same procedure applies to telemedicine-related services, such as consultation
of the values collected by some electro-medical devices. A further functionality
provides the visualization of automatic reminders for drugs assumption on the
TV screen. It is activated when the application is launched, so while the user
is watching TV, a pop-up window appears in a corner of the screen at the time
of drug intake, indicating name, and quantity of the assumption. The reminders
list is stored in a database and can be managed through the application itself.

To ensure the user’s satisfaction and willingness of using the application
provided, some basic rules [5] have been considered in the design of the smart
TV application, dealing with graphic appearance and feedback on user’s actions:
contents have been organized for an efficient utilization of the available screen
area; text size, background, and icons have been properly selected to better
identify the available functionalities. Other aspects of basic importance are the
insertion of short clear instructions to guide the user, and a robust design with
respect to possible input errors and exceptions. Pop-up messages are shown to
notify the user about the outcomes of the different operations, to identify possible
problems and suggest a solution. Finally, for smart TV equipments supporting
voice recognition, it is possible to define a set of custom commands and associate
them to the corresponding browsing or control functions.

2.2 Portable Interfaces

The touchscreen-based interaction is very simple, as it does not require an
advanced mental model and features a direct approach: the input device is also
the output device. Typically, touchscreen interfaces do not require special motor
skills [6], but a careful and accurate design. The touchscreen interface designed
for TRASPARENTE runs both on tablets and smartphones: smartphones fea-
ture great portability, but, due to the small size of the screen, do not fit with
subjects affected by visual impairments or poor motor skills. Tablets represent
a good compromise between mobility and acceptable screen size.

The application runs on Android O.S. versions later than 3.0 (Honeycomb),
released in 2011 and optimized for tablets. The interface supports all the con-
trol and monitoring functionalities for the smart home in a single application,
providing the user with a variety of services designed to simplify his life. Specif-
ically, it allows the user to: (i) send commands to the home automation system;
(ii) display the status of specific subsystems (e.g. lights, sensors, etc.); (iii) mon-
itor the energy consumption of loads (appliances); (iv) display reminders for the
subject’s drug therapy; (v) start audio/video communication sessions via Ses-
sion Initiation Protocol (SIP). All these functions are available through a single
menu. As for the smart TV interface, control and monitoring rely on a central
processing server, accessed on a Wi-Fi link, once the system configuration is
downloaded from the server; through HTTP messages, on/off light switching,
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opening/closing of blinds and windows, and specific scenarios can be controlled.
An initial check on the network connection is executed, and dialog boxes for
notifications are provided at the application start. A service running in back-
ground is responsible for periodically interrogating the central database, using
the Wi-Fi connection, to monitor the patient’s drug therapy and send reminders
to the user when it is time to take medications. The service uses pop-ups, rather
than notifications, to alert the user, in order to maintain a graphical uniformity
with the Smart TV application presented above.

Finally, the portable device application supports audio/video communication
sessions via SIP. This functionality is proposed as a solution for people with
mobility problems, to perform routine tasks such as answering the entry-phone
or opening the door. It is based on an existing open-source application (in its
beta phase), called csipsimple [7], selected for the stability of its SIP stack [8].
The original application has been modified to integrate the video player and the
Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) [9] library, to support video connection with
the video entry-phone, not originally provided. The entry-phone call is delivered
to all the portable devices on the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), so the
user can see who is calling anywhere he is, and decide to answer, refuse or open
the door. The video-calling system architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Video-calling system architecture.

The peculiarity of portable touchscreen devices requires an adequate design
of the graphical user interface, trying, however, to maintain consistency with
the style adopted for the smart TV application. Some specific guidelines for the
interaction have been elaborated, that cover four main aspects:

– Target elements design: the size of buttons, graphics and target elements has
a great influence on the interaction accuracy [10]. It is expected, therefore,
to use buttons of at least 9.2 mm size for smartphones, and even larger for
tablets. Once the target has been captured, a visual or acoustic feedback to
the user is generated.

– Graphic elements design: to facilitate the understanding of contents, each
button has an icon and a text label that specifies its meaning. The graphics
is simple and intuitive, there are no animations.

– Navigation: during navigation it is important to keep the user always able to
know “where he is”; for this reason, each page features a title and an additional
help button to provide navigation aid.
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– Layout design: due limited screen size, the use of text is minimal, preferring
key words to long sentences.

2.3 NFC Interface

The use of NFC to simplify user interaction and management of more complex
procedures has been already addressed in the literature [11–13]. NFC is not
designed to transfer large amounts of data, but rather to provide a quick and
easy-to-implement wireless communication, which can serve as a bridge between
already existing services, or may allow the creation of new specific types of ser-
vices. In TRASPARENTE, the use of NFC technology is twofold. The former
is a service to display on the TV screen the nutritional values of food, or the
indications about drugs. An NFC reader detects passive tags placed in foods
and drugs boxes, and sends a message to the smart TV application. The mes-
sage contains a two-digit code to distinguish food from drug, and a code to
identify the specific product and search for the corresponding information in the
proper database. In case of a drug, the expiry date is also included. The resulting
message structure is:

code - id, for food;
code - expiryDate - id, for drugs.

The centralized server hosts a local database management system to store
data from the different subsystems. For the nutrition-related service, a table
contains the amounts of carbohydrate, protein, salt, vitamins, etc. for hundreds
of foods. For each drug, 4 fields are extracted: name, instructions, contraindica-
tions, and dosage. Data saved in the NFC tag follow the NFC Data Exchange
Format (NDEF) protocol, so the board has to read the tag, convert the val-
ues to a string, and forward it to the smart TV application through a HTTP
POST request. Once received the message, the TV application queries the local
database and displays the results. This procedure is represented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Flow of operations to show product (food or drug) information from the NFC-
based interaction.

The latter service controls the home automation system by means of a
so-called Smart Panel, designed to provide a pictorial and instantaneous rep-
resentation of the commands, that may be issued by simply tapping the NFC
reader close to the panel itself. Each graphic element in the panel is coupled
to a tag. Irrespective of the specific format chosen for the panel, it supports
both single and multiple commands: a single command (single control) causes
a state change in a single device of the home automation system, and may be
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composed either through single and multiple tag readings. A multiple command
(scenery control) implements a so-called scenario, i.e. it causes a state change
in several devices and equipments managed by the home automation system,
up to a whole room or the whole building. The Smart Panel has been designed
in different versions, as shown in Figs. 5 (a) and (b), providing the same set
of multiple commands for scenery control, but differing in the section related
to single commands. They also provide an info tag, describing how to use the
home automation system. The supported multiple commands are: (i) Goodbye
Home: turns off all the lights, closes all the shutters and windows. It pilots habit-
ual actions performed when a user leaves the home; (ii) Welcome Home - Night :
turns on the lights of the hall, the living room, and the kitchen. It pilots habitual
actions carried out when a user come back home during the night; (iii) Welcome
Home - Day : raises all dampers. It pilots habitual actions carried out when a
user enters the home during the day; (iv) Good Morning : turns up the shutters
in the kitchen, the bathroom, and the dining room. It pilots habitual actions
performed when a user wakes up in the morning.

Fig. 5. Different versions of the Smart Panel.

3 Event Based Interaction

In the TRASPARENTE architecture, proper solutions are used to handle event
based interaction, i.e. those situations in which the system has to react to
some conditions that are not explicitly determined by the user, but result from
anomalous or unexpected events. The most innovative contribution relies in the
adoption of a consumer device, the Kinect by Microsoft, to implement both an
automatic fall detection system, and a drink intake monitoring application.

3.1 Automatic Fall Detection

The fall event is one of the leading cause of injury for older adults: studies have
shown that 33 % of people over 65 years experience a fall each year [14]. A fall
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detection solution could limit the amount of time that the person remains on
the floor and reduce the onset of complications. Fall detection methods may
resort to three approaches [15]: wearable device based, ambience sensor based,
and vision based. The last one included Red Green Blue (RGB) cameras only
until a few years ago, but nowadays new low-cost devices have enabled different
opportunities, such as the Microsoft Kinect depth-based sensor. Moreover, depth
cameras increase the acceptability of AAL solutions, because people are not
immediately recognisable from the depth maps [16].

The solution proposed exploits raw depth information from a Kinect device
positioned on the room ceiling, to identify people and detect if a fall occurs.
Although some native skeleton models are available for Kinect, they are inop-
erable when the sensor is in top location. A new approach is proposed, based
on the following processing steps: (i) preprocessing and segmentation; (ii) dis-
tinguish object phase; (iii) identification and tracking of people. First, the raw
depth frame is processed to prepare data for subsequent steps. A reference frame,
created when the system is switched on, is exploited to extract the foreground
scene. The distinguish objects phase classifies different groups of pixels, perform-
ing object identification and indexing. The last step analyses objects features and
recognizes if people are present. It mainly evaluates three features, starting from
the point at the minimum distance from the sensor, for each object: (i) head-
ground distance gap; (ii) head-shoulder distance gap; (iii) head size. If a cluster
of pixels verifies all the previous conditions, it is labeled as a person and tracked
in the subsequent frames. The fall event is notified when the distance value of the
central point associated to the person exceeds an adaptive threshold. A detailed
description of the entire solution can be found in [17].

3.2 Drink Intake Monitoring

In the AAL scenario, dietary habits monitoring is an active research branch.
Thanks to the advances in image sensors and computer vision, today it is pos-
sible to design sophisticated algorithms to automatically recognize the patient
behaviors. In [18], the consequences of a not sufficient assimilation of water are
discussed. An automatic solution may overcome the problem. In the proposed
application, Kinect is placed on the room ceiling, at a distance of 3 m from the
floor. A model, characterized by 17 joints, is automatically fitted to the per-
son shape. At each frame, the system monitors the distances between head and
hands, to identify a drink intake action. Related works, such as [19,20], follow
the same idea but with a camera placed in front of the patient.

The algorithm includes an initial phase of preprocessing operations applied to
the raw depth frame, to allow an efficient extraction of the blob associated to the
person. Then, using the depth sensor intrinsic parameters, the depth region of
interest is transformed in a Point Cloud (PC), from the 2D frame domain ([row
column distance]) to a 3D representation ([x y z]). An unsupervised machine
learning algorithm, named Self Organizing Map (SOM) [21], takes as input the
PC, to provide the coordinates of 17 joints associated to the person. The SOM
fits the predefined model, visible in Fig. 6, with the specific PC distribution.
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Fig. 6. Model of the person for the drink intake monitoring application.

This process is iterated for each frame, to manage the different aspect ratio of
different human bodies.

Differently from supervised neural network solution, this method does not
require any learning phase and it is a relevant advantage in AAL solutions.
Before the first use of the SOM, it is necessary to superimpose the initial model
to the PC, according to the orientation of the person into the scene. The subject
to monitor, indeed, is free to sit at any side of the table, so the orientation issue
must be taken into account by the system. Starting from the recognition of the
table in the depth frame, and using the line version of Hough transform [22],
the algorithm is able to rotate the model in the appropriate direction. Dishes
and glasses are too much tiny or small to be identifiable in the depth frame,
so the RGB stream is used to overcome this limitation. Taking into account that
these objects have usually a specific shape, the circular version of the Hough
transform [23] is exploited. Finally, to allow data fusion of depth and RGB
streams, a mapping algorithm that compensates the different camera’s point of
views is applied. This operation ends with the association of an RGB pixel to
the corresponding one in the depth frame [24].

4 Preliminary Evaluations

Applications for smart TV and portable devices have essentially the same struc-
ture and enable access to the same services, however the interaction to the system
using each tool is different. Referring to the smart TV interface, interaction is
mainly supported by the use of the TV remote controller. On one hand, this
brings a number of advantages, related to the familiarity for all categories of
users. On the other hand, it is not a practical device to use, when dealing with
operations that require many steps, such as text input, or browsing the avail-
able contents. These limitations have been considered during the design stage,
to make the interaction as simple as possible.

The touch-based interaction takes into account the specific needs of an elderly
user. A study by Apted et al. [25] examined how older people interact through
single and multi touch gestures. The results show that older users need a time
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of learning and interaction understanding almost twice than younger users, then
recovered during the use of the system. For this reason the usability criteria set
out in Sect. 2.2 have been met. At the current development stage, the application
for touchscreen portable devices is partially available. The functionality related
to drug therapy is ready and numerous tests have been performed to evaluate
its reliability. The service runs in the background at the start of the device, and
effectively notifies the user when it is time to take medicines, while an Android
activity allows him to add/edit/delete reminders in a simple and intuitive way
(as shown, for example, in Fig. 7), facilitating text insertion by auto-completion.

Fig. 7. Drugs management application on Android device

Part of the application that enables video calls between different SIP clients is
also available and functioning (see Fig. 8). Currently, video entry-phone/tablet,
and tablet/tablet calls are enabled. The system works properly, allows to start/
close communication, sending the audio and video stream, and to open the
entrance door through a relay. The development of the remaining functions,
and their integration in a single application, are ongoing.

The complete architecture is at a developing stage, so not all the functions
designed have been implemented yet. A test environment has been set up in the
laboratory, where the single parts of the architecture are going to be gradually
integrated. As for the smart TV interface, some of the single functionalities have
been tested individually: (i) request and storage of the system configuration;
(ii) home automation system control; (iii) reminders visualization and manage-
ment; (iv) request and visualization of medical parameters. In the future, all the
functions will be implemented and merged in a single application for the overall
validation.

The adoption of NFC both to request information on food and drugs, and
to control the home automation system, simplifies the user interaction, since
it just requires to tap the reader near to the NFC tag area. The communica-
tion among NFC devices, local server, and the involved subsystems, has been
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Fig. 8. Video-calling application on Android tablet: the video entry-phone is calling.

Fig. 9. A page of the smart TV application showing medicine dosage.

successfully tested. Figure 9 shows information about drug dosage obtained from
the database, corresponding to a sample medicine.

The fall detection solution provides the distance between the point associated
to the person and the sensor, positioned on the ceiling. Low depth values rep-
resent a standing person while high distances denote a fall. Figure 10(a) shows
the values of this distance, for each frame where a person is identified. When the
evaluated depth overcomes the threshold of 2600 mm, which is automatically
tuned considering the distance between the sensor and the floor, the system
detects a fall. Looking at Fig. 10(a) a person who enters the scene, simulates a
fall, and raises again before exiting can be noticed. Figure 10(b) shows the depth
map for one of the frames where a fall occurred (red spot in Fig. 10(a)), where
the point associated to the person is the magenta spot.

For the food intake monitoring, the algorithm has been tested on a database
of 17 different situations, for a total of 4800 depth frames. The test users, in
good health, are between 21 and 38 years old. In all the realizations the drink
intake action is always recognized (31 out of 31) with a simple threshold of
250 mm applied to the distance between head and hands. Figure 11(a) shows the
PC, for the 300-th frame, of a person drinking, and the corresponding model
calculated by the algorithm described above. Figure 11(b) depicts the distance
between head and left hand for each frame. As visible in the graph, in the frame
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Fig. 10. (a) Distance values of the point associated to the person during a simulated
fall, (b) depth map with a fallen person (Color figure online).

interval 260:330 this distance reaches a minimum, in particular it equals 169 mm
at the 300-th frame. Ongoing improvements of the algorithm are finalized to:
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Fig. 11. (a) PC with superimposed the skeleton model for the 300-th frame, and (b) dis-
tance between head and left hand for all frames.

– improve the recognition of specific objects such as glasses and dishes;
– adopt more robust techniques to recognize the drink intake action, than the

simple threshold-based solution described above;
– populate the current database of test users to confirm the promising results

described above.

5 Conclusion

The paper presented the ongoing activities of an experimental research project
aimed at designing and prototyping an assistive architecture for elderly-friendly
smart homes. Focus has been put on the different interfaces the architecture
will include, to handle both user driven and event driven interaction. They are
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based on different technologies but, when possible, implement a common design
(as for the smart TV and portable devices), or exploit consumer devices (such
as Kinect or NFC tags and readers) in innovative applications. Preliminary tests
and evaluations on the selected interfaces provided promising results, upon which
further developments are being carried out.
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Abstract. Floating Content is an attractive model for deploying and
sharing information between mobile devices in a completely decentralized
manner. For vehicular city-scale applications, the model has many appli-
cations. In this paper we conduct an analysis of the feasibility of such a
model to support the sharing and dissemination of localized information,
using realistic mobility traces in two different cities. As our experimen-
tal results reveal, the feasibility in urban environments is influenced by
several factors. A high density inside the anchor location sustain the life
of the information regardless the radius size. Having a big radius may
cluster more vehicles and thus, increases the probability of floating. The
radio range can also affect information sharing. A small radio range com-
pared to the information availability range may prevent the application
to spread content in the entire zone and rely on vehicle density. For all
these, we provide experimental evidence.

Keywords: Floating content · Collaborative sharing · Vehicular
networks · Mobile data dissemination

1 Introduction

Mobile devices (i.e., smartphones, smart tablets, etc.) have become a staple of
our society. Today, thanks to smartphone sensors and the possibility to combine
their capabilities over advanced wireless technologies, information in the form
of context becomes common input for applications running in our hand. Mobile
applications can offer navigation in unfamilar places (e.g., Google Maps, Waze),
or can socially connect people (i.e., Facebook, Twitter).
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 387–400, 2015.
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The evolution of location-aware mobile technology, in particular, has greatly
influenced the mobile application industry. Facebook Messenger provides the
users with the location of their communication partners. Its latest feature, Nearby
Friends, sends notifications when the user comes within a short distance of a
friend (if he chooses to share his location). Other location-aware applications
tackle the increasing curiosity people have on others’ activities (e.g., Tiner or
Skout facilitate an interaction with nearby strangers).

Prior to the worldwide spread of smartphones, location was mainly used for
space orientation. Applications such as Google Maps, Google Earth or Waze,
can display information around the current position of the user. But, although
mobiles devices have bigger storage sizes today, they are still limited when stor-
ing big amount of map data. Thus, navigators generally have to rely on the data
network services to provide the user with detailed geographical views. However,
recently navigation services have become social, and act as real communities
where people share information with certain location importance. Maps sup-
port point-of-interest tagging, photo and text description, and even online street
navigation. They are able to share information in real time.

Traditional social network applications (i.e., Facebook, LinkedIn) dependent
on a centralized infrastructure to overcome distances and connect people located
around the world. But a centralized infrastructure can introduce issues regarding
content and location relevance and security [1]: (i) location privacy concerns (an
application may need to provide the user with the exact location); (ii) content
privacy issues (shared information can be stored by a private company, and be
subject to censorship); (iii) connectivity to the infrastructure (can be a prob-
lem for traveling users who may have to deal with high roaming charges and
unavailability of data services); (iv) geographic validity (locally relevant shared
content may be of little interest to the rest of the world); (v) temporal valid-
ity concerns (shared content might be only valid for a limited amount of time);
(vi) user identification (used to create some sense of responsibility towards the
service provider, it can also raise a privacy issue since the shared information is
associated with the owner, and companies can futher give access to their records
to security agencies).

To respond to such problems, smart cities of tomorrow will probably rely
on the use of a content sharing service, entirely dependent on mobile devices
in the vicinity, and that will probabyl use principles of opportunistic network-
ing [9]. Bringing social media and content sharing into ad-hoc networks seems
the natural choice towards the next frontier in mobile industry [10].

The second context for the work being presented in this paper relates to
vehicle-to-vehicle wireless communication. Research in advanced communication
infrastructures at city-level has advanced today towards new applications for
providing advanced levels of safety, entertainment and comfortable driving to a
huge number of individuals that use vehicles on the roads every day [1]. Today car
manufacturers introduce wireless communication equipment in their cars, and
provide services designed to help drivers in case of accidents or collisions (e.g.,
Volvo introduced “Volvo on Call”, and BMW their “BMW Assist” services).
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However, most implementations of such services rely on a centralized infrastruc-
ture. Naturally, the next step would be to modify the equipment in order to make
use of inter-vehicle communication, a type of ad-hoc network which mainly uses
broadcast as a method of information distribution [10]. The only limitations
vehicles may have are the available transmission capacity which depends on the
rate and the size of the information broadcasted.

The biggest challenge, still, with such solutions, is how to make the informa-
tion stay alive and “float”, to achieve the main purpose of the sharing process
which is to reach a high number of vehicles. In this paper we study the feasibil-
ity of having such a distributed storage and dissemination service, addressed to
overcome all the mentioned before problems.

We present an analysis of the floating content model to provide the innovative
means to socially connect together participants within the city of tomorrow, and
where storage and dissemination services on top of vehicular ad hoc networks
will provide the means for AAL/ELE applications to connect together people
and allow them to interact towards a common goal, such as for example monitor
their well-beings, or discover in real-time vital location-based information such
as accident in front, or the location of the nearby hospital.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present the adaptation
of a Floating Content model, towards a realistic vehicular mobility scenario. In
Sect. 3 we present implementation details for this model, followed in Sect. 4 by
experimental results. Finally, Sect. 5 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Floating Content

Our experiments are based on a model of sharing information originally pro-
posed in [7]. Here, we extend this model with an analytical construct designed
to describe the evolution of information over time, and add criticality conditions,
adapted for the case of a vehicular ad hoc network. We consider a network that
uses intermittent connectivity (a complete path cannot be established apriori
to transmission from source to destination; vehicles can forward messages when
they meet, one hop at a time, until the data eventually reach the destination)
and forwarding mechanisms (to select the appropriate next hop, and avoid epi-
demic solutions because of possible congestion over the network) to facilitate
communication.

2.1 Service Model

We assume users to be mobile nodes who are interested in the content generated
by other nodes. They use mobile devices able to handle the amount of data being
exchanged during their participation in the ad-hoc network. Also, we assume a
completely decentralized storage/dissemination infrastructure.

We assume nodes are uniformly distributed and travel independently, with
a constant speed. We also assume mobile devices are equipped with wireless
interfaces (Bluetooth or WLAN) to enable network communication. Analysis
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of performance for 802.11p standard displayed in [3] have shown that using
a bitrate of 6 Mbps and a payload of 500 bytes yields a delivery rate of up to
80 %. This indicates the acceptable reliability and performance of IEEE 802.11p,
and confirms the viability of floating up to several megabytes of data (from 10
KB for text messages to 10 MB for photos). This standard is used also in our
simulations, discussed further on. Making intuitive judgements, we can determine
that contacts cannot last more than several tens of seconds, in vehicle case even
less due to their high speeds.

The devices also need to be equipped with accurate systems to determine
their position (e.g. using GPS tracking, cellular base stations, cell tower trian-
gulations using WLAN access points or Wi-fi tracking). Many factors need to
be considered, like accuracy needed, battery consumption etc. In order to provide
the best location based service, the equipment must acquire the most accurate
location coordinates. Finally, nodes need to synchronize their clock time so that
users can process exchanged information (this can be done with the help of GPS
or cellular networks).

2.2 System Operation

As [7] presents, a node generates the information I, which has a size of s(I)
and a defined lifetime (Time to Live, or TTL, determining a validity period for
the information, before it becomes obsolete). The information is tagged with the
anchor zone, defined by its geo-located center P and two radii (see Fig. 1): r
identifies the replication range, inside which nodes replicate the information to
other nodes they meet on their way, and a defines the availability range inside
which the information is still stored with limited probability. These parameters
are specific for each unit of information, and are defined by the creator of each

Fig. 1. Moving nodes inside an anchor zone. Black nodes are information-carrying
nodes, white nodes will eventually get the information from the black ones. The prob-
ability of a node carrying an item tends to 1 inside the replication zone, and decreases
until reaching an availability distance a after which no more copies are found (after [7]).
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particular message. Outside the availability zone there exist no copy of the item
in the node data storage.

When two nodes meet in the anchor zone defined for a particular data, they
share it. As such, all nodes inside the anchor zone should have a copy of the
item (obtained while meeting other nodes already in the anchor zone), while
nodes which are leaving the anchor can remove it at their own discretion. Let us
consider two nodes A and B that meet. Node A does have an item I tagged with
an anchor zone centered in point P and radii a and r. Let h be the distance of
node A from the center P . When node A meets node B, item I gets replicated
to B with the probability pr(h):

pr(h) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 if h ≤ r

R (h) if r < h ≤ a

0 otherwise

R(h) is a decreasing function which determines the probability of replication
between the outer replication border and the availability border of the anchor
zone. The area between replication range and availability range acts as a buffer
zone, that prevents immediate deletion of items. As shown in [7] and because of
simplicity and more traceability, in our evaluation we assume no buffer zone.

2.3 Analysis of the Floating Content Model

The features of floating content offer exciting opportunities, but also introduces
problems. The major challenge is that the communications service makes no
guarantees that data will stay around until its lifetime expires. For example,
during the night the content is expected to disappear. People’s daily activities
cause density fluctuations over the day, which may be a problem for the resid-
ing information in certain places. Thus, the information is expected to remain
available for no more than a few hours.

Multiple use cases can emerge from the floating content concept. One of them
can use infrastructure-less local data availability for advertising or selling goods.
This type of market could have a dynamic catalog of available merchandise, being
able to operate updates on the fly. Another one is information sharing between
tourists and visitors about local attractions, or notifications about services a
hotel is offering. Spreading news and keeping it localized, time-bounded and
most important anonymous, can be another use case of floating content for
which best-effort operation perfectly suits the needs.

Overall, floating content can be used in many ways, considering two impor-
tant aspects of it. First, floating information is location-aware, so developers
should consider multiple data-oriented architectures. The second aspect is that
spreading the information while containing it to an anchor zone relies on a best
effort approach, a problem which the Internet infrastructure solves with repair
mechanisms that can recover lost packets. In Floating Content, data that expires
becomes pretty much unrecoverable.
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2.4 Analytical Model

Similar to our paper, the Floating Content model has been a subject of analysis
in [5]. The most important objective of this work has been finding a pattern to
guarantee that a specific information remains in its anchor zone until the expiry
of its lifetime with a high probability. It is called the criticality condition, and
it depends on aspects such as mobility patterns and replication policies of the
nodes inside the anchor zone.

While moving inside the anchor zone, a node may come in contact randomly
with other nodes. We can assume there are two nodes moving permanently inside
the zone. Let υ be the frequency at which they come in contact with each other.
Assuming the population of nodes in anchor is N , the total number of pairs is
1
2N(N − 1) ≈ 1

2N2 and the total rate of encounters is 1
2N2υ. A part of these

encounters, more exactly 2p(1 − p), replicate an item to nodes that does not
have it yet, thus the total rate of such events is p(1 − p)N2υ. This rate shows
the type of monotonicity of the size of the population which have the item I.
Let 1

µ be the time spent by a node in the anchor zone. It results that the total
exit rate of nodes is Nμ, and the exit rate of tagged nodes is Npμ. The growth
rate is determined by the formula:

N
d

dt
p = N2p(1 − p)υ − Npμ (1)

The two terms on the right are equal when in equilibrium, leading to the
stationary value p∗ = 1 − μ/(υN). In order to have a positive solution, p∗ > 0,
it requires that,

N
υ

μ
> 1. (2)

Equation (2) is called criticality condition. The left side value represents the
average number of collisions a randomly chosen node has during its sojourn time.
Considering the sign of the Eq. (1), it can be seen that the solution is stable.
When p > 1 − μ/(υN), it tends to increase, and when p < 1 − μ/(υN), it
tends to decrease. The information disappears (even in the fluid model) when
the derivative is negative, leading to the solution p = 0. Moreover, since we need
to prevent accidental disappearance of the information carrying population by
stochastic fluctuations, Np = N − μ/υ must be large.

2.5 Information Evolution During its Lifetime

Inspired by the mathematical modeling of the spread of infection diseases [4],
we decided next to extend further the analyze, by looking into the evolution of
information spreading as if it was a virus. The reason we decided to perform
analysis using this model is because the protocol proposed uses broadcasting as
a way of transmission, known as epidemic routing.

Our approach is very similar with the SIR model [6]: S stands for susceptibles
(nodes interested in information, which do not have a copy yet); I stands for the
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infected ones (nodes who have a copy, and can send it further to neighbours);
R stand for the removed (nodes which deleted their copy of the message, either
because their availability time expired, or they are out of the anchor range).

As shown in [4], we define r as the infection rate. The number of the infected
is proportional with the current number of susceptibles and infected, or rSI.
We define a as the removal rate. The number of removed is proportional to the
infected nodes only, or aI. The number of each class can be, now, computed
using the following conditions: dS

dt = −rSI, and dI
dt = rSI − aI, and dR

dt = aI.
These equations ensure that the total population N = S + I + R and

S0 > 0, I0 > 0 and R0 > 0. Also, when a susceptible gets infected i.e.
receives the message, it becomes immediately infectious.

From these equations, at the beginning of information exchanging, when
t = 0 the following equation results:

dI

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

= I0(rS0 − a) ≷ 0 if S0 ≷ a

r
= μ (3)

There are two cases which emerge from (3): S0 < μ implies that the num-
ber of infectives drop from I0 to 0 and no epidemic can occur, S0 > μ the
number of infectives increases and the information spreads. μ can be considered
as a threshold which determines whether the information will live or not. The
presented model helps us to understand how the information develops in time,
how the number of neighbours and the radius size influence its spread.

3 Floating Content Implementation

We decided to evaluate the conditions to use a Floating Content storage service
within a city, by considering realistic vehicular mobility trace data. We used
the Omnet++ network simulator, due to its extensibility and modularity. Also,
we used the open-source framework for running vehicular network simulations
called Veins, and Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO), a microscopic road
traffic simulation package designed to handle large road network. Thus, we were
able to perform bidirectionally-coupled simulation of road traffic and network
traffic. Movement of nodes in Omnet++ simulation is determined by movement
of vehicles in road traffic simulator SUMO. Nodes can then interact with the
running road traffic simulation.

We assumed the use of the IEEE 802.11p standard for vehicular communi-
cation. Also, to estimate the feasibility of floating content, we positioned anchor
zones every 200 m in a grid across the simulation area (which corresponds to a
somewhat dense scenario for these zones). Every anchor zone had its own inde-
pendent module to record multiple statistics during the simulation: the total
number of vehicles crossing the anchor, the average sojourn time of a vehicle,
the number of contacts of a vehicle during its sojourn time.

We simulated different scenarios using mobility datasets collected in San Fran-
cisco [8] and Beijing [11]. The territory of San Francisco, California covers an area
of about 121 km2, whilst Beijing encompasses an area of about 16.807, 8 km2. In
case of Beijing, we slightly over 1000 cabs (corresponding to cars crossing our
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selected area), during one week (from 2nd February 2008, to 10th February 2008).
For San Francisco, we simulated the movement of all 500 cabs in the datasets, over
the period of 12 days (from 17th May 2008 to 29th May 2008).

In the end, we are interested in criticality, defined as the product between (i)
the maximum number of nodes that exists at a given time in an anchor zone, (ii)
the average number of contacts in during the sojourn time, and (iii) the average
sojourn time of vehicles in an anchor zone.

The environment for our simulation required by Omnet++ was generated
using OpenStreetMap [2]. We decided to use two different city scenarios
(SanFrancisco and Beijing) to show that floating content in urban environments
is feasible regardless of particularity of road architecture (we have other results
for different cities, such as Erlangen, but here we present only these 2 cities due to
page limits). To analyse the model, we first vary the anchor zone radii, between
[200 m, 500 m]. Although in theory IEEE 802.11p aims to provide both V2V and
V2I communications in ranges up to 1000 m, due to obstacles and inferences we
consider ranges between [200 m, 500m] to reflect more realistic somewhat-dense
urban traffic conditions [3]. Figure 2 shows how anchor zones are distributed.

Fig. 2. Anchor zones every 200 m over the simulation area.

4 Experimental Results

We analyzed the feasibility of information sharing using the floating content
model, considering the particularity of the road network as well as the spatial
distribution of vehicles, and also the evolution during the simulation, following
the SIR model.

4.1 Beijing

Figure 3a displays an area within the Beijing city, where we conducted our simu-
lations. The figure is a snapshot that displays the road network from an area of
6.7 × 5.2 km2. The map is coloured with respect to the amount of time a car has
to wait due to the traffic lights placed in intersections. Road segments coloured in
red have a waiting time of about 40 s, more than the ones coloured in black, where
there is a continuous flow of vehicles (corresponding to a waiting time close to 0s).
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(a) Beijing traffic waiting time heatmap.

(b) Beijing Criticality Map r = 200m. (c) Average Number of Contacts Map r =
200m.

Fig. 3. Beijing 300 s simulation with 200 m anchor size.

Figure 3b shows the criticality heatmap, and Fig. 3c presents the average
number of contacts a vehicle encounters during its sojourn time. The similarity
between them is visible. The black (and gray, corresponding to value 0) areas
state that the criticality factor is nearly 0, thus the probability of information
floating is very low. Such areas occur in places between streets or outside the traf-
fic road network, where neither vehicles, nor their radio range can reach them. In
the 200 m scenario, the anchor zones with a higher probability of floating scatter
the map. In the blue coloured areas, results show an average criticality condition,
slightly above 1, which corresponds to the criticality threshold. According to
Fig. 3c, 9 out of 10 vehicles do not have any interaction with other vehicles, during
their sojourn time. The reason is the small amount of time spent in that location,
and lack of neighbours at the time a beacon is sent out.

The bright yellow area, occurs naturally in the road intersection. The expec-
tations for an information to live rise with respect to the average waiting time
on a road segment. The criticality factor rise well over 8 as well as the average
number of contacts a vehicles has during its sojourn time.

Increasing the anchor range yields better floating results. Figure 4 shows that
information has a high probability of living along the road network. Also, the
small light yellow areas in Fig. 4b reflect that every node has at least one contact
during its sojourn time. The criticality condition increases 4 times than the one
computed for a range of 200 m.
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Fig. 4. Beijing 300 s simulation with 500 m anchor size.

Figure 5 shows the information evolution within an anchor zone during a sim-
ulation time of 1000 s: infected and healed. We decided to set the ttl parameter
(time-to-live) to 600 s, a realistic number that could be used for short lasting
events and long enough to collect consistent data. We chose an anchor zone with
a high number of information exchanges to provide a detailed picture of its evo-
lution and avoided the ones which disappeared before the expiry time because
of stochastic fluctuations.

We recorded the number of replicas an information has during the simulation
denoted by Replicas label. The other two labels are 2 classes which belong to
the epidemic SIR model: infected denote the information carrying nodes, and
healed the ones which previously had a copy of the information and deleted it.
The deletion could occur if the distance between the vehicle and the geo-location
origin was bigger than the anchor radius or the information availability expired.

It is important to determine whether the information will spread or not. And
if it does, for how long, and how it will develop in time. As we mentioned before,
if S0 > Sc = a/r the content will spread. The plot in Fig. 6 confirms the
condition for a 500 m anchor radius: the threshold μ is around 0 during most
of the information lifetime, and the amount of susceptibles is greater than the

Fig. 5. Information life evolution with 500 m range. The number of copies is equal with
the total number of “infections” minus the total number of “healings”.
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Fig. 6. When S > µ the number of replicas the number of replicas can increase, on
the other hand, when S < µ, the number of replicas decrease towards 0; µ represents
the epidemy threshold; the anchor zone radius is 500 m.

threshold. This means that they could possibly receive a copy in the near future
and become “infected”. The end time period states that the number of suscep-
tibles become less than μ, and thus the replication process reaches the end. The
reason the threshold suddenly becomes larger is due to the application deleting
the item once the lifetime expires. The “infected” will become susceptible again,
fact confirmed by the figure (see the slight increase).

Figure 7 depicts how the information develops with respect to radius size.
Establishing the optimum range enables the equipment and application to save
battery energy and have a better resources management.

Anchor zones with r ε [100 m, 200 m] yield a short life expectancy. In our
scenario the content lasts for about 100s, just 1/6 of the due time. Such distances
are probably more suitable if used indoor public places like shopping malls, metro
stations, usually overcrowded places were the message exchanging is possible.

Ranges within [300 m, 400 m] increase the life time up to 500 s, but the infor-
mation disappears ahead of time. The range of 500 m keeps the item alive until
its termination time. As long as the range is big enough to hold a considerable
amount of vehicles inside, the information will last.

Fig. 7. Information life evolution with respect to radius size.
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4.2 San Francisco

The area selected from San Francisco to be used in simulations has 4.5 × 2.5 km2,
and contains a road network made up from road streets with different numbers
of lanes on each way. We removed the bicycle, pedestrian, cityrail and public
transport segment roads, and left only the segments for regular road vehicles.

Figure 8 depicts the results using an anchor range of 500 m. While the aver-
age number of contacts slightly increases from 2 to 2.5 the criticality reaches
120 in the top spots, nearly 2.5 times than the former approach. This is possible
because the anchor zones now cover larger areas, thus involving more cars in
the exchanging process. The bigger radius make the anchor zones more diffusive
inside the heatmap confirming that a user may receive much more items spread
on a larger area. In the 200 m scenario, the areas are more concentrated, with
the need of being close to the high traffic zones in order for the replication to
be possible. The big values that appear over a big portion of the map are an
indicator that even in the probabilistic system used the information will float.

(a) Criticality Map r = 500m. (b) Average Number of Contacts Map
r = 500m.

Fig. 8. San Francisco 300 s simulation with 500 m anchor size.

Again the epidemic model SIR is confirmed, as shown in Fig. 9. During its
lifetime the removal rate is close to 0. Around t = 475 s a spike occurs in the
epidemic threshold μ which is a sign that vehicles deleted their copy of the item
when got out of range. The number of susceptibles is above the threshold, so
epidemy is sustained and the number of replicas stays around 70.

When lifetime expires, the replication rate drops to 0 and the deletion rate
starts increasing. The threshold thus gets over the number of susceptibles. Same
happens with the number of susceptibles, because the information carrying nodes
start information deletion process and transform into susceptibles again. The
anchor zone is crossed by a higher number of vehicles if we take a look at the
number of susceptibles. Another indicator is the fact that the average number of
replicas is much higher, with less than 20 in Beijing and over 70 in the current
scenario.
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Fig. 9. When S > µ the number of replicas the number of replicas can increase, on
the other hand, when S < µ, the number of replicas decrease towards 0; µ represents
the epidemy threshold; the anchor zone radius is 500 m.

Figure 10 describes how the spread develops in time with respect to anchor
radius size. It indicates that when r ε [300 m, 500 m], the information floats the
entire due time. Intuitively, the distinctive aspect is the average number of repli-
cas proportionally with the range size. A lower radius kills the item prematurely,
existing no peer to exchange messages with.

Fig. 10. Information life evolution with respect to radius size.

5 Conclusion

We have presented an analysis of distributed storage and dissemination services
based on floating content design, that works exclusively on mobile devices with-
out relying on a central infrastructure network. We performed our evaluations
using realistic scenarios and the results revealed that floating content could be
feasible in urban environments.

There are several important factors that influence information floatability.
A high density inside the anchor location sustain the life of the information
regardless the radius size (but the number of copies would be small for small
radii). Having a big radius may cluster more vehicles and thus, increase the
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probability of floating. The radio range could also affect information sharing.
A small radio range compared to the information availability range may prevent
the application to spread content in the entire zone and rely on vehicle density.

We believe information sharing applications between mobile entities will
experience a growth in the near future, a prediction supported by the improve-
ments made in wireless communication, the increase spread of mobile phones
worldwide, and the construction of vehicles with communication equipment.
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Abstract. Human activity recognition has been widely studied since the
last decade in ambient intelligence scenarios. Remarkable progresses have
been made in this domain, especially in research lines such as ambient
assisted living, gesture recognition, behaviour detection and classifica-
tion, etc. Most of the works in the literature focus on activity classifi-
cation or recognition, prediction of future events, or anomaly detection
and prevention. However, it is hard to find approaches that do not only
recognize an activity, but also provide an evaluation of its performance
according to an optimality criterion. This problem is of special interest
in applications such as sports performance evaluation, physical therapy,
etc. In this work, we address the problem of the evaluation of such human
activities in monitored environments using depth sensors. In particular,
we propose a system able to provide an automatic evaluation of the
correctness in the performance of activities involving motion, and more
specifically, diagnosis exercises in physical therapy.

Keywords: Human activity recognition · Depth sensors · Time series
matching

1 Introduction

Human activity recognition is one of the most complex tasks within Ambient
Intelligence [1]. However, in the last few years there have been approaches that
provide a successful gesture and activity recognition in different domains. The
most successful techniques that have provided the best results in this field are
data-driven approaches, and more specifically those based in Hidden Markov
Models [16] or time series matching methods [15,17], among others. The inte-
gration of unobtrusive sensors in our daily life allows smart spaces to detect users
and their activities, with the aim of providing assistance to people, as for instance
in the projects [13,14]. The technologies used to acquire the information of the
human activity are wide: smartphone accelerometer data, passive/active sensors
located in the environment, cameras, and depth sensors. Despite these advances,
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
R. Agüero et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2014, LNICST 141, pp. 401–414, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16292-8 29
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few approaches aimed at the simultaneous detection and evaluation of the user
activity, nevertheless, this application is of big interest to fields such as sports
or physical therapy. Recent works have shown that the activity acquired with
depth sensors is not as accurate as other physical activity monitoring technolo-
gies such as Vicon systems [3,4], but they provide enough accuracy for motion
monitorization systems at home [2].

This work focuses in this research line, and describes a system that uses a
depth sensor to acquire information about a performer of diagnosis exercises in
physical therapy, detects the exercise being executed, and provides an evaluation
of its performance. Traditionally, recovery from injuries has been carried out
following a sequence of steps starting with initial medical intervention, a period
of rest, and finally a rehabilitation program monitored by experts [5]. However,
due to staff shortages, economic resources and space limitations, the latter is
usually limited to scheduled sessions, daily or weekly, in physiotherapy centres.

During the last decade, the advances in computer and sensor technologies
have enabled the development of telerehabilitation systems to improve the
patient recovery [6–8]. Projects such as Stroke Recovery with Kinect project
[20], is an example of the interest of this new research field from not only
the academia, but also from the research industry. We can find two types of
approaches: Those focused on technology exploitation either to improve the per-
formance rehabilitation exercise, either to obtain a better monitorization of the
movement to provide the therapist with accurate data for the latter analysis
and diagnosis, and those that are designed to automatically assist the user to
perform the exercises correctly.

For the first type, we cite example projects such as Rehabilitation Gaming
system (RGS) [9,10] and ICT4Rehab [11], between others. In RGS, it is pro-
posed a complete methodology to use videogames for stroke rehabilitation. The
game is designed to automatically adapt the difficulty to each patient, in order
to allow an unsupervised and personalized rehabilitation. The main conclusion of
this work is that they proved the correlation between virtual and real kinematic
movements, therefore enabling games as a powerful tool in rehabilitation. On
the other hand, the project ICT4Rehab uses videogames for muscle spasticity
rehabilitation in children. They develop a set of serious games to exercise reha-
bilitation movements suggested by therapists, which evaluate automatically the
performance of each patient after playing a game. Considering the increasing
number of approaches and articles, we may conclude that serious games have
arisen as a promising tool in rehabilitation research [12]. However, despite the
motivation factor for the patient and the accuracy of movements that sensors
may measure and provide to a computer-aided therapist, these approaches do
not usually provide personalized support to the patient, and the medical expert
is still required during the execution of exercises and the later diagnosis.

In our approach, we attempt to solve this limitation including an evaluation
method for diagnosis exercises performed by patients and monitorized using
a depth sensor camera. Our final goal is to build a decision support system
able to assess the patient semantically and to automatically evaluate his/her
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performance. However, as a first step, we need to establish a suitable measure to
evaluate exercises and to distinguish between correct and incorrect performances.
The remaining of the manuscript is focused in this idea: First, Sect. 2 provides
an overview of the prototype application developed to fulfil the data acquisition
requisites. After that, Sect. 3 shows the technical details for exercise represen-
tation, detection and our approach for performance evaluation. Section 4 shows
the experimental results of our proposal over a real dataset with participants,
and finally Sect. 5 concludes.

2 System Overview

Our main objective is to develop a system able to acquire and automatically eval-
uate diagnosis exercise performances in physical therapy. To that end, we have
built a prototype application called PReSenS (Proactive Rehabilitation Sensing
System) [19], able to acquire and save template exercises involving motion or
posture holding, to create exercise plans for patients, and acquire and save their
exercise performances. We use a depth sensor to fetch the skeleton joint 3D
rotation data from the human body from both physical therapists and patients
in real-time. The typical system operation comprises 3 stages: First, the physio-
therapist saves exercise templates using the recording editor (1 template for each
exercise). These are stored into a remote database containing the information
about exercises, patient plans and patient performances. In a second stage, the
physical therapist proposes an exercise plan to the patient, who performs the
exercises. In this stage, the system is able to provide the patient with a prelim-
inary automatic evaluation of the plan execution, and stores this information
into the remote database. Finally, in a last stage, both patients and physiothera-
pists can access the system remotely using a web front-end, to make an in-depth
motion signal analysis and/or to obtain suggestions and professional evaluations
to help performers to improve. Figure 1 summarizes these stages and describes
the general architecture of the system.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of automatic performance evaluation
of diagnosis exercises in physical therapy, highlighted in stage 2. According to
interviewed experts in the field, most of these exercises can be classified in two
main categories: motion exercises and posture holding. A physical therapist use
to evaluate the performance of these types of exercises according to different
absolute measures such as the angle between joints, amplitude of moves, etc.,
and asks their patients to perform an exercise either for a number of repetitions
or for a limited period of time before its evaluation. We included these features
in PReSenS so that the system fits the requirements of professionals in the field
as accurately as possible.

3 Exercise Representation and Evaluation

Before providing an evaluation of a motion or posture holding performance, a
previous and necessary step is to know which features must be evaluated and how
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Fig. 1. Scheme of PReSenS use

to aggregate them to calculate the final evaluation report. We need to evaluate a
sequence of postures of the human body, and its representation is key to success
and to accurately fit a physical therapist methodology. In this work, we consider
2 types of data capable of being considered for evaluation: absolute and relative.
Absolute features encompass absolute angles of joints/bones with regard to the
underlying 3D base coordinate system. Assuming this base to be the vectors
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), in (X, Y, Z) coordinates, for each joint we can obtain
the features of the angles between coordinates XY, YZ, XZ. On the other hand,
relative features are the angles between bones that share a joint, considering the
2D plane defined by the two vectors that represent each bone. Absolute features
help to detect the position of a bone/joint in respect to the absolute coordinate
systems (for instance, to know tilts), while the relative ones help to know relation
between joints when the absolute coordinates are not relevant (for example, an
angle of 90 degrees between the arm and the forearm). The use of angles to
represent postures is not only close to the therapist methodology, but it also has
some desirable advantages since the angles between joints are not influenced by
external characteristics such as patient height, width, or constitution.

We are able to obtain 3-D rotation data from 20 joints of the human body
directly from the depth sensor used in PReSenS : center/left/right hip, spine,
center/left/right shoulder, head, right/left elbow, wrist, hand, knee, ankle
and foot), so our possible feature set include 79 basic variables, considering
only the bones involved in a joint and assuming the hip as the starting joint.
We store each posture data using a compressed format containing joint quater-
nion rotations in the PReSenS database, that can be processed to acquire these
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features. In particular, Eq. 1 shows how to transform a quaternion rotation
q = (qX , qY , qZ , qW ) to a 3D vector V = (VX , VY , VZ), which can be easily
used to compute absolute and relative angles.

V = F (q) = (1 − 2q2Y − 2q2Z , 2qXqY + 2qZqW , 2qXqZ − 2qY qW ) (1)

Once we have a suitable representation for an activity as a sequence of angles
of the joints of interest, indexed in time, we need to perform 2 tasks to evaluate
the exercise: First, to detect the activity and to bound the signal acquired from
the sensor to a specific time range of interest. Second, to evaluate the exercise
performed in the range detected, to obtain a performance score. These two steps
are explained in the next Subsects. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1 Exercise Performance Detection

As the first step to detect the activity being performed by an user, we selected
time series matching methods to solve the problem of exercise detection because
they provide a set of advantages in the scope of our work: (1) they allow to select
and change the dimensionality of a template/performance exercise without re-
training, (2) they ease the management of specific dimensions (features of interest
being monitorized) for kinematic analysis, (3) they require a single template
to be saved by the therapist before its use, etc. Moreover, their accuracy in
fields, such as gesture recognition and activity detection in previous works, has
provided promising results that make them suitable to be used in the problem
addressed.

To achieve a fast and effective activity detection, the system PReSenS uses
a single template for each exercise, acquired from the monitorization of the
physical therapist using the depth sensor. This template is a recording of a
suitable exercise performance carried out by the therapist, and will be used to
match and find similar activities during the patient performance. It is composed
by a multidimensional signal of features of interest to evaluate the exercise,
which must be previously selected by the therapist. For instance, if an exercise
is Left leg up, only the joints involving the move should be selected to avoid
monitorization of irrelevant body parts, as for example, the head.

After the template is recorded into the system, a performer can execute an
exercise plan including such activity. We detect the associated exercise using
time series matching algorithms. In particular, we have implemented a modified
variant of the subsequence matching Dynamic Time Warping algorithm (DTW)
[18] in PReSenS, with a ground truth segmentation method able to detect the
beginning and the end of the exercise. However, due to space limitations, we
are not able to describe in depth this method in this paper. For this reason, for
the remaining of the manuscript we will assume that we have an algorithm that
provides a matching between the therapist template and the patient’s perfor-
mance and it returns the matching between these two multidimensional signals.
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3.2 Performance Evaluation

We believe that the simplest way that a system may provide an automatic eval-
uation of an exercise performance is using a score value; for instance, between
0 and 100. The evaluation process will consist of scoring the correctness of a
specific exercise performance, obtaining a degree of similarity after comparing
the performance with the therapist’s template. We are able to carry out this
comparison since in the previous subsection we found a matching between an
exercise performance and its corresponding therapist’s template. Thus, next we
describe how to compare these two signals to compute a final single score value.

We need to evaluate 2 types of exercises: Posture holding and motion. A pos-
ture holding exercise template is represented as a single posture, while a motion
template is an ordered sequence of postures in time. Finally, a patient’s perfor-
mance is always an ordered sequence of postures in time. For posture holding
comparison, each posture in the patient’s performance is compared with the
single template posture, while motion exercises are compared using the match-
ing between data series provided by the method described in the previous section
using DTW. In order to obtain a single evaluation score, we have to evaluate
each posture in a move separately, and then to aggregate all these evaluations
in the move into the final score value.

We use the basis of membership functions and aggregation coming from Fuzzy
Sets theory to compute the evaluation of a posture. More specifically, we use
the Gaussian-shape function (GF) and the Generalized Bell function (GBF)
(Eq. 2). Each function returns a membership value μ ∈ [0, 1] of a number X being
approximately A (Gaussian function), or being between approximately C − A
and C + A (generalized bell function). The σ values help to define each fuzzy
membership function depending on the context and application. Figure 2 shows
examples of both functions with different parameters for a better description.
The paradigm of fuzzy theory helps us here to represent the inherent uncertainty
nature of the addressed application.

Fig. 2. Example of Gaussian-shape membership function with values σ = π/12
(Gauss 1), σ = π/6 (Gauss 2) and σ = π/3 (Gauss 3), with mean μ = 0; and General-
ized Bell membership function with values A = π/12, σ = 5 (GBell 1), A = π/12, σ = 1
(GBell 2), A = π/6, σ = 5 (GBell 3)
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fGF (X) = e
(X−A)2

σ

fGBF (X) =
1

1 + |X−C
A |2σ

(2)

For the posture of the exercise performance at time t, each joint feature
i, Ji(t) (angle/s of interest described in the previous section) in a patient’s
posture is compared and evaluated in respect to its corresponding matching
posture in the template J ′

i(t). We remark that this value is independent to
signal shifting, since both patient and template signals have been aligned using
DTW. The difference between these features Ji(t) − J ′

i(t) is input to either a
GF or GBF membership function, selected previously by the therapist during
the exercise template creation, and it returns the degree of similarity of the
feature in the range [0, 1]. The therapist would select the GF function if a single
feature value must be used to match the posture joint, or GBF if a range of
values (angles) is accepted as valid for the maximum evaluation value. After
that, the score of the posture at time t, Pscore(t), is obtained as the aggregation
of these values considering a relevance value of each feature joint to perform the
exercise, ri, according to Eq. 3, where N is the number of features considered in
the problem. The final score of the exercise is then calculated as the average score
of all postures in the patient performance, and its range is the interval [0, 1],
where 1 means a perfect match between the patient motion and the template.

Pscore(t) =
N∑

i=1

rifi(Ji(t) − J ′
i(t))

subject to :
N∑

i=1

ri = 1 (3)

Score =
1
T

T∑
t=1

Pscore(t)

This method to calculate a score/evaluation of an exercise performance is
simple enough to allow near real-time processing of the exercise performance,
and accurate enough to provide robust evaluations. In the next section, we show
the effects of using the GF or the GBF to obtain the evaluation of an exercise
performed by a set of participants.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Acquisition and Experimental Design

In this experimentation, we aim to evaluate the accuracy and quantity of infor-
mation that the proposed scoring functions may provide. To achieve this objec-
tive, we required patients with complete mobility degrees capable of performing
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correctly every exercise. The data for the experimentation were obtained from a
sample of 10 healthy participants (5 men and 5 women) covering an age range
from 21 to 40 years old.

Participants were asked to perform correctly a set of repetitions of diagno-
sis exercises widely used in physical therapy, covering 3 motion and 2 posture
holding exercises:

– Arms up, 10 repetitions (motion). The participants must perform a
180 degrees move of both arms simultaneously, from the bottom to the top.
The relevant features for this exercise are: left/right hip, shoulder, and elbow
relative angles in respect to their parent bones (6 features).

– Left arm extension and flexion, 10 repetitions (motion). The participants
must perform a complete extension and flexion of their left arm, being per-
pendicular to the torso. The features being monitorized here are: shoulder
center, left shoulder and elbow relative angles in respect to their parent bones
(3 features).

– Left leg up, 10 repetitions (motion). The participants must up and down
their left leg up to 60 degrees in respect to the body vertical line without
moving the torso. Here, we selected the following relevant features: Spine,
left/right hip, knee and ankle relative angles in respect to their parent bone
(7 features).

– Flamenco, 10 s (posture holding). The participants must hold the balance
over the right leg, while maintaining the left one up with an angle of 90 degrees
in respect to the torso. All body bone relative angles in respect to their parent
joint are monitorized features in this exercise.

– Cross arms, 10 s (posture holding). The participants must hold a cross-like
posture, their arms completely extended with an angle of 90 degrees in respect
to the torso. We monitorize the following relevant features: spine, shoulder
center, left/right shoulder, elbow and wrist (6 features).

Fig. 3. Snapshot of the exercise performance PReSenS view: A template move is shown
in the upper right corner (Flamenco exercise in the image), together with the current
participant performance evaluation (center right) and the remaining time for the exer-
cise. On the left, it is shown the current posture of the patient with an avatar, and a
countdown to start the exercise execution.
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Before recording each participant performance, we thought them about the
right way to perform the exercises, and performed some preliminary tests so they
got used to the prototype application and success during the exercise execution.
After that, we asked them to perform the required exercises following a template
known move shown in the prototype application (Fig. 3). After all participants
finished, we migrated the data from a MySQL database to plain text for the
experimental analysis using Matlab R2011a. The experimental data and Matlab
scripts to perform all the next experiments can be downloaded for free from
http://decsai.ugr.es/∼manupc/presens.

We used a Toshiba laptop Core i7, 2 MB cache L1, Windows 7, 8 GB RAM,
and a Kinect for Windows depth sensor for the experiments. Our prototype
application was implemented in C# using the Kinect SDK API provided by
Microsoft to access the sensor data. The sensor signals were acquired at 30fps
with a resolution of 640× 480 pixels (RGB camera) and 80× 60 (depth camera),
using average smooth filtering to remove signal noise with value 0.5. The skeleton
data for each exercise performance were stored into a MySQL database for their
later processing.

In our experiments, all motion signals acquired from the participants were
summarized using Piece-Wise Aggregation Approximation (PAA) with a rate of
1 (no summarization), 2 (half reduction) and 3 (a third) of the original signal
length, to study the effect of summarization over the scoring of an exercise in
the experiments. The standard deviation for the Gaussian membership function
was set to a constant value of π/12 radians, and the amplitude and slope for
the Generalized Bell functions were set to π/12 radians and 5, respectively. We
chose these values for all joints for reading clarity of this experimentation, since
they represent normal and assumable differences between correct performances
for the exercises proposed. These membership functions are shown in Fig. 2 for
clarity. In addition, all joints were assigned the same relevance ri to simplify the
experimentation, without loss of generality.

4.2 Results

In this section we are looking for answers to the following questions: (1) How
does data series summarization influence in the evaluation of motion exercises
in physical therapy?, and (2) How different is the selection of one membership
function or another to evaluate an exercise performance, in terms of final results
and scoring?. The first question is key to achieve a near real-time human activity
detection and evaluation, since summarization techniques help to reduce the
complexity and computational time of the operations involved in such tasks. On
the other hand, the second question aims at finding a suitable model to evaluate
a posture in a motion performance.

Our first interest focuses in knowing if data signal summarization influences
in the score of an exercise performance. To know that, we applied PAA with
rates 1, 2 and 3 over the signals before the calculation of the score, and per-
formed a paired t-test with 95 % of confidence level for each activity using the
Gauss scoring function, to know if the data distributions differ significantly.

http://decsai.ugr.es/~manupc/presens
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We obtained 10 probability values (coming from the comparison of each activity
with PAA values = 1–2 and PAA values = 1–3). All data distributions passed the
test except the activity Left leg up, where we obtained a p-value <0.05 and then
we conclude that summarization affects this activity. To check it, we plotted
the boxplots in Fig. 4, showing the data distributions coming from the difference
between the scores using a PAA value = 1 and a PAA value = 2 (left), and a
PAA value = 1 and PAA value = 3 (right). Accordingly to the results of the test,
we verify that there are significant differences in both distributions; however,
they are in the order of 10−4, which means that, if we provide the score using
a range between 0.00 and 100.00, the second decimal unit will be affected if we
use summarization. The same results were obtained using the Generalized bell
function as scoring criterion.

Fig. 4. Score calculation differences between the application of PAA with values 1 and
2 (left), and PAA with values 1 and 3 (right)

On the other hand, we checked the benefits in computational cost provided
by PAA. We measured the time (in ms) required to perform PAA, template and
patient performance matching, and scoring, for each activity. Table 1 summarizes
the average computational time spent for each PAA value and activity, to process
one second of performer activity. We notice different influences of PAA regarding
motion and posture holding exercises: While in the first group we achieve a sig-
nificant speed improvement, the second group increases the computational time
required. This means that applying PAA to posture holding exercises is more
expensive than the direct comparison with the template. However, for motion
exercises, the computational cost is decreased by an average rate of 8.12 when
a PAA value = 3 is used. In summary, benefits of PAA to improve the compu-
tational cost when calculating the score of an exercise are high, especially if we
want to achieve a near real-time system behaviour. However, its use may decrease
the accuracy of the evaluation score. This is a design decision that every system
developed, based on this approach, should consider before its implementation.
In our case, PReSenS was implemented with a PAA value = 3 since we agree to
loose one centesimal unit of precision calculating the score for the good of near
real-time behaviour.
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Table 1. Time (in secs.) required to obtain a score of an activity performance for each
second, depending of the summarization rate PAA

PAA Arms up Left arm ext. Left leg up Flamenco Cross arms

1 0.1348 0.0813 0.0754 0.0004 0.0004

2 0.0353 0.0218 0.0236 0.0007 0.0007

3 0.0161 0.0099 0.0098 0.0005 0.0005
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Fig. 5. Final score distribution for all diagnosis exercises and membership functions
(Ga = Gauss function; GB = Generalized Bell function)

Our second interest is to know the effect of selecting a Gauss or a Generalized
Bell membership function to evaluate an exercise, from a practical point of view.
To do this, we calculated the score for every user performance in each activity,
using either a Gauss or a Generalized Bell membership function for every feature
of interest in the exercises. Figure 5 shows the boxplots of the scores obtained
using both methods for each activity. As we may observe, GBF provide a wider
range of scores than GF. This is a desirable effect for a scoring function, since it
allows to better distinguish between good and not-so-good performances. Since
the variance is higher in the GBF scores, also it is the information provided
by the scoring method. As result, the average score obtained with the GBF is
always lower than the score calculated with the GF. This is explained by the
inherent shape of both functions: While the slope of the GF is softer from the
maximum membership 1 to 0, we are able to adapt this slope for the GBF
and, in our experiments, was set to a maximum value. Thus, we evaluate with
high membership the postures whose angles are in the specified range, and low
membership when a posture overcomes the limits allowed. As a result, GBF
seems to have some desirable properties that make more suitable than GF to
evaluate the exercises proposed in this experimentation.

Regarding the score values, we may see that they range from a very good
scores (exercises Arms up, Left arm extension and flexion, Left leg up, and Cross
arms), to lower ones in Flamenco. This is due to the difficulty of holding the
balance in the last one, and also that all joints were monitorized in this exper-
iment with the same relevance. The scores obtained have values accordingly to
a human expert evaluation of the participants during the exercise performance,
and may be justified directly by the kinematic analysis of the signals acquired.
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Fig. 6. Matching between a participant performance (blue) and the template (red) for
the Arms up exercise. The picture shows the angle between the left elbow and the left
shoulder (in radians) for 10 repetitions (Color figure online).

As an example, we show in Fig. 6 a portion of the evolution of the angle between
the left elbow and the left shoulder during the execution of activity Arms up,
together with its template values, for an user who obtained a score of 94.05.

4.3 Final Remarks

In this work, we have proposed a method to evaluate diagnosis exercise perfor-
mances in physical therapy. The previous section has shown that using
techniques for data summarization may help to achieve a near real-time eval-
uation of a patient performance, and also has put in manifest some desirable
features of Generalized Bell functions as membership evaluation methods to
score a posture feature. We have performed the experiments with the under-
lying assumption of time series matching between the user performance sensor
signal and a template exercise; however, further questions remains: How different
is to use a time series matching algorithm in respect to plain and simpler meth-
ods like Euclidean distance to compare signals? How different is the score value
if we consider a wider or narrower set of features to be monitorized? Addition-
ally, if the timing coordination between the user performance and the template
exercise provided by the therapist is an aspect to be evaluated, how to adapt the
techniques proposed in this work to solve this problem? How to use the scoring
information to semantically assess a patient about how to improve his/her per-
formances? In addition, some patients have certain diseases that do not allow
them to perform all exercises correctly (for instance, the arm cannot be com-
pletely extended). How to adapt a previous template for each user without the
need to save a particular template for these patients? These answers will be
provided in a future work that extends our research.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have described PReSenS, a system able to acquire motion data of
an user performing diagnosis exercises in physical therapy, using a depth sensor
camera. We have proposed a method for automatic evaluation of exercise per-
formance, providing a simple evaluation value as a score. We have discussed how
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to evaluate each feature of interest to be monitorized for an exercise, and how
to aggregate these features to obtain the final evaluation score. In addition, we
have proposed two evaluation functions based on fuzzy sets theory, to model the
inherent uncertainty of the problem addressed. As a result, we have shown that
Generalized Bell evaluation function may provide more information than the
Gauss evaluation function, due to its capabilities to delimitate the correct range
of a joint move. In addition, the use of time series matching algorithms in com-
bination with data summarization techniques may help to achieve an accurate
and fast evaluation methodology that can be used in near real-time applications.
Summarization techniques allow to reduce the computational cost of evaluation,
although their use may provide loss in accuracy in centesimal units.
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Abstract. The current paper presents an approach for analyzing the Electronic
Health Records (EHRs) with the goal of automatically identifying morphologic
negation such that swapping the truth values of concepts introduced by negation
does not interfere with understanding the medical discourse. To identify mor-
phologic negation we propose the RoPreNex strategy that represents the adap-
tation of our PreNex approach to the Romanian language [1]. We evaluate our
proposed solution on the MTsamples [2] dataset. The results we obtained are
promising and ensure a reliable negation identification approach in medical
documents. We report precision of 92.62 % and recall of 93.60 % in case of the
morphologic negation identification for the source language and an overall
performance in the morphologic negation identification of 77.78 % precision
and 80.77 % recall in case of the target language.

Keywords: Cross language � Morphologic negation � Electronic health
records � Dictionary

1 Introduction

The evolution of technology acquaints us frequently with specialized gadgets that can
influence our everyday life. We gain access to devices that manage our eating and
exercise habits, monitor our heart rate and inform us of the calories we burn and
consume or translate our activity to statistical dimensions. The English language became
ubiquitous; we use English terms when referring to our computer components and the
actions we can carry out using them or when sharing our thoughts and feelings on the
social media. The devices nowadays have English imprints on them; when entering a
store we usually find the Open/Closed sign more often than the corresponding infor-
mation for the native language in each country. For the young generation these aspects
do not represent issues as a large percentage of the young population in every country is
familiar with the English language. Issues arise when these devices are used by elderly
people whose existence was not overwhelmed by the adoption of the English language
and the rapid evolution of technology. Usually, the main topic of interest for this
category of population is represented by the development of their health.

As technology evolves, the number of medical devices that we gain access to grows
as well; nowadays, we can easily send our health status by means of these devices to
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our medical doctors that automatically fill up our electronic health records with this
new information. The problem is what to do when the persons that need to use the
devices are not familiar with the language in which the instructions are presented or the
information displayed on them.

The EHRs capture the medical history and current condition with detailed infor-
mation about symptoms, surgeries, medications, illnesses or allergies. They are an
important source of new information and knowledge if exploited correctly. From these
documents we can retrieve new ways of how diseases interact with each other, the
influence of demographics on the patients’ conditions and many more. But in order to
do this, the documents need to be clear, carry trustworthy information and should be
unambiguous. In most cases the EHRs are unstructured documents and may contain
recurrent information. The problem we address in this paper is defining a strategy for
identifying negation in EHRs, towards retrieving relations among medical concepts.
We propose an approach for adapting for the Romanian language to our already
established methodology for English [1]. In both languages negation is of syntactic and
morphologic types and a correspondence between the negation concepts is easily
noticeable.

The main contribution of the paper addresses the existing drawback of several
negation identification approaches that do not consider negation represented using
negation prefixes in both languages. We propose a strategy that includes negation
prefixes in identifying and dealing with the negative concepts in the EHRs. In order to
tackle morphologic negation, our strategy is based on interpreting the structure of the
words and evaluating the existence of the words with and without prefix in the lan-
guage by taking into account the definitions provided in a dictionary specific to the
source respectively the target languages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In chapter II we present similar
systems dealing with EHRs and negation. In chapter III the EHRs are briefly introduced
along with the two most common negation types. Our solution is detailed in chapter IV
where we describe the RoPreNex strategy and present the experiments we performed in
chapter V. The last two chapters include the conclusion of our work and future
enhancements for the approach we propose.

2 Related Work

Both in Romanian and English languages the task of identifying negation is mostly
focused on negation expressed with specific words like nu, fara, nici in Romanian or
not, without, nor, the English corresponding words. Morphologic negation is disre-
garded and there are even cases when it is otherwise inferred. For example, the authors
in [3] talk about negation prefix when dealing with the word not and refer to it as
negation prefix, whereas they are dealing with syntactic negation based on Givon’s
negation classification [4]. They present a system that identifies the n-words that
represent negative quantifiers in order to determine the negative concord for the
Romanian language.

A cross-lingual approach for document summarization is proposed in [5]. The
authors evaluate how a cross language approach could help in spreading the news
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around the world when dealing with ordinary but not breaking news that are easily
propagated among websites. The authors use as source language Romanian and
translate the summarized information into English. The translation is performed using a
bidirectional English-Romanian translation tool. The authors evaluate the performance
of their approach by asking a set of questions to judges. The questions are regarding the
Romanian summarizations and then the same set of the questions were asked for the
translated summaries. An accuracy of 43 % is reported in the case of giving correct
answers for the summarized documents. Most of the questions that could not have been
answered are due to the fact that the translated summaries were not clearly understood.

Negation in medical documents is subject of interest in the medical domain as the
diagnosis process the stated and missing or denied symptoms are weighted differently.
There are several approaches dealing with identifying and labeling negation, like
NegEx [6], Negfinder [7], or the tool presented in [8] developed for the BioScope
negation annotated corpus. The main drawback of these tools is the absence of treating
morphologic negation, hence leaving out several negated terms, especially when
dealing with medical documents.

One reason for not considering morphologic negation is motivated by the authors in
[9] by the few occurrences of these terms or by considering the prefixes as not
determining negations [10]. In [7] negation is defined only when the negation terms
negate subjects or object concepts (no, without, negative) and specify that even though
there are concepts that have negative connotations (like akinesia) they are disregarded
and report these cases as miscellaneous errors. These approaches are valid when
dealing with data that is not domain dependent or in cases when the negation algorithm
is meant to find all concepts that can be determined by a single negative identifier. In
the case of medical records, (domain dependent documents) the negations are prevalent
as in the medical language negation prefixes are broadly used. In medical documents is
it expected that negation is clearly formulated as these documents should be clear and
carry as few ambiguous terms as possible.

The analysis of morphologic negation is presented as a future enhancement for the
work of the authors in [9], where they predict a growth in the performance of identi-
fying the scope and focus of negation by removing the prefix and determining the
validity of the obtained word. They introduce how negation in Natural Language is
characterized and present an approach of automatically determining the scope and
focus of negation. The frequency of the negation-bearing words in the corpus they use
leads to considering negation only the determiners not and n’t. The scope of negation
was identified with 66 % accuracy.

Negation in medical documents is approached by Averbuch et al. in [11] that report
that including negation in information retrieval improves precision from 60 % to 100 %
with no significant changes in recall. They also state that the presence of a medical
concept in the record, like a symptom, does not always imply that the patient actually
suffers from that condition as the symptom can be negated.

Capturing word’s semantics and relationships with the help of a dictionary in order
to categorize a text is presented in [12]. The text is disambiguated and represented as
features using the concepts and hypernymy relations in WordNet. The authors compare
the results of text categorization when using a bag of words approach for document
representation and when using the WordNet information for selecting the features.
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They evaluate the methods on two datasets and notice that the WordNet approach
exceeds in all test conditions the bag of words approach.

Negation has application in sentiment analysis when the opinion (positive, negative
or neutral) is in question. In sentiment analysis the goal is to identify the polarity of
assertions that can be positive or negative [13]. Usually this is done using specific
words for the polarity categories [14]. The BioScope negation annotated corpus is used
for evaluation in order to extract the polarity of the sentences using a Conditional
Radom Field approach and a dependency parser [9]. The authors report achieving a
75.5 % F1 score on the BioScope corpus, a medical corpus and 80 % F1 score when
using a product reviews corpus.

3 Theoretical Background

This section attempts to set the background of the work presented in this paper by
introducing the main concepts we operate with: EHRs and the need to structure them,
the role of handling negation in EHR concept extraction and structuring and the cross
language strategies.

3.1 Electronic Health Records

The EHRs are unstructured or semi-structured text documents carrying medical
information about patients. The HL7 standard announces as their main purpose being to
provide the medical history and current condition [15]. The access to these medical
documents is restricted to the medical personnel and the sharing of the information
from these documents needs authorization.

The content of the EHRs can be organized into categories like symptoms, proce-
dures, surgeries, medications, illnesses or allergies. If exploited correctly, the EHRs can
offer information about future epidemics, or can be used to predict the status of patients
having similar conditions.

The standard indicates that the EHR information should be captured using stan-
dardized code sets or nomenclature or even unstructured data. When the raw data is
unstructured there are no straightforward mechanisms to infer knowledge out of data.
When the presence of a symptom is noticed in an EHR, a semantic analysis is required
to determine whether the occurrence is an affirmative or a negated one.

3.2 Negation

When performing the anamnesis for a patient the medical doctors are interested
whether the patient suffers or not from different symptoms, and based on the responses
from the patient, a diagnosis is established. When querying a data source for patients
with similar conditions, it is important for the machine to distinguish between the
negated and affirmed symptoms. Negation can be expressed in different ways as the
patient can state he has fever or he is afebrile. In this case it is important to treat all
types of negations that occur in documents.
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Givon classifies negation as syntactic negation in the case of explicit negation and
morphologic negation when using prefixes [4]. Expressing the symptomatology of a
patient the following three sentences can be used.

• The patient has no symptoms.
• The patient is asymptomatic.
• The patient doesn’t have symptoms.

As underlined in the three examples, negation can be expressed using explicit terms
like no and n’t but can also be expressed with a prefix a (aymptomatic).

Syntactic Negation is introduced by specific negation terms like no, without, deny,
not, rule out in case of the English language or fara, neaga, eliminia in case of
Romanian are commonly found in natural language (the two lists of terms are not
correspondent). Unlike morphologic negation that is associated with a single word,
syntactic negation can determine several words like in the case of an enumeration of
symptoms: The patient presented without fever, neck pain or tiredness.

Morphologic Negation is expressed with specific negation prefixes placed in front
of the words to alter their meaning by swapping their truth value. They support
enhancement of the vocabulary by increasing the number of words. The prefixes can
also be used in learning new terms as presented in the study in [16]. The separation of a
word into prefix and root form helps in understanding the meaning of the words.
Table 1 captures the negation prefixes in the English and Romanian languages and their
correspondence.

3.3 Cross Language Approach

We define our approach for solving specific Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks
in a new language (we will call it target language) once a solution is set up in some
other language (we will call it source language). In our case the source language is
English, the target language is Romanian, and the task is negation identification in

Table 1. Correspondence of English and Romanian negation prefixes.

English
negation
prefix

Romanian
negation
prefix

Meaning English
example

Romanian
example

In, il,
im, ir

In, i Negative prefixes Insufficiency Insuficient

A, an A Not, without, lacking Afebrile Afebril
Non Absence, negation Nonsurgical Nechirurgical
Dis Des, dez,

de, ne
Negation, removal,
expulsion

Discontinue Discontinuu

Anti Anti,
Contra

Opposing, against Anti-
inflammatory

Antiinflamator

Un Ne Not, reversal, cancellation,
deprived of

Uncomplicated Necomplicat
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EHRs. However, the approach is not limited to specific languages and/or tasks. Once in
a source language an efficient solution for text processing has been identified, the
approach defines a way of adapting it to the target language.

A cross language strategy to perform sentiment analysis for identifying subjective
sentences is proposed in [17]. While translating queries from English to Indonesian the
authors in [18] show that using a collection of dictionaries rather than a single dic-
tionary significantly improves the results.

The English language covers a large amount of everyday life subjects, so, we
should try to benefit in any possible way from this. The concepts used in Computer
Science especially but also in other scientific and professional fields tend to be English.
The medical domain makes no exception. Terms like bypass or follow-up became
familiar to every single one of us [19].

4 Methodology for Morphologic Negation Identification
in EHRs

In our work so far, we have implemented several strategies for identifying negation in
medical documents (needed to further structure the EHRs). In [20], we employed a
vocabulary of terms and a binary bag of words feature vector, while in [1] we replaced
the vocabulary obtained with a dictionary of the English language. Our current work
proposes cross-language strategy that deals with identifying morphologic negation in a
target language based on an already established strategy for a source language.

4.1 Cross Language Strategy for Morphologic Negation Identification

Given the source language solution for negation identification, we define a method-
ology for adapting the solution for a target language. However, the methodology makes
no restriction to the choice of languages. Provided the linguistic resources for other
languages are available, the same strategy may be applied. Our specific goal is to
instantiate the cross language methodology that identifies morphologic negation in both
the source and target languages using the linguistic resources in the corresponding
language. The source language is English, for which we have proposed and evaluated
the PreNex strategy [1] and the target language is Romanian, which represents the
subject of our current approach.

The resources we employ in our analysis consist in a dataset of EHRs available in
English. The strategy starts by translating them into Romanian using an online trans-
lation service in order to obtain standardized documents and a reliable comparison. We
propose a dictionary based approach where we identify morphologic negation. The
dictionaries we use are WordNet1 for English and DexOnline2 for Romanian.

1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/.
2 http://dexonline.ro/.
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4.2 Dictionary Based Negation Extraction

In our previous approach, we proposed identifying morphologic negation from English
medical documents, namely from the MTsamples [2]. We proposed a dictionary based
approach [1] that exploits the meaning of the words by using an English language
dictionary, namely WordNet and proposed several rules that semantically exploit the
meaning of the words.

The rules for negation identification used in the PreNex approach are:

Definition recurrence rule: the root of a prefixed word is contained in the prefixed
word’s definition.

Definition content rule: both the root of the prefixed word and the prefix word are
defined in WordNet and the definition of the prefixed word contains a negation
identifier.

Hyphen rule: the prefix is followed by hyphen or space – the case is handled by
removing the special character and sending the entity to be analyzed with the previous
rules.

Compound words: progressively build a word from consecutive letters on an n-gram basis;
remove the prefix and perform an analysis of the root. If the word can be split into two
words with definitions in WordNet, we consider the word negated with negation prefix.

The rules were added progressively and as it can be noticed in Table 2, at each step
improvements in the precision and recall were obtained. The first rule identifies negation
prefixes with a precision of 95.07 % and a small recall of 29.09 %. The following rules
added introduce degradation in precision, but the decrement of 2.45 % becomes irrel-
evant in relation to the increase of 64.51 % achieved for recall. We report as final results
in the case of the PreNex strategy, precision of 92.62 % and recall of 93.60 %.

The false positives introduced by the proposed solution are “infusion”, “absolute”,
“intensity” or “another”.

4.3 Dataset

In order to evaluate our approach we used a dataset of English EHRs provided by [2].
These are semi-structured documents that contain medical information about

Table 2. PreNex performance.

PreNex rules Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure  (%)

(1): R1 95.07 29.09 44.55

(2):(1)+R2 91.56 -3.55 74.78 45.69 82.35 37.77

(3):(2)+R3 92.81 1.25 89.01 14.22 90.87 8.54

(4):(3)+R4 92.62 -0.19 93.60 4.59 93.11 2.23

Overall improvement -2.45 64.51 48.55
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hospitalized patients. They present the evolution of the patient from the point they were
admitted in the hospital to the point of discharge. The documents capture the symptoms,
medical history, the procedures performed and the administered medication. There are
cases when the patient is required to return to the hospital for a follow-up examination,
in which case the conditions and details about the appointment are also established in the
document.

As our current goal is to analyze medical documents for the Romanian language,
we propose an adaptation of the morphologic negation identification proposed for
English. As we want to make sure that the documents we send for analysis are com-
pliant with the medical standards, we translated the documents to Romanian. Also, the
amount of available annotated EHRs for Romanian is not satisfactory for a reliable
analysis. In order to obtain the Romanian version of the EHRs, we used an online
translation tool to obtain the correspondence of the medical documents between the two
languages. There were cases where the translation tool employed could not translate all
terms due to the fact that the words were not found in the English dictionary or in the
English-Romanian dictionary. This issue was encountered in the case of the word
nontender or nonfasting which are domain specific terms, in our case, the medical one.

The proposed methodology of evaluating the negation identification for the
Romanian language follows the steps in Fig. 1. First, the corpus of documents used in
the English language is translated for a reliable comparison. Then we preprocess the
documents and apply the proposed negation identification rules. The last step employed
is the proposed adapted strategy for identifying negated concepts.

4.4 RoPreNex Algorithm

In the current approach we propose identifying morphologic negation in medical
documents written in Romanian, by adapting the strategy proposed for the English
language. As presented in Table 1, a correspondence between the English and
Romanian negation prefixes is noticeable.

We propose the RoPreNex algorithm to identify morphologic negation in Roma-
nian medical documents, presented in Fig. 2. The rules consider the existence of the
words and their root form in the DexOnline dictionary and also the content of their
definition. DexOnline represents the Romanian language dictionary and consists of a
collection of Romanian dictionaries. The dictionary interlinks the words with their
definitions and has also integrated synonyms and the newest words that appeared in the
language after 2004, when the integration of the dictionary on paper completed.

Fig. 1. Input data preparation.
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There are several changes that had to be applied to our PreNex algorithm. As the
DexOnline dictionary also contains definitions for the words that are not frequently
used in the language (like regionalism or rural expressions) we must include an
additional verification step such that these words do not interfere with our search. In
case of the rural expressions, the words are truncated or the first letters may be removed
in which case we might deal with a false case of root word.

The Romanian lemmatization tools are less efficient than the ones existing for
English. Moreover, they should be accessed via a web service, which induces time
overhead (also a less reliable solution), so we propose a lemmatization process that is
able to bring the words in the documents to their dictionary form. The approach works
as follows. For each word in the documents that was selected as possible negated
concept, we remove its prefix and before determining its truth value, we preprocess it.
The approach we propose considers the termination of the words. Usually the differ-
ence between the words in the document and their dictionary form appears in the added
termination that announces the inflections (e.g. e is added for the plural of nouns or em
in the case of verb tenses). When a match between the preprocessed word from the
document and the words in the dictionary, we send to the negation identification rules
the currently preprocessed word.

The RoPreNex strategy is presented in the algorithm below. For the morphologic
negation identification task we proposed the following rules Literal words, Definition
content, Undefined prefixed word.

Literal words. The DexOnline dictionary also contains definitions for the words that are
not used in common language like regionalism or rural expressions. In this case the words
are shortened and the first letters are removed when expressing the words, case in which
they could falsely represent prefixes. This rule is a preprocessing step applied for the
words in the dictionary. The following rules are the actual negation identification rules.

Fig. 2. RoPreNex flow.
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Definition content. The definition content rule identifies negation based on the defi-
nition of the word. First, we identify the prefix, remove it from the word, and obtain the
root of the word. If the root and the prefixed word exist in DexOnline, we check
whether the word’s definition contains at least one negation identifier.

Undefined prefixed word. The undefined prefixed word rule is applied in the cases
when the prefixed word is not defined in the dictionary as it could represent a domain
specific term. In this case we remove the prefix and determine whether the root of the
word is defined in the dictionary.

Algorithm notations:
ω – the possible prefixed word with negation prefix
ῶ – the root of ω
ρ – the prefix of ω { anti, dez, des, de, ne, in, a, im, contra }
definition(ω) – the definition of a word
defined(ω) – the word is defined in dictionary
literal(ω) – the word is in its literal form
The algorithm of determining whether ω is prefixed with a negation prefix works as

follows:
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5 Morphologic Negation Evaluation RoPreNex

This section presents the experiments performed with the proposed morphologic
negation identification strategy for Romanian medical documents, and a comparison
with PreNex, our original solution for English [1]. We evaluate our approach on the
translated MTsamples dataset, presented in more detail in Sect. 4.3.

In our proposed strategy, most of the prefix negated concepts are identified by the
Definition content rule, as most of them are defined in both representations: as prefixed
word and root form, Table 3, line 2. A smaller percentage of the prefixed concepts are
not defined in the dictionary, and for this case we had to introduce the second rule
Undefined prefixed word, Table 3, line 3 which covers 21.43 % of the correctly
identified concepts.

5.1 RoPreNex Performance

The rules we propose for identifying morphologic negation in Romanian medical
documents are promising as can be seen in Table 4, last line. The performance of each
rule is presented also in Table 4. Even though the Undefined prefix word rule has a small
value for recall, as it misses some of the words it was supposed to identify, the great
value for precision makes it an important rule for our approach. Making a tradeoff
between the quality and number of correctly identified negated concepts, we report an
overall performance of precision of 77.78 % and recall of 80.77 %. The PreNex strategy
outperforms the current RoPreNex strategy with only 14.85 % in case of precision and
12.83 % in case of recall, as presented in Table 5. To the best of our knowledge a tool for
dealing with morphologic negation has not been developed for the Romanian language,
that is why we report our results to our English version of the algorithm.

The performance of our proposed strategy is satisfactory taking into account the
fact that the documents we evaluated were translated and not original and the fact that
we did not include any language specific methodologies for text analysis.

Table 3. RoPreNex algorithm rules coverage.

Rule % of covered cases

Definition content 78.57
Undefined prefixed word 21.43

Table 4. RoPreNex performance.

Rule Precision (%) Recall (%)

Definition content 76.74 84.62
Undefined prefixed word 81.82 69.23
Overall performance 77.78 80.77
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5.2 Discussion

The reported performance of our proposed approach is promising, and we encountered
the following problems addressed at the level of translation tool employed, at the word
level, and at dictionary level.

Translation level issues. The translation tool we employed in our approach did not
manage to perform a one-on-one translation. There were cases when in the translated
document we encountered English words like nontender or nonfasting.

Word level issues. Other issues we came across were related to the fact that for the
Romanian language we could not employ a lemmatizer that could help in normalizing
the words such that we could obtain their dictionary format. Using our lemma
implemented approach we managed to increase the recognition rate, but when the
inflectional form of the word changes the root’s structure it still remains an issue that
has to be addressed. We also found cases when the words are shortened in the source
language and the translation tool could not translate the word in the target language,
like in the case of the word noncontrib.

Dictionary level issues. The DexOnline dictionary we used in our approach is pop-
ulated with most of the words that exist in the Romanian language and also with the
newest terms entered in the language. But, there still are cases when the dictionary fails
to capture information about specialized terms like atraumatic.

The false positives introduced by our algorithm are usually represented by words
that have a negation specific prefix but are not actually negated words. Like in the case
of the word informat whose English correspondent is informed. In this case the word
matches all rules we defined as the word and its root are both defined in the dictionary,
but do not represent a negated entity.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we propose a methodology for identifying morphologic negation in
Romanian medical documents. It is the adaptation of our proposed solution on English
documents, towards a cross-language NLP strategy for medical documents mining. The
results we report for identification are promising as to our best knowledge there are no
similar approaches for identifying morphologic negation for the Romanian language.
The results obtained by our proposed methodology are precision of 77.78 % and recall
of 80.77 % %, which are only 14.85 % in case of precision and 12.83 % in case of
recall below the corresponding English results. We consider our methodology reliable
when applied on medical documents as the false positives that are introduced are not

Table 5. Performance of negation identification strategy for Romanian and English strategies.

Approach Precision (%) Recall (%)

Romanian approach (RoPreNex) 77.78 80.77
English approach (PreNex) 92.62 93.60
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medical related concepts. Our current work consists in enhancing the identification
performance of morphologic negation for the Romanian language.

We consider improving the performance of this strategy by first preprocessing
the documents by employing a spell checker for each language or a distance measure
algorithm that could correct the form of the misspelled words. Another task that
we consider is represented by treating the abbreviations and word shortenings as the
medical terms can appear with a code mostly in the case of the diseases.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of the COST
Action IC1303 - AAPELE.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of resource offloading for energy
usage optimization in the cloud, using the centrality principle of social networks.
Mobile users take advantage of the mobile opportunistic cloud, in order to
increase their reliability in service provision by guaranteeing sufficient resources
for the execution of mobile applications. This work elaborates on the
improvement of the energy consumption for each mobile device, by using a
social collaboration model that allows for a cooperative partial process off-
loading scheme. The proposed scheme uses social centrality as the underlying
mobility and connectivity model for process offloading within the connected
devices to maximize the energy usage efficiency, node availability and process
execution reliability. Furthermore, this work considers the impact of mobility on
the social-oriented offloading, by allowing partitionable resources to be executed
according to the social interactions and the associated mobility of each user
during the offloading process. The proposed framework is thoroughly evaluated
through event driven simulations, towards defining the validity and offered
efficiency of the proposed offloading policy in conjunction to the energy con-
sumption of the wireless devices.

Keywords: Resource sharing � Centrality � Social collaboration � Energy
conservation � Dynamic resource migration � Dependable mobile computing �
Temporal execution-oriented metrics

1 Introduction

As social networking is experiencing an exponential growth and is becoming part of
our daily routines, the communications overlay it creates can be exploited, by a number
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of applications and services [1]. Users are connecting to social networks by using small
mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets that are able to form opportunistic
networks. Such networks form a potential infrastructure for increased resource avail-
ability to all users in the network, especially to those that face reduced resource
availability (e.g. energy, memory, processing resources etc.). Opportunistic wireless
networks exhibit unique properties, as they depend on users’ behavior and movement,
as well as on users’ local concentration. Predicting and modeling their behavior is a
difficult task but the association of the social interconnectivity factor may prove part of
the solution, by successfully tapping into the resources they are offering. Resource
sharing in the wireless and mobile environment is even more demanding as applica-
tions require the resource sharing to happen in a seamless and unobtrusive to the user
manner, with minimal delays in an unstructured and ad hoc changing system without
affecting the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE) [2]. This forms a highly ambitious
objective as on one hand wireless environments cannot reliably commit to sharing
resources for establishing reliable communication among users since there is no way of
guaranteeing resource allocation and on the other hand, if that was to be overcome their
limited capabilities exacerbate further the problem. The mobility factor imposes
additional constraints as network topology is constantly producing fluctuation in
bandwidth usage and resource availability. The dependency on device capabilities
restricts solutions to particular devices, lacking generality in its applicability. In this
context and by considering all the above-mentioned issues, this work uses social
interactivity as a method for modeling and achieving resource sharing in the wireless
mobile environment.

As social platforms are used by a staggering majority of 87 % of mobile users for
communication and message exchange, they form an underlying web interconnecting
mobile users and possibly enabling reliable resource sharing [3]. Using social con-
nectivity and interactivity patterns, we should be able to provide adaptability to device
capabilities and operating environment, enabling devices to adapt to frequent changes
in location and context. One of the ever lacking resources in the wireless mobile
environment is that of energy. As energy is stored in batteries, it forms the only source
for mobile device operation and as new and more power demanding applications are
created every day, energy usage optimization forms a challenging field, approached by
both hardware and software solutions.

This work proposes a model of energy usage optimization for mobile devices in an
opportunistic wireless environment, using the social interaction model. The social
interaction model is based on the social centrality principle. With the social centrality
principle users are able to share resources when a shared contact threshold is satisfied.
Energy intense processing and other actions are disseminated using the proposed model
enabling nodes running low on energy resources to extend or alleviate their energy
demands and thus extend their life and availability. In the proposed model, the cen-
trality principle and the “ageing” timing rule are applied, in order produce a more
efficient use of the available energy. Thus, opportunistic energy conservation takes
place enabling efficient management of the energy available to other wireless peer
users, and guaranteeing end-to-end availability for the longest time possible, in a
wireless mobile environment.
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This introduction of the social interaction model for achieving optimum resource
usage forms the key innovation of the proposed framework. The framework evaluates
the energy state of each node, according to its type, energy demands and usage
combines this with its social centrality, determining if the node is to receive or provide
energy to the network. Through the proposed framework, the ability to adaptively
perform tasks for another node increases and depends on the node’s current energy
state, as well as on its “friendship” degree. Furthermore, the proposed framework
strengthens or relaxes the energy usage and the task allocation scheme, according to the
social contacts and the user’s interaction parameters. In Sect. 2, we describe the related
work, while Sect. 3 elaborates on presenting the proposed social-enabled mechanism
for opportunistic and socially oriented energy sharing and process off-loading.
Section 4 presents the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme through the
experimental evaluation and Sect. 5 concludes this paper, by proposing future potential
directions for further research.

2 Related Work

Social networking started as an online tool for forming connections and information
sharing. Its appeal and huge popularity primarily came from the fact that the social
activity was enhanced in the online line environment with the use of multimedia, giving
users instant access to information. Another aspect of the online environment was the
ability of the social network users to share their location with others, instantly
advertising their present coordinates either using programs such as FourSquare or
having automatic tracking, by exploiting the mobile devices GPS capabilities. The use
of user mobility in opportunistic networks will help to realize the next generation of
applications based on the adaptive behavior of the devices for resource exchange. The
problem of energy usage optimization that considers energy as a finite resource that
needs to be shared among users, providing most processing power whilst maintaining
group connectivity, will greatly benefit by using the social centrality model. Oppor-
tunistic networks will greatly benefit from the capability of the mobile devices to gather
information from any hosted application, in order to better utilize network resources.
The task allocation and load balancing can be strictly or voluntarily associated with the
social communication. Works such as [4] propose architectures, which rely on the local
information derived by the devices and their local views, in optimizing load balancing
and energy management, as well as even some self-behaving properties, like self-
organization. In [4] resource manipulation optimization is offered. However, this
occurs without considering social parameters, such as friendship, contact rate or the
temporal parameters (i.e. users’ location).

The contribution of this work is to combine the energy management scheme with
the proposed social parameters and model for each node, in order to optimize the
energy management and load sharing process. In the game theoretic approach [5],
the energy usage optimization problem is translated to a contention game, where the
nodes compete to access the energy resources, reaching to the Nash equilibrium; an
approach that improves on the random and individualized approach. In [5] the pro-
posed system supports fine grained offload to minimize energy savings with minimal
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burden on the programmer. The model decides at runtime which methods should be
remotely executed driven by an optimization engine that achieves the best energy
savings possible under the mobile devices current connectivity constraints. In [6]
energy offloading is viewed as potentially energy saving but the overheads of privacy,
security and reliability need to be added as well. The integration of social connectivity
into the process is an unexplored area. Social connectivity takes into consideration
users associations, location profiles and social interactions as a basis for creating an
index for users’ resources over time for subsequent resource offloading.

In this work, a social-oriented methodology is used for minimizing energy con-
sumption for highly demanding applications with high memory/processing require-
ments. The social-oriented model with the associated friendships as the basis for social
mobility, utilizes the introduced social-centrality, for selecting and offloading energy
hungry partitionable tasks (parts of executable applications and processes) under the
availability optimization objective. In addition, this work considers the motion coef-
ficients for each user (using normalized [0..1] parameter) and encompasses these
characteristics into the proposed energy utilization scheme for enabling maximum
temporal node availability without reducing the processing capabilities of the system as
a whole. The proposed scheme uses both the pre-scheduled opportunistic offloading [7]
and the social interactions that take place among the collaborative users and their
associated strength of friendship. The scheme improves on predicting user mobility
under the end-to-end availability. In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme, exhaustive simulations take place considering the offered energy by the social-
collaborative network within the mobility context. The results of these lead to thorough
measurements of the energy consumption optimization for mobile nodes/users.

3 Probabilistic Motion and Social Oriented Methodology
for Efficient Energy Consumption

Wireless mobile networks allow unrestricted access to mobile users under a changing
topology. The implications of mobility cannot be determined over time as the network
topology is dynamically changing. In our work, the mobility model used is based on
the probabilistic Fraction Brownian Motion (FBM) where nodal motion is done
according to certain probabilities in accordance with location and time. Assume that we
need to support a mobile node that is low on energy reserves and requires an energy
heavy application to run. This implies that in a non-static, multi-hop environment, there
is a need to model the motion of the participating nodes in the end-to-end path such that
the requesting nodes can move through the network and conserve its resources. We
also assume a clustered-mobility configuration scenario presented in [2], where each
node has its own likelihood for the motion it follows. To predict whether a node will
remain within the cluster, we aggregate these probabilities. This also shows the
probabilities for the other nodes remaining in the cluster. The mobility scenario used in
this work is modelled and hosted in a scheme that enables the utilization of social
feedback into the model. Unlike the predetermined relay path in [7] and the known
location/region, the mobility scenario used in this work is a memoryless FBM [8],
with no stationary correlation among users’ movements. FBM can be derived
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probabilistically from the random walk mobility model and can be expressed as a
stochastic process that models the random continuous motion. The mobile node moves
from its current location with a randomly selected speed, in a randomly selected
direction in real time as users interact. However, in real life the real time mobility that
the users exhibit, can be expressed as an ordinary walk, where the users spot-out some
environmental stimuli and are attracted to them. Their decisions may be relayed to their
respective social communication. In the proposed scenario, the walking speed and
direction are set for the mobile users and are both chosen from predefined ranges,
[vmin, vmax] and [0, 2π), respectively [9]. The new speed and directions are maintained
for an arbitrary length of time randomly chosen from (0, tmax]. The node makes a
memoryless decision for new speed and direction when the chosen time period elapses.
The movements can be described as a Fractional Random Walk on a weighted graph
[1], with the total likelihood Pi,j

L in Ln.
We model the movement of each device using a graph theoretical model, in which a

device can move randomly according to a topological graphG = (V,E), that comprises of
pair of sets V(or V(G)) and E (or E(G)) called edges. The edges join different pairs of
vertices. This walk considers a connected graph with n nodes labeled {1, 2, 3, …,n} in a
cluster Ln with weight wij ≥ 0 on the edge (i,j). If edge (i,j) does not exist, we set wij = 0.
We assume that the graph is undirected so that wij = wji. A node walks from a location to
another location in the graph in the following random walk manner. Given that node i is
in reference, the next location j is chosen from among the neighbors of iwith probability:

pLij ¼
wijP
k wik

ð1Þ

where in (1) above the pij is proportional to the weight of the edge (i, j), then the sum of
the weights of all edges in the cluster L is:

wL
ij ¼

X

i;j:j[ 1

wij ð2Þ

Then the stationary distribution according to [1] is given by

pLi ¼
wL
i

2w
ð3Þ

where, it can be seen that the preceding distribution satisfies the relationship pP ¼ p,
when the movement is performed for a node/device i to location j (stationary distri-
bution of the Markov chain as each movement of the users usually has a selected
predetermined path (i e. corridor etc.)) associated as follows:

X

i

piPij ¼
X

i

wi

2w
� wij

wi

� �
¼

X

i

1
2w

wij

� �
¼ 1

2w

X

i

wij
� � ¼ wj

2w
¼ pj ð4Þ

Equation 4 above denotes that the stationary probability of state of i is proportional
to the weight of the edges emanating from node i. By using the motion notation we can
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express the track of requests as a function of the location (i.e. movements and updates
pLij) as: Ri(Iij, pLij) where Ri is the request from node i, Iij is the interaction coefficient
measured in Eq. 2. We use the representation of the interactions by utilizing notations
of weighted graphs (Eq. 1).

Different types of links or involvements are expressed in different ways in social
connectivity modeling. Consequently, several types of centralities are defined in the
directed or undirected graphs [1]. Users may have or not a certain type of association
with any other user in the global network and this is modelled with the concept of the
social network. Nodes carry weights that represent the degree of associativity with
other nodes. These weights are associated with each edge linking two nodes and are
used to model the interaction strength between nodes [10]. This models the degree of
friendship that each node has with the other nodes in the network. The weights are
assigned and used to measure the degree of the strength of the association of the
connecting parts. Consequently the degree of social interaction between two devices
can be expressed as a value in the range of [0, 1]. A degree of 0 signifies that the two
nodes/devices are not socially connected and therefore no social interaction exists
between them. As social interaction increases so does the weight reaching 1 indicating
very strong social interaction. The strength of the social interaction and the energy state
of each node will form the basis for offloading processes to other nodes in the network.
In this work, we propose such a model for efficient energy management prolonging
node lifetime based on the social association scheme.

We propose that the strength of social interaction will also affect the offloading
process, which as the next sections show will affect the energy conservation mechanism.
The social interaction can be represented by the 5� 5 symmetric matrix (Eq. 2 matrix is
based on the social population in the network), the names of nodes correspond to both
rows and columns and are based on the interaction and connectivity. The latter matrix,
forms the Interaction Matrix which represents the social relationships between nodes.
The generic element i,j represents the interaction between two individual elements i and
j, the diagonal elements represent the relationship an individual has with itself and are
set to 1. In (5), the Iij represents all the links associated to a weight before applying the
threshold values which will indicate the stronger association between two nodes.

Iij ¼

1 0:766 0:113 0:827 0
0:132 1 0:199 1 0:321
0 0:231 1 0:542 0:635

0:213 0 0 1 0:854
0 0 0:925 0:092 1

2

66664

3

77775
ð5Þ

3.1 The Use of the “Friendship” for Process Execution
Memory-Oriented Offloading

The elements of the Matrix Iij (5) represent the measure of the social relationship
“friendship” between the users. This is determined by the amount of direct or indirect
social interaction among the different users belonging to the network as follows:
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f di!j ¼ norm cðtÞ � PðtÞ½ �0::18i; j ð6Þ

Where f di!j is defined as the direct friendship evaluation from node i to node j, PðktÞ
is the probability P(k) of a node being connected to k other nodes at time t in the
network decays as a power law, given by: P kð Þ ¼ k�c where for the value of the power
c is estimated as follows 2\c\3 as explored in various real networks [11]. This
results in a large number of nodes having a small node degree and therefore very few
neighbors, but a very small number of nodes having a large node degree and therefore
becoming hubs in the system. c(t) consists of the duration of the communication among
“friends”, and is determined as a function of the communication frequency and the
number of roundtrip “friendships”. The roundtrip “friendships” are determined by
the “hop-friendships” of the node i to a node k, as Fig. 1 presents. These are the
“friends-of-friends” where according to the node i any “friend-of-friend” can reach–on
a roundtrip basis- the node i again.

Then, the cðtÞ of any of the “friendship” peers can be evaluated as the: cðtÞ ¼ 1
N f

d
i!j,

where N is the number of peers away from i, for reaching a friendship within f di!k for a
specified time slot t. Each element in the Iij is re-estimated and varies through time
according to the enhancement of the relation of the individuals as follows:

Iij ¼ Iij þ DIij
1þ DIij

ð7Þ

Where Iij is the association between two individuals that is strengthened or weak-
ened (if less thanrIij ¼ IijðsÞ � Iij s�1ð Þ Þ andrI represents the difference from the previous
Iij association between i, j. As associations and friendships vary over-time resulting in
the strengthening or weakening of different links we incorporate this element by adding
a time-varying parameter enabling an association to fade if two individuals are not in
contact for a prolonged time period. This is expressed using the flowing equation:

DIij ¼ a
tage

þ b; 8tage\TRL ð8Þ

where tage is the time that has passed since last contact and is measured until the
individuals abandon the clustered plane L. The empirical constants a and b are chosen

Fig. 1. Roundtrip “friendship” of a node i via other peers, and the “reach-back” notation to the
node via the intermediate peers.
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be the network designer [12] with typical values of 0.08 and 0.005 respectively. The
proposed model encompasses the impact of the mobility on the interaction elements Iij
as the derived matrix consisting of the elements of wL

ij and Iij as follows:

Mij ¼ Iij � pLij ð9Þ

where the element wij derived from the pLij matrix of the plane area L, is the likelihood
of an individual to move from i to a certain direction to j, as Fig. 1 shows.

3.2 Cloud Offloading Model Using Social Centrality

The determination of the importance of each node in a wireless mobile network is a
very important task. This importance is based on the node’s position, connectivity and
interactivity patterns, as well as on motion thought time. A large number of connections
and interactions signify an important and social central node. The term of centrality that
has been introduced in [1] combines user behavior of each individual device with
respect to its placement and behavior with the other devices within the cluster [2]. From
a group of nodes a subset of the individuals is sampled and used to produce a subgraph,
consisting only of those individuals and the links among them. The subgraph produced
is used for performing the centrality approximation with the centrality scores of the
sample being used as approximations. In social networks the high connectivity degree
nodes serve as bridges in order to provide connectivity to lower degree nodes. A node’s

degree can be measured by DcðajÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1 dðai; ajÞ, where dðai; ajÞ ¼ 18ai;aj2D
08ai;aj 62D

n
,

D denotes the direct connectivity. As the maximum number of connected nodes for any
graph is n−1, the formula to calculate the centrality of the node by using the proportion
of the number of adjacent nodes to the maximum number (n−1) is as follows:

D
0
cðajÞ ¼

Pn
i¼1 dðai; ajÞ
n� 1

ð10Þ

Centrality is used to indicate the relative importance of a node in a network of nodes
[13] and its relative contribution to the communication process as derived by the
duration and distance covered with the frequency and parameterized in the context of
avoiding network communication partitioning. Adding to this, social centrality mea-
sures the social closeness of two or more nodes. With social centrality we measure the
number of times a node is chosen to host the “best-effort” parameters, process offloading
in our case, for time t in L. A node with high social betweenness centrality bai will have
to strongly interact with the other nodes belonging to social cluster L, measured as:

bai ¼
Pj

1
Paj!ak

Pk

1
Pij8P 2 ai

ð11Þ
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with Paj!ak representing the number of paths in the cluster via which the requested
memory/capacity resources can be served between nodes aj and ak and Pij represents
the number of paths in the social cluster that include ai, 8P 2 ai. Based on the latter, we
introduce the social-oriented stability parameter rcðtÞ for a specified time t, as:

rCðtÞ ¼
Rij tj � ð1� normðbaiÞÞ � NCði!j tj Þ

infðCrÞ � RCðtÞ

� �
mijðtÞ ð12Þ

where Rij is the normalized communication ping delays between i and j nodes at time t,
bai is the normalized [0..1] social betweenness centrality showing the strong ability to
interact with other nodes in the cluster L, NCði!jjtÞ is the successfully offloaded
capacity/memory units over the total allowed capacity, Cr is the multi-hop channel’s
available capacity, mij(t) is the interaction measures derived from Eq. 8 at the time
interval t, and RCðtÞ is the end-to-end delay in the cluster’s pathway. The social-oriented
stability parameter rcðtÞ indicates the capability and transmitability of the node i to
offload a certain process according to the ranked criteria of each process in L for time t.

3.3 Energy-Consumption Model Using Social-Oriented
Capacity Measurement

Energy consumption is important for wireless nodes as non-optimized energy usage
can lead to uncertainty in availability and reliability for each node and consequently the
whole of the network. In this work, we use the social centrality aspect of the network as
the substrate for efficient energy conservation. As the social centrality degree differs per
node, processes are offloaded so as to minimize the total energy consumption and
provide a total higher node availability for the most popular nodes, thus maintaining
network connectivity. The system will decide when and where to offload processes,
according the current energy state of each device. The degree of social centrality allows
the node to offload resources according to the social model and the estimation of the
each node’s energy consumption as in Eq. 14. So ultimately, in order to achieve energy
conservation, resources may be offloaded to the cloud or any other peer-neighboring
device (so that the device that needs to run the executable resource will potentially
conserve energy). Thus, the measurable energy consumption can be evaluated
according to the:

ErðajÞ ¼ EC aj
� 	 � C

Saj
ð13Þ

where C is the parameter indicating the number of instructions that can be processed
within Tt, Saj represents the processing time at the server-device and EC aj

� 	
represents

the relative energy consumption which is expressed as:

EC rið Þ ¼ CostCðriÞ
SCðriÞ WC ð14Þ
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where SC is the server instruction processing speed for the computation resources,
CostC the resources instruction processing cost for the computation resources and Wc

signifies the energy consumption of the device in mW.
Each mobile device should satisfy an energy threshold level and a specified cen-

trality degree in the system in order to proceed with process execution offloading.
By using N devices within 2-hops vicinity coverage which is evaluated based on
the measurements regarding the maximum signal strength and data rate model [14]) the
following should be satisfied:

CostcðriÞ
ScðriÞ

�Wcjri [
CostcðriÞ
ScðriÞ

�Wcj1;2::N ð15Þ

Wri [Wc8f di!j devices ð16Þ

The energy consumption of each device should satisfy the (15)–(16) for each of the
resources (executable processes) running onto the device MNm�1 hosting the ri
resource. The r1;r2; r3; ::ri parameters represent the resources that can be offloaded to
run onto another device based on the resources’ availability as in [15]. In this respect,
the ri with the maximum energy consumption is running in a partitionable manner to
minimize the energy consumed by other peer-devices. These actions are shown in the
steps of the proposed algorithm in Table 1.

Table 1. Centrality-based offloading scheme
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The resource allocation will take place, towards responding to the performance
requirements as in [2] and [15]. A significant measure in the system is the availability
of memory and the processing power of the mobile cloud devices, as well as the server-
based terminals. The processing power metric is designed and used to measure the
processing losses for the terminals that the ri will be offloaded, as in (17), where aj is an
application and T j

k is the number of terminals in forming the cloud (mobile and static)
rack that are hosting application aj and TajðrÞ is the number of mobile terminals hosting
process of the application across all different cloud-terminals (racks).

Caj ¼
T j
kP

k
TajðrÞ

8minðEcðriÞÞ 2 f di!j ð17Þ

Equation 17 shows that if there is minimal loss in the capacity utilization i.e.
Caj ffi 1 then the sequence of racks TajðrÞ are optimally utilized. The latter is shown
through the conducted simulation experiments in the next section. The dynamic
resource migration algorithm is shown in Table 1 with the basic steps for obtaining an
efficient execution for a partitionable resource that cannot be handled by the mobile
device in reference and therefore the offloading policy is used to ensure execution
continuation. The entire scheme is shown in Table 1, with all the primary steps for
offloading the resources onto either MNm�1 neighbouring nodes (or–as called- server
nodes (as in [15])) based on the delay and temporal criteria of the collaborating nodes.

4 Performance Evaluation Analysis, Experimental Results
and Discussion

Performance evaluation results encompass comparisons with other existing schemes for
offered reliability degree, in contrast to the energy conservation efficiency. The
mobility model used in this work is based on the probabilistic Fraction Brownian
Motion (FBM) adopted in [15], where nodes are moving, according to certain prob-
abilities, location and time. The simulated scenario uses 80 nodes that are randomly

Fig. 2. (a) and (b). Friendship degree with the completed requested offloads and the CCDF with
the degree of friendship.
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initialized with social parameter and through the transient state during simulation the
system estimates the social betweenness centrality in regards to the ability to interact
with other nodes in L, and successfully offload memory or processing intense processes
to be partially executed onto socially-collaborating peers based on the criteria depicted
in Table 1 pseudocode.

“Friendship” degree with the completed requested offloads is shown in Fig. 2 (a) for
three different schemes. It is important to mark out that by using the social interactions
the number of completed offloading processes are greater and outperforms the applied
scheme with no social interactions at all. In Fig. 2(b) the Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function (CCDF or tail distribution) with the degree of “friendship” is
shown within the respective values of ageing factor (Eq. 8).

The proposed social-enabled scheme allows the distribution of partitionable
resources to be offloaded to “friendship” peers, whereas the degree of the “friendship”
among peers plays a catalytic role for offloading executable resources in respect to the
location of each user. These measures were extracted for social centrality parame-
ter >0.6. In addition, when resources are offloaded, a critical parameter is the execution

Fig. 3. (a)–(d). Comparative evaluations and results obtained for the social offloading regarding
the (a) Execution time through simulation; (b) Successful delivery rate with the End-to-End
resource offloading capacity based on the “friendship” model; (c) Average node’s lifetime
extensibility with the number of mobile devices for three different schemes in the evaluated area
(evaluated for the most energy draining resources); and (d) Energy Consumption (EC) with the
number of mobile users participating during an interactive game.
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time, while nodes are moving from one location to another. Figure 3(a) shows the
execution time during simulation for mobile nodes with different mobility patterns and
it is evaluated for GSM/GPRS, Wi-Fi/WLAN and for communication within a certain
Wi-Fi/WLAN to another Wi-Fi/WLAN remotely hosted. The latter scenario -from a
Wi-Fi/WLAN to another Wi-Fi/WLAN- shows to exhibit significant reduction, in
terms of the execution time duration, whereas it hosts the minimum execution time
through the FBM with distance broadcast mobility pattern. Figure 3(b) shows the
Successful Delivery Rate (SDR) with the End-to-End resource offloading capacity
based on the “friendship” model whereas in Fig. 3(c) shows that the proposed scheme
extends the average node’s lifetime significantly when the number of mobile devices
increases.

As interactive game playing requires resources in GPU/CPU-level, the lifetime is
an important metric for the evaluation of the overall performance of the scheme and the
impact on nodes lifetime. Measurements in Fig. 3(c) were extracted for the total
number of 150 mobile terminals that are configured to host interactive gaming appli-
cations, using Wi-Fi/WLAN access technology. The proposed scheme outperforms the
other compared schemes, by significantly extending the lifetime of each node. This is
as a result of the offloading procedure incorporated into a social centrality framework
that takes place on each node, which evaluates the energy consumption of each device
according to the Eqs. 15–17 for the associated cost for each one of the executable
processes. It is also worthy to mention that the proposed scheme outperforms the
scheme in [15] by 11–48 %, extending the lifetime of the mobile devices, when devices
reach 150 by a maximum of 48 %. The Energy Consumption (EC) with the number of
mobile users participating during an interactive game (demanding in GPU/CPU pro-
cessing) is shown in Fig. 3(d). During the interactive game-playing process, the
processing requirements of each device dramatically increase. Figure 3 presents
the evaluation for the energy consumed (EC) for three schemes, including a non-Cloud
oriented method for 150 mobile terminals. The proposed scheme outperforms the other
compared schemes, with the associated EC to be kept in relatively low levels.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a resource manipulation method comprising of an executable
resource offloading scheme, incorporated into a social-aware mechanism. The proposed
scheme allows partitionable resources to be offloaded, in order to be executed
according to the social centrality of the node (“friendship” list). According to the
model, which targets the minimization of the energy consumption and the maximi-
zation of the lifetime, each mobile device can offload resources in order to conserve
energy. The scheme is thoroughly evaluated through simulation, in order to validate the
efficiency of the offloading policy, in contrast to the energy conservation of the mobile
devices. Future directions in our on-going research encompass the improvement of an
opportunistically formed mobile cloud, which will allow delay-sensitive resources to be
offloaded, using the mobile peer-to-peer (MP2P) technology.
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Abstract. A revolution brought about by invention of 3D printing technology
is emerging on the horizon. The 3D printer has potential to become a primary
tool for building almost everything we need in the future. This paper presents
the creating of custom made medical accessories and assistive devices that can
help people that have a certain types of traumatic physical injury, fine motoric or
hearing disabilities. Having in mind that fractures and other physical or motoric
injuries are likely to occur in 2 % of the population every year, our efforts are in
creating 3D printed immobilizers and assistive devices. These are more com-
fortable than standard casts and devices, far more accessible and affordable than
off the shelf products. With the use of 3D scanners, accurate and detailed virtual
model of both the traumatized or disabled region is easily created. Henceforth,
the accompanying 3D model is custom-fit and can be easily printed. The 3D
printed devices are often custom printed in structure that ensures easy appliance
and removal, multiple use and skin respiration. Other benefits include a robust
material that is water resistant and lighter, thinner and better looking than
standard devices. The immobilizers and devices that were made in cooperation
with the Traumatology clinic, Non-profit organizations focused on working with
handicapped are presented in detail. Other types of medical accessories
including hearing aid and printing assistive devices are covered in this paper.

Keywords: Assistive devices � Additive manufacturing � Immobilizers �
Hearing aid � 3D printing � 3D scanning � Rapid prototyping � Medicine � Hand
disabilities � Hearing disabilities

1 Introduction

While 3D printers have been present since the 1980s, mass usage and production
started around 2010 and their popularity has increased rapidly since. The first 3D
printer was made in 1983 by Chuck Hull who patented it using the word stereoli-
thography [1]. In those days, 3D printers used to be large, expensive and highly limited
in their performance in contrast to today’s 3D printers that are easily affordable, not of
such a massive physical scale and have satisfactory performance.
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In general, the printing is done in three phases. The first phase is modelling and
results in creation of 3 dimensional model that the printer is going to “print” or
additively manufacture. This model can be generated in almost all of the 3D modelling
software’s available (such as Maya, Blender, 3D Studio max…). We have utilized
Autodesk Maya and we are recommending it for usage, although every modelling
software can be used for creating the meshes used.

The second phase is printing. In this phase the printer reads the design from the
computer model, usually as an .STL file and creates the final shape. Most commercial
3D printers use plastics as a material to build the final shape in this phase. There are
three types of plastics: PLA (Polylactic Acid) is a biodegradable thermoplastic that has
been derived from renewable resources such as corn starch and sugar canes and is the
easiest material to use, ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) is the second easiest
material and is robust and solid, PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol Plastic) is the hardest type of
plastic and is the kind of plastic that we are using in the process of printing the hand
immobilizer and assistive devices. Also, there are various types of materials that dif-
ferent printers can use. Those include powders, resins, titanium, stainless steel, silver,
gold etc. [2, 3].

The third phase is the completion, when all the supports for building the object are
removed and assembling the model is made in case it is made out of more than one
part.

The design of forearm and thumb orthoses (immobilizers) is currently limited by
the methods used to fabricate the devices, particularly in terms of geometric freedom
and potential to include innovative new features. 3D printing technologies, where
objects are constructed via a series of sub-millimeter layers of a substrate material, may
present an opportunity to overcome these limitations and allow novel devices to be
produced that are highly personalized for the individual, both in terms of fit and
functionality. The immobilizer’s that we present are showing an easier way to handle
temporal disability of the hand.

Digital technology has made a large impact on hearing instrument processing and
fitting, and it is now making a large impact on hearing aid shell manufacturing. Current
manufacturing processes of custom-fit shells of hearing aids may be highly intensive
and manual process, and quality control of the fitting of hearing aids may be tough.
Using additive manufacturing technologies the process of creating hearing aid shells
for people with hearing disabilities can be facilitated. The measures could be taken
from modern ear 3d scanners such as OTOSCAN [4].

The third sort of accessories that are covered in this paper are assistive devices for
people with temporal or permanent fine motoric handicap. We manufactured various
types of customized assistive devices that facilitate the process of eating, washing, hair
brushing, writing and other everyday activities to people with disabled hands. Also, we
manufactured assistive technology gadgets that would help people that are having
complete arm disability to use modern communication devices such as tablets and
computers. The main contributions of this paper are related to the modeling process and
developing 3D printed devices that are customized to fit every person’s hand.
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2 Background Work

Although 3D printers were not commercialized, scientists have been working on many
issues that can be solved using 3D printing, including aiding medicine. Back in 2003, a
team of scientists started researching artificial bone replacement using inkjet 3D
technologies. They printed the bones layer by layer with bio printing using regenerative
medicine [5]. When the first 3D printers that can print metal appeared, their method
was implemented for a jaw later implanted on an 83-year-old woman [6]. As tech-
nology improved, a general improvement in the field of medicine and 3D printing has
appeared, printing human tissue that can lead to printing and replacement of human
organs [7]. Recently, a number of papers have been published presenting foot orthoses
(FOs) and ankle foot orthoses (AFOs) fabricated using AM techniques, successfully
demonstrating the feasibility of this approach [8, 9].

Another useful application domain is generation of graspable three-dimensional
objects applied for surgical planning, prosthetics and related applications using 3D
printing or rapid prototyping [10]. Graspable 3D objects overcome the limitations of
3D visualizations which can only be displayed on flat screens. 3D objects can be
produced based on CT or MRI volumetric medical images. Using dedicated post-
processing algorithms, a spatial model can be extracted from image data sets and
exported to machine-readable data. That spatial model data is utilized by special
printers for generating the final rapid prototype model.

There are several examples of the use of 3D printing in biomedicine in the recent
past. Titanium printed pelvic was implanted into a British patient [11]. In order to
create the 3D printed pelvis, the surgeons took scans of the man’s pelvis to take exact
measurements of how much 3D printed bone needed to be produced and passed it
along to a 3D printing company. The company used the scans to create a titanium 3D
replacement, by fusing layers of titanium together and then coating it with a mineral
that would allow the remaining bone cells to attach.

Besides titanium, plastic printing is also used. A plastic tracheal splint has been
printed for an American infant [12]. In an infant with tracheobronchomalacia, they
implanted a customized, bio-resorbable tracheal splint, created with a computer-aided
design based on a computed tomographic image of the patient’s airway and fabricated
with the use of laser-based three-dimensional printing. Also, 3D printed skull
replacement has been used on a woman in the Netherlands. The patient has fully
regained her vision, she has no more complaints, she’s gone back to work and there are
almost no traces that she had any surgery at all.

The hearing aid and dental industries are expected to be the biggest area of future
development using the custom 3D printing technology.

3 Immobilization

Getting the anatomically accurate measures is crucial for creating good immobilization.
The data required for this step can be acquired using different methods:
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• Computer Tomography: the best method for acquiring measures is by using
pictures from computer tomography (CT images in DICOM format). Depending on
the slices and the quality of the images, using programs like 3D doctor [13] and
voxelization techniques, it is possible to recreate the 3d model of the injury. The
obtained model usually has a high level of detail and gives a very good overview of
the bone itself and the place of the injury. The shortcomings of this method are that
it is difficult to remesh the model for creating a lower point count, needed for better
performance.

• 3D scanner: The second method we tried is using a 3D scanner. Using this method
a real life object can be scanned and digitalized into a 3D model. There are two
types of 3D scanners, ones that rotate the object around them and others that rotate
themselves around the object. This method is probably most efficient, but we
currently have access to a scanner that rotates the object around itself and it has
limited use for scanning parts of the human body. The scanner that we used is
MakerBot Digitilizer. Another alternative for this method is to scan the object using
an application from AutoDesk called 123D Catch. This application creates a 3D
model from variety of images and provides satisfying results.

• Manually: The third and definitely most accurate method is manually taking
measures from the key parts of the injured part (wrist girth, elbow length, etc.) and
using a script to regenerate our model according to the given parameters. This
method uses a previously modelled and parameterized body part (e.g. arm, finger,
toe, etc.). Using the input measures, we are able to recreate the injured part (arm in
our example) using combination of morph targets and other mesh deformators
present in our preferred modeling toolkit (sculpt, wrap, etc.).

After obtaining the 3d model that represents the injured body part, we are able to
create the specific immobilizer using 3d modeling techniques and deformers. The steps
in creating the immobilizer are described as follows:

1. Creating generic immobilizer for a body part: This step is done once, and the
model obtained is later specialized for each patient. The first step is algorithmically
creating pentagonal and hexagonal polygonal plane grids in 3D modeling software.
The grid is projected on a body part of a generic 3d human model. In accordance
with an orthopedist, we are adjusting the number of divisions and density of the
cellular structure. Minor modeling is used to correct the projection errors and fine
tuning the mesh. Usually it takes 2–3 days to get a correct model that can be used.

2. Specializing the immobilizer: After obtaining the model of the injury, we are
adjusting the pre-generated generic model using technique called shrinkwrap [14].
This aligns the model in accordance to the model of the specific injury. The length
of the process depends on the complexity of the model and usually takes couple of
minutes. After creating the immobilizer model, it is checked for mistakes in the
shrikwrap process. If the model passes the inspection, it is further solidified
(strengthened) on the pressure points, and it is ready for pre-printing process.

The patients with broken or cracked bones face difficulties while having a shower,
getting dressed, lifting their broken part of the body that is covered with tough and
bulky materials. Even some of them are having problems with the adjustment of the
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immobilizer that doesn’t always fit their arms (or any other body part that is being
prototyped). Having those in mind and the fact that a fracture occurs every 3 s and that
2 people out of 100 are likely to have a fracture per year [15], we made an effort to
facilitate those 4 weeks to the people that experience an undislocated fracture on the
distal part of the typical place of radius. There are fractures, which don’t need repo-
sition of the fracture fragment, but only immobilization during 4 weeks in the correct
position causing temporal disability and need of assistive devices. Because we think
that there is chance for additional compression on the soft tissues of the distal part of
forearm, we performed 2 mm bigger anatomical model to prevent compression.

Also, on the end parts of the model we used a soft material, which cannot make stasis
in the forearm.We first made a 3D scan of the hand so that we are sure that the immobilizer
will fit perfectly in the patient’s hand. Afterwards, we adjusted our model to the dimen-
sions we received by the 3D scanner as shown on Fig. 1 and we flushed it to printing.

The model is printed with lightweight, but solid plastic that is hypoallergenic and
not itchy. The lightweight plastic is thin enough to fit every piece of clothing that fits
the regular hand. Our model has gaps so that the skin is able to breathe and in order to
control the degree of swelling of the arm and the soft tissue damage or wounds of the
skin. Also, those gaps make the washing of the hand easier. The model is easily
applicative and can be removed just as easy because it is divided in two parts (upper
and lower) with supports on both of the sides as shown on Fig. 2. Also, it is fully
recyclable so there is no medical waste.

4 3D Printing Assistive Devices

In cooperation with a non-profit organization, “Open the Windows” we made few
devices that can ease the everyday functioning of people with disabilities. Initially we

Fig. 1. 3D hand immobilizer.
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created a cuff that would stick to a palm with partial hand disability. Then we started
attaching different parts of helping devices for everyday usage. We created a spoon for
eating as shown in Fig. 3A.

We made a toothbrush that could not be used as 3D printed because of the firmness
of the material. Instead, a regular toothbrush can be used and attached to the holder
with a screw. Almost every regular toothbrush can be attached to the model. The holder
itself is ergonomic and custom designed to a specific persons palm or hand. The
toothbrush is based on the same holder as the spoon. It can be made generic to be able
to hold any tools similar to a toothbrush including hair brush, shoe brush and other
devices for eating such as fork, knife.

We manufactured a holder that would facilitate writing with pen or pencil to the
same group of people with partial hand disabilities. We could not use the model of
the holder that we described because we needed different positioning of the hand and
the thumb. The model that we made enables easy writing with the holder while feeling
no discomfort on the hand. The model of the holder can be seen on Fig. 3B.

Fig. 3. (A) 3D spoon model attached to a cuff in Maya; (B) Penholder 3D model in Maya

Fig. 2. 3D immobilizer in Maya.
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5 Hearing Aids

A hearing aid is an electronic device that picks up sound waves with a microphone and
sends them to the ear through a tiny speaker. Hearing aids are frequently formed in an
attempt to fit a given situation. A typical custom-fitting process starts with taking ear
canal measures of a patient at the office of an Otolaryngologist. The sample is then
shipped to a manufacturer’s laboratory. At the manufacturer’s laboratory, skilled
technicians using manual operations make each shell. The quality and consistency of
the fit of each shell vary significantly with the technician’s skill level.

A 3D scanner scans the ear impression using a laser light source that has precision
in microns. Because a laser loses its effectiveness in marking the contour of the
impression if it is transparent, powder and liquid materials should not be used to take an
ear impression. Rather, an opaque substance, like silicon, should be used to take ear
impressions. The material is presented in Fig. 4 and the color of the silicon is light
green so it could be easily scanned because the darker is the object the harder it is to
scan using our 3D scanner.

After the model is obtained using 3d scanning technologies, the same could be
printed using additive manufacturing technologies, facilitating the waiting time for the
patient and the developing time for the manufacturer.

6 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our immobilisation model, we sent an application
to the Ethical committee of Macedonian association of orthopaedics and traumatology
asking if we could apply the immobilizer with accordance to people having a broken
hand condition. The status of the application is pending. Aside from the ethical
committee, few doctors already evaluated our model and assessed that the model is

Fig. 4. Ear canal impression
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fully anatomically correct, fits very good on the arm and may be widely applicable in
their everyday work. This can be concluded from the survey that we’ve made about the
experience that the doctor’s had with the immobiliser. The results that are shown on
Fig. 5 are from a questionnaire in which we gathered information from a test group
consisted of five doctors. Each question was in a form of statement graded by the users
with one of the grades: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly
Agree. The questions that we used could be seen in the Appendix.

It is very important that the place where the bone fracture took part is more densely
covered with smaller polygonal objects so it can be more firm in contrast to the other
part of the model where we want elasticity to relax the hand and also handle big tissue
swelling. Using the model, the doctors confirmed that there are no signs of any local
irritation or allergic reactions.

The assistive devices covered in this paper were given for usage in the Macedonian
non-profit organisation from where we got the descriptions of general needs for the
disabled people. We made a questionnaire and the devices that we manufactured were
evaluated positively since the visitors there already used similar, but not customized
devices. The overall test group that responded to the questionnaire contained 10 people
that had hand disabilities. The results of the questionnaire are shown in the following
figure (Fig. 6).

The ear impression presented in this paper eases the traditional work of the man-
ufacturer in terms that he could easily specify the thickness of the wall of the hearing
aid device and also specify different areas with different thickness using computer aided
design.

Fig. 5. Feedback from doctors for the hand immobilizer
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

Orthotics continues to be recommended for the treatment of various medical condi-
tions. Traditionally, many different manual techniques were used to manufacture
orthotics and shells for hearing aid hardware’s. Those techniques are gradually being
replaced by modern additive manufacturing techniques. This paper provided a concise
description of the techniques required to design and manufacture a hand immobilizer, a
hearing aid shell and different types of bones for learning purposes.

Doctors completed tests for the immobilization model and it was concluded that
this model is more comfortable for the patient than splint immobilization. It is light-
weight, but it also enables good immobilization of the fracture and doesn’t cause any
allergic reactions or irritation to the skin. Among other benefits, the doctors can have
good control over the degree of swelling and the wounds of the skin. We plan to obtain
a better 3D scanner so that we could fill the gap of getting good measures for the model
and develop a routine use of these techniques, facilitating the work to the doctors and
helping the patients in recovering their bone fracture.

Most assistive devices for the hand-disabled people employ holders and similar
griping structures. This paper covers the manufacturing process of assistive devices for
eating, writing, tooth brushing and computer or tablet usage. In the future we will
develop other devices and also examine their usability.

Looking into the future, the technology for custom hearing aid manufacturing is
expected to continue to refine itself in the complexity of the software manipulation, as
well as the ease and accuracy in which the scanning is done. No matter what method is
used for manufacturing the hearing aid shell, one must always remember that with the
development of the micron precision 3D ear scanners, the human factor or modeler can

Fig. 6. Feedback of user experience for the assistive hand holder
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be even avoided when taking an ear impression. Therefore, an accurate ear impression
is the first crucial step in ensuring an accurately fit hearing aid shell.

Acknowledgment. The research is partially supported by COST Action IC1303 Algorithms,
Architectures and Platforms for Enhanced Living Environments (AAPELE).

Appendix: Questionnaire

The questions in the questionnaire for the hand immobilizer were as follows:

A1. There are signs of any local irritation or allergic reaction.
A2. Those immobilizers may replace the traditional ones.
A3. There is no itchiness while wearing the immobilizer.
A4. The immobilizer provides good skin respiration, washing and tissue control.
A5. The immobilizer is fully anatomically correct.
A6. 3D printed immobilizers may be widely applicable in my everyday work.

The questions in the questionnaire for the assistive holder were as follows:

A7. The holder is comfortable and is applied with ease.
A8. The holder may facilitate the way you do daily actions.
A9. I have used similar devices but they weren’t custom fit for my arm.
A10. The holder could be easy changed and adjusted to any every day usage

purpose.
A11. I would like other types of 3D printed hand holders.
A12. The holder is tightly tied to the hand and is not loose while using it.
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